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2006 Annual Dedication

When you think of the Kieve

staff, images of strong, gregarious,

adventurous, committed, instinc-

tively kind people flash into your

mind. That's the way it's been

here for 81 years. Such consistent

excellence requires great leader-

ship. The past two summers, Paul

Keller and Will Crissman have

carried the flag for us while
Charlie Richardson began his

new life in Baltimore.

Paul & Nathalie

Having arrived here as

campers, Paul's and Will's

characters were shaped by this

place. As educators, they have
chosen a career that puts other

people's needs in front of their

own. As newlyweds, our fingers

are crossed that they will produce

many future campers (Nathalie is

expecting their first child this

winter).

Will & Michele

Thank you, Paul and Will.

You are very much a part of the bedrock of Kieve.
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JUNIOR KIEVE COURAGE - FIRST SESSION
Front: Matthew Jenney, Bill Coyle, Wyeth Coulter, Leighton Galvin, Dirk Roosenburg,

Finlay Mclnerney. Back: Dave Ernst, Henry Buck, Jack Louis, Brandon Klyce, Will von
Weise, Matty Sullivan, Matt Banks, Griffin Thompson, William Tague, Lisa Grever,

Jamie Pinkham.

JUNIOR KIEVE PERSEVERANCE - FIRST SESSION
Front: Corey Wise, Stephen Epstein, Peter Hastings, Campbell Streator. Middle: Bryce
Klehm, Neil Craig, Robbie O'Connell, Jack Sullivan. Back: Jamie Martin, Dave Eastridge,

RJ Clasby, Baz Filmer, Dave Berlin, Jack Moseley, Ray Close, Chris Herbst, Jen Ireland.
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JUNIOR KIEVE LOYALTY - FIRST SESSION
Front: George Crawford, George Hamilton, Jack Fullerton, Benji Pinsky, Ian Petty. Second:

Harry Parsons, Elliott Murphy, Ty Finn, Curt Stone, Parker Lawson. Third: Jimmy
Sullivan, Jon Mathias, Max Pinsky. Back: Phil Field, Shane McMahon, Greer Schott,

Teddy Felker.
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SOUTH GLENAYR - FIRST SESSION
Front: Peter Schmidt, Reath Neilson, James Napier. Second: Ryan Chace, Charles Cross,

Andrew Scott, Steven Ives. Third: Pierce Cote, Andrew Harrison, Atticus Shorr, Adam
Fraley. Back: Kat Gribbell, Adam Denhard, James Riddleberger, Adam Pearce.

NORTH GLENAYR - FIRST SESSION
Front: Ben Rietano, Peter Brown, Brad Driscoll, Reilly Simmons. Second: Graham
Dyer, Sam Paine, Davis Rogers, Clark Kipp. Third: Gray Warden, Thomas O'Connell,
Sam Underhill, Tripp Knox, Teddy Lyman. Back: Sam Kennedy, Charlie Hopkins. Lucy
Grogan, Joe Rainville.
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SOUTH BUNKERHILL - FIRST SESSION
Front: Declan Borcich, Griffin Tharayil, Jay Neilson, Ben Bowers. Second: Nick Saari,

Timmy Donohue, Daly Wood, Marwan Nasrallah. Third: Christian Krauss, David Clancy,

Ben Achilles, Michael Benevento, Sam Schaut. Back: Pete Vitt, Alex Martin, Will Saetren,

Lindsay Millert.

SOUTH CUNNINGHAM - FIRST SESSION
Front: Arlo Clarke, Tommy Ward, Mackenzie Cooper, William Duckworth, Henry Coxe.

Second: Austin Williams, Philip Pena. Julien Chaix, Robert Napier. Third: Sam Brown,

Stark Kirby, Jack Marsh, Will McCarthy. Back: Dave Eastridge, Ben Wolven, Justin

Strasburger, Andy Simon, Perry O'Malley.
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SOUTH TOWNSEND - FIRST SESSION
Front: Nicholas Wray, Charlie B. Braman, Langdon Neal, Ned Mower, Henry Arcano.

Second: Augie Jones, Warren von Weise, Matt Mullen, Willy Feid, Charlie Coyle. Third:

Ned Carpenter, Peter Brittain, Brory Harboe. Back: Charlie Gano, Chris Magill, Matt
Wilbur, Kim Devine.

NORTH BUNKERHILL - FIRST SESSION
Front: Charlie Kipp, Andrew Richardson, Will Ryan, Peter Mackell, Nick deLacvivier.

Middle: Jess Knowles, Jon Gander, Chris Richardson, Sawyer Rogers, Ian Shain. Julian

Lucas. Back: Adam Hasselkorn, Jeff Gander, Zach Wibur, JP McCurdy. Bron Potthoff.

Charlie Parker, Sean Cloney.
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NORTH CUNNINGHAM - FIRST SESSION
Front: Ben Wilentz, Jack McCarthy, Charles Archambeau, Will Stevens. Middle: Peter

Donohue, Jamie McCahan, Malcolm Chace, Lewis Piccone, Matt Nelson, Jeffrey Tully,

Sarah Pilger. Back: Cooper Williams, Andy "Doughboy" Adams, Andrew Vought, Alex
St. John, Henry Coote, Nick Mead, Sam Hough.

SOUTH HARRIS - FIRST SESSION
Front: Augie Masucci, Christopher Magarian, Jimmy Hetherington, Jamie Ogden, Parker

Ives, Henry Kelly, Cotter Brown. Middle: Richard Devins, Gordie Whelpley. Back: Jake

Mackoff, Morgan Harris, Scotty Broadbent, Henry Wagner, Max Russell, Timmy Macrae,

Oliver Rogers, Tom Sherwood.
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SOUTH HARRINGTON - FIRST SESSION
Front: Douglas Kessel, Rex Dyer, Gabe Jandali-Appel, Todd Gilbert, Ben Colley. Second:

Parker Ells, Johnny Hass, Tyler Ells, Charlie Wilson. Third: Johnathan Appel, Amos
Shinkle, Conor Tillinghast, Andy Lukas, Patrick McLendon. Back: Charlie Harding, Jen

Ireland, Mac King, Derek Sivyer.

NNiSFREE

NORTH HARRIS - FIRST SESSION
Front: Parker Barfield, Schuylar Grey, Garret Jensen, Thomas Cowan. Second: Grant

Barnhart, Jeff Batt, Russell Pierson, Jax Stolar. Third: Ned Benning, Eliot Harper. Lowell

Brown, Sam Kissinger. Back: Foster Durkee, Ted Cooke, Lisa Grever. Forrest Mehlhorn.
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BANK I - FIRST SESSION
Front: Russell Minetti, Ben Arcano, Charles Castellano, Bobby Hausen, Rusty Robertson,

Ryan Taras, Harry Muth, Patrick O'Neil. Back: Pierre Lapeyre, Kieran Borcich, Andrew
Kalaris, Alex Collins, Colum Bannatyne, Nico Enriquez, Ollie Makula, Jake Burns.

BANK II - FIRST SESSION
Front: Amaury Dujardin, Ricky Nix, Will Secor, Eli Campbell, George Lodge, Travis

Clarke. Middle: Graham Abbey, Peter Aresty, Gavin Cross, Marcus Wetlaufer, Alec Cote,

Alistair Wilson. Back: Andrew Malkin, Henry Felker, Wilson Robinson, Sam Kaplan.
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Front: Thomas Hackett, Zane Bohrer, Matt McCalpin, Cos Arnett. Middle: Cole
Chiumento, Dave Bowen, Pete Muratore, Chris O'Connell. Back: Miles Dickson, Mac
Lee, Timmy Krause, Breck Denny.

ALLAGASH II - FIRST SESSION
Front: CJ Pelecanos, Henry Schmidt, Donny Macrae, Nathaniel Meade. Middle: Will
Huston, Trey Frame, Slater Borgen, Wes Lincoln, Iyad Nasrallah, Mac Pivirotto. Back:

John Eastridge, Bubba Conners.
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LONG VOYAGE I - FIRST SESSION
Front: Philip Bartel, Dillon Lawson-Johnston, Dex Jenks, Eric Schwarzenbach, Amos
Cooper, Andrew Willis. Middle: David Wilson, Joy Thompson, Charlie Wagner, Scott

Barger, Jack Cantlay, Phillippe Dujardin, Charlie McLendon. Back: Will Ireland, Will

Holliday, Geoff Peck.

LONG VOYAGE II - FIRST SESSION
Front: Zach Atchinson, Dylan Darienzzo, Peter Lawson-Johnson, Paul Reilly. Second:

James Geismar, Andrew Lincoln, Nat Jaffe. Third: Quinn Harper, Adam Gerchick, Steve

Uhle. Back: Noland Chambliss, Phil Samaha.
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LONG VOYAGE III - FIRST SESSION
Front: Jack Cowie, Ed Crocker, Will Kalaris, Charlie Sherer, Nick Huston. Back: Will

Gano, Clay Jones, Ryan Dowling, Simon McNamee, Faras Nasrallah, George Nichols,

Zach DeWitt.

MAINE TRAILS - FIRST SESSION
Front: Alex Helms, George Grogan, Jack Walkovik, Cullom Walker. Second: Harry
Merck, Sam Briggs, Remy Gunn, Nick Rouco. Third: Rob Hackett. Rob Sanna. Henry
Harding, John Blair. Back: John McDevitt, Pete Michaud.
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JUNIOR KIEVE COURAGE - SECOND SESSION
Front: Peter Zamsky, Billy Dietze, Jay Anderson. Middle: Lucy Grogan, Cameron Lurie-

Spicer, Will Janvier, Emer Logie, Ben Weaver, Pete Vitt. Back: Will Gano, Hugh Ford,

Griffin Jeffrey, Matthew Verrier, KB Barry, TJ Tropea, Justin Gibson, Max Dinning.

JUNIOR KIEVE PERSEVERANCE - SECOND SESSION
Front: Josiah Talbert, John Devin, Gabriel Mahoney, Sam Devine. Middle: Will Saetren,

Alex Hirsch, Russell Conyers, Ryan Fox, Matt Conley, Ben Howland, Sarah Pilger. Back:

Cameron Webb, Peter Ferraro, Pascal Tessier, Trevor Dorman, Chris Magill.
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Wm
JUNIOR KIEVE LOYALTY - SECOND SESSION

Front: Eddie Van Dyke, Simon Werner, Strawn Dixon, Kidder Erdman, Brad Geismar.

Middle: Lindsay Millert, Max Abbot, Wil Dixon, Colin Fuss, Alexander Mcllvaine,

Chase Kimball, Justin Strasburger. Back: William Gregg, Alex Fitzgerald, Peter Skakel,

Will Ford.
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SOUTH GLENAYR - SECOND SESSION

Front: Will Hemingway, Drew Kimball, Ben Martin, Andrew Murphy, Eli West, Oliver

Martin. Middle: Peter Wallace, Radclyffe Savage, Henry Cormier, Chris Walker, "O"
Fox, Nick Bunn, Conner Ward. Back: Gordy Whelpley, Charlie Gano, Lisa Grever, Andy
"Doughboy" Adams.
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NORTH GLENAYR - SECOND SESSION
Front: Andre Gibson, Alec Thayer, CJ Little. Second: Tommy Chandler, Hughie
Auchincloss, Hart Clifford, Jack Page, Connor Shannahan. Third: Ronnie Musetti, Sam
Rickerich, Ben Knopf, John Bell. Back: Zach Wilbur, John McDevitt, Perry O'Malley,

Ted Cooke.

NORTH TOWNSEND - SECOND SESSION
Front: Thomas DeSouza, Ismael Seydoux, Luke Schmidt-Fellner, Chris Hill, Ali

Jahanzeb, Cyrus Moghadam, Clay Holmes. Middle: Andrew King, Nicholas Blake, Brian

Booth, Duncan Harvey, Cosi Blodgett, Jack Duane. Back: Becca Ernst, Cooper Williams,

Will Ireland, Colum Bannatyne.
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SOUTH BUNKERHILL - SECOND SESSION
Front: Alex Snyder, Jack Clark, Harry Hill, Max Harmon. Second: Spence Mooney, AJ
Kuhn, Matt Forelli, Logan Jackonis, Ollie Lewis, Sam Finkenstaedt. Third: Ashton
Stansbury, Henry Thomas, Andrew Sanborn. Back: Henry Felker, Breck Denny, Margie
Gribbell, Adam Pearce.

SOUTH CUNNINGHAM - SECOND SESSION
Front: Tuffy Grennon, Griffin Wurzelbacher, Griffin Miller, Jake Lynch, Bri Cullinan,

Sam Stilwell. Middle: Tommy Champion, Chase Clemens, Brad Kimball. Henry Buckley.

Jake Savage, Marc Ferraro, Addison St. Onge-May. Back: Derek Sivyer, Dave Ernst. Matt
Wilbur, Lindsey Millert.
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NORTH BUNKERHILL - SECOND SESSION
Front: Nat Clifford, Gordon Duncan, Robbie Klein, Eliot Heher, Andrew Mesrobian.

Middle: Bo Sullivan, James Bunn, Fred Bower, Sky Walker, Sam Rutan, Giovanni Zotti,

Adien Jayet. Back: Jamie Pinkham, Kim Devine, Sam Kennedy, Andy Simon, Paul

Zetterberg.

NORTH CUNNINGHAM - SECOND SESSION
Front: Charlie Gerrity, Conor Johnson, Cameron Holt, Jake Livingstone, Sky Martens,

Patrick Duane. Middle: Carter Dorsett, Billy Rogers, Will Fox, Max Tromanhauser, Will

Bailey, Mike Guimond, Henry Clark. Back: Adam Denhard, Sara Pilger, Bubba Connors,

Ben Wolven.
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SOUTH HARRIS - SECOND SESSION
Front: Thomas Strada, Greg Ferland, Nick Kronauer, Andrew Hemingway, Anthony
Ferraro, Buck Achincloss. Middle: John Sant, Turney McKee, Mac Keyser, Noah Rickerich,

Chris Mackey, Andrew Little. Back: Peter Sampson, Joe Rainville, Geoff Peck, Lucy
Grogan, Max Russell, Henry Sampson.

SOI JTH HARRINGTON - SECOND SESSION
Front: Mike Powell, Jake Rockefeller, Sam Leiken, Seth Gibane, Spencer Ward. Middle:
Ben Greene, Nate Foster, Scott Helfrich, Will Vieth, Ben Hutton, Will Gordon. Back:
Pete Michaud, Jen Ireland, Sean Cloney, Noland Chambliss, CJ Richardson, Jack Nalen.
Will Murphy.
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NORTH HARRIS - SECOND SESSION
Front: Nick Sanchez, Sam Carlisle, Tom Ramage, Nicky Greer, Dakota Granados, Spenser

Silbey, Richie Fontaine. Middle: Jack Jordan, Leverett Ball, Tate Daugherty, Stephen
Bangs, Nat Shenton, Lorenzo Hernandez, Dallas Thayer. Back: Morgan Harris, Phil

Field, James Riddleberger, Justin Strasburger.

BANK I - SECOND SESSION
Front: Peter Jackson, Charlie Jackson, Michael Cox, Neddy Beckwith, Michael West,

James Cassidy. Middle: Sean Jackson, Fritz Tully, Addi Klien, Trey Zenker, Jack Mosley,

Bobby Shupe, Cole Rice. Back: Charlie Hopkins, Forrest Mehlhorn, Peter Buckley.
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BANK II - SECOND SESSION
Front: John Goodman, Matt Willian, Charley Hildt, Harrison Thompson, Billy Lattimer.

Middle: Rob Rasmussen, Walker Barnes, David Haviland, Bardy Roberts, Kevin Keough.
Back: Phil Samaha, Lucien Tessier, Andrew Barraj, Matt Wappler, Ted Felker, Alex
Martin.

ALLAGASH I - SECOND SESSION
Front: Adrianus Martens, Henry Gomory, Jamie Giggey-Mashal, Will Moore, Charles
Allison-Godfrey. Middle: Spencer Dorsett, Peter Bailey, Alex Henrie, Mike Delle Donne,
Robin Warren, Will DiMaggio. Back: Hib Schenck, Sam Kaplan, Mac King, Jon Lobozzo.
Charlie Wemyss.
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ALLAGASH II - SECOND SESSION
Front: Evan Kantor, Nathaniel Kaplan, Shameel Jahanzeb, Billy Watterson, Mike On.
Middle: Geoffrey d'Autichamp, Matt Wholey, David Lichenstein, Avery Payette, Kaleb

Allen. Back: Will Holliday, Chris Herbst.

LONG VOYAGE I - SECOND SESSION
Front: Mark Mesrobian, Graham Garner, Tom Hanson, Nick Witherbee, John Kline,

Thome Lapointe. Middle: Owen Mathews, Jack Marston, Cory Grever, Ben Swanson,

Jack Yost, Adam Hirschberg, Billy Carter. Back: Andrew Kalaris, Alex Collins, Foster

Durkee, Margie Gribbell, Charles Harding.
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LONG VOYAGE II - SECOND SESSION
Front: Evan Dyal, Phil Johnston, Lane Brokaw, Glenn Champion, Christian Powell,

Poldo Tomada. Middle: Alex Treco, Ben Paul, Nick Cushing, Andrew Hilboldt, Parker

Masselink, Alex Geddes, Sky Tise. Back: Tyler Pace, Wilson Robinson, Dave Eastridge.

MAINE TRAILS - SECOND SESSION
Front: Erik Saetren, George McFarland, George Brooke. Middle: Nat Duncan, Colin
Chapin, Will Phifer, Charlie Reis, Rob Deans. Back: Aaron Kaplan, Jason Sokel, Danny
Coorsh, John Eastridge, Miles Dickson.
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Activity Reports

POTTERY
Lucy Grogan

Pottery got off to a booming start this summer, thanks to the enthusiasm and participation

of the majority of the first session campers. New counselor Zach Wilbur's contributions

to pottery were invaluable through his skills working both with clay and with campers.

Without him, the activity would not have been nearly as successful as it was. During the

first session, we could count on the majority of South and North Glenayr signing up
each afternoon. Their interest and talent resulted in an impressive number of Kieve

Potters from each cabin and a record number of qualifications earned overall for first

session. Second session was equally as successful, however, fewer campers were able to

achieve all six qualifications because of the higher standards Zach and I introduced for

the Woodstock Wheeler. Second session campers had to center their own clay on the

wheel in order for their pot to count toward the wheel qualification, where as first

session campers could rely on a counselor to center their clay for them. Despite the

introduction of this difficult task, a handful of our most talented potters second session

were successful in achieving their Kieve Potters. Overall, Pottery had an extremely

productive and fun summer.
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NATURE
Pete Vitt

The great outdoors was truly great each session this year at Kieve. The action was
amazing and kids were filling nature up because they knew that life is better when you
respect nature. There were the classics of frog pond catching and leaf identification

along with some silent nature walks. This year also welcomed in some new activities to

the fold such as small fire building, trips to Dodge Point, Sound maps and Blindfolded

walks. First session was filled with North Bunkerhill and South Glenayr coming on
more than one occasion and Bank 1 taking a liking to all things natural. Second session

was more about trips and experiences than anything else. The trip to Dodge Point with
South Harrington was on a glorious day and we skipped rocks, swam in the river and
experienced nature on a whole new plateau. This was a great year in nature and there

will be many more to come cause Nature is all around, all the time.
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TENNIS
Teddy Felker

Tennis was once again a favorite activity among the campers, especially during the first

session. The kids raised their games to a higher level of excellence and played with a

passion and desire that has never been seen at Kieve. The campers and staff were also

very excited about the brand new tennis facility. The old courts and fence were torn

down and replaced with a new fence and playing area. The Kieve Courts are now more
spacious and recognized as some of the best courts in the state of Maine.

Both sessions were different, but one thing did remain the same, the campers' love for

tennis. In the first session there were more "tennis players", but second session kids

worked just as hard and were a joy to be around. I sincerely hope that all of the campers
work on their games in the upcoming winter and come back next summer ready to

battle each other for Kieve braggin' rights. See you in '07!!!
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FISHING
Cooper Williams

Fishing was really fun this summer, especially catching quite a few fish and having a

great time doing it. Having around twenty campers a day sign up for fishing in the

afternoon kept me and a few other counselors busy. It was really rewarding to teach

campers how to tie the knots, and how to cast, and then to have them go out and catch

fish! Our largest fish of the summer was caught by 1
st session's Neil Craig, who was in

camp for ten days with Junior Kieve. He caught a largemouth bass that was approximately

five pounds. Hopefully fishing next summer will be as much fun as it was this summer.
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BOX SPORTS
Chris Herbst

This summer definitely had a sports vibe attached to it, and Box Sports capitalized with

its usual amount of energy and adrenaline. With the 2006 World Cup in Germany, the

classic baseball rivalry in the American League East, and with the controversy in the

Tour de France, sports were the hot topic and activity of the Kieve summer season. At
the Box, we mixed it up with Knock Out, street hockey, a little Four Square action, and
occasionally we threw down with dodgeball. Campers were sweating their daily quota,

and good times were shared by all. First session could be summed up in the daily games
of Horse matching Mac Lee and CJ Pelecanos; intense and dragged into multiple

overtimes. Second session was likewise a great time, as guys like Bo Sullivan and
Robbie Klein were prototypical "Box-Rats." Chalk up another great summer of box
sports in the Kieve book.
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PHOTO
Morgan Harris and Andrew Kalaris

The summer of 2006 proved to be quite productive for photography at Kieve. Second
session campers especially exploited its joys, with campers in South Glenayr through
Bank earning qualifications. In classic Kieve fashion, North Townsend campers Duncan
Harvey and Cosimo Blodgett even taught many of their peers the tricks of the trade,

earning them their Kieve Photographers. Thanks to everyone for making a successful

summer in photo!
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SAILING
Jen Ireland

We had another amazing summer down at the sailing dock this year. The weather
started out a bit rainy, but that didn't stop campers from signing up. By the middle of the

first session, the sun was shining and the fleet of six Zuma's was in full force. This year's

qualifications involved numerous periods of sailing, along with learning useful sailing

knots, boat parts, and points of sail. Only four campers all summer achieved the highest

qualification, the Kieve Sailor. First session's commodore was Peter Donohue, the first

2006 camper to complete all qualifications. Second session Nate Foster, Mikey Powell,

and Nick Kronauer all got their Kieve sailors. These four boys worked hard all session

and deserve praise for their dedication.

In addition to the everyday qualifications, we consistently held Regatta days every

Sunday. Campers signed up to race double period in order to compete for the Kieve

Cup. The camper with the most race points at the end of the session was awarded the

Cup. With stiff competition, Thomas O'Connell came out the winner from first session.

Second session had too many campers to declare a winner, but solid effort was put in by
the South Harrington and North Bunkerhill cabins in particular. All in all it was a great

summer down at sailing, and the Zuma fleet will be awaiting the return of the campers^

next summer.
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SWIMMING
Kim Devine

The waterfront was a popular place to be this summer. First session Mother Nature
blessed us with many gray, wet days, but we endured the rain and damp weather and
still managed to have a great time. Second session began on a much warmer note and
thankfully sunny days seemed to out-number the cloudy ones. At the start ofboth first

and second session new Kieve campers set out to conquer their first Kieve challenge -

"The Island Swim." Campers are cast into the water, with a counselor and canoe by
their side and set out for Swim Island. At 600 yards this is no easy feat, however Kieve
campers were up to the challenge and 53 campers completing the swim first session

and 61 swimmers second session.

Every day campers would come down to the waterfront to either swim around the rafts

playing raft baseball, Frisbee or other games while many others set out to achieve their

swimming qualifications. A handful of campers completed all their quals giving them
the opportunity to participate in "The Kieve Swim." First session William Duckworth,
Arlo Clark, Tommy Ward, and Ned Benning got their Kieve swimmers and second
session Billy Rogers, Andrew Little, Lucien Tessler, Greg Ferland, and Stephan Bangs
were Kieve swimmers.

Finally, swimming wouldn't be complete each day without our morning and afternoon

general swims. At general swim we saw many creative skits and song and dances, as

well as many pain divers perfecting their techniques. Counselors battled each morning
and afternoon to come in first and while many close calls were made Raft 4 headed by
Mac King continually led the pack for the win. Another successful year down at the

docks of Kieve - thanks to everyone who made swimming a blast to be at each day.
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WOODSHOP
Joe Rainville

As the sawdust settles from a busy activity period, the swords and shields in various

stages of development can be seen throughout the wood shop. Since campers earning

there first qualification build either a sword or a shield, these project greatly

outnumbered other projects such as cars, boats, and napkin holders.

There was much enthusiasm in wood shop this summer. Thanks to the help of all of the

well behaved campers the wood shop ran quite smoothly. Thanks, everyone, for a great

summer.
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ARCHERY
Jamie Pinkham

This year started out down on the Harriet House field on a warm morning in early June.

The bugs were buzzing, the sun was shinning, and Stanley was playing in the mud. We
had whole targets, boxes of brand new arrows and plenty of young campers ready and
willing to rip the brand new targets to shreds. They jumped on the task of making the

counselors replace these targets and the qualifications started rolling out like hotcakes.

We broke some arrows improved out aim and had a great summer at Archery in 2006.



ADVENTURE
Mac King

At Kieve popularity of activities fluctuates from year to year. Just when nature gets

really hot, kids start flocking to the archery range or down to funyaking. Yet throughout

all this chaos there has always remained one constant. The adventure course has attracted

flocks ofyoung men for generations. Ropes, harnesses, metal, sweat and trees, this is the

greatest activity ever.

The 2006 season was no different. Young boys were sculpted into young men, kids

were taught knots and belaying and Team X-Treme inducted seven new members.
Scores of campers attacked the adventure course, dominating elements low and high

alike. Teams were built in the morning and individuals shined in the afternoon. In the

end, a good time was had by all and a camp full of boys left psyched for next year.
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RIFLERY
Adam Denhard

The summer was a great one down at the riflery range. During both sessions many
qualifications were handed out and all across the board. Entire cabins achieved the first

qualification, the Pro Marksman, and some cabins had half the campers getting their

second (Marksman) and third (Marksman 1
st Class) qualifications.

It wouldn't be too bold to say that the new rifle range improved popularity and energy

for the activity. Several campers in first session made it up to Bar I, the second highest

qualification. One camper, Chase Clemens, rose above during the second session and
achieved his Bar II, the sole fully completed qual sheet for the summer. Thanks to all for

making Riflery the place to be this summer.
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ART
Margie Gribbell

Art was awesome this summer. Sarah Pilger kicked it off first session by updating the

quals to a military theme. She ran a tight ship. Second session started out strong. We
used up the popsicle sticks in the first few days, and interest in the popsicle stick qual

dried up quickly. But gimp made a strong showing, attracting throngs of campers, most
notably those of North Glenayr. Campers did step out of the box: South Harrington

created a large plaster teepee while long voyage I plastered their water bottles. Bird

houses also became very popular. Some campers painted them for their moms, others

painted them for Bubba's tree house colony. The cartoon qual remained popular all

session. Some, like Andrew Sanborn, took it to a new level with his drawing of ships.

Another high point was the maintenance of the art room, which I feel the campers
mastered. All in all we had a lot of fun in art this summer.
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First Session OD Reports

Henry Kennedy - June 20
What an exciting day for the first day of

camp. Those of us on the buses eagerly

anticipated arrival while we watched the

miles go by. Arlo Clarke was the first

camper to arrive on site and soon after

many other boys began to fill the bunks.

Some activities opened up in the afternoon

so that the early arrivals could engage
themselves in a more traditional camp day.

We had ice cream sundaes in the mid
afternoon and by about 5 pm everyone

gathered at the top of the hill to great the

buses. To great cheers and enthusiasm, the

two buses arrived. We unloaded all the

gear, got everyone settled into the cabins

and then went to Pasquaney for dinner. A
big spaghetti dinner had been prepared for

all of camp and some of it ended up on the

floor when a couple counselors went in

the wrong door to the dish room.
Fortunately, Will Gano, Supercounselor,

instructed the rest of us on how to enter

and exit properly. A heavy rain sent

everyone back to his cabin for a little cabin

orientation immediately after dinner, but

when the rain subsided we all gathered in

front of Innisfree for a great game of Simon
Says with Charlie Richardson leading the

way. It was great fun. We are all really

excited about the forthcoming session and
glad that everyone made it here safely.

Will Crissman - June 21

Our first full day of camp began well. I

greeted everyone at flag and then we filled

Pasquaney for breakfast. Immediately
after duties we gathered at the black top to

take the camp picture, which is always a

bit of an adventure. We took cabin pictures

and individual pictures after the full group
shot and then all of the new campers and
campers who had not successfully
completed it before attempted the island

swim. More than 50 guys finished the

swim in tough, windy conditions. We were
all really impressed.

At lunch we handed out postcards to all

the campers so that they could write home
during rest hour. For afternoon activities

we again had an open hill where campers
could try any activity they wanted. It was

exciting to hear camp come alive with the

sounds of kids at work and at play. Saws
carved wood to make picture frames,

Frisbees clanged off the flag pole in Frisbee

golf and in the background was the

consistent, distant pop from the riflery

range. We had two general swim sessions

in the late afternoon after a waterfront

orientation from Kim Devine. A little free

time followed swim and then we met at

the Pasquaney porch for dinner. Following

some entertaining announcements, I

revealed that evening activity would be

two big games of capture the flag. The
campers were thrilled! The older guys
played on one part of the campus while

the younger campers had their own game.
We met at flag after the game, had a nice

peaceful moment of silence and then
everyone returned to the cabins to go to

bed. It was a good first full day of the

session.

Jason Nahra - June 22

Today began our first "real" day at

camp. No camp or cabin photos to get in

the way of numerous fun activities. Peter

Schmidt and James Napier helped bring

the flag up on this glorious day. The usual

breakfast was followed by activities that

the campers were eager to participate in

with the usual suspects - riflery, archery,

and adventure - tops on everyone's list.

But each activity was attacked with
vengeance.

General swim offered a nice cool down
for the campers. A full raft game of rock

paper scissors helped decide who came in

from the rafts first. Raft 1 came out
victorious after winning with "rock"
several times.

Tummies were filled at lunch, and then

the kids rested for the exciting afternoon

of activities that awaited. The zip, a

baseball game, and board games filled up
quickly on this particular afternoon. As I

walked around to each activity, I noticed

each camper working hard at their chosen
task. Some were making pots, some swords
in woodshop. Some made stationary in

printing, while others were content to

shoot some hoops.
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Another afternoon cool down was in

order with general swim #2. It went off

without a hitch, and free time followed.

Dinner was around the corner, and soon
evening activity was going to be revealed.

Tonight's evening activity was Escape

to Freedom!! Needless to say, the group
was excited about the possibility of

avoiding the bounty hunters, and making
it to the 4 various freedom spots around
campus. Allagash II had a good deal of

success, while the younger cabins also

made their way successfully to the
freedoms. Not bad for some "escape to

Freedom" beginners.

It was a great first "real" day at camp.
The kids are in the swing of things and
getting more comfortable. I look forward

to the rest of the session and continuing to

watch each camper grow as they
experience life at the greatest place on
earth. Thanks for a great day guys.

Dough Boy - June 23

The clouds loomed over Kieve as we
began only our fourth day at camp. After

Mac Lee and Timmy Krause raised the flag

we headed down to breakfast to enjoy a

fine meal of sausage egg and cheese
sandwiches. For Buck Duty counselors had
to bob for apples and then hunt for spoons
in a bowl of powdered milk which proved

to be very difficult for Shane McMahon. In

the morning activities went on despite the

overcast weather. We still went through with
General Swim in the morning and Atticus

Shorr blew everyone away with his

rendition of the Kim Possible theme song

to come in from swim first. During lunch

the skies opened up and we were able to

enjoy all sorts of activities in the afternoon.

Many qualifications were earned in the

afternoon particularly at pottery and
swimming. At the end of dinner the Evening

Activity was announced which was a big

game of Ultimate Frisbee. We all went down
to Harriet House and ran around enjoying

the cool Maine night. Chris Richardson
made a couple spectacular catches/which
impressed many of the staffmembers. After

the Evening Activity Malcolm Chace and
Clarke Kipp helped lower the flag. Everyone

returned to their beds tired from the

Ultimate Frisbee anticipating another great

day at Kieve to follow.

Teddy Felker - June 24
Although rain swept through Kieve

quite frequently, Saturday, June 24th was a

day that most campers and counselors will

never forget. There were heavy showers
and thunder the night before, so the

campers were allowed to sleep an extra

thirty minutes. We eventually met around
8:30 AM, where we were unable to raise

the American flag due to the inclement
weather. Breakfast consisted of egg, bacon,

and sausage sandwiches, which everyone
enjoyed, and then was followed by a very
unique Buck Duty. Once the campers and
counselors settled down after rehearsing

another "Ritz Skit" chant, junior counselor

Charlie Harding delivered an awesome
song about the day's events, most notably

air guitar. After breakfast all of the cabins

were off to their daily duties, which were
followed by the day's morning activities.

There was no complaining about the rain

at all, and it was amazing how positive the

campers were throughout the day. There
were a lot of activities including pottery,

printing, woodshop, board games, Frisbee,

and box sports. After the first hour of

activity there was a porcupine spotted on
campus and a few counselors and campers
tracked his movements for a little while.

Before lunch there was a thirty- minute
break so cabins could work on their air

guitar skits, and then we had to eat inside

because of the weather. We had burritos,

salad, and pasta for lunch, and then we
had a variety of announcements that were
interesting to say the least. Dave Ernst had
his back shaved by a few fellow counselors

or "friends", and then there was a dance
off between junior counselors Charlie

Gano and Shane McMahon. All of these

things are done in order to get campers
fired up for the air guitar event, and the

kids were eagerly anticipating the event.

The weather got a lot better in the

afternoon, and a lot more outdoor
activities were offered. Once activities

finished dinner was held outside on
Pasquaney porch where pasta, lasagna, and
chicken wings were served. There were
more announcements and intense chants

about the upcoming "Ritz Skit", and then

the campers scattered to their specific

cabins to get a few last rehearsals of their

air guitar skit. Once everyone reconvened
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at Pasquaney porch about twenty-minutes

after dinner, air guitar was set to begin. We
started with the youngest cabins first,

North and South Glenayr, and then finished

with Long Voyage III. Every skit was
unique and extremely entertaining, from

rapping to sword fighting, every cabin left

its mark on the night, and the evening

activity was definitely a success. The last

skit of the night was the infamous "Ritz

Skit", and the female counselors did quite

well with their aerobic themed dance
routine. At the end of the day everyone

met at flag where I gave a thoughtful talk

about how special Kieve is. There are so

many good people at this camp, and we
are all so fortunate to be a part of

something like this. We should cherish

every moment we have here, because no
one can stay here forever, but we can bring

a little bit of Kieve to wherever we go.

Bron Pothoff- June 25

The dubious weather and dewy morning
set a relaxed tone for the day; campers
groggily awoke late to the mellow chimes
on Kieve's first Sunday of the summer and
leisurely sauntered up to flag and rolled

down to breakfast. Frisbee aficionados

honed in on their skills as blueberry
pancake saucers were tossed ceiling high

throughout Pasquaney. After pancake
eating records were broken (Andy "Crash"

Lucas single-handedly ate a startling 13

plain pancakes), Kieve table boys were
announced, and duties assigned; Buck duty

ensued. Wilson Robinson and Charlie

Gano displayed their egg-tossing
proficiency and quickly became first

session's reigning egg-toss champions.
With bellies full, the campers set about
cleaning cabins and warming up their

vocal chords for chapel. During chapel,

soothing songs were sung, prayers and
poems were recited and speeches were
made. Mac King entertained campers and
counselors alike with a speech that will

not soon be forgotten, aimed at bringing a

piece of Kieve wherever one may find

himself. Allagash I was awarded cleanest

cabin and South Glenayr was rightfully

dubbed "sweetest voice" during chapel. A
mouth-watering cookout followed and
campers continued on to their afternoon

activities with remains of corn on the cob

and barbequed chicken still stuck between
their teeth. Dusk set and tired campers had
a last arousing game of Color Wars before

flag and heading off to their appropriate

cabins to sleep off the day and prepare for

the next.

Henry Felker - June 26
Following a recent trend in the weather,

campers and counselors woke up once
again to rain and overcast skies. Despite

the rain there was still plenty to do and
everyone still managed to maintain very

high spirits. The start of the week marked
the beginning of a smaller camp in which
campers would be able to take advantage

of smaller activities and more personal

attention from the counselors.

Everyone enjoyed sleeping an extra half

an hour as rain was coming down pretty

hard. We decided that it was too wet to

raise the flag so we had a short talk at flag

and quickly moved indoors. Buck duty in

the morning called for an old school
Saltine Eating contest. Cooper Williams,

Charlie Harding, Adam Pierce, and Foster

Durkee, all participated, in which they

were called on to eat six crackers under
fifty seconds. Cooper and Adam were the

only ones to get past the first round, while

the other two couldn't handle the
monumental task of eating all of the

crackers. Adam won in the final by a

landslide, everyone was very impressed
with his skills.

During duties the rain held off so we
made the decision to run normal activities

and it ended up working out great. It did

not rain until later in the morning so

everyone got a chance to be outside for a

little bit at least. Instead of doing General
swim in the morning, we played a game in

Pasquaney in which cabin groups were
asked to build a device capable of

protecting an egg from breaking after being

dropped from the ceiling. All the groups
got a limited amount of materials forcing

everyone to be creative. There were a lot

of cool designs however none of them
really worked, including the counselor
contraption, which had a boiled egg.

General swim the afternoon was very

cold but very exciting. Raft four was
unseated from its winning ways as raft three

reenacted an action scene in Scarface. In
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the evening, dinner was moved inside

where we listened to Charlie Harding and
twenty campers play a song that they had
worked on in a new activity we dubbed
Music. It was very good and funny and
lightened the mood a bit in camp.
Afterwards everyone took part in the very

taxing mind game, Ultimate Deception. In

this game, counselors tried to convince
campers of a truth that may or may not be
really true. Campers had a great time
guessing which counselor the truth

actually belonged to. Some of the stories

put forth by the counselor were very
believable, however the campers proved
to be very savvy and were tough to fool.

At the end of the day, everyone met around
flag one more time to sing the Kieve song
before going off to bed.

Colum Bannatyne - June 27
This was to be no normal day, for it was

World Cup update day and we awoke to

an English officer of the day. In typical

fashion this meant that we had London grey

skies above us, but this is Kieve and before

we knew it we were raising the flag with
Oliver Makula and Bobby Hausen before

heading to breakfast. After a filling

breakfast of French toast sticks it was time

for buck duty! One of the worst crimes a

counselor can commit at Kieve is to not

clean a cooler from a trip. One of these

had been found and so three experienced

HBCs in Justin Strasburger, Mac King and
Henry Felker had to dual it out to not have
to clean it. The duty itself was to throw
pieces of orange into the world cup (!)

which none ofthem could achieve, so they

all had buck duty! After morning activities

we all headed to swim where to come back
in each raft had to pick a team in the world
cup, score a goal and celebrate in that

country's style. Tea and crumpet chants

from Mac King's raft were enough to win
and it was off to another^great Kieve lunch.

Through the day the weather turned
beautiful so we all tried to be down at the

waterfront in the afternoon and another

English film infested general swim
followed. Dinner was burgers and salad

before we played a huge game of

Speedball in which amazingly we reached

a Kieve tie. Andy Lucas and Malcolm then

lowered the flag as we all prepared for the

dawn of another Kieve day! Another great

Kieve day!

Chris Herbst - June 28
As my alarm rang abruptly, I mentally

crossed my fingers that the unfortunate

streak of rain which had washed Kieve
over the past few days had ended. Though
I saw overcast skies out my window, I

decided that something uncontrollable

wasn't going to take away from what I

envisioned to be a stellar day. I had been
running some ideas through my mind
regarding a theme for the day, and
ultimately came to the conclusion that a

sports theme would be both classic and
appropriate. After the flag was raised by
Brory and Warren, I echoed some of the

attitudes and virtues derived from playing

sports, and how many of these great

virtues - commitment, passion, excel-

lence - can also be learned and developed
at Kieve. I challenged each camper to

discover a new quality about himself, and
to set a goal to strengthen that quality over

the next few weeks.

Breakfast consisted of sumptuous
sausage links and a hearty helping of

scrambled eggs. I thought that an old

fashioned relay race between some of the

veteran staff against the rookies would fit

the bill of my theme day, and needless to

say, the selected councilors were eager to

race with grapefruits lathered in honey
underneath their chins.

Morning activities took place, though
camp was eerily quiet with only four

cabins in camp. However, as G-Swim
approached, the clouds in the sky
dissipated and our gorgeous Maine sun
dominated the mid day skies. The kids

were excited to get wet underneath the

sweltering sun, and I couldn't help but envy

them. Each raft had to do a rendition of a

song and dance of one professional sports

team, and Raft 2's ode to the Philadelphia

Eagles was flawless. Lunch was perfect, as

macaroni and cheese is often the universal

meal that no kid can resist.

The afternoon was a little bit different,

as the campers had the unique opportunity

of an open hill to choose their activities.

This enabled them to spend more time

doing something that otherwise may have

been too crowded or unavailable. Halfway
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through the afternoon though, the grey

skies returned, and pouring rain was not

far behind. General swim was called off,

and the campers retreated to Pasquaney
for what turned out to be a heralded
tournament of Jumbling Wood Tower
between everyone, staff included. Dinner
was fantastic, as we pushed the tables

together for a giant pseudo-Thanksgiving

feast. Sliced turkey, mashed potatoes,

stuffing, and cranberry sauce melted in

our mouths, and we were all oblivious to

the dreadful weather outside. We had the

wonderful kitchen staff to thank, as well

as each other for making Kieve such a great

establishment.

As the rain eased off, I decided to push
through the figurative gates that the

weather had confined us in, and to do an
outdoors EA anyway. I collaborated with
a few counselors, and together we
fashioned three rotating stations of

Ultimate Sports. The kids responded with

a great attitude, and everyone was sweating

and cheerful by the time the bell rang. As
the flag was lowered by the Kipp brothers,

I reminded the campers that one of the

most necessary virtues in sports is having
a good and positive mindset no matter the

occasion. Obstacles, such as the weather,

will always be prevalent. But it is in the

face of adversity that we discover our true

character and strengths, and Kieve is a

crucial but likewise amazing tool for that

aspect in a young man's development.

James Riddleberger - June 29
I woke up at 7 am excited for my first

OD day ever and although it was cloudy, it

was finally not raining. At flag I noticed

how small camp was but reminded
everybody that today was a big day in

camp, today JK ARRIVES! ! ! Everyone was
excited to welcome 39 new campers to

Kieve and eagerly went off to breakfast.

After a breakfast of waffles and a solid

wood jumbling tower Buck duty the
campers went off to their morning
activities. The morning ran smoothly and
as we approached lunch a few JKers began
to trickle into camp. We only had 3 cabins

at general swim allowing each cabin to

take its own raft and to come in I asked the

campers to do their best impersonation of

a counselor of their choosing. My boys in

South Glenayr chose to impersonate me
in a less than befitting way securing them
last place in the competition.

At lunch the "We Got JK" chants began
as we started to notice the little JKers

running around camp, but we still had
many more campers on the way. For
afternoon activities we had an open hill

for the 3 cabins in camp allowing the

campers to roam from activity to activity.

By dinner almost all of JK had arrived

and the excitement of having more
campers in camp caused Will Crissman to

challenge Jamie Martin to shave half of his

beard. Jamie quickly ran off to his cabin to

get his grooming supplies and by the end
of dinner Jamie no longer had half of his

beard. We then ended the day with the

Ultimate Kieve Relay which included 8

stations that each cabin had to get through

as quickly as possible. As the flag was
lowered the weather was still cloudy and
damp, but that had not stopped us from
having a great day and welcoming JK to

Kieve.

Mac King - June 30
I woke up early, in preparation for the

glorious day which lay ahead of me, only

to meet a steady downpour, prompting a

delayed playing of the chimes. The rest of

camp awoke nearly an hour later and
gathered for flag under some ominously
dark skies, perhaps warning of the foul

weather to come or perhaps reminding us

of the equally foul weather already behind
us. After feasting upon expertly sculpted

bagels and muffins, camp observed a

"make him laugh buck duty" featuring

Perry O'Malley, Shane McMahon, Charlie

Gano, and Charlie Harding as the
comedians and Dave Eastridge as the

subject. Like a stern Indian chieftain

Eastridge kept his cool until Charlie
Harding stood up on stage and proceeded
to rip off his sweat-suit to reveal spandex
rowing attire, causing Eastridge and the

rest of Pasquaney to erupt in laughter.

It rained all morning. Then it rained

some more. Actually it rained all of the

month of June. Kids played solid wood
jumbling tower, spoons, and stratego

indoors and morning general swim failed

to occur for the third day in a row. In the

afternoon (by some act of good grace) the
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sun came out, and general swim occurred

and dinner took place outdoors. Evening
activity was Capture the Flag:

Revolutionary War. With half of camp
dressed in blue fighting for the stars and
stripes whilst the other half donned
reddish tones to represent British redcoats.

Douglas Kessel and Jonathan Appel
lowered the flag and after some
scintillating words from myself we sang

the Kieve song and went to bed with full

stomachs and happy hearts.

Sam Kennedy - July 1

Day 12 of first session and morale is

high. The sun is out for the first time this

week, which is good news for the "fun

runners." Before flag a big group of

counselors and campers alike left for

Damariscotta to run the Strawberry
Shortcake Shuffle 5k. They were missed
during the bagel breakfast, but Buck Duty
was still as droll as ever. Jamie Martin and
Chris Herbst proved their communication
skills are superior to Teddy Felker and
Shane McMahon's in a game of ten

thousand dollar pyramid. After a hot and
sweaty morning at activities, the boys
returned from the Fun Run to tell us that

Sawyer and Davis Rogers had finished first

and second respectively. Mac King was also

in the top 5 and displayed his blue ribbon

for general swim. Great work Mac!
Reddened from pain dive Saturday

competitions, campers ate their lunches

while hiding in the shade of the pine trees.

The temperature reached 96 degrees by
12:45, which was a treat for the OD who
spent his "rest period" running from cabin

to cabin, signing boys up for activities.

Oddly enough, pottery was the most
popular activity on this Saturday. Who
would want to spend a 96-degree afternoon

inside playing with clay? Maybe the

campers are fond of the pottery counselor,

who knows? I spent my afternoon playing

baseball with Perry O'Malley and running
champion Mac King. Ryan Chace
impressed us all with his diving catches

and double plays. Big players come in

small sizes at Camp Kieve.

The second general swim had rafts

acting out this year's commercials. The
laughs stayed with us through dinner, after

which the skies opened up just as I was

explaining the rules to the evening activity:

quest for the holy land. Despite the
pounding rain, counselors dressed as

Egyptian pharaohs chased campers dressed

as slaves who sought the protection of

Dave Eastridge who was dressed as Moses.
I was thankful for everyone's effort and
excitement through the nasty weather.

Only at Kieve is terrible weather met with
smiles from slaves and growls from
pharaohs. Of course the rain stopped
abruptly after flag, but the downpour
cooled off the air and gave us perfect

sleeping weather.

Lucy Grogan - July 2

As chimes rang this morning and we
awoke to yet another rainy day, I was
willing to bet that ifwe ignored it, it would
go away. And indeed it did! Sunday
breakfast was exciting as usual, but
something huge was missing and it was
felt by all. The female counselors (with

the exception of me) were having
breakfast together at the Red Farm House
hosted by the first lady herself, BJ. Their

presence was greatly missed and everyone

was psyched to have them back for chapel,

which was held immediately following

breakfast in Pasquaney. We all concluded
that this was possibly the first time chapel

had ever been held in Pasquaney on
account of the rain and the fact that our

beloved Innisfree is under renovation.

LaaLaa played the organ beautifully as we
all belted out the National Anthem at the

top of our lungs and Jimbo Martin taught

us all to "put a plus sign on it" and look at

the positive side.of everything.

As we emerged from Pasquaney and
headed to our duties, the skies parted to

reveal... (drum roll, please) the sun!

Duties, cabin clean up, and a much-needed
tub brought us to a scrumptious lunch of

BBQ chicken and corn on the cob,

followed by rest hour and a slew of

outdoor afternoon activities. While the

campers were snuggled all tight in their

beds (or activities), the counselors were

busy preparing for a big-time evening

activity, also known as Casino Night.

As dinner rolled around, curious

campers desperately tried to steal peeks

through the trash bag-covered windows
of Pasquaney in hopes of catching a
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glimpse of the mystery being constructed

within. Throughout the delicious

counselor-prepared dinner of gray dogs

and tots, rumors of Pasquallio's and WWF
night floated around from camper to

camper until finally the truth was revealed

during announcements. . .CASINO NIGHT!
All the campers rushed back to their

cabins to get decked out in their finest and
then we all reconvened in Pasquaney to

play blackjack, spoons, jelly bean toss, dice,

bet on horse races, get palms read, and most
importantly, dance to sweet music and feast

on candy prizes. A great time was had by
all and the excitement level was still

through the roof at flag, much to the dismay
of those counselors on duty. South
Townsend was lucky enough to have
Pasquaney as their duty, which meant they

got to help clean up thousands of candy
wrappers and poker chips and disassemble

the set up. They did an exceptional job and
it looked better than it did to begin with

when they were finished! Once we came
down from our sugar-highs, bed time was
welcomed by the sunset of yet another epic

day at Camp Kieve.

Adam Hasselkorn - July 3

July 3 rd was one of the most beautiful

days that Camp Kieve has seen yet this

session. The campers eagerly waited for

the raising of the flag on the day we would
be viewing fireworks over Lake
Damariscotta. Following the campers
stuffing their bellies with breakfast
sandwiches, Buck Duty was decided
through a game of musical chairs. The two
finalists were a shirtless Dave "Second
Helping" Ernst and Mac "Overly-
Competitive-Counselor-of-the-Summer"
King. Following Mac's convincing defeat

of Second Helping, Mac proudly
proclaimed that he has never in his life

lost at musical chairs.

Following breakfast South Townsend
left for the White Mountains and South
Bunkerhill left for a day on the Snow
Goose. During morning activities, JK
Loyalty had an opportunity to give the

Aqua Zip a try while JK Perseverance
worked on their sharp shooting at archery

and riflery.

As the boys of Kieve were enjoying
dinner, Forest Mehlhorn and North Harris

proudly returned to camp from the Moose
River with a patriotic entrance involving

a colorful sparkler display. The evening
activity was to be Ultimate Paparazzi.

Many special outsiders appeared at camp
for the event. Of those included Free Willy,

John Lennon, Casper the Friendly Ghost,

Angelina Jolie's Pregnant Stunt Double,

Peter Pan and Tinkerbelle, Little Red
Riding Hood, and Mark Wahlberg.

Following the evening activity,

celebratory Fourth of July cake was eaten

and Wavus joined us at the waterfront for

a brilliant display of lights and sounds
from our very own Fourth of July
fireworks.

Max Russell - July 4
Happy Independence Day! With the

weather report predicting massive
amounts of rain and lightning, it was a

welcomed sight waking up to sunshine.

Just goes to show you that freedom can
never be clouded over. All is well at the

end of West Neck Road as I had Jamie
Ogden and Jake Mackoff help me raise the

flag. With a small camp to work with, I

decided to go against the traditional advice

of trying something new. With such a small

camp and so many activities, I told kids to

sign up for their favorites because when
all of the trips get back, you might not be
able to get to your favorite activity.

Breakfast was a small tribute to America
as we recited the Pledge of Allegiance and
sang Happy Birthday to America. Morgan,
Shane, Charlie, Kat, Sarah and Zach helped

me with Buck Duty as we made and ate

"American Sandwiches". Walking around
morning activities, it seemed that kids

were taking my advice and really enjoying

the activities that had been assigned to

them. In honor of America, we had the

best Impromptu song and dance tribute to

America to come in for general swim. After

a picnic style lunch and counselor
announcements, I was happy to see the

kids able to sign up for all of the best

activities with no one really being left out.

A lot of kids even got the chance to try out

the seldom open land zip. During activities

the clouds and wind rolled in, making
second G-swim very uncomfortable. I

wanted to play American rock, paper,

scissors, but decided just to have the kids
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come in so not to catch colds. After a great

American cookout of burgers and hot dogs

for dinner, we finished up and got ready to

play a rousing game of capture the camper.

With the day almost completely behind
us, we did one ofmy favorite things at flag

and reenacted a rain storm with our hands
before Richard and Garret helped me
lower the flag. Great day, great place. Sign

me up for years to come.

Forest Melhorn - July 5

This Wednesday morning started with
some clouds in the sky, but that was not

going to dampen the spirit of the day. I

started off the day with the usual raising of

the flag with the assistance of Parker
Barfield and Jeff Batt both of the North
Harris cabin. With many cabins out of

camp for the day on trips, or excursions to

the beach or on the Snowgoose III, I

encouraged the campers to pick their

favorite activity and do it for the day before

there are lots of campers back in camp. I

also told the JK cabins to make the best of

their time left in camp and to have lots of

fun on their upcoming trips.

Breakfast was entertaining as usual with

some music and dancing along with
campers attempting to get their Kieve table

boy qualification. This is definitely one of

my favorite times of the day in camp. Today
was also the official first day of Test Duty,

which took the place of Buck duty due to

the change of location and name of the

counselor cabin. For the Test Duty
competition two teams of four counselors

had to eat 1 bagel and the environmentally

friendly paper-like plate that the bagel was
served on. At the end of breakfast cabins

went to do their assigned duties before the

start of morning activities.

Morning activities went fine especially

with the sun starting to peak through the

clouds. The weather continued to improve
as the day went on making for a nice lunch

and perfect conditions for activities in the

afternoon. At first general swim the skit to

come in was counselor pain dives. At the

afternoon general swim each raft had to

come up with a skit of a commercial that

represented Kieve. At the end of every

perfect day at Kieve one needs a perfect

evening activity, so I resorted to my all

time favorite Best of the Best. There are

different categories given and each cabin
gets some time to think up a funny way to

present. The categories from the night

included funny animal impression, best

PG joke, and reenactment of celebrity's

bloopers, stupid human tricks, and counsel

impersonations. I remember Oliver Rogers
having a funny animal impression, and
Peter Donahue's impersonation of Sam
Hough. At flag I reminded all the campers
to make the most of their time left in camp.
Then had Schuyler Grey and Garret Jensen
help to lower the flag to bring an end to

the day.

Pete Vitt - July 6

The day started with a little bit of cloud
cover but I had a feeling that on my OD
day the sun would break for the kids. Flag

went up, kids went down the hill to

Pasquaney, and the day was officially

started. For what was now being called

Test duty it was human peanut butter and
jelly sandwiches. I called 4 girls to help

spread the mess and Ben Wolven and Adam
Denhard to get real messy. The group of

Kim Devine, Jen Ireland and Ben Wolven
were the winners much to the delight of

all the kids. For General swim the kids

had to do a scene from Point Break and
some were better than others but all made
me laugh.

The kids hit the door running ready to

tackle whatever Kieve could throw at

them. I started giving out activities and
what do you know, the sun came out for a

beautiful day at Kieve. The kids were
running full speed ahead and I could barely

keep up. Lunch came and went and JKL
and C left for their trip to big bad Bremen.
General swim was met with open arms as

sweaty kids came down to the docks. They
had to perform their best end zone dance,

and all impressed me.
Evening activity was mental midget

relays and all of JK impressed me with

their heart and desire, and the cabins of

Dough Boy (North Cunningham) and Max
Russell (South Harris) used some
techniques from their years of experience

that got their cabins well ahead of the pack.

Overall the kids were tired and I was tired

but extremely satisfied with how the day
went. The sun was out, a smile on
everyone's face and most importantly, we
were at Camp Kieve.
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Justin Strasburger - July 7

We awoke to a glorious morning of

sunshine. After I hit Forrest over the head
with a cookie sheet to kick offWWF day,

Mackenzie Cooper and Robert Napier
raised the flag. Each camper received a

raffle ticket in order to win various WWF
prizes throughout the day. Breakfast was
heavily dominated by the 2006 return of

Macho Man Randy Savage's classic tune

"Speaking from the Heart" and Tripp Knox
won aWWF action figure. Kat and Morgan
received Test Duty and the campers headed
off to morning duties. At Indian Circle,

another raffle was held and another set of

WWF action figure went to Henry Wagner.

Macho Man Randy Savage returned to

dominate the morning's general swim as

the contest to come in was "best workout
commercial featuring Randy Savage."

During lunch, the campers really started

to get fired up forWWF day and to add the

hype, Jack Bauer showed up to arrest a

terrorist trying to plant a bomb in

Pasquaney. The grand prize of the day, a

set of action figures and a wrestling ring

went to Matt. Will McCarthy won an action

figure at afternoon Indian Circle and one
lucky group of ten kids got to plan out a

fight for the evening activity during
afternoon activities. The contest for

afternoon general swim was a WWF
version of Rock, Paper, Scissors.

At dinner, several feuds began to surface.

Jessica Simpson showed up looking for

Homer Simpson who was apparently
claiming to be the better of the two
Simpsons, and two of Hollywood's hottest

couples, Jennifer Aniston and Vince
Vaughn and Brad Pitt and Angelina Jolie

showed up to see what Kieve is all about.

During announcements, another terrorist

showed up and Jack Bauer and Walker,

Texas Ranger argued over who would
handle the situation. After that Nacho Libre

appeared on the roof of Pasquaney looking

for his ninos. Finally it was announced that

the evening's activity would be wrestling

and the campers erupted in applause.
Pasquaney had been transformed into a

real life wrestling arena complete with
Jumbotron. Jimbo and Doughboy were
introduced as the evening's MCs and
"Speaking from the Heart" was played to

get the campers fired up. After the song

finished, the night's first bout was
introduced: Nacho Libre vs. Los Ninos de

Calles. The crowd favorite, Los Ninos won,
finishing Nacho off with a series of camper
Peoples' Elbows. After a brief backstage

interview conducted by Dave Ernst, the

evening's second match up began, pitting

Jessica Simpson vs. Homer Simpson.
Jessica Simpson pulled off a major upset,

knocking out Homer. During the Simpsons'

backstage interview, the two Hollywood
couples started feuding and Brad Pitt and
Vince Vaughn began wrestling in the ring.

Halfway through their fight, the ladies

jumped in the ring to show their men how
to fight. The fight ended with the ladies

deciding to ditch their men altogether and
join forces. The excitement was building

for the final match of the evening between
Chuck Norris as Walker, Texas Ranger and
Jack Bauer of 24 fame. But first we had to

play Macho Man's song again. The final

match was phenomenal with Jack Bauer
entering the ring by flipping over Chuck
Norris. Of course Chuck Norris ended the

match with a series of round house kicks

to the head. After one final playing of

"Speaking from the Heart," we headed up
to flag where JKers lowered the flag. It was
a perfect final day for Junior Kieve.

Chris McGill - July 8

Today we were blessed with great

weather and a great group of cabins. I

started the day challenging the campers to

expand their circle of friends while camp
remains small. Breakfast was an
assortment of muffins and bagels along

with the all-important yogurt, which, like

always, was inhaled by campers before

breakfast even began. Cooking was the

theme for the day and as such test duty
consisted of food trivia with the
punishment for a wrong answer; having
various food products dumped on you.

Morgan Harris seemed slightly less

knowledgeable than Dough and Miles in

this category and subsequently got every

answer wrong.
After Test duty, the cabins broke to do

their various morning duties and activities

which were followed by a great general

swim. Since today was Saturday, pain
dives were the traditional competition to
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see which raft came in first. Since today
was JK parent's day we had to take it easy

during lunch and postponed the iron chef

competition until dinner when Justin

Strasburger and Andy Simon squared off

against Dough Boy and Sam Kennedy.
Dough and Sammy came out victorious

after sabotaging the competitor's dish.

The evening activity was Town Ball, which
is a cross between kick ball, cricket and
pure chaos. Overall this was a great day.

Thank you to everyone who helped and I

wish you all the best.

Lindsay Millert - July 9

After an extra thirty minutes of sleep,

the nine cabins in camp gathered around
the flag pole to raise a brand new Kieve
flag and, of course, the American flag. Even
at 8:30 am the heat of the day was felt, but

we were lucky to have not a single cloud

in the sky and lower humidity than we
experienced throughout the past week.
Charles Cross and Peter Schmidt from
South Glenayr helped to raise the flag,

before I imparted these words of Robert

Service to the campers: "It isn't the

mountain ahead that wears you out; it's

the grain of sand in your shoe." Breakfast

was full of energy, as a result of the return

of some of the longer trips and the tossing

of pancakes across the tables onto empty
camper plates... a common Sunday
morning scene in Pasquaney. The kids then

enjoyed watching nine of their goofy
counselors compete in a tag-team dance-

off to Prince's "Raspberry Beret," and those

who were inspired by the music headed
off choir practice with La-La.

We had several campers read prayers or

other passages during Chapel, and the

counselors were flattered by Peter

Donohue from North Cunningham who
thanked us for a great summer so far.

Following a few hymns, former camper
and counselor James Hicks read a poem
he wrote describing everything he missed
by not working at Kieve this summer;
some of these things included pain dives

and "being a complete idiot in front of

everyone and getting applauded for it." It

was announced over our weekly barbeque
chicken lunch that Henry Arcano from
South Townsend won the cake for

"Sweetest Voice;" South Cunningham won

the cake for "Loudest Voice;" and Allagash

as well as North and South Glenayr each
earned ice cream for having the cleanest

cabins after inspection.

In the afternoon several of the activities

did something special. For example,
sailing had another regatta allowing kids

to work toward the Kieve Cup; adventure
ran a knot-tying clinic, and five campers
earned quals for their work there; in

woodworking campers began to make
armor in anticipation ofMedieval Day; and
box sports moved to the grass for a game
of lacrosse. Finally, to close the afternoon

each raft had to choreograph an
interpretive dance to the Kieve song
during G-swim. Several competing chants

of "FRANCE!" or "ITALY!" were heard
over a lasagna dinner, as the final of the

World Cup was played today. Eventually

though, we all came back together to

experience the first "Kieve Twisted
Olympics," in which each camper signed

up for one of the following activities:

tennis, basketball, four-square, funyaking,

ultimate Frisbee, lacrosse, or greasy
watermelon. To close the day, we reflected

on the encouraging quotation, "Once a

mind has been stretched it will never return

to its original size," and eleven cabins (after

the much anticipated return of South
Harrington and Allagash II) headed off to

bed after a great day in the sun.

Jamie Martin - July 10

The morning of the ninth ofJuly warmed
each camper's face with the true first rays

of sunshine of the session. As I raised the

flag to kick offmy Officer of the Day duties,

I reminded the campers that just how the

bad weather had passed, so soon would
their time at Kieve for the first session of

the summer of 2006. 1 told the campers to

not take anything for granted today by
fully absorbing the spirit that makes Kieve

such a great place. After those words, it

was now time for breakfast. After a

delicious breakfast of waffles and bacon,

the campers were entertained by the

hilarious test duty. In the light of the World

Cup fever, I had one lucky counselor show
off his heading skills on a plethora of flying

produce. The hilarity of that moment
summed up the events of the day. Morning
activities were all found with smiles
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remembering the flying watermelon.
Lunch was met with hilarious

announcements and general swim was
ended with a Saturday Night Live best skit

tournament. The sun began to move past

the state of comfortable warm and into

excessive heat right around mid afternoon

but strange enough as I traveled from
activity to activity, I couldn't hear a single

complaint. The glow the kids expressed

would even make the sun blush. Everyone

was fully taking my request to heart and
just embracing the flow that makes Kieve

so special. At dinner, this feeling could

truly be seen. The kids, who sometimes
have trouble cleaning up their tables, made
the outdoor picnic tables shine like a

diamond. They were rewarded through the

distribution of one ice cream bar to each

camper. After they were done fully

enjoying their well deserved treat, it was
time for me to announce the night's

evening activity. The activity that I chose
went right along with both the World Cup
theme and the theme of hilarity: Foursome
Soccer. It's the game of soccer with four

goals set up which guarantees both
moments of confusion and hilarity. I can
honestly say that playing that game that

very evening reminded me ofmy own days

as a camper. Everywhere I looked I saw
smiles and heard the chuckles of laughter.

Even on the walk back after the evening
activity, some people were still chuckling

over the past events of the game. As I

lowered the flag I once again reminded
the campers of how before they know it

they will be leaving Kieve and will have
to wait another full year before they return

to West Neck Road. I went on to talk about

the memories that can aid their dormant
state throughout the year and how if

everyone can take the rest of his stay here

and treat it like they did today, absorbing

the smells, sounds, and sights of Kieve,

then this year will be cushioned through
the memories of the chuckles in the warm
summer sun.

Miles Dickson - July 11

The teaser video on Sunday morning had
really revved camp up for Medieval Day,

to the extent that campers showed up to

flag wearing custom made armor. The
weather is terrific this morning which will

hopefully ensure the Grand Armada a fun,

safe voyage to Wavus. The biggest element

of this session's Medieval Day was not in

fact fire arrows or flaming longswords, but

rather chivalry, and wooing the woman of

Wavus. To aide campers (and some staff)

we played an "instructional" video just

after breakfast entitled Courtly Love 101,

which described the nine stages of courtly

love. Many a good laugh was had by all.

With the change in the schedule we only

had one activity period this morning
before campers and staff alike donned their

armor, sharpened their swords, and
slathered on the face and body war-paint.

The send off from the waterfront was
unlike anything Camp Kieve has ever

witnessed before. The Grand Armada,
constituted of canoes, war canoes, ocean
kayaks, motor boats, and even a VIKING
ship, departed en masse shortly before 11

am headed across Damariscotta Lake,

through the narrows, and on to Wavus. The
Invasion had begun! I should add that at

this point, the Wavus girls were showering
and preparing for a *tame* lunch with the

Kieve boys. The voyage went swimmingly,
with motor boats flying Kieve and
American flags, and an enormous
KieveWavus banner to rally the troops.

After making landfall, a throng of Kieve
campers and staff surged into Jewell Lodge
to an unsuspecting crowd of Wavus girls.

The noise inside the building was
deafening. The sheer volume from the

Kieve chants left many a Wavus girl with
their hands over their ears, in shock from
the sight of a camp full of warriors with
swords and armor. However, before long,

the Wavus girls started up there own
chanting and raised their voices to match
the Kieve boys. This being the first meeting

between our two camps, it was glorious.

The room was ablaze with unity and good
old fashioned Kieve passion.

The chanting eventually died down and
the Kieve boys presented their gifts to

Wavus. One by one the cabins performed
skits, songs, or dances in honor of our new
sisters. Of course we were well received

and lunch was served, an exquisite buffet

of every type of tortellini and ravioli one
could possibly fathom, corn bread,
meatball pizza, hot dogs and an
unbelievable salad bar. It was
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scrumtrulescent. Though it would have
been nice to spend the whole day with our

new friends at Wavus, we had to be on our

way back to the end of West Neck Road.
Before we departed, Henry Kennedy
(along with the help of Phillip Dujardin

and Scotty Barger) presented Wavus and
Jewell Lodge with a special KIEVE flag to

hang from its walls. The whole experience

was tremendous fun, and really brought
the Wavus camps into the Kieve fold.

Unfortunately our sunny morning had
turned not so sunny in the afternoon, with

rain, and eventually some thunder. This of

course made the paddle back to Kieve a

little more uncomfortable than
anticipated. Once the boats had been
brought up and tied down the collective

wet-dog camp trudged back to its cabins

for much needed dry clothes and a quick

nap. The weather had us turned upside
down so afternoon activities turned into

open hill, and I believe we set a record for

the quickest G-swim in Kieve history. Stir

fried beef, chicken and pork, rice, and egg

rolls made for an excellent finish to the

day's meals. Everyone was still beat from
paddling and chanting all day, so we had
an EA of all camp knockout, sparkler run,

and got the treat of watching some of the

World Cup soccer final.

All in all the day was a huge success,

mainly due to the campers who went to

Wavus and were respectful, honorable, and
deeply chivalrous. Thank you to all that

were a part of Medieval Day. I hope the

Grand Armada to Wavus will become a

long standing tradition.

Dave Ernst - July 12

It was the beginning of a beautiful day.

The sky was a little overcast at first but the

sun began to shine through. It was
confirmed that it would be a great day when
Will realized that there was squirrel poop
on the back of our daily roster. Nothing like

a good omen. Ryan Chace and Andrew Scott

raised the flag without a hitch and a good
percentage of camp decided to follow

Bubba to breakfast. Breakfast was "some
good" as Mainers would say as it was a

hearty meal of sausage, egg, and cheese

sandwiches. Counsel announcements were

sparse yet strong and while our morning
duties were slightly interrupted by a

technical error by one known only as "the

boss", soon after they freely flowed.

For Buck duty Adam Haselkorn, Bron
Potthoff, Joe Joe Butters (a.k.a. Joe Rainman)
and Charlie Hopkins were contestants in a

game of Chubby Bunny. But this was no
ordinary Chubby Bunny, this was with
quotes from the movie "The Ladies' Man",
which were to be done in the accent and
manner of the character. For the first

marshmallow I started out gently with a

simple "Hey, What's happenin?" But it

slowly moved to "Does not the wind love

the dirt?" "Is love not unlike the smell of

fine, fine diamonds" "Is love not unlike the

unlikely not it is unliking too?" After that

last one the group was down to two people.

Charlie and Joe Joe Butters. At first it seemed
like Charlie had it in the bag as he almost

flawlessly recited the "unlikely not it is

unliking too" but "I am Julie's piano, I am
Julie's piano, that's a song I wrote for ya"

proved to be too much for the young
Hopkins and Joe Joe Butters emerged
victorious.

After duties it was time for morning
activities and the guys were eager to get

their day started, so much so that many
tried to leave Indian circle early. Eventually

they were offand I followed to take pictures.

Soon enough, it was time for general swim
and it was needed because it was sunny and
hot. Because camp was so big we had split

swim, so in order to come in for the first

swim the rafts had to recreate a music video

from the 1990's. Raft 4 reigned supreme as

their "I'm too sexy/I like big butts" montage
was capped off with some nice jumps.
Second swim had to recreate some Jim
Carrey scene and it was with the help of

Crash, recreating the elephant birth scene

from Ace Ventura Pet Detective: When
Nature Calls: it was a thing of beauty. After

all was said and done it was time for lunch.

Lunch was a wonderful mix of our breakfast

sandwiches, mashed potatoes, soup, and
pizza and cheese sticks, not to mention the

famous Kieve coldcuts. It was a potpourri

of food. After some debating I decided that

open hill Wednesday really did exist and it

would exist today.

Well open hill went smoothly, and the

guys had a great time getting a head start on

their quals for Qualification Thursday.

There were a ton of guys down at the
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waterfront, swimming, sailing, funyaking,

"wind" surfing. Riflery and archery were
also being hit up a lot. The sky began to

cloud, but not our spirit. Eventually, it was
time for afternoon G-swim. The first swim
was required to do their favorite Will

Ferrell scene to come in and Raft 2 was the

winner with the "Yazz flute" scene from

Anchorman - "that's some ham and cheese

for ya", "Aqualung". The second swim had
to create their own workout video and
many of these skits were made at my
expense, as I am not the most buff counselor

at camp by any means. However, the winner
of the competition was raft one's rendition

with Ricky Nix playing a slightly effeminate

leader named "Francesco" doing a mix of

yoga and pilates. It was hilarious!

Soon it was time for my favorite part of

the day, dinner. The meal was chicken and
rice. There's nothing like some good wings
and some rice to wash it down with.

Dinner must have been good because
things got a little out of hand and
announcements had to come a little early.

Unfortunately, I was busy getting the

evening activity ready and it took a couple

of moments to find me.
Well tonight was a perfect night for

Ultimate OTB, where the kids all bet on
what counselors they think will win
certain events. We had 6 events: a swim
race between Ben Wolven, Charlie
Hopkins, and Adam Denhard, a mixed-
doubles tennis match between Perry
O'Malley/Shane McMahon and Adam
Pierce/Bron Potthoff, a riflery shootout

between Adam Haselkorn, James
Riddleberger and Chris Magill, an archery

competition between Miles Dickson, Sarah

Pilger, Matt Wilbur, and Bubba, a run to

the top of the hill led by cabin
representatives and a final game of all-

counsel knockout.

In the swim race, the counselors had to

swim around or on the rafts until they
reached the beach, and in this competition

Charlie Hopkins reigned victorious. The
tennis match was very close it went 3

games apiece and then we forced it to a

pragmatic tiebreaker because the tension

of the match proved to be too much for all

ofthe campers. Although Ms. O'Malley was
dominant on the court, Pierce and Potthoff

exploited the weakness of Shane and

vanquished them 4 games to 3. Then it

was on to riflery. Riflery was a quick
contest, which helped make up for the long

tennis match. In the end, only one man
was left standing and that was Chris Magill.

Next was archery and although Bubba and
Sarah Pilger looked like they were in the

running for the win, Miles' strong and
hilarious bending and leaning stance was
too much for them. Long Voyage I ended
up winning the race. I apologize to the place

finishers, records were lost in the Kieve
computer. And now it was time for the

piece de la resistance Counsel knockout.

Although many cabins bet on Chris Herbst

and Adam Pierce to win the counsel
knockout, we were all surprised when they

got out in the 2nd and 5 th round respectively

and that the last two men standing were
Adam Haselkorn and Foster Durkee. The
competition took quite some time but at

the end Foster took the Counsel knockout
cup and we all headed to flag.

Christian Krauss and Grey Warden
lowered the flag and I thanked the whole
camp for being such good sports as rain

had set in a bit during our evening activity.

I reminded them that it was important to

really cherish the times they had shared

with all of their new friends and that I

hoped they would keep in touch past camp.
Overall, it was an amazing day, beautiful

weather for most of it, a great way to start

the sprint towards the finish line of 1 st

Session.

Jason Nahra - July 13

The skies were smiling upon us as we
awoke, and little did we know that the day
would become one for the ages. It started

in typical fashion, with the flag raising (by

Crash ironically enough, in an odd case of

foreshadowing) and a sweet breakfast.

Activities such as adventure, archery and
swimming were all hits. After eating a

great lunch filled with carbs, veggies and
cupfuls of grape juice, it was time for

announcements.
Announcements came and went, and

soon it was off to a plethora of afternoon

activities announced. But it wasn't the

afternoon activities that would be
remembered on this day. It was something
even more special.

General swim started off like any other.
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but it ended with something we will never

see again. As some background, certain

campers have fears. For one particular

camper, swimming in a sometimes murky
lake was fear. After a couple of years of

coaxing, the camper who we lovingly refer

to as "Crash" faced his fears of the water.

Slowly but surly crash came down to swim
earlier and earlier, anxious to get in.

The competition to come in today, was
a skit depicting what camp would be like

in the year 2018. All the rafts had clever

ideas of prognostication, but one raft was
truly special. After rafts 1 and 2 went, the

time had come. A skit depicting myself
and Will sitting on the dock in 2018 taking

about the old times set the tone. Soon
though, there was a chat for "Counselor
Crash." After a little downplaying by Crash,

and a great act of showmanship, Crash took

off towards the water, and executed the

perfect pain dive. Without hesitation, we
called raft 3 in, even before all the rafts

had performed. As Crash, or as I newly
called him, "Splash", swam in, all of the

other children were enthusiastically

chanting his name. It was truly a special

Kieve story. The first "walk-off" win in

general swim history.

Crash faced his fears, like campers do
everyday here, and he overcame them.

This example was just one in the many
risks that our campers take, but it was one
that gave tangible evidence to the challenge

of stepping outside of your comfort zone.

The rest of the days activities went on as

normal, but they pale in comparison to

the events at general swim.
The evening ended with a game of escape

to freedom that was a huge hit. Before the

flag was lowered, there was much
discussion of the day's events, and we all

went to bed knowing what a special place

Kieve is to allow you to challenge yourself,

however difficult that may be.

Will Crissman - July 14
We had a great day for the last full day of

camp. The sun was shining brightly when
we woke up and high temperatures again

drew everyone to the waterfront early.

Throughout the morning several

counselors performed skits about the

"Kieve Code" a play on the DaVinci Code
that introduced Aqua Attack, our annual

end of session version of capture the flag.

At breakfast, a body was lying in the middle
of Pasquaney that provided some clues

about its killer - the body did manage to

eat a pretty good breakfast while lying in

the spotlight. Tom Cruise and John
Travolta combated the Kieve Code duo in

dance offs and contests of cunning and wit.

We all had a great time watching the show.

Activities continued with an open hill in

the morning and there were more skits and
the formal announcement of A.qua Attack

at lunch. The kids cleaned their cabins after

lunch and then played for the rest of the

afternoon. We all gathered at Harriet House
Field for a huge cookout dinner and
Frisbees, footballs and soccer balls flew

everywhere. We had one final round of

announcements from the staff and then

everyone returned to the cabins to change
into long sleeved clothing for the evening's

bonfire. At dusk we walked silently down
to Kistler Point, where we had the final

bonfire, recognizing campers and
counselors who have been at Kieve for

many years and providing many people

to share some thoughts about how Kieve

has affected them. It was a great evening.

In silence we walked back to the top of the

hill where many campers lingered to spend

some last time together before going home.
Last night was a very fitting end to what
has been a great session.

Henry Kennedy - July 15

We had a fantastic day for the final day
of first session. Parents started arriving

early to great their boys and begin the long

trek home. We dined on donuts and cereal

at breakfast, did a big lost and found project

and then the campers returned to their

cabins for one final pack and clean before

going home. Many of the families arrived

in time for a chapel service mid-morning
after which, cabins met as groups to

discuss the kids and the session. We had a

great lunch with everyone filling all the

tables outside Pasquaney and then the slide

shows played inside while some activities

opened for the boys to show their parents

in the afternoon. At about 2:15 we lowered

the flag and sang the Kieve song for the

last time during first session. It was a

fantastic three and a half weeks. We can't

wait to see everyone again next summer!
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Second Session OD Reports

Will Crissman - July 18

We had a great opening day of second

session yesterday. The weather was sunny
and hot, which certainly made everyone

eager to get to the lake, but also had many
people moving in slow motion. Campers
trickled into camp throughout the day,

with the majority arriving mid-afternoon.

We had a handful activities open for the

early arrivals and celebrated the heat with

ice cream sundaes. Just as we were serving

a massive thunderstorm came roaring over

the lake, whipping the trees around and
dropping some hail. Most of us huddled in

Pasquaney, finishing out ice cream and
watching the storm in awe. The resulting

temperature drop after the rain blew
through was certainly welcome. Just before

six o'clock the buses arrived and everyone

gathered at the top of the hill for a

traditional Kieve welcome. Of course, rain

poured down on us again almost exactly

as the buses pulled in. It wasn't the most
perfect condition for all the guys who had
made the long trip north, but the energy

was still high. Once all the bags were
delivered to the cabins, everyone met at

Pasquaney for a big spaghetti dinner. Some
of the counselors mixed up the exit and
entry doors in the dish room, but
fortunately our Supercounselor, Teddy
Felker, was there to explain proper
etiquette to everyone. After dinner we met
at the top of the hill for a big game of Simon
Says, led by the master, Charlie
Richardson. All the campers returned to

the cabins just around sunset to get to know
one another and get more settled. Overall

it was a very exciting day. We're all happy
to get the second session going.

Charlie Richardson - July 19
Our first full day of camp was a good

one. Breakfast overflowed to the
Pasquaney porch, one of the few days of

the session we don't all fit inside. After we
ate, we all gathered on the blacktop for the

camp picture and took cabin photos and
individual photos immediately following.

For the remainder of the morning, dozens
of guys attempted the island swim while
those who had previously completed it had

the good fortune of every activity being

open. The swimming conditions were
excellent and more than 50 campers
successfully completed the long trip to the

island! We had a good lunch outside and
during rest hour all the campers wrote a

postcard home. In the afternoon, each cabin

was assigned an activity and everyone
seemed grateful to be settling in to a more
regular schedule. Our waterfront
orientation occurred before the general

swims after activities and we were again

blessed with weather nice enough to allow

outdoor eating at dinner. Much to the

campers' delight we played capture the

flag for the evening activity, a perennial

favorite. From Harriet House to Westcott

point, sounds of charging campers and
running feet echoed among the trees and
fortunately, no one got hurt. We met at flag

and sang the Kieve song for the last time as

a full camp for the next three weeks. It was
a great start to the session.

Teddy Felker - July 20

The Second Session was now underway
for the summer of 2006 and I was officer

of the day on July 20th
. It is only the second

full day of camp and many kids are still

trying to feel everything out. No one,

including the staff, has fallen into a routine,

but soon the campers will feel as if they

have been a Kieve for months. One of the

great things about this place is that the

campers can feel comfortable right away,

and on my OD Day I started to see this

happening.

The day started out with a meeting with

the directors around 7: 30 AM, just to make
sure everything was in order. It was a

beautiful day, so we knew all of the

activities were going to be open, and that

always keeps the kids happy. Then the

entire camp gathered for flag, and all of

the cabins were still in attendance, and I

told the campers to really take advantage

of the day because it was so beautiful out.

The lake was a beautiful blue and there

were only a few clouds nestled in the sky.

Then the kids all went down to breakfast

and enjoyed chocolate and blueberry
muffins, along with yogurt and a variety
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of cereals. For Test Duty I did the old egg

toss, which included a few Junior
Counselors. I think in the end it was Charlie

Gano who was blessed with the task of

cleaning the counselor's cabin. After

breakfast all of the kids did their duties,

and then headed to Indian circle to find

out their activities for the morning. The
two hours of activities went smoothly, and
were only interrupted by me when I was
signing up campers for afternoon activities.

General Swim was up and running after

activity hours, and in order for the kids to

come off the rafts they competed with each

other in rock, paper, scissors, and it was
very entertaining to watch. Lunch followed

general swim, and the campers enjoyed a

lot of fried food, which was a healthy way
to start off the afternoon. Then all of the

kids had their usual rest hour, while some
of the counselors competed in a very tense

basketball game, in which Jason Nahra was
clearly defeated. After rest hour the

campers gathered themselves for Indian

circle and afternoon activities. For the

second general swim the campers had to

reenact their favorite sports moment in

slow motion, and the counselor who led

the way for his campers was Henry Felker,

who reenacted the touchdown saving

tackle by Mike Jones that consequently

clinched the super bowl for the heroic St.

Louis Rams. Dinner followed General
Swim, and once again the campers enjoyed

a lot of fried food and the addition of pizza

sticks and hot pockets. After dinner I

announced the evening activity, which was
Escape to Freedom. The kids had an
awesome time running around the Kieve

campus trying to find freedom so that they

could escape the bounty hunters (angry

counselors). The last part of the day was
flag, and I told the campers how much I

enjoy Kieve and how they should really

feel good to be apart of a place as special

as this. I also quoted Thoreau, and then

sent the kids off to bed, and the day was
complete.

I had an awesome time the whole day,

and really got to meet a lot of campers.

July 20th will be remembered by all, and
treasured by most.

Mac King - July 21

Dark skies and a foreboding forecast

threatened to dampen spirits and further

weaken the American past-time in the eyes

of Kieve 's youth. Lacrosse seemed poised
to deal its knockout punch. Yet stormy
weather abated just long enough for a

rousing pro-baseball speech at morning
flag followed by a singing of our great

nation's national anthem at breakfast.

Oblivious campers went about morning
activities as usual while countless counsel
toiled behind the scenes preparing camp
for the evening to come. Lunch time saw a

draft of the 2006 Kieve all-stars. Two
teams, American and National, managed
by co-directors Will Crissman and Jason
Nahra chose ten players apiece to

participate in the evening's all star game.
Campers flocked to Harriet House for a

cookout directly after second swim. As
they reached the normally dull Walker
Field campers met a relative field of

dreams. An 8x32 foot green monster
loomed in left, while a Wrigley-esque
brick-colored ivy-covered wall stood in

center. A mowed warning track, trimmed
infield, and stars and stripes flying in center

completed the scene. Uniformed
counselors stretched, ran, and chatted in

the outfield. Campers munched on
Cracker Jack, hot dogs, and soft pretzels,

washing it all down with root-beer. Will

Crissman narrowly defeated Jason Nahra
in a home run derby to determine the

home team, and following a singing of the

national anthem by the Ernst siblings, and
a ceremonial first pitch from Charlie

Richardson, play commenced. The
National League very clearly held the early

edge. Boasting the ail-American and ever

athletic Felker brothers, Forest "the cat"

Melhorn, Andy Simon and a score of other

favorites, Vegas and every one in

attendance had the black squad as the

obvious victors. Yet Kieve campers
learned something important that night.

It's not always about size or athleticism or

how you look on paper. The orange team,

filled with scrappy youngsters like Will

Ireland and seasoned and aging vets like

sister Jen Ireland, came out with a fire for

life and a love of the game previously

unseen at Harriet House. In the end the

game was called due to a camper ruckus

in left center, but as the stadium shutdown
for the night the scoreboard read 11-9 in
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favor of the American League orange. In

the end a good time was had by all, Kieve

learned a lesson about heart, and we took

the first step in single-handedly crippling

New England prep school lacrosse.

Pete Vitt - July 22

Waking up to a grey and cloudy day is

tough at most camps but at Kieve it was
Air Guitar and we were ready to rock out

like the 80's. With the flag raised, my good
buddy Adam Pearce led the kids to

breakfast. The food came and went, Test

duty was a classic, Musical Chairs. The final

seat had a mix of Roast beef, Chicken
Drummies and Mayo. The Activities went
off with no rain and the kids were ready

for a grey but not soggy G Swim. Will Smith
was the topic to come in today and a

Medley on raft 2 was the clear winner.

Lunch was great and a banana dance was
just what we needed.

The kids were signed up, with a sailing

regatta being the hot activity and baseball

being played at the field of dreams. For

second G Swim the contest was "what I

love about summer" and Bubba and
Wolven did a great job with the kids again

on Raft 2. Their top three were Kieve,

Getting Tubes (Bubba's surfing surfaces

again) and La casa. With all these other

things going on the kids were still ready to

rock out and you could feel the
anticipation building like middle age

women waiting for a Cher concert. After

Dinner Air Guitar was ready to get started

and the kids went back to their cabin and
we were ready to begin. The kids were
started and in order we went up cabin row
to the oldest cabins in camp, every group
was amazing and had its own showing of

individuality. Some skits that really stood

out were North Glenayr, and North Harris

with staying alive. Andy Simon and his

North Bunkerhill boys with Vamos a la

Playa were fantastic. The Ritz went back
to a go-to with Risky Business and the kids

loved it. It was a great day we had flag in

Pasquaney and the day came to a close

with the rain having no effect on the day.

What an amazing place. I love this camp
and summer!

Lisa Grever - July 23
As with any other Sunday, we got to

sleep in this morning. The weather was
not promising for the day, as it was
sprinkling when the chimes went off, but

managed to hold off for the rest of the day.

It was a typical Sunday breakfast of

pancakes, which were tossed across the

tables. Test Duty was a game of "Chubby
Bunny," which included Breck Denny,
Perry O'Malley, Pete Michaud, Geoff Peck
and alum, Andy Roberts. After breakfast

and duties, chapel was held in Pasquaney
due to the weather. Andy Roberts was the

chapel speaker, and spoke about the

addictive nature of Kieve. The rest of the

morning was filled with cleaning and
tubbing.

After inspection it was the usual Sunday
lunch of b-b-q chicken, corn on the cob
and watermelon. During announcements
we learned that Greg Ferland of South
Harris had the loudest voice in choir and
Nick Bunn from South Glenayr had the

sweetest voice. We also got the results from
inspection. South Harrington, South
Harris, North Bunker Hill and South
Bunker Hill all got ice cream for being the

cleanest cabins in camp.
The weather cleared up for the

afternoon, so all activities continued as

usual. G-swim came quicker than normal
because it was a busy afternoon of evening

activity setup. The raft contest for both

general swims was to make the biggest and
smallest splash. Once g-swim was over,

everyone enjoyed free time and the staff

helped grill dinner.

As soon as dinner and announcements
were over, it was time for the evening
activity that was being set up all day. It

was a giant, camp-wide game of Ultimate

Photo Scavenger Hunt! The boys were split

up into various groups and put with a

counselor to run around camp, following

their team's pictures, trying to get all 9

pictures. If they completed their scavenger

hunt, they made their way back to

Pasquaney for an ice cream surprise.

Every group made it back and soon it was
time to lower flag and end another
successful and enjoyable day at Camp
Kieve.

Justin Strasburger - July 24
We awoke to the first sunny day in a

while. Hugh Auchincloss and Connor
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Shannahan from North Glenayr raised the

flag to kick off the day. After breakfast,

Morgan Harris sang "If I Could Turn Back
Time" by Cher for Test duty and we headed
off for morning responsibilities and
activities. Morning general swim featured

a classic competition of counsel imper-

sonations with the winning raft picking

the old school photo announce-ments of

Chris Hoover. Lunch featured some
delicious chicken and a salad bar to die

for. In the afternoon, I took North Harris

out for a canoe clinic to get them ready for

their trip tomorrow. Afternoon general

swim was a contest to see the most original

entrance into the water. The several pain

dives that ensued, while good, did not win
for lack of originality. Dinner shockingly

featured another chicken dish even better

than at lunch. After a great round of

announcements including Morgan singing

Cher again, we headed off to play two big

games of Ultimate Frisbee and speed ball.

The older kids enjoyed the game of Frisbee

on the soccer field while the younger kids

played speed ball on the Harriet House field

a.k.a. the Field of Dreams. Tate Daugherty
and Jack Jordan from North Harris lowered
the flag to put an end to another great day
at Camp Kieve.

Chris MaGill - July 25

Today we were blessed with the typical

New England weather, perfect tempera-

ture, not a cloud in the sky and warm water.

Today's theme was Kieve Idol, a take off of

the TV show, in which counselors
performed through the day and were voted

out by the campers. We started at breakfast

with 10 contestants with Dave Ernst

quickly emerging as the crowd favorite.

Following Breakfast we had our typical

duties and morning activities followed by
a general swim in which the competition

was the best way to tell a contestant they

are going to Hollywood. At lunch the

contestants had to do an interpretive dance

to an Enya song in which Geoff Peck was
booed off stage. After a much needed rest

period we had some great afternoon
activities and a general swim in which the

rafts had to invent a new slang word and
then act out a skit in which the word was
used. The evening activity was Capture the

Councilor America Idol edition in which

ten staff members dressed as various
celebrities from the show. The award for

best dressed went to Pete The Big Show
for his spot on interpretation of Clay Akien.

All in all it was a perfect day. Thank you to

everyone for helping and have a great rest

of the year.

Colum Bannatyne - July 26
We awoke to glorious weather at the end

of the West Neck Road and another day
was upon us. Duncan Harvey and Cyrus
Moghadam from North Townsend helped
to raise the flag before heading to a

breakfast of egg and bacon on top of the

usual cereal and fruit. During announce-
ments Bubba taught us all how to surf

before Test duty arrived. This morning
Forrest, Ben Woven, Henry Felker and
Cooper all had to eat 8 saltine crackers but

as a twist the last one had toothpaste on
it!!!!!! We British are not known for our

great teeth! ! ! ! The last to eat it all and shout

out Boo Chewonki was the loser and Henry
Felker lost and so had Test duty while the

rest of us cleaned up camp. As four cabins

were heading on trips, two on a beach day
and North Glenayr on the Snowgoose we
were left with an amazing two cabins in

camp. At morning general swim to come
in each of the TWO cabins had to reenact

their favorite Kieve moment and
ironically they both chose Jen Ireland's

performance on the baseball field. This

was followed by a lunch of chicken, rice

and jacket potatoes for all 50 of us!!! After

rest period we came up to Pasquaney for a

special ice cream treat and best camper
jokes. A trilogy of blonde jokes soon
followed before we headed to Waterfront

Wednesday with an open hill at the

waterfront all afternoon. Afternoon
general swim was fantastic, in which to

come in each raft had to come up with an
advertisement for traveling to a country

and Mexico would soon be my choice

destination. After another filling Kieve

dinner we had two huge games of Kickball

on the soccer field and at Harriet House
field to finish the day which were a huge
success. Luke Schmidt-Fellner and
Thomas Desouza helped me to lower the

flag on another sunny and incredible day

at Kieve!!
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Forrest Melhorn - July 27

This was a cloudy morning on the shores

of Lake Damariscotta. Chimes sounded at

their usual 7:30 am time, followed by the

flag rising. Nick Dunn and Andrew King

helped to raise the flag. The camp enjoyed

a breakfast of waffles and French toast

sticks with lots ofmaple syrup to get ready

for this special day. This is a special day
because it is the first day of the JK session.

After breakfast, morning obligations were
announced followed by Test Duty. The
Test Duty challenge for this morning was
chugging maple syrup.

After breakfast JK campers and their

parents started to show up excited about

getting their camp experience started. The
rest of the camp performed their duties

for the morning and got ready for assigned

activities. The sun started to come out and
it turned into a nice day before long. The
waterfront was getting lots of use because
of the hot weather. Everyone was excited

to get to the first general swim. To come in

from the swim was a competition of

counselor pain dives.

Lunch and the afternoon just kept getting

better as the weather improved and more
JK campers showed up. I spent some time

out on the sailing dock in the afternoon

taking pictures and enjoying the weather.

Second general swim was even more
popular than the first with everyone down
on the docks begging to stay in longer. To
come in for this swim each raft had to come
up with their favorite celebration
performed by an athlete that just scored in

a competition. All four skits were funny
and the kids had a great time doing them.
At dinner we welcomed all the JK campers
as a group. The evening activity was an all

time favorite of mine for when camp is

small. We played a giant game of knock
out basketball. There was enough time to

play three games before flag and all the

campers got really into it and had lots of

fun. At flag that night I talked about how
the next few days we all need to make the

JK guys feel welcome so that they enjoy
their experience at Kieve. Peter and
Charlie Jackson, twin brothers from the

Bank I cabin helped to lower the flag and
bring an end to the day.

Sam Kennedy - July 28

So camp has been a little smaller lately,

many cabins have left on their trips leaving

the atmosphere very quiet back at the

ranch. With JK now in town, today I was
aiming to change that quiet trend and bust

out of that "dog days of summer" funk -

and I let all of camp know it at flag. My
mom, grandma, and aunt/godmother (B.J.

Kennedy, Laa Laa Kennedy, and Betsy

McFarland) helped the cause by dancing

to Annie Lennox's Walking on Broken Glass

for Buck duty. Walking around to activities

under beautiful blue skies but blistering

heat, Margie Gribell and I signed kids up
for afternoon activities. The waterfront

was the place to be on this gorgeous Friday
- sailing was full by the time the first cabin

had finished signing up. General swim
came to the relief of the campers, but a

pain dive competition did not come with
the same relief. Red-chested, we headed
up to a delicious lunch. The afternoon

activity period was as hot as the morning,
but dark clouds ended the second general

swim early and when I found out that

lasagna was being served for dinner, I

feared that an eerie repeat of my first OD
day was in store (you may remember from
a few pages before that a lasagna dinner

preceded a downpour which threatened

to cancel our Escape to the Holy Land
evening activity). Sure enough, the rain

rain rain came down down down and I

was soon consulting Jason Nahra, Charlie

Richardson, and Will Crissman about an
alternative evening activity. Thankfully,

announcements and chants outlasted the

worst of the storm so capture the flag was
still on - much to the dismay of nurse Jess

Anderson. Again claps of thunder
abbreviated the evening activity and flag,

but the weather did nothing to dampen
our spirits, in fact I'm glad it rained because
it added a crazy Kieve element to a fun

evening activity for JK's first day at camp.
If today's energy was a preview of coming
attractions, I am fired up for the rest of the

session - bring it on.

Andrew Adams - July 29
The day could not have been any more

beautiful when I began my OD day on the

first Saturday Junior Kieve was in camp.
Alec Thayer and Chris Walker helped me
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raise the flag before going down to

breakfast and enjoying a great meal of

sausage and eggs. After breakfast all of the

cabins in camp completed their duties

before morning activities. Activities were
in full swing all morning and at General

Swim a large splash competition was the

task put before the rafts to come in. C.J.

Richardson and A.J. Kuhn both put in great

efforts bringing their rafts in first. At lunch
an unexpected phone call was received and
we all learned that Pasquaney would be

turned into Pasqualio's for dinner. After

rest period afternoon activities started

which included both baseball and
swimming. At second swim I was shocked
to have my two Italian sisters surprise me
on the dock to let me know that they would
be attending the evening's festivities in

Pasquaney. Before dinner Papa Pasqualio

arrived with his rather large Italian family

in tow. He brought along all of his cousins,

brothers, sisters, consultants, and drivers.

For dinner a fantastic meal was prepared

by the kitchen staff, which included
mozzarella sticks, Caesar salad, Chicken
Parmesan, and for dessert cake with berries

and whipped cream. After many toasts and
thanks, Pasqualio's ended and for evening
activity a huge game of Escape to Freedom
was played. Counselors chased down
campers in search of freedom and everyone

had a great time. The flag was then lowered
and everyone went to bed having enjoyed
another wonderful Kieve day.

Kim Devine - July 30
After the traditional Sunday morning

sleep in we awoke to one of the most
beautiful days of the summer. The sky was
bright blue, there was a nice breeze and
the temperature was perfect. After Hughie
Auchincloss and John Bell raised the flag

we headed down to Pasquaney to have our

pancakes tossed to us from across the

dining hall. For Test duty we had a human
peanut butter and jelly contest. Justin

Strasburger and Cooper Williams were
good sports as Lisa, Jenny, Lindsay and
Perry smeared pb&j all over them and tried

to make as many sandwiches on their

bodies as possible. After breakfast we
completed our duties and then headed to

our cabins to start cleaning before chapel.

Adam Pearce was the chapel speaker and

spoke to us about what it was like coming
to Kieve for the first time and how lucky
we are to have a place like Kieve in our
lives.

After chapel we took tubs, had cabin
inspection, and then headed to Pasquaney
for bb-q chicken and corn on the cob. We
learned that Cyrus Moghadam had the

sweetest voice at choir practice. We also

learned who had the cleanest cabins in

camp, which were Junior Kieve
Perseverance, North Townsend and Bank
1. At lunch we were told to prepare our
craziest costumes and come to dinner
dressed to impress for a crazy costume
casino cookout. We had our usual
afternoon activities with tennis being one
of the most popular of the day.

Dinner brought some wild and crazy

costumes as everyone was getting excited

for Casino night, which was to follow. Lots

of costume prizes were given out at

announcements. Matt Forrelli got "most
creative," "funniest" went to Duncan
Harvey, "most bizarre" went to Andre
Gibson, Max Herman received "most
colorful," and "most boxers used" went to

Chris Hill!

Once announcements were over we
were pumped for a fun Evening Activity.

We were getting ready to play some black

jack, do the jelly bean toss and donut eating

contest, have our fortunes read as well as

play some dice. Thanks to the fabulous DJ
Vitt and DJ Dough we had a huge dance
party including a balloon drop. We ate a

lot of candy, played a lot of fun games and
I think it's safe to say a great time was had
by all campers. We tried to unwind as we
headed up to flag, thankful for yet another

fun and beautiful day at camp Kieve.

Noland Chambliss - July 31

It was a beautiful morning, not a cloud

in the sky. At flag we talked a bit about

how sometimes we tell ourselves we want
to do something before we leave Kieve,

but never get around to it. This was the

perfect Monday to do such a thing.

Breakfast was delicious. For Test duty we
gave Doughboy a little tripping clinic, duct

tape wrapping provided by veteran
trippers and oatmeal and Maypo provided

by Adam Pierce, Kim Devine and Pete Vitt.

Morning activities went well, sailing was
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particularly crazy, with boats capsizing

everywhere. To come in from general

swim we had a complicated contest; either

a counsel pain dive, a camper
impersonation of a counselor on their raft

with a camper pain dive, or both. Charlie

and CJ Richardson's 'mirror image' pain

dive was an immediate victory. Lunch was
fantastic, pizza sticks and Shepard's pie.

Everyone got to sign up for activities that

they were excited about, and the afternoon

was a blast. The second general swim
involved a song and dance off that was so

bad we had to do rock paper succors for

who would come in. Dinner was a

delightful burgers and hotdogs feast. The
EA was Off Track Betting Night. Lucy, Jen,

Lisa and Kim kicked it off with a swim
race which Jen dominated. A lively tennis

match between Adam Pierce, Perry
O'Malley, Henry Felker and Will Ireland

was confusing because no one knew how
to keep score. The Archery competition
between The Big Show Pet Michaud,
representing the USA, and Derek
representing the UK provided much
controversy when hard wooden boards
were discovered behind every target but
Derek's. While the Officials investigated

this we watched Colum, Forest and
Chopkins juggle soccer balls, Forest
winning with 179 touches. The final

competition, a footrace between Dough
and guest star Mike DiOrio, was too close

to call. At flag we got the news that due to

cheating at the archery range on the part

of Derek and Bank I the entire event ended
in a Kieve tie. We lowered the flag and
went to bed.

Andy Simon - August 1

We woke up this morning to sunshine
and chimes at 7:30 as usual. It was a great

day to be at Camp Kieve. Sky Walker and
Andrew "Mini" Mesrobian raised the flag

as I emphasized the importance of being
oneself. After flag the camp headed down
to Pasquaney for a delicious meal ofbacon
and eggs. After duties were announced, I

introduced the day's Double Dare theme
to the camp with the Test Duty. Two teams
were going to be pitted against one another
in an epic battle of wit, character and
brawn. Once the duties were completed,
morning activities were in full swing. Like

a cheetah dispatching a physically feeble

and weak-minded gazelle on the African

savannah, fleets of campers attacked their

activities, breathing life into an already

vibrant camp atmosphere.

At lunch there was a delicious feast fit

for kings, of hot pockets, corn dogs, and
macaroni and cheese. After the
competition of another physically and
emotionally draining competition for

double dare, the campers went eagerly

back to their cabins for a mid-summer's
nap. After shutting the engines for an hour
and getting them back to neutral, the

campers were once again fired up for

activities. Before an amazing dinner of

lasagna, there was one of the greatest

general swims in recent history. At dinner

to complete the double dare extravaganza,

contestants were asked to fill cups on the

top of their heads with water from
sponges. The evening activity was Wild 'N

Crazy Kidz. A good time was had by all.

Another great day at Camp Kieve.

GeoffPeck - August 2

Today we got to sleep in an extra half

hour because it was extremely hot. Today's

theme was "random probability" day.

Every thing was decided by the role of the

dice including activities, which counselors

would put up the flag and general swim
skits. There were only three cabins in the

morning so camp was very small, but it

provided a better camper to counselor ratio.

Henry Felker started the day with some
encouraging words. He urged the kids to

take advantage of the small camp and the

great weather. As the day went on it got

hotter and hotter. We only had one general

swim because of the size of camp. The kids

had to act out a skit in order to come in

from the docks. By dinnertime there were
a total of nine cabins at camp. We cooked
burgers and hot dogs on the grill. At around
six o'clock a huge storm moved in and we
sought refuge in Pasquaney. Due to poor
weather our evening activity was indoors.

After a great game of deception we went
back to the cabins and went to bed after a

long day.

Henry Felker - August 3

Unfortunately the rain that had started

on the previous day had not yet gone away,
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however this didn't stop the staff and
campers from having another great day at

Kieve. Despite the raindrops coming
down, the flags were raised as usual. Camp
was once again very small; with the

exception of four or five cabins, the rest of

camp was out on trips or taking a cruise

on the Snowgoose. With no one around,

campers were urged to take advantage of

small activities to earn qualifications they

might not have had a chance to get with

more kids around.

After a hardy breakfast, eight counselors

participated in Test Duty in which they split

into two teams and ran relays around
Pasquaney, while holding an egg in their

mouth by a spoon. Activities in the morning
were business as usual, the rain was not

slowing anyone down. However for general

swim in the morning, campers had the

option of taking a quick dip or having
extended free time. A few brave souls

ventured down to the waterfront despite

the rain and wind, however most were
found in Pasquaney playing board games.

Things were looking up in the afternoon

as the bad weather eventually cleared

leaving us with a beautiful day. A couple
of cabins returned from the beach and the

goose swelling camp to around eight

cabins. With better weather in the
afternoon, many kids found their way
down to nature where Pete Vitt was
teaching the kids ways to build fires with
wet wood. Also in adventure, the aqua zip

was opened up drawing a lot of kids down
to the waterfront. All in all it was great

afternoon thanks to the weather and the

enthusiasm of the campers.

For the evening activity, we decided to

play Capture the Camper. For this activity,

campers were given the task to reach all

three points on the Kieve campus without
being spotted by strategically located

counselors. It was a lot of fun, a number of

campers managed to complete the task

without being seen at all. At the end of the

day we sung the Kieve song and thought
about the accomplishments that we had
all made in our time and were reminded
that there was still time left to complete
our goals at camp.

Dave Ernst - August 4
We woke to the sound of rain, which

caused a mixed emotional response. On
one half it was raining and that stunk, but
raining also meant an extra half-hour of

sleep so that was good. Well a half-hour

passed and it was still raining which was a

bummer and it was raining so much that

we decided to have Flag inside Pasquaney.

Tommy Champion and Griffin Miller were
a little confused when I asked them to "raise

the flag" by miming it, but they did a

beautiful job.

Before we started breakfast I reminded
camp that today was JK's last full day in

camp. We all shed a few tears, and by tears

I mean banged bowls on plates in their

honor, and then it was time for some
awesome sausage and eggs. Today was
special for one more reason in addition to

JK's last day. Today was the opening of

Talladega Nights: The Ballad of Ricky
Bobby, the new Will Ferrell movie, so in

his honor, I decided that today would be

Will Ferrell tribute day. After our bellies

were full of sausage and eggs it was time

for duties, namely Test/Buck duty. Because

it was Will Ferrell tribute day the challenge

for test duty involved correctly identifying

the movie or sketch that responded to the

quote I would give. Victims of test duty

were my sister Becca Ernst, Geoff Peck,

Max Russell and Matt Wilbur. Favorite

quotes of the morning were "Ma...

MEATLOAF!!!" from Wedding Crashers,

and "She surely didn't understand my
passion for wrestling. She didn't

understand the thrill, of pinning a BIG,

HUSKY man like Brian and pinning him
to the ground and making him squeal like

a little piglet!" -from The Ladies Man.
Becca and Matt were able to identify the

most quotes so Max and Geoff got Test/

Buck duty.

At morning Indian circle we brought it

in and cheered honoring the great movie
Anchorman. "News team... to the van!!!"

we cheered as we headed off to morning
activities. The rain was starting to clear up
so morning activities went very well.

Archers were arching. Shooters were
rifling. All of camp were doing verbs that

don't really exist and having a ball. Because

of the early morning rain we unfortunately

had no morning general swim. Lunch was
Mexican food with chicken chimichangas,

they were good. So when it was time to
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announce activities I had camp respond

with "Ma. . .MEATLOAF! !

!

" after each one.

Afternoon activities went very well as the

sun had finally come out and I went to

check on Water Baseball. Will Gano was
down with some guys and the game
seemed really awesome. I took a swing
and got a home run off one ofmy campers

Jake Savage. Sailing was going well as was
riflery. Soon it was time for general swim.
The only real way to earn an early spot

back to the dock was to have rafts do their

favorite Will Ferrell skit scene to come in.

The best scene would win. Well after all

was said and done we had some Old
School, some Wedding Crashers, and some
Anchorman. Well Raft 4 won with a scene

from Anchorman. "I have an important

and urgent news announcement
...Cannonball! " followed by the
appropriate action of a cannonball.

I was so excited about my evening
activity I forgot to eat dinner. We all ate

whatever was for dinner, I'm sure it was
good and then it was time for counsel
announcements. I was forced to retell the

story when my sister kicked me into the

radiator causing me to choke on my own
Adam's apple in the "Becca and Dave
argue" series, and did the last verse of the

Jellyfish dance. Well now it was time for

the EA or evening activity, which would
be a rousing game of Color Wars!! Color

Wars is essentially a smaller version of

Capture the Flag played on Harriet House
field. Unfortunately, I had to dismantle

some of the baseball field fence but the

game went without a hitch and it seemed
like everyone had a good time. Soon, it

was time for the day to end. Sam Stilwell

and Brad Kimball lowered the flag and I

reminded the camp of how special camp
is and that we only had one week left to be
with all of the awesome people we had
met. Even though it began rainy the day
ended with sunshine. It was another great

day to be on the end of West Neck Road.

James Riddleberger - August 5

We woke up this morning to what would
be an absolutely gorgeous day on Lake
Damariscotta. Today was also JK parents'

day and the JKers were all excited to see

their parents again as they gathered for flag.

Duncan Harvey raised the flag for us and I

encouraged everyone to make the most of

their last week at camp before we all

headed down to breakfast. After breakfast

and counselor announcements I tried to

announce the morning duties but the

constant chant of "DUTIES" caused me to

skip buck duty and simply post the

morning duties on the wall.

The morning duties were all completed
and everyone headed off for Indian circle

and morning activities while enjoying one
of the nicest days of the summer. At general

swim everybody took part in pain dive

Saturday with Andre Gibson impressing

everyone with his perfect pain dive that

caused his raft to come in first. Without

JK, lunch was a little quiet but with more
cabins on their way back, camp would
soon get a lot louder. That afternoon
everyone went off to activities as usual

and it was soon time for general swim
again. To come in I stuck with the pain

dive Saturday theme and had the rafts

choose a counselor and camper to perform
a tandem pain dive.

As the afternoon rolled on cabins started

to return from trips and the beach and by
dinner camp was once again loud and
energetic. For the evening activity we
played two huge games oftown ball which
coincidentally both ended in a Kieve tie.

Then as the sun was setting Spenser Silbey

and Nic Greer lowered the flag and ended
a beautiful day at Kieve.

Jen Ireland - August 6

We woke up to another beautiful Sunday
morning at Kieve, the last one of the

summer. With JK just having left us, and
the longer trips starting to come back,

camp had been very hectic, and it seemed
as though everyone was looking forward

to a sleep in and relaxing morning. After

Nick and Henry raised the flag we headed
down to our traditional Sunday morning
breakfast of pancakes. After an exciting

Test Duty of Sam, Alex, and Morgan
singing I-Pod karaoke, we started up our
duties and began cleaning our cabins.

Chapel's speech was given by a former staff

member, James McKenna, where he spoke
to the campers about reacting to certain

situations, and the lessons he has learned

in his summer away from Kieve.

After our wonderful lunch of BBQ
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chicken and corn, shucked by North
Townsend, inspection winners and loudest

and sweetest voice winners were
announced. With North and South Glenayr

taking inspection, and South Glenayr also

winning sweetest voice, and Mike
Guimond winning loudest voice, we
moved on to afternoon activities. Some of

the highlights of the afternoon were races

down at sailing, and intense "stealth

training" at Box, led by Mac King and Will

Gano. General swim followed, with some
excellent skits about greatest sports

moments.
The campers had a filling dinner up at

Pasquaney to then find out the evening

activity, a camp wide game of Ultimate

Photo Scavenger Hunt. Campers were
given a list of things to take pictures of,

and a digital camera. Each item on the list

had a certain point value, and the object of

the game was to get as many items on the

list into 5 pictures in the time frame. The
hardest items included a funyak in every

picture, a female staff needlepointing, and
6 different colored croc shoes. After a tiring

afternoon and evening of running around
camp, Sam and CJ lowered the flag as we
ended another great Sunday at Kieve.

Bubba Connors - August 7

Wow, what a glorious day. The Chimes
went off early, and we awoke to a rainy

day. Today was not just any rainy day
however. Today was Jack Bower 24
Appreciation day. There are roughly 24

hours in the standard day. Today, we were
going to live in the moment and make each

one of those hours count. That we did. For

breakfast Buck duty was situational

Bower, in which Jack Bower (Morgan) had
to untie shoes laced with 37 kilos of Plastic

explosives in under two minutes, lest the

city of Los Angeles shall perish. Ooops,
game over, Morgan couldn't do it in time,

and eggs were thrown at him to simulate

the disaster. Not thrown in anger, tossed

gently for dramatic effect. At Kieve we treat

everyone with Kindness and Respect. After

Breakfast the morning was filled with
duties and activities, but everyone did
them with urgency, as Bower would. Then
came lunch and afternoon activity periods,

and the sun was coming out, obviously
feeling the same urgency that we felt to

shine. That evening we played an E.A.

called 24, which Bubba took 24 minutes
to explain. Despite its seeming chaos, it

worked out well. Flag was lowered amidst
contemplative tones and we all went to

bed contented. This was the best Monday I

have ever had.

John McDevitt - August 8

The chimes went off late this morning.
The reason being, we needed extra rest to

be at the top of our game for the day's

festivities. Today, we invade Wavus. At
flag, after Tommy Chandler and Connor
Shanahan raised the red, white and blue,

we were all told that we would be taking a

veritable armada across the lake to our

sister camp to enjoy some skits and a

delicious lunch. A breakfast of French
toast sticks was gobbled up; good fuel for

the long paddle. Test duty saw Pete
Michaud, Ted Cooke, and Perry O'Malley
take on the role of the big-game trophy

heads on the wall of Pasquaney to give us

all some insight as to just what a dead
animal head thinks about all day long. After

we all dutifully completed our morning
obligations we had about 45 minutes to

perfect our skits to impress all of the girls

across the lake. Then we all headed down
to the waterfront to load up just about every

boat imaginable. We paddled in canoes,

sea kayaks, and the two war canoes. We
also loaded up the big motorboats and the

Bill Gribbel Viking ship. The paddle was
not an easy one to the narrows. We faced

daunting head winds but we all persevered

all the way through the narrows. However,
once we were through the narrows the

headwinds proved just too strong and
everyone was thanking their lucky stars

for the invention of the outboard motor.

After many, many tows into Wavus it was
time to walk up the hill and say hello to

our gracious hosts. We ate all sorts of food

for lunch, raviolis, meatball subs, and hot

dogs, just to name a few. Then after lunch

the real festivities began. Much laughter

was had by all, as every cabin from both

Wavus and Kieve performed a skit for

everyone present. It all ended with a love

train back down to our boats. The
headwinds that made the paddle to Wavus
so difficult turned out to be a blessing for

the paddle to Kieve as this time the strong
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wind was at our backs and we all flew back

across the lake. After a quick dip in the

lake once we landed it was time for some
well deserved rest and free time until

dinner. After dinner we had some great

stories about moose hunting and the

origination of Will Gano's jorts. Then it

was time for the Evening Activity, two
large games of "the best of the best. " After

an hour straight of laughing it was time for

flag. Andre Gibson and Jack Page got the

nod to lower the flag and we all reflected

on the day's activities. One more day of

camp had come to a close and everyone

went back to his cabin tired and happy.

Max Russell - August 9

The last regular day at Camp Kieve
requires a theme - a very large and
elaborate theme that requires much
planning, timing and participation. To me,
this means that the last day should have
one theme and one theme only: Kieve
Survivor. After Alec Thayer had helped
me raise the flag and we enjoyed delicious

French toast sticks at breakfast, I unveiled

this theme and the two teams competing.

The Veteran Staff team consisted of

Doughboy, Will Gano, Will Ireland, Max
King, and Katherine Kalaris who faced off

against the rookie staff team of Gordie
Whelpley, Morgan Harris, Jon Lobozzo,
Perry O'Malley, and Jamie Pinkham. Each
camper was assigned a specific counselor

and if their counselor eventually was the

ultimate survivor, then those kids would
win ice cream the next night. The first

competition would be the Test Duty of

which team could eat 10 eggs and 15

pickles first. In a surprise move, the Rookie
team won and Katherine Kalaris was voted
off. The next competition was a free throw
shooting competition where each team
had to make 10 free throws. The Veteran

team got back on track and the Rookies
proceeded to vote off Morgan. At G-swim,
we were treated with a canoe race in which
each team had to swim with their canoe
around the Viking ship. Again the Veterans

flexed their muscles and won, forcing the

Rookies to vote off Gordie. Lunch
consisted of the last team events before

the merger in which contestants had to

drink unsavory drinks faster than their

counterparts on the other team. It was a

barn burner but yet again the Veterans won
and again forced the hand of the Rookie
team to vote offJamie Pinkham. With both

teams now merged into one, I went to each
cabin and signed up kids for the many
afternoon activities. During Indian Circle

we held a knockout competition with Will

Gano winning the immunity and Mac King
being voted off the competition. It was nice

to see the kids having fun with all of this

and cheering on the individual counselors

during the competition. At G-swim, we
tested mental toughness to see which
player could hold their breath the longest

underwater. Again Will Gano took home
the immunity but causing Perry O'Malley
to be eliminated. The competition before

dinner was the most physically grueling

as the last four contestants had to hold lit

candles in their perpendicularly
outstretched arms. Unfortunately for Will

Gano, Jon Lobozzo won the immunity and
Will was consequently voted off. During
dinner we decided to hold a mental
competition to decide who the final two
contestants would be. Dough, Will I, and
Jon each had 15 minutes to complete a

Sudoku puzzle in 15 minutes. While none
of them correctly finished the puzzle,

Doughboy answered the most boxes
correctly, won the immunity and the right

to decide whom he would face in the final.

He chose his original teammate Will
Ireland and with this information the entire

camp got ready to play the evening activity:

Ultimate Survivor challenge. The EA
consisted of 8 different stations where 2

cabins would face off in similar challenges

that our contestants had done that day such

as relay races, free throw shooting,

knockout, saltine eating, and water races.

At Flag Will and Dough each gave a speech

on why they thought they should win and
all the other contestants that had been
voted off each voted for whom they
wanted to win. It came down to the end
but ultimately Doughboy was crowned the

Kieve Survivor for 2 nd Session 2006. To
end the day we did one of my favorite

activities by making a rain storm with our

hands, had Chris Mackey and Clay Jones

lower the flag and ended on the Samuel
Butler quote "The principle business of

life is to enjoy it" before singing the Kieve
song and running back to our cabins for
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sleep. Another great day at the end ofWest
Neck Road and another fun day for kids.

Charlie Richardson - August 10
Qualification Thursday is always a treat

at camp. We began the day under sunny
skies and I was able to advise the boys on
taking advantage of their last full day of

activities. We had a rowdy breakfast with

so many cabins in camp and even had to

overflow tables onto Pasquaney porch. All

activities were open in the morning and
many boys flocked to adventure where
they tried to accumulate their last

qualifications. The Kieve Potters were
hard at work glazing final projects while

many other guys took advantage of the free

schedule to play a little soccer or relax

with a game of chess. We had an optional

general swim in the morning and lunch
followed with many announcements of all

the accomplishments of the day. The
afternoon continued with a similar
schedule as the morning. Swimming was
restricted to just the boys attempting the

grueling Kieve Swim and several guys
made it successfully. Everyone had a quick

dip for general swim and we managed to

squeak in dinner before the rain. Plans for

the evening were to have campfires in

three different places so that the boys could

discuss the session with each other and
reflect on their time here, but a big

thunderstorm interrupted the program.
Instead, we all met inside where the

discussions were still great. The treat of

the night was supposed to be a fireworks

display, but again the rain and lightning

interfered. We had to cancel the fireworks
- hopefully everyone will see them next

summer. It was a great day to be at camp
and an exciting time for the boys to try out

activities one last time. I really enjoyed
my OD day.

Will Crissman - August 11

The last full day of camp was a good
one. The morning began with an
improvised Aqua Attack skit, courtesy of

some technical difficulties. Bubba
entertained us all with his action figures

and the stage was set for what appeared to

be a battle between Star Wars and Lord of

the Rings, although it was somewhat
unclear what happened. We progressed

through the morning with a pretty typical

schedule - duties, activities and swim -

although this morning was the last

opportunity for everyone to take part in

activities. At swim and again at lunch we
witnessed more Aqua Attack fanfare and
many of us tried to decipher the plot of the

day. It was entertaining and slightly

confusing. For a couple hours after lunch
all the campers returned to their cabins to

being cleaning and packing. By mid
afternoon camp was pretty well ready and
we began the great game of Aqua Attack.

After about two hours of play time,

everyone made his way down to the

Harriet House field where the Maine Trails

guys had prepared dinner. They did an
amazing job getting the food ready and
organizing the whole dinner. It was a very

successful cookout. A brief - and cold -

rain storm came over us just as we were
beginning announcements, but we all

decided to wait out the discomfort because

we could see clear skies behind the single

dark cloud. Sure enough the weather
passed and we were left with a beautiful

evening for our final campfire. After

meeting for our last evening flag, we slowly

and quietly made our way to Westcott

point where we heard stories from
campers and counselors alike and listened

to some wonderful music. The candles

were lighted, the fire put out and we all

made our way back to the top of the hill

thinking about what a great summer it had
been. It was a wonderful last night of the

session.

Henry Kennedy - August 12

It was with mixed emotions that we
woke up this morning - excited that all

the boys would be reunited with their

families, but sad that the summer had come
to an end. We had a busy breakfast with a

rare treat of sugared cereals and donuts

and the distraction of an extended lost and
found display. Some of the parents started

rolling in shortly after we ate and by about

10 o'clock camp was packed with families.

The chapel service was an excellent way
to say thank you to the whole Kieve
community, especially on such a beautiful

day. All the cabins had their meetings right

after the chapel and gradually everyone

reconvened at Pasquaney for lunch. We
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watched the slide shows after we ate and
some activities were open for people to

try out on the beautiful Maine day. At 2:15

we rang the bell for the final flag lowering

of the summer. Everyone who remained
at camp gather at the top of the hill for

some final words and the last singing of

the Kieve song for the summer of 2006. It

was another amazing session and another

amazing summer!
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First Session Trip Reports

JKC - Bremen
Dave Ernst

Day 1

After having their bellies filled with

lunch of various cold cuts, chicken wings,

and rice the boys of JK Courage, also

known as JKC were about to "set sail" on
our maiden voyage to a wild and
mysterious place, only known as Bremen.

In the hour also known as "rest period"

the boys ofJKC began to pack for this long

and arduous journey of an overnight. We
made sure we had all the right gear and
placed it on our beds. We carefully placed

stuff such as our fleece and raincoat, not to

mention our water bottles and bathing

suits. Not long after the cabin was ready to

depart and the guys all piled into the white

van with Lisa, while Jamie and I followed

behind.

We arrived at Bremen around 20
minutes later at about 2:20 in the

afternoon. We quickly put our stuff into

our tents. After getting our lifejackets on,

soon everyone was funyaking in ocean.

We played a game that Bill Coyle adapted

for funyaking called "Cops and Speeders"

where the counselors would have to try

and "pull over" speeding "yaks". Jack's

paddle had a little collision with Leighton,

but soon after that everything went
smoothly. While explaining the dangers

of funyaking around the Cora Cresse, a

nearby wrecked ship, I also told the cabin

a little bit of its history. Most of the guys
were having a great time just basking in

the sun, which we hadn't seen for quite

some time. While I was funyaking Will

von Weise pointed out a jellyfish nearby.

For a second we thought it was dead, but

then it started moving and I met my
jellyfish dance inspiration!

Eventually, we got tired of funyaking and
JKC did a great job of taking up the funyaks

to the boathouse, slowly but surely, two
by two. Griffin and Dirk had a little bit of

funyak tug-of-war but they eventually

sorted things out and got the boats up. Well

now it was time to explore. The boys of

JKC walked all around Bremen and
especially the tidal rocks to find all sorts

of seaweed, snails, and small crabs. We

also weren't alone because JK Loyalty was
also with us on our overnight. The more
the merrier!

JKC and JKL played all sorts of card

games while at Bremen. War, UNO, and
Egyptian War being the favorites. Many
times a counselor could find Matty
Sullivan and Matthew Jenney playing an
epic game of war or UNO. Matt Banks,

Jack, Dirk also enjoyed a hearty game of

cards. Wyeth and Finlay were walking
around like the two peas in a pod that they

were and William Tague was enjoying the

new atmosphere by the ocean shore. Then
JKC had a snack of peanut butter crackers

and we learned that finishing med forms

was not only fun, but important! Bill was
very happy to receive a Strawberry pop
tart instead.

While the counselors were busy making
the awesome dinner of bacon
cheeseburgers another Bill stopped by to

play the guitar and sing some songs. His

name was Bill McCook a former school

teacher and director of Kieve, although he
always said he "should have joined that

rock band". Most of JKC and JKL were
mesmerized by all of the songs some of

them slightly creepy - songs about a

murderous sister, the titanic, and the ol'

classic, the cat that came back. Of the JKC
guys, Griffin was the most entranced by
Bill's playing.

Well, Bill's songs proved to be a useful

distraction for the boys, as dinner was
getting ready. Once ready the combined
cabins of JKC and JKL ate around 50
burgers, although to the chagrin of the

counselors, many of these burgers were
without cheese. Bill McCook also supplied

some awesome lemonade. The dinner
could not have been more complete
(except those guys that didn't ask for

cheese, theirs were incomplete). Matthew
Jenney tried valiantly to eat a veggie burger

and made it halfway through before
retreating to an improvised grilled cheese.

After dinner the male counselors made
a fire while Lisa and Greer passed out

materials to make S'mores and we all sat

around and started telling jokes. Matty's

older brother Jimmy told a few good ones.
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but I'm proud to say that Leighton's joke

was by far the best of the night. I tried to

tell a few but none matched Leighton's

material or delivery. Unfortunately, the

content of this joke cannot be reproduced
here, but take my word for it, it was
hilarious. (Remember guys, what happens
at Bremen, stays at Bremen) After about

30 minutes of joke telling the cabin went
to bed in their tents tired from an
extremely long and exciting day.

Day 2

It was 8 am and we awoke to the

beautiful birds chirping. . .we wish. It was
actually really 6:15 in the morning and
we woke up to the sound of JK Loyalty

barking and yelling right next to us, with

the constant hum of lobster boats going

out to do their work. Between sleeping and
waking we got things going at about 7 am
and at about 9 we had a great breakfast of

bacon, egg, and cheese on an English

muffin. They were goooooood. Overall,

everyone loved the breakfast; although

there were still some dudes who were not

going for the cheese.

Usually what happens on a trip to

Bremen is that cabins have scavenger
hunts and plays capture the flag. Not JKC,
we got to go on the Snowgoose, which is

Kieve's boat. After breakfast, we worked
real hard to pack up all our stuff so we
could be on the Snowgoose by 10 AM for

Captain Mike. We got close to our goal. We
were on the "Goose" about 10:45 to 11

and we were off. The first thing we did

was try and get some lobsters from Kieve's

five traps. Well, up came the first one and
"Voila!" there was a beautiful lobster

inside. Captain Mike told us that it was a

female and that it was big enough to keep.

Score one for JKC! Unfortunately none of

the other traps had lobsters in them and
one of them was cut by a propeller.

Then we got a chance to fish. Dirk, Finlay,

and Wyeth had been waiting for this

moment for quite some time. Our first

attempts were not too successful but our
injured pride was healed by a snack of

Cinnamon Toast Crunch cereal bars. We
then moved to a gentle cove to both swim
and eat lunch of PB&J and Ruffles. Now
usually with JK kids many of them are too

scared to jump off the top of the
Snowgoose. Well not JKC, these guys were

jumping like crazy. Matty Sullivan started

it off and soon everyone was doing it!

Although the tip top proved to be a bit

much for Brandon, with the help of the

counsel and the whole cabin, we did a

cabin jump off the side of the boat. Way to

go, Brandon! Brandon's entrance into the

cold waters also ensured a treat to be
named later.

After several more jumps and a breaking

of the JK jump record of 121 jumps JKC
relaxed and fished a bit more. This time
the technique was solidified and our guys
were catching fish like gangbusters. Many
got them on the hooks, and ultimately we
ended up with seven.

Well after that it was time to head back to

Bremen. We double checked our tents and
made sure that we had all of our stuff. Then
we piled into the van and drove back to

camp. But along the way Lisa turned off at

the destination of the special treat that was
earned by the cabin jump off the boat.

Round Top Ice Cream! The ice cream was
so good, but some like Brandon seemed
like he had more on his face than in his

stomach! After our bellies were filled with

ice cream we headed back to camp
honking and yelling as we arrived
victorious from our successful trip to

Bremen.

JKP - Bremen
Christopher Herbst

Day 1

The soon-to-be men of Junior Kieve
Perseverance had been patiently waiting

for this wonderful day (which coin-

cidently is our nations Independence Day)

where they too would be independent of

camp and embark to the wilderness
unknown. Bremen, a property of Kieve,

was our destination, and the guys were
eager to explore unfamiliar terrain. We
packed our gear in the cabin immediately

after lunch, and were nearly ready to leave.

I wanted to double check that every

camper had packed the necessary items,

when I noticed that Corey had packed
everything into a metal green trunk. I had
explained to the boys earlier in the day

that we would be camping in the woods,
but apparently the notion of "packing

light" had escaped them. Fluffy pillows,

multiple pairs of soft pajamas, and all sorts
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of extraneous apparel had been stuffed into

their duffel bags. I grinned to myself,

realizing that many of these kids were in

for a whole new experience. I explained

to Corey that metals trunks were not ideal

for our overnight, and to borrow an extra

bag from someone else.

We were fortunate to have Henry
Kennedy drive the orange Loyalty bus to

Bremen, but not before we made a quick

stop at Round Top. The kids were excited

for Henry's generous gift, and after twenty

minutes of pure ice cream heaven, we were
finally off for the wilderness. We arrived

at the Bremen site around 3 pm and swiftly

unloaded everything off the bus. After

saying goodbye to Henry, the kids quickly

set out to examine their new environment.

As I gathered with the other counselors,

we agreed it would be appropriate for us

to make a scavenger list of things for the

boys to search for. We compiled a rather

creative and elaborate quest for the guys,

including catching a toad/frog, and my
personal favorite, "An item you can only

find in Maine." The cabin divided into

three groups, and spent the next hour
diving through the forest, and climbing

down to the oceanfront. After the
scavenger hunt, and playing a take off of

the Newlywed Game (we matched pairs

of boys who had known each other prior

to Kieve), we started preparing our dinner.

We feasted on bacon cheeseburgers and
French fries, and the kids were seemingly
stuffed to their stomachs. However when
the question, "Should we make S'mores?"

was posed by a fellow counselor, suddenly

JK Perseverance was clamoring for dessert,

and sprinted into the woods to find

adequate marshmallow sticks. Our
campfire was enormous with the help of a

little white gas, and Campbell impressed
me by devouring three chocolate and
marshmallow sandwiches (I told him he'd

throw up if he had anymore). The boys
were quite satisfied with their meal, and
after some stories, jokes, and listening to

fireworks from far away, the guys were
finally ready for bed. Two gigantic tents

awaited them, and they climbed into their

comfortable sleeping bags that evening
content to be with their fellow brethren in

nature's playground. One small
interruption in the night was when Jack S.

got sick, evidently as a result of the massive

amounts of food that I coaxed the little

guy into eating. Otherwise, easy was their

sleep.

Day 2

I awoke to the sounds of young boys
joyfully screaming and playing in the

woods around the counselor tent. I

checked my watch and saw that it was
quite early by my standard, 6:30 am, but

for the boys of JK Perseverance, this new
day was well underway. I slowly climbed
out of bed, and trudged over to the picnic

bench to see just how these boys were
entertaining themselves at an insanely

early hour. To my fascination, they had
indeed used their natural surroundings to

pass time. Nearly everyone in the cabin

had joined into the activity of "ink
making." They had formed a sort of factory

line in their creative endeavor to produce
black ink from dead wood. One group had
formed to scrape the black charcoal off

burned wood, while another ground the

charcoal into a fine powder. Finally, the

last group converted the powder into ink

by adding fresh water to a mix. While this

process may appear rather labor intensive

and certainly comical, these 13 boys were
actually quite organized and focused in

their ambitious attempt to produce not

only black ink, but to form an ink company
ready to compete with Mont Blanc on the

world's premier stage. After an hour or

two, I decided I needed to intervene with

breakfast, which I had hoped would be a

big hit with the campers. A day earlier, I

had struggled to find the perfect meal to

serve the guys on the trip, and finally

decided I would treat them with French
toast cooked entirely from scratch. I

brought with us 40 fresh eggs, cinnamon,
nutmeg, vanilla, and cream and after not

too long, the luscious toast was melting in

their mouths. I was glad the meal worked
out, as it provided us with the fuel for the

day's events.

After we cleaned our plates and put
everything away, the general consensus
among the crowd was to go fun-yaking in

the ocean water and explore the

neighboring islands. We divided the kids

into two groups, and Jenny took the first

half out into the water. Meanwhile, the rest

of the guys were collecting crabs and other
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sea life and placing them into a big tide

pool along the oceanfront rocks. It was
quite amazing to watch such young guys
find so many different forms of sea animals

at such a rapid rate. Jack M. and Dave were
very keen in the hunt as each collected at

least a half-dozen crabs. Funny to them
(not so much to me), was the idea to place

the largest crab on my day-dreaming face.

After a short period, the boys switched

spots in their fun-yaks, giving everyone

the opportunity to experience paddling in

the deep blue Maine ocean.

Soon after our morning water exercise,

we dragged the fun-yaks back up to the

boat house and sat down to play a few
riveting rounds of Mafia. The guys got

quite intense as they tried to identify the

mysterious mafia members of the game.

After a myriad of false accusations and
devastating murders, the guys ended their

game on a happy note. Lunch was soon
underway, with PB and J being the choice

on the menu. Guys were lining up for

seconds, adequate proof of Jenny's talent

for making great sandwiches. Following
our mid-day meal, we started to pack all

our gear up in the tents and clean the

camping ground. We decided it was better

to be prepared for when the bus came to

pick us up, and thankfully it was a smart

choice to start cleaning early. After an hour
and a half of packing and doing sweeps to

make sure we had all our trash, we piled

the bags in a heap by the dirt road. For one
hour, we all threw the baseball around and
just basked underneath the awesome sun.

Nothing was better in those pure moments
than seeing 13 young guys filling their roles

as young, energetic youths just having a

catch with each other.

Around roughly 2:30 pm, Henry was
back in the orange bus to drop off another

Junior Kieve cabin and pick us up. On the

ride home, nothing was more pleasing than

to see nearly every boy asleep from having
spent every ounce of energy on this great

trip.

JKL - Bremen
Teddy Felker

July 5th

The Bremen Experience was a good one
due to the positive energy of the campers
and counselors. We left around 2:45 PM

on July 5 th
, and it was a short twenty-

minute drive to our final destination. All

of the campers packed into the orange
loyalty bus, driven by Henry Kennedy, and
thankfully nothing was forgotten. Once we
got into Bremen the kids split up into two
groups and went to their specific tents.

Sleeping bags and pillows were laid out

and everything was organized in less than

a half hour. The counselors got all of the

food properly refrigerated and then met
with the campers to discuss the overnight

adventure. I led a meeting talking about
various rules and proper conduct for the

evening and following day, and the

campers listened attentively. Once all of

the busy work was taken care of, all of the

kids put on their swim trunks and either

went swimming in the ocean or enjoyed a

couple hours of kayaking. The weather was
beautiful and it could not have been more
perfect for the trip, so there was nothing

handicapping us in that department. There
were great photos taken of Parker Lawson
and Tyler Finn funyaking in the ocean, and
a lot of the boys checked out the infamous
sunken ship at the Bremen site. Once the

waterfront activities finished, everyone put

on their long and longs and got ready for a

bug infested evening. It was about 5:30 PM
at this time, and while some of the

counselors prepared bacon cheeseburgers,

the campers were off playing cards. Once
dinner was ready the kids formed a few
chaotic lines and enjoyed the large burgers.

The campers ate their burgers all over the

campsite, much to the counselors' dismay.

Dinner lasted about an hour, and after it

was completed ajl of the counselors and
campers did their part to clean up all of

the trash and respect one of Kieve 's main
goals, "Leave No Trace"! Once everything

was cleaned up most of the campers
listened to the songs and stories of Bill

McCook as he played his acoustic guitar,

and others continued to play cards in their

respective tents. This lasted over an hour
until the sun went down and the

counselors provided a fire. It took a little

while to get the fire burning, but it proved

its worth in the end, as all of the campers
hammered down s'mores and sat around

the campfire. It was a perfect night in

Bremen, with the moon and stars highly

visible. To conclude the night's activities
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some of the campers in Loyalty told jokes

as the younger JK cabin listened with

excitement. George Crawford, Parker

Lawson, Jon Mathias, Jimmy Sullivan,

Tyler Finn, and Elliott Murphy told funny

jokes, and it was a good way to end a long,

but very fun day. The counselors
extinguished the fire and the campers fell

asleep about an hour later, once they

calmed down a little bit.

July 6th

The next morning the campers were up
a lot earlier than the counselors, but it all

worked out okay because Bill McCook
kept the campers entertained with more
songs and stories. Eventually all of the

counselors were up and moving about, and
ready to start cooking breakfast

sandwiches. The kids were pretty anxious

and hungry, but once some food got in their

bellies things seemed to die down a little

bit. After breakfast there was another clean

up job that went quite well, and then the

counselors got all of the kids ready for a

scavenger hunt. Once the scavenger hunt
ended there were a series of capture-the-

flag games that got pretty intense, but it

was all good fun. Then the kids went
swimming, looked for crabs, or just played

cards the rest of the day. Around 2 PM all

of the kids packed up their things, cleaned

their tents, policed Bremen for any trash,

and were completely ready to go. It was a

very successful trip, and ended with a

refreshing stop at Round Top.

South Glenayr - Bremen
James Riddleberger

After one last breakfast at Pasquaney the

boys of South Glenayr decided to leave

camp for a night at Bremen and fortunately

the rain stopped just in time for our
departure. We arrived at Bremen and
quickly unpacked our gear and set off to

explore the campsite. The first find was
the abundance of white jellyfish (the kind
that doesn't sting) along the shore and we
had our own mini science class as we all

had a chance to feel some of the jellyfish.

At this point it was time for a lunch of

turkey sandwiches and the start of a

pretend war between some of the boys.

After our sandwiches had settled in our
stomach Steven, Adam, James, and a

couple of other boys wanted to set off to

sea and we took the funyaks out for a trip

to Crow Island. As a bunch of the boys

were exploring Crow Island Atticus stayed

back in camp and wrote a rap entitled

"Gettin' my tan on" with Adam Pearce.

After the funyakers returned Andrew
Scott and Paul wanted to go and fish off

the dock, determined to catch something

for dinner, but the fish were not biting.

While they were fishing Ryan, Peter, Reath,

and some other guys worked on the stream

running to the ocean by building dams and
waterfalls. Then as the other counselors

and I were getting dinner ready Bill

McCook showed up and began to tell the

camper stories about Bremen.
For dinner we had a big meal of bacon-

cheeseburgers and I was amazed at the

amount of food these little South
Glenayrians could eat in one meal. At
dinner we were also entertained by a

performance of Atticus' rap by Atticus,

Andrew Harrison, and Pierce. We then

ended the night around the fire eating

s'mores and telling stories.

The boys woke up bright and early,

around 4:30 am, and thankfully for the

counselors Bill entertained them for a little

while letting the counselors sleep.

However, we could not sleep forever and I

soon woke up to make a breakfast ofM&M
pancakes and bacon. We then spent the

morning running around Bremen
continuing the war game from the previous

day. Then after a lunch of tuna and an
intense game of Echie Mini Oui we got

picked up and headed back to camp.

South Glenayr - Otter Island

James Riddleberger

Day 1

After conquering Bremen the boys of

South Glenayr were more than ready to

move on to Otter Island. We spent the

morning at Kieve and at around 3 in the

afternoon we set off for Bremen to meet
Captain Mike and our ride to Otter Island.

We rode in style to Otter Island upon the

Snowgoose and arrived at our destination

at about 4 o'clock. The boys then put up
their Eureka tents for the first time in their

Kieve career and started to explore the

island.

However, the sun was setting fast and
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we did not have much time to look around
the Island. Instead the boys went off to find

firewood while the counselors started to

prepare the cheeseburgers. Then as the sun
was setting the boys of South Glenayr
enjoyed their burgers around a crackling

fire. After dinner the boys slowly started

to go to bed and even though we arrived

late in the day we still had a great first day
at Otter Island.

Day 2

Unlike our trip to Bremen the boys chose

not to wake up at 4:30 am, but instead took

advantage of the trip to sleep in a bit. Yet

as soon as the smell of M&M pancakes
started to fill the campsite everyone was
up and about. We spent most of the

morning enjoying our pancakes while we
chilled on the beach, but soon it was time

to stop eating. We therefore chose to start

a home run derby with the wiffle ball and
bat we had brought on the trip. Everyone
got a chance to hit as many home runs as

he could but in the end Andrew H and
Pierce were deadlocked at eight home runs

apiece. However, we could not end the

derby with a tie so we decided to have a

playoffwhere Andrew H eventually came
out on top as the winner.

Although we had not done much since

breakfast the home run derby had made
us all hungry for lunch. We had a lunch of

turkey and roast beef sandwiches and were
soon ready to set off on our challenge to

walk around the whole island. While some
of the guys chose to hang out on the beach
I set offwith Ryan, Andrew S, and a couple

other guys to try and circumnavigate Otter

Island. The island was a little larger than
some of the guys had thought but we were
able to pull through and make it all the

way around. When we arrived back we
learned that some of the guys had found a

cliff to jump off and after the counselors

approved the jump the rest of cabin led by
Adam and Reath spent a long time jumping
off a cliff into the ocean. Then as the

counselors started to get dinner ready some
of the guys went to build memorials using
things they found on the rocks around the

campsite. A competition was then held to

see who could come up with the best story

to fit there memorial and it was Atticus

and Peter who were able to put together

the best memorial and story.

That night for dinner we had chicken
quesadillas and the kids quickly ate their

quesadillas and then went off to collect

firewood for our s'mores that night. Paul
led the charge for firewood taking many
trips into the woods for firewood. After

our s'mores we all gathered around the

fire and told stories at the request of Steven
who wanted to hear a scary story. However,
there were no scary stories tonight and we
all went off to bed on the early side so we
could wake up to meet the Snowgoose in

the morning.
Day 3

Due to the tides we had to wake up early

to meet the Snowgoose. We were up by 7

and had camp all packed up in no time.

We then had a nice quick breakfast of

bacon, egg and cheese sandwiches which
we finished just as the Snowgoose pulled

up to Otter Island. We all loaded the goose

up and said goodbye to Otter Island as

Captain Mike took us back to Bremen.
However, when we got to Bremen we
found out that we would not be going back
to camp right away but would be spending
the day at Bremen instead. This was not

the news that some of the kids had
expected but that did not stop us from
having a good day. As we waited for lunch

to arrive Charles and James led the charge

to go on a short funyaking trip and when
we came back we started up another wiffle

ball game. Then after Kat brought us lunch

from camp we hung out and played Frisbee

until Pete Taylor rolled up in a van to take

us back to camp. We were all excited to

head back to camp but at the same time

we were sad our trip had to end, it had
been a great two nights at Otter Island.

North Glenayr - Bradbury Mountain
State Park
Sam Kennedy
Camp had become far too easy and

monotonous for North Glenayr. The boys

were always in bed on time, quiet during

rest period, and earning quals left and right

so the directors decided to challenge the

"super-groms" by sending them out to

where the air is rare: Bradbury Mountain
State Park. Monday the 26 th of June was a

terribly rainy day in Maine. Dawning their

slickers and boots the boys of North
Glenayr fueled up on a Pasquaney
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breakfast of blueberry cake before driving

south to Pownell, Maine. Trip Knox, Davis

Rogers, and Thomas O'Connell demanded
that we get pumped up by listening to

"Speaking from the Heart" by the former

WWF superstar Macho Man Randy
Savage. After unloading at the campsite,

Charlie Hopkins ran a clinic in setting up
Eureka tents. I think Clark Kipp and Peter

Brown were the only campers who paid

attention to the lesson, as their tent was
the only one set up taught and dry sans

counsel help. Perhaps the Bradbury
Mountain challenge would be more
difficult than NG had anticipated...

Eventually, with the campsite in order,

ham and cheese sandwiches were served

and the cabin retired for an extended rest

period.

By extended I mean abbreviated because

in no time flat, the Glenayr boys were
itching to play games. "Joe Joe Buttah"

Rainville ran a game of clap ball which
then morphed into a new game called

Glenayr Ball. Teddy Lyman pretty much
dominated the afternoon ball games,
refusing to let the rain get him down. But
the rain did come down all afternoon and
into the evening. Reilly Simmons
miraculously started a fire with wet wood
and the counselors grilled some delicious

burgers that the cabin washed down with

many helpings of s'mores - Gray Warden
had at least four I counted. A game of mafia

ensued before bedtime. Well, at least before

the time that the counsel designated for

bed. Graham Dyer and his posse were up
far too late, peppering neighboring tents

with pebbles and water.

I awoke to the same ruckus that put me
to sleep and decided to put an end to the

madness by serving up some pop-tarts and
playing a game of pickle with boys. Gray
Warden took a good shot to the eye but
shook it off with grit. Ben Rietano snowed
his athleticism dodging balls all over the

place. Now all sweaty, we took off to

summit Bradbury Mountain WITHOUT
SUPPLEMENTAL OXYGEN! Sammy
Underhill cruised up the mountain with
impressive ease and found a cave for us all

to check out. Back down at the base of the

mountain, North Glenayr devoured a

batch of PB&J's. Sammy Paine answered
trivia questions for extra packets of Dizzy

Dino's and then the NG caravan set our

compass to the north for Dodge Point in

Newcastle, Maine. A little tuckered-out

from the morning's hike, the boys were
happy to spend the afternoon lounging in

the tide pools. Brad Driscoll found a slew

of horseshoe crabs that smelled like...

horseshoe crabs. Repulsed, the counsel

asked him to throw them back before we
returned home to camp.
Our triumphant, horn-honking return

was capped off with a well-deserved
Pasquaney dinner. The trip revealed areas

in which the cabin can and should
improve, but it also gave the cabin
necessary experience in the outdoors in a

tune-up for the big trip to Great Salt Bay.

North Glenayr - Great Salt Bay
Sam Kennedy
Happy 4th of July! The patriotic boys of

North Glenayr pushed off of the beach from
camp to celebrate our Independence Day
by paddling down the narrows to the end
of Lake Damariscotta. The plan was to be
as American as possible - Tripp Knox, my
bowman, sang the national anthem as we
rounded Westcott Point following a brief

canoe clinic. The wind picked up in a big

way on the other side of the point, and it

was blowing directly into our faces.

Whitecaps crashed all around but the boys

persevered to the end ofthe first mile where
we snacked on Oreos in a nook just out of

the breeze. A boat driven by Henry
Kennedy that was full of campers stopped
by to check in and to bid us a final farewell.

The decision was made to split up Thomas
O'Connell and Ben Rietano because their

boat was moving along much quicker than

the rest of the camper canoes. Back into

the wind we nudged, aiming for an island

in the distance with a rope swing where
we could hopefully have lunch.

Two hours later, only half the boats had
made it to the island. Charlie Hopkins and
I discussed going back to help others but

thankfully the boss again showed up, this

time towing a train of camper canoes.

Together, North Glenayr trudged on. The
sun was disappearing behind clouds at this

point, but the wind showed no signs of

subsiding. We rafted up for a quick lunch
of turkey sandwiches and talked game plan

for the second half of the journey. I told
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the boys that snickers bars were the

reward for the first boat to the dam (of

course I had enough for everyone, but the

incentive worked). Teddy Lyman and
Reilly Simmons dug in, racing Brad
Driscoll and Clark Kipp. The boys made
better time as a group in the second half of

the day, but the two aforementioned boats

were easily the quickest. The portage

around the dam into Great Salt Bay was a

first for all 13 boys. Charlie Hopkins also

soloed a canoe for the first time. Marching
into new territory challenged the group,

and the steep portage trail did not make
things any easier. Ben Rietano stuck out as

an especially hard worker - but as I told

the group, I was extremely proud of their

effort on the first day of the trip. The winds
would have given Allagash trouble, but

our 10 and 11-year-old guys conquered
the elements.

Once in the bay, the winds died and the

last paddle to the campsite was a cakewalk.

The counselors were again impressed with

how well the boys set up camp. Boats were
dragged out of the mucky water, stacked,

and tents pitched all without counsel aid.

Meanwhile, the counsel began grilling

corndogs and tasty burgers with American
cheese. After dinner, the cabin lit sparklers

and sang the national anthem, slapped a

few mosquitoes, and wandered off to bed.

I was amazed when I woke up on the 5 th

and my watch read 9:30 am. I hadn't slept

this late in months. I guess North Glenayr
was tired from the day's paddle. Their
reward: M&M pancakes, baby. Charlie

Hopkins proved his mastery of the camp
stove and we ate our fill until noon. Then
it was off to Round Top for some ice cream
- it's not easy being a North Glenayrian.

The half-hour hike was enough to get our
hearts pumping. Lucy Grogan met us at

RT with a full report of what we missed
back at camp, and the assurance that camp
was missing us. She also turned Gray
Warden onto a new flavor at Round Top:

coffee/black raspberry swirl. After ice

cream and a hike back, Joe-Joe Buttah took
a group of boys back toward the dam to

jump off a nearby bridge into the lake. The
rest of the boys, led by Graham Dyer and
Sam Paine, made a neat fort with huge logs

found down by the water. Peter Brown ran

a counsel clinic in cards, repeatedly

beating Charlie Hopkins and myself in

Egyptian rat screw. Before long, Charlie

was back at the stove, this time cooking s

for dinner. Another early night ensued,

although Henry Kennedy and Stanley the

dog did visit with a late-night report on
the World Cup soccer matches.

The third day of the trip was by far the

smoothest yet. North Glenayr clearly had
found their tripping rhythm and the paddle

back was swift. The portage was easy this

time, even though it was uphill. Back
toward camp, we stopped again for lunch

at the rope-swing island and discovered a

cabin ofWavus girls. Brad Driscoll's sister

Molly introduced her cabin to ours,

pictures were snapped, and Sam Underhill

showed off his muscles on the rope-swing.

The meeting had the exciting feeling of a

middle school dance and was my personal

favorite part of the trip. Again we pushed
on, back toward camp. Davis Rogers led

the boys in a bomb de-lay-lay chant that

got me laughing. Davis is normally a

pretty reserved kid but he just went nuts

for this chant - it was pretty funny. Back at

camp by afternoon activities, the boys had
time to scatter throughout camp and tell

stories from their adventure. I was proud
of the cabin's effort on the trip. They got

tougher, closer, and mature... and
probably a bit heavier from all the burgers,

ice cream, and pancakes.

South Bunkerhill - Bremen
Pete Vitt

As we all packed into the white van to

head to Kieve's ocean front property
Bremen, I knew my boys could handle
anything. I did not know what was going

to come their way but when it did they

would be up to the task. After a little detour

to Dunkin Donuts to get some Munchkins,
we arrived under grey skies and a wet
ocean breeze. We set up tent groups and
then proceeded to play a massive game of

capture the flag, top bunks vs. bottom
bunks. The med kit needed to be used a

few times and Jay was the first one to

receive attention so he was rewarded by
eating first. We gave the kids a little fuel to

finish the game and then dinner arrived.

We had chicken burgers with onions,

lettuce, tomato, bacon, cheese and ranch
dressing; they really hit the spot.
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Night began to fall and the ocean fog rolled

in on us covering the campers in a thick

mist with only 25 feet of visibility. A fire

soon followed and after much work by
Griffin and Ben Bowers, the fire was ready

for the kids to feast on s'mores. Marwan,
being from France, experienced the first

s'mores of his life, but many kids, including

David, showed him the ropes. The cabin

devoured the bag of supplies for s'mores

and decided it was time for an Evening
Activity just like good ol' camp Kieve.

Many games of tag and Hunter Moose
Warden were played and the night was
capped off by a crazy dance that Lindsey

showed us. We thought the night was over

but it was just getting started.

The rain began to fall and the kids were
tucked away in their sleeping bags. At 4:30

in the morning, a thunder and lighting

storm passed overhead and put a little bit

more hair on all of our chests. The wind
was howling and the kids hung in there

like the troopers that they are and came
out stronger on the other side.

Morning arrived and I met them with
bacon, egg and cheese sandwiches. The kids

had decided to dam up a stream that was
running down to the ocean, Timmy, Sam
and Michael got really dirty really fast but

all kids joined in by the end. The whole
cabin was ready for a change of scenery

and we made the trip to the Pemaquid
Light House, which is the light house on
the Maine state quarter. The kids played in

tidal pools and then went up the light house
and by that time we were back in the car

heading to a place called ROUND TOP. All

kids were wet, tired and very happy to be

there. We arrived at camp looking forward

to the white mountains and the sun broke

just as we got back. Kieve must have really

missed us.

South Bunkerhill - White Mountains
Pete Vitt

Day 1

Under blue skies the men of South
Bunker Hill, Seta Beta Hate'a left for the

great White Mountains ofNew Hampshire.
Before even hitting route 1 Christian

decided it was time to let the cabin know
how he felt, and puked all over the van. I

sat back and said this is gonna be a wild
one. I had a little surprise for the kids in

Lewiston where we stopped to eat lunch,

PB and fluff - Marwan was new to this and
loved it. The kids needed socks and I knew
just the man to help us out, Sam Walton.

We now had our wool socks and were
ready or at least prepared to make our
ascent on Mount Washington. The
campsite was great with lots of open space

and a great fire pit. We ate bacon
cheeseburger till we burst, told some jokes

and hit the hay. Tomorrow was the day we
climb.

Day 2

We woke up at 5 am and put the kids in

the van and pop tarts were eaten and we
had our fuel for the climb. We started the

hike at 6 am and the going was tough. We
were treated to a beautiful waterfall and
we took some amazing pictures. We had
to push on and make it to Tuckerman's
ravine trail which was not an easy trail.

With our water bottles filled it was time to

get going. The ravine was so steep, wet
rocks and water running under the rocks,

but the kids pushed on. Once we made it

near the top the boys realized how far they

had actually climbed and they had more
energy to continue. There were still a few
large blocks of snow on the ravine much
to the delight of all the boys, a few
snowballs and huge smiles of snow in July.

The kids mentioned snow days and I had
to laugh that snow days are still great in

the summer. A few false peaks and we
finally saw the red smoke stack that

signaled the halfway point of our journey.

A good lunch of PB and J and a Snickers

bar the kids felt that it was time to make
the way down but even still I could see

they had it in them to make their way
down. Lions head was the path that seemed
to make the most sense and it was a great

change of pace from Tuckerman's. Kids

were feeling a little bit under the weather

but that was not gonna stop us now. We
arrived back at the white van in round trip

time of 10 hours of very hard hiking. Pasta,

pesto and red sauce hit the spot and the

kids crashed.

Day 3

Today was confusing from the start. We
had a nice breakfast of eggs and bacon, but

it was sunny with thunder all around. The
kids wanted to take it easy and swim but I

wanted that for the last day but the campers
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ended up winning and we made our way
to Emerald Pool. The kids jumped in and
explored down stream a little bit and made
the most of the afternoon. Just as we were
leaving the rain came with some force and
it chased the kids into the tents for a little

while. The sun broke back out and games
of uno, eyes up/eyes down and zip zap

filled the afternoon while Clancy and Ben
A had a water fight. Ben B and Griffen were
getting the fire ready to be lit to keep the

bugs away and helping out for dinner. It

was a huge chicken stirfry dinner with
peppers, onion, and a few tomatoes. One
last massive game of uno and the kids hit

the sack ready for their last hike.

Day 4
MMMMMMMMMM Bacon, egg and

cheese breakfast sandwiches to make a

great start to a grey day in White Mountain
National Park. The skies broke around 11

and we made our way to lost pond for

lunch. The kids were getting tired of PB
and J but I had peanut M&M's for them and
the smiles grew. We got a lesson from a

ranger about the woods and the kids

listened for the most part. We hiked on to

a lookout but the fog was problematic but

it was still nice. The kids just messed
around the rest of the afternoon and got

ready to head back to Kieve.

Day 5

Pop tarts and we were off. Ready to go

back to Kieve after a long but amazing five

days in the White Mountains. We cranked
up the tunes and put the windows down.
We lost the other van with the counselors

in it but it all worked out in the end, a little

round top, a lot of satisfaction and a great

trip with a great group of kids.

South Townsend - Bremen
Chris MaGill
Day One
Rain, Rain Go Away.

This trip was our primer for the White
Mountains, an opportunity to shake the

camping "cobwebs" out and get in the right

mindset. We left for Bremen, Kieve's
oceanfront property, shortly after lunch.

Once we arrived we were met by South
Glenayr who was waiting patiently for our
arrival so they could return to camp in

our vans. After the great Bremen van
switch of 2006 we made tent groups and

proceeded to set up camp post haste for

fear of rain. Once camp was set the first

OD (officer of the day), Augie, was
appointed and briefed on what the rest of

the day would entail. Shortly after all of

this the rain began. The men of ST decided

that rather than risk getting wet they would
retreat to their respective tents for rousing

rounds of worm wars and various other

shenanigans.

Once the rain had subsided the men of

ST emerged and began to explore the

Bremen property. Ned and Willy split off

and drafted teams for capture the flag,

Brory, Henry and Peter decided that the

small creek running through the camp was
better off being dammed up as to prevent

more precious spring water from spilling

into the already swollen ocean. Once we
had grown tired of our respective activities

(let's not forget Gano's sleeping marathon)
Bill McCook arrived on site with salsa and
chips in order to cleanse the palate before

our dinner of crispy chicken cutlets with
cranberry relish and bacon. After dinner

Kim thought the men looked a little

feverish and she knew just the medicine to

cure their disease: S'mores! After desert

and a little talking around the fire the men
retired to their tents anxious for the coming
day.

Day Two
Never Have I Seen That

This is my fourth summer on staff and I

have camped at Bremen countless times.

Never once has a cabin slept in past 6:30

am. The Men of ST are a different breed.

These guys slept until 9:00 am. I was
stunned, shocked and thrilled all at the

same time. Once we did all awake we
enjoyed a breakfast of eggs benedict
(another Bremen first). I poached the eggs

and made the hollandaise sauce while
Gano (taking a break from napping) toasted

the English muffins and warmed the ham.
Following our relaxed breakfast the ODs
of the Day, Peter and Ned C, instructed the

rest of the cabin to pack their gear. After

camp had been broke what appeared to be
a game of cowboys and Indians, sans the

cowboys, erupted. During the game Peter

and I sat at the picnic table and prepared a

lunch of turkey and swiss. In order to

receive their food each camper had to

present a piece of trivia to Wilbur and
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myself that we did not previously know.
After lunch Ned M organized a game of

elephant master while waiting for Reid to

show up with the bus to take us back to

camp. On the way home we made the

obligatory stop at Round Top and arrived

back in time for general swim. All in all it

was a great trip, a little wet but the men of

ST were proved themselves ready to tackle

the White Mountains.

South Townsend - White Mountains
Chris MaGill
Day 1:

A Map Would Be Nice
We departed for the White Mountains

shortly after breakfast. Our drive time was
supposed to be 3 hours, "supposed" being

the operative word. As it turns out, Gano
and myself are not the most talented

navigators in the world and we got

thoroughly lost. Once we did finally arrive

at the Dolly Copp campgrounds, the men
of South Townsend were quick to set up
camp. Once camp had been set some of

the men led by Warren and Charlie B set

out to explore the surrounding woods,
while Peter B, Henry and Ned C found
throwing Frisbees at the counsel tent far

more enjoyable. After general free time

and exploring, we got to cooking a

traditional first night dinner of bacon
cheeseburgers. After dinner the men
retired to their respective tents where we
all learned that Langdon "IS SO
FUNNY!!!!" (inside joke).

Day 2:

Xtreme Vertical Death
On the first full day of the trip it is

common to do a small hike in order to get

a feel for how the cabin is going to handle
Mt. Washington. I went to the ranger to ask

for some ideas on what to hike. This man
looked like Santa Claus and in hindsight

there is no way he could possibly have
hiked anywhere but to the refrigerator.

This jolly man recommended we hike "the

nice, flat Pine Loop Circle Trail" Ignoring

the obvious redundancy in the name we
decided to go for it. Once we began the

hike the men of South Townsend quickly
realized that the Pine Loop Circle Trail was
not a.) flat, b.) a loop or c.) easy. In fact this

trail was a small, difficult to follow death
march directly up the side of an unknown

mountain. Whoever blazed this trail

understood all too well that the quickest

path between two points is a straight line.

We quickly renamed the trail "Xtreme
Vertical Death". We never summated the

trail of tears but rather hiked, nay, scaled

as far as we could until we ran into a swarm
of horseflies.

Before going on I should note that this

was by far and away the most difficult hike

I have ever done. The men of ST did it

without a single complaint and very
quickly I might add. So the silver lining

was that we were very confident in our
abilities to make it up Mt. Washington.
Once back at camp we enjoyed some

much deserved rest followed by what
could be described as nation building out

in the woods. While the rest of the staff

and I were prohibited from actually

viewing the miniature city the guys were
building, we did hear stories of the shear

size and grandeur. For dinner we had fajitas

followed by various 4 th of July festivities

which Augie and I missed because Augie,

an aspiring doctor, asked to go view the

hospital in Berlin NH.
Day 3

Mt. Washington
We woke at 5 am in order to get a jump

on the 4.1 mile trail to the top of Mt.

Washington. South Cunningham had set the

bar high boasting a 4.5 hour summit time.

The men of ST thought they could do better.

To be honest I was skeptical, the average

Kieve cabin summits in about 5 hours. But

as I mentioned before the men of ST are a

different breed. Spurred on by Nick Wray,

Warren and Charlie C the men all made it

to the summit in 3 hours and 26 minutes!

On the way up we got to meet the caretaker

at the halfway hut. This man was straight

out of a movie, dredlocks, spacy and a total

hippie. Willy expressed the most concern

with this individual stating "this guy is

really weird, can we please leave?" Once
we reached the summit we enjoyed the

warmth of the lodge and devoured a lunch

ofcheddar cheese, pita bread and pepperoni

sticks. While the summit was thoroughly

socked in with fog we got to take in some
terrific views going down lions head trail.

Once we reached the base we jumped in the

van and headed back to camp for some
much deserved napping.
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Dinner was a mix of Kielbasa and fiesta

rice, a dish that normally would be ok at

best, but tasted like filet mignon after the

hard work we did. Brory and Ned were
particularly pleased with the dish. After

dinner we retired to our tents for a full

night's sleep.

Day 4

Emerald Pools

We got a late start to the day and enjoyed

a hot breakfast of corned beef hash before

loading in the van and making the 40 min
drive to emerald pools. Once we arrived

we had a quick lunch oftuna and made the

half mile hike to the pool. Once there we
found we were not alone, two girls camps
were there and we had to wait patiently to

take our turn. Langdon went off and made
friends with some of the girls, while the

rest of us enjoyed a snack. When our turn

came up we all took the 15 foot jump into

the freezing water and had a great time.

Peter and Brory together jumped 30 times

(maybe a Kieve record). After a few hours

of jumping and lounging we hiked back
and got back to camp in time for some
card games and rounds of elephant master

before a dinner of pasta with pounds of

cheese melted into it and topped with pasta

sauce. I did the math and we each ate over

one pound of this oozy, melted goodness.

Day 5

On the road again

We broke camp at 9 and began the drive

back to camp making a quick stop at pizza

hut for lunch. Peter wanted to see how
much food he could eat and while he did

consume a great deal, he paid dearly for

his conquest. We arrived back at camp
during rest period and in typical ST fashion

did a great job of cleaning up. All things

considered this was a great trip and a great

group of guys. I wish you all the best of

luck in the coming school year and hope
to see you all next summer. Chris Magill

HBC.

South Cunningham - Bremen
Justin Strasburger

After breakfast, the brave men of South
Cunningham set off for big bad Bremen.
So as to not run into another Kieve group,

we opted to head to Pemaquid Point
lighthouse for lunch. To the delight of our
campers (especially Philip and Tommy)
our sister cabin at Wavus, Cayuga, was also

at the light house enjoying a nice lunch.

While the Wavus campers explored the

lighthouse, we ate a delicious lunch of

PB&J. After lunch, Robert and Jack led our

cabin in a presentation of the Dave Ernst

jellyfish dance for the Wavus cabin. After

Cayuga performed a penguin dance in

return, Andy orchestrated a giant, coed
game of Mafia for the two cabins. After a

sad farewell to the Wavus girls, we
departed Pemaquid and headed to Bremen,
blasting "Everytime We Touch" in the van.

When we arrived at Bremen, Stark and
Will McCarthy began playing wall ball as

we unpacked the vans. Shortly after setting

up camp, several of us decided to go
funyaking to an island in the ocean. On the

way to the island William Duckworth and
Austin pointed out all of the jellyfish that

we saw along the way. Back on the main
land, Andy was leading Arlo, Sam, and
Henry on a hunt for crabs. When we
returned from our funyaking trip, we
began dinner. Dinner consisted of some
delicious bacon cheeseburgers with all the

fixins. After dinner, Bill McCook
entertained us with countless songs and
stories.

We awoke the next morning to some less

than stellar pancakes from Justin. After

breakfast, Mackenzie and Julien started up
a big game of clap ball. After a lunch of

turkey BLTs, we packed up our things and
headed back to Kieve with full bellies of

Round Top Ice Cream.
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South Cunningham - White Mountains

Justin Strasburger

Day 1

Shortly after breakfast the mighty young
men of South Cunningham gathered their

earthly belongings, loaded up the van, and
headed off to conquer the highest mountain
on the entire east coast. Three and a half

hours later, we had arrived at our
destination: the White Mountains. We
excitedly unpacked and set up our tents

while the counselors prepared a delicious

dinner of Mac & Cheese with Italian

sausage and pesto. We went to bed
uncertain of what lay before us.

Day 2

We awoke to grey skies and decided to

train for our conquest by hiking a smaller

peak. So after a breakfast of sausage and
egg sandwiches we set off for Glen Boulder.

The trail was steep but we persevered led

by Philip, Will McCarthy, and Austin. Once
we reached the top a magnificent sight

awaited us. A gigantic boulder was perched

on the mountainside like a bald eagle

perches on the branch of a birch tree. We
ate lunch while Arlo remarked about the

differences between the lichen in Maine
and the lichen in his home city of Chicago.

After lunch some bad weather appeared

to be approaching so we descended into

the trees. When we arrived back at the

campsite we held a huge World Cup soccer

2-on-2 tournament with seven different

teams. In the end the team of Justin and
Mackenzie narrowly defeated Will
McCarthy and Jack. We went to bed with a

dinner of steamboats filling our bellies.

Day 3

Though the weather started out bad, the

sun ended up coming out making for a

perfect day to visit Emerald Pool. After a

beautiful drive to the trailhead, we began
our short hike into Emerald Pool. There
were two other camps there as well but
we showed them that Kieve always brings

its A-Game by having Will McCarthy and
Philip jump off into the frigid water a total

of over sixty times. After returning to the

campsite, we started another World Cup
tournament—3-on-3 this time. The
defending champions who had added Arlo

to their roster ended up losing in the finals

to the threesome of Will, Philip, and Jack.

Day 4

The time had finally come for our assault

on Mount Washington. We awoke bright

and early at 5 AM and, after a breakfast of

Pop Tarts, loaded up the van to head off to

the mountain. On the way up the
Tuckerman's Ravine trail, the sun began to

shine and Robert and Julien led the way
while William and Sam kept me
entertained in the back.

As we neared the summit, the weather

got better and we realized that we would
be able to pursue our goal of summiting
the mountain. We climbed higher and
higher until all that stood between us and
the summit was an uphill boulder field.

Tommy and Henry pushed to the front of

the pack while Stark summoned all of his

courage to overcome his fear of heights to

keep going to the top. We made it to the

top in an incredible four and a half hours;

a half hour faster than the average time for

all hikers.

After a well-deserved rest and lunch at

the summit Visitor's Center we began the

treacherous descent down the Lion's Head
trail along the northern ridge. As we neared

the bottom I could see how hard each and
every camper had worked to reach the top
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as many were almost falling over from
fatigue. When we returned to camp it

began to pour and then hail golf ball sized

hail. As a reward for such a strong hiking

performance and to get out of the weather
we decided to take everyone to Pizza Hut
for our final dinner. When we returned we
were challenged to a game of soccer by a

group of 15-year-old Boy Scouts and so

we had to accept. We fought valiantly but

were unable to overcome the difference

in physical size.

Day 5

We awoke fairly early and quickly
broke camp. After packing up the vans and
policing the campsite, we took off with
the hopes of making it back to camp in

time for the traditional Sunday feast ofBBQ
chicken. After getting back to Kieve early,

we killed some time playing more soccer

at Harriet House so we could time our
entrance to coincide with lunch. Our long-

awaited homecoming marked the end of

the trip but just the beginning of the rest of

thirteen young men's lives.

North Bunker Hill - Camden Hills

Adam Hasselkorn

Shortly after lunch the boys of North
Bunkerhill were dropped off at their new
campsite at Camden Hills Park. Being a

beautiful day, we wasted no time in setting

up camp and beginning our first hike. Our
first hike of the trip was to the top ofMount
Battie with Jeff Gander and Sawyer Rogers

often leading the pack during the hike. At
the summit there is a very cool stone tower

structure which provides incredible views
of the Camden harbor and the quaint town
of Camden, Maine. On the way down the

mountain we took a wrong turn and almost

ended up climbing Mount Megunticook
which was to be the next morning's hike.

Upon returning to the campsite we began
cooking bacon cheeseburgers. After a long

day and hike, these burgers were so juicy

and flavorful. For dessert the boys
answered trivia to receive marshmallows
to roast over the fire.

Shortly after the boys reluctantly began
to quiet down in their tents a slight rain

began to fall down on us. Over the course
of the night and morning, this rain built up
in strength to a very hard rain leaving

many of us wet in the morning. Despite

this poor weather, we woke up early and
had delicious bacon, egg, and cheese
sandwiches for breakfast. We were quick

to clean up the campsite and begin our

summit of Mount Megunticook. From the

summit we had limited views due to low
clouds but we enjoyed our time at the top

and returned to the bottom to wait for our

pickup to return victoriously to camp.

North Bunkerhill - St. Croix River
Adam Hasselkorn

Day 1

On Thursday July 6, the boys of North
Bunkerhill arose at 5am sharp for a 6 am
departure to the St. Croix with Henry
Kennedy as our escort. After a long drive

we finally arrived at Forest City for our

put-in on Spednic Lake. We settled into

our canoes for a quick canoe clinic before

heading to Birch Island for lunch. When
we arrived Birch Island was infested with
mosquitoes so we were happy to continue

on to our final destination of the day: The
Ledges. The Ledges is a campsite on the

Canada side of the lake with a beautiful

view of the evening's sunset as well as long

rock beaches that allow the lake breezes

to flow through the campsite thus reducing

the flying teeth normally found at many
campsites. After arriving at the Ledges we
took the opportunity to relax, tan, and take

multiple dips into the lake. Jeff Gander,

Julian Lucas, and Will Ryan were
especially enjoying the coolness of the lake

water during a hot day. We completed the

evening with Bacon Cheeseburgers and
then gathered around the campfire. Before

bed we played two truths and a lie, as well

as an evening activity of watching a spider

enjoy the many bugs flying into his web.

Day 2

On day two we had a late wake up due
to a short paddle. This allowed us to spend
some time making sausage, egg, and cheese

sandwiches and then for a light paddle to

Todd's Island. The campsite is located on
the point of Todd's Island and allows for

nice breezes as well as swimming on the

back side with a sandy beach. After

enjoying another sunny day, we finished

with an extremely tasty meal ofbacon BBQ
chicken burgers from the grill.
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Day 3

Day three would prove to be our most
exciting and longest day of the trip. We
arose to finish our lake paddling on
Spednic Lake and to begin our river and
rapids paddling. When we arrived at

Vanceboro dam, we did our short and only

portage of the trip. Here Jess Knowles and
Ian Shain were very helpful and hard
working in moving all of our gear to the

beginning of the river. After what was
many of the boys' first time portaging a

canoe, we stopped at a local convenience
store and picked up some soda and chips

for the boys to celebrate a successful trip

so far and nice weather. Following the

special treat, we put in to the St. Croix

River for our first taste of the river's current

and rapids. We paddled with the current

for several miles of quiet and white water

until we arrived at Little Falls. Little Falls

is a Class III rapid which also happens to

be the biggest rapids one can safely

navigate in a canoe. One by one the boys
safely and expertly found their way
through the rapids. One canoe, the mojo
with Nick de Lacvivier, Chris Richardson,

and Sawyer Rogers even managed to do a

360 degree turn in the middle of the rapids

without flipping. After completing the

rapids, the boys took a swim at the base of

the falls. Following this swim we began
another lengthy paddle to Tyler Rips
campsite. Along the way Sean Cloney and
Charlie Parker became lodged to a rock

and as they took on water, lost the water
purifier. Downstream, Jeff Gander and
Andrew Richardson spotted the Polar Pure

and prevented the group from any sort of

water emergency. After our longest day
and most grueling paddles so far, we
arrived at the Tyler Rips campsite and
dined on grilled cheese with bacon.

Day 4

Day four we departed for Loon Bay. We
were back on the river with our longest

stretch of river ahead of us. It was a day
full of quiet water as well as rapids and we
paddled stronger than any day on the trip.

For the fourth day in a row, we had
phenomenal weather and we were all

thankful after hearing of the first St. Croix

trip having rain every day. We arrived early

to the Loon Bay campsite and after a long

nap we began dinner. On the menu was
chicken stir fry with a dessert of s'mores.
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While dinner was being prepared, many
of the boys kept themselves busy at the

water trying to catch the fish that call our

canoe landing home. Following chocolate,

marshmallows, and graham cracker treats,

we all went to bed to be ready for what
would be our last paddle day and to escape

the mosquitoes.

Day 5

Day five was our last day on the river

and would end at the takeout for the next

morning. Many of the boys had become
proficient paddlers and were far stronger

than when they left. Peter Mackell, JP

McCurdy and Charlie Kipp all left with far

more paddling confidence than what they

started with. With storm clouds
threatening and thunder in the distance we
stopped at Egg Point for a lunch of peanut
butter and fluff. When we decided the

weather would hold we made our way
towards our destination. Our last challenge

was to paddle across the final lake of the

trip with very strong headwinds. This
tested different paddle skills than the

rapids and the boys conquered it with
resolve. We arrived at the take-out and
explored the dams and cooked dinner
under shelter from the only rain we
received on the whole duration of the trip.

Dinner on the final night was a pasta dish

of macaroni noodles, spaghetti sauce,

mozzarella cheese, pepperoni, and bacon.

The boys feverishly devoured this meal
and after playing with the Frisbee we all

retired for the last night of our trip.

Day 6

On our last day away from Kieve, we
arose, packed up our gear and prepared
for The One to pick us up and return us to

our comforts. When The One arrived we
quickly packed up and left the Croix for

lunch at Pizza Hut in Bangor. Between
fourteen campers, six pizza pies were
demolished. We then made our final trek

to Kieve and upon arriving we blasted

Thunderstruck by AC/DC and the boys
exited the bus as though they were
famished and completely dehydrated.
Overall it was a very successful trip with
many of the campers ready for their next

chance to tackle some rapids.

North Cunningham - Camden Hills

Andrew Adams
Monday morning came and the men of

North Cunningham decided that although

it was still early in the session it was time

to hit the road for a trip to Camden Hills

for some good food and hiking. We stuck

around camp through lunch packing and
getting excited for what lay ahead. After a

quick drive up to Camden we arrived at

our soaking wet campsite and exchanged
gear with North Bunkerhill who had been
on their overnight to Camden Hills the

night before. After saying goodbye we all

settled into our tents and waited out the

rain hoping the weather would let up
before dinner. When the rain stopped we
emerged from our tents and began cooking

a wonderful stir-fry meal. The only
obstacle that stood in our way from
enjoying the meal was a lack of forks, but

we all ate with our hands and enjoyed the

meal. After filling water bottles and
discussing out favorite movies we sat

around and enjoyed S'mores before

retiring to our tents for the night. We woke
up the next day to more overcast skies but

we would not be .denied the accomplish-

ment of climbing to the top of Mount
Battie. After a quick Pop-Tart breakfast we
packed up our campsite and headed out

for Mount Battie. We parked our van and
began our ascent to the top of the slippery

Mount Battie. About halfway up the skies

cleared and we had a wonderful view of

the Camden Harbor. We continued to climb

to the top where we took pictures and
enjoyed a Peanut Butter and Jelly lunch.

We quickly got back down to the bottom,

got in the vans and drove back to Kieve

with just one quick stop at Round Top for

ice cream. We all enjoyed our trip, but

eagerly awaited our big trip on the St.

Croix which was only two days away.
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North Cunningham - St. Croix River

Andrew Adams
Day 1

Today was not just another normal day
at Kieve, it was the day that the mighty
men of North Cunningham would travel

north to the Canadian border to tackle the

Saint Croix River. We began our day early

at five in the morning and after loading

almost all of the gear we left with the One
driving us north to begin our adventure

along the Canadian border. After a long

drive we got to our put in spot with a light

fog covering the landscape. We quickly

unloaded the bus and trailer and got on
the lake to begin our paddle. After a quick

lunch on the lake we completed our paddle

to our campsite, which was named The
Ledges. We set up camp for the night and
began cooking our dinner for the evening,

which was pasta and red sauce. After

dinner we all hung out and played a few
games of Zip-Zap and Killer. Jack
McCarthy continued to show his

dominance at Zip-Zap while Andrew
Vought was the most successful killer of

the evening. With a light rain coming down
on us we retired to our tents tired from
our long travel day, but eager to continue

on our journey.

Day 2

We began our day early in the morning
and had a breakfast of doughnuts and
cereal bars, which were a big hit in the

cabin. After cleaning the campsite we made
our way to Todd's Island to spend our
second night. With only a short paddle we
got to Todd's Island before lunch and set

up camp for the night. After we were all

organized we enjoyed a PB & J lunch. To
pass the time we sat on the shore and
skipped rocks where Lewis Piccone and
Peter Donahue set records skipping rocks

14 times on one throw. We also sat around
and discussed various family vacations we
had all been on and why we enjoyed them
so much. Before dinner a large gust ofwind
came through the campsite causing Jamie
McCahan and Jeff Tully to chase down
their tents before they were blown into

the woods. After the campsite was
reorganized we enjoyed a healthy portion

of Beef Stew and Goldfish crackers for

dinner. Around dinner time the sun finally

began coming out at which point we were

all able to enjoy the large rainbow that

went across the lake. We then played a few
rounds of Zip-Zap before returning to our

tents for the evening.

Day 3

This would be our longest day of the

trip where we would have to finish our

lake paddling portage our canoes and then

begin the St. Croix River. Because of our

long day ahead of us we got up bright and
early at 5:00 AM. We enjoyed the clear

blue skies and head winds that greatly

helped us get to Vanceboro where we
would be re-supplied with our coolers by
Reid. With the sun shining on us we met
Reid at Vanceboro around 9:30 and began
to portage our gear around the dam. Will

Stevens, Nick Mead, and Henry Coote all

carried multiple canoes to help the group
get through the portage smoothly. After

our portage was complete we sat and drank

some Coke's before hitting the St Croix

River. After we loaded the boats we set out

on the river with Cooper leading the way.

We quickly came across our first set of

rapids, which everyone executed
flawlessly. We quickly made our way
down the river and stopped along the way
for a PB & H lunch. We then continued on,

dodging rocks and Canadians along the

way. As the afternoon came to a close we
approached Little Falls, our first major set

of rapids. We pulled off just before them
and carried everything but the canoes
down to the bottom of the rapids to make
sure we did not lose anything in case we
flipped on the rapids by accident. Alex St.

John directed his boat down the rapids

carefully from his Mojo seat. Malcolm and
Charles both led their boats successfully

down the falls as well. Everyone made it

through the falls without tipping with the

exception of Sam and Ben who flipped

their canoe just as they came to the end of

the rapids. After regrouping and noticing

that the weather was about to take a turn

for the worse we paddled quickly to our

campsite, which was just past Little Falls

where we had to set up our campsite in the

pouring rain. However everyone in the

cabin took the bad weather in stride and
laughed off our terrible weather
conditions. For dinner we ate chicken
sandwiches that were well deserved after

the long day on the river and the relentless
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rain. We got into our wet tents for the night

and all did our best to stay warm through

the night.

Day 4

We slept in on our fourth morning in an

attempt to dry ourselves out from the wet
night of sleep. For breakfast we ate bacon
and eggs that definitely helped keep
everyone's spirits up despite the continuing

bad luck with the weather. About an hour
or so into our paddle the skies opened up
for us and the sun came out which
brightened everyone's spirits. On our
paddle down the river Matt demonstrated

his balancing skills by standing on the bow
during the calmer parts of the river. We
eventually arrived at our campsite in Loon
Bay and sat out in the sun to enjoy an
awesome pep and cheese lunch. We put all

of our wet clothing out in the sun hoping
for it to dry. During the afternoon we swam
and watched Cooper while he fly-fished.

For dinner we enjoyed the chicken teriyaki

wraps that were quite possibly the best

meal of the trip. After we watched the

beautiful sunset we sat around the fire

made S'mores and listened to one another

as we reflected on our highs and lows of

the trip. We fell asleep to the thunder we
heard off in the distance and waited for

the rain to eventually come over our
campsite once again.

Day 5

Our last full day on the trip had arrived

and we ate a big Pop-Tart breakfast and
loaded up our canoes before setting out

for our last campsite. We paddled down a

little ways before we hit our last big set of

rapids, Canoose Rips, which everyone in

the cabin got through flawlessly, including

Sam and Ben. We then enjoyed the
sunshine the rest of the day before we got

to the end of our paddle only to find that

there were people staying there. So we
stopped and ate a PB & J lunch, regrouped
and continued down the river until we
found another campsite. We eventually

found a site and brought our canoes up to

set up camp one last time. We started

dinner early that night since it was pizzas

and each camper waited patiently for their

own personal pan pizza to be ready.

Because the bugs were so bad we all retired

to our tents early and eagerly anticipated

our final day on the St. Croix River.

Day 6

We began our final day around 7:00 AM
so that we would be able to get to our take

out spot on time. We battled some fierce

headwinds on our way to the site, but they

were not going to deny the men of North
Cunningham their final destination. Once
at the site we unloaded all of our extra

snacks and enjoyed them for a late

breakfast. Around 10:30 in the morning
we saw the orange bus pull up and we
could not have been happier to see the One
pull up. After loading all of our gear onto

the bus, which we had become far more
efficient at, we got on the bus and headed
home. We stopped in Bangor for lunch,

which was a special treat. We ate at

Wendy's to celebrate our triumphant return

from the St. Croix. We once again piled

onto the bus and made our way home. The
men of North Cunningham returned to

camp at dinner with Black Betty playing

over the speakers as we roared back into

camp. We were all excited to see Camp
Kieve once again but at the same time sad

knowing that our expedition to the

Canadian border was over. I would like to

thank each camper from the cabin, because

even with all the bad weather we endured
throughout the trip we never put our heads

down and never stopped smiling for the

entire week we were on the river.

South Harris - Salt Bay
Max Russell

Day 1

Waking up to the sweet sound of the

Pasquaney chimes, the boys of South
Harris were ripped and ready to get going

on the overnight trip to Great Salt Bay.

Unfortunately for us, the weather did not

appear to want to cooperate. Undaunted,
we loaded up our metal canoes and set off

on our adventure. Considering the fact that

this was the first time that Kieve was doing

this trip, not only were the boys excited,

but also the counselors. Lazy weather gave
way to lazy paddling as we made our way
down Damariscotta Lake toward "the

mills." Scotty and Chris were nice enough
to keep the cabin entertained with
renditions from Rhianna and excerpts

from the Disney movie Mulan.
After a lengthy search for the portage

trail around the dam, Gordie and I decided
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to bushwhack our own trail and dragged
our canoes the 200 yards through the high

grass and trees. Here is a big "you're
welcome" to all future cabins from South
Harris- '06 for making your future portage

trail. Cotter and Henry K really flexed their

muscles and helped by carrying the most
amount of group gear down the trail.

After a filling lunch of roast beef, turkey,

and cheese sandwiches, we set our sights

on the last mile of the paddle to our camp
sight. Arriving shortly after 3, we hauled
our canoes out of the water and began to

set up camp. To our surprise, Henry
Kennedy came by to give us a visit and
welcome us to our home for the evening.

The rest of the afternoon was spent playing

zip-zap and throwing the Frisbee around.

Special mentions must be made to Parker

for making us our own personal crop

circles in case we got any unexpected
visitors.

With Bacon-cheeseburgers on the menu,
the boys were salivating when dinner was
finally served. A big thank you to Tom for

making me laugh harder than I have in a

long time with his impression of the

rapper Flava' Flav. With their stomachs
full, the cabin sat down to play a full game
of mafia. Congratulations to Jimmy for

being the first person I have seen to ever

win a game of Mafia and to Timmy for not

realizing that he was sitting next to the

mobster all game.
Tired out from the events of the day,

South Harris returned to their sleeping

bags, eager for the trip back to camp.
Day 2

With the weather report predicting

massive amounts of rain, lightning, and
thunder, we were surprised to wake up to

no rain and slightly overcast skies. We
quickly devoured our bacon, egg, sausage,

and cheese McMuffins to take advantage

off the fortuitous weather. As we
approached the portage trail that we had
made the previous day, the clouds began
to open up into a steady drizzle. Despite

the fact that the portage trail was now
uphill, we completed it mush faster and
Richard really pulled his weight by
grabbing 2 wannagans.
The one draw back to getting early start

was that we weren't supposed to be back
at camp until after 2 PM and it was 10 AM

after finishing the trail. With this in mind
we very lazily began to paddle back to

Kieve. Tom, Oliver, and Scotty did the best

job of being slow and took great pride in

the fact that they were always last to rafting

and always the trail canoe.

Even though there was intermittent rain,

we kept our spirits high by singing, telling

jokes, and planning our skit for "Air
Guitar" that night.

After eating our soggy tuna fish

sandwiches in the rain, we continued our
paddle towards Blueberry Island. Hopping
out of their boats, the boys jumped over

each other trying to eat all of the
blueberries. Too bad for us that it was still

too early in the summer and there were no
ripe blueberries. So instead of eating, we
spent our time jumping off the island and
swimming in the lake.

Although we had to wait longer than

usual to get back to camp, we reached the

beach at 2:15, excited to be back in camp.
Getting back to our cabin after storing the

group gear, we put the finishing touches

on our skit and got ready to impress the

rest of camp.

South Harris - Katahdin
Max Russell

Baxter State Park:

Day 1

The men of South Harris woke this

morning with a purpose. A calling. A need
that must be fulfilled: to climb the tallest

mountain in Maine. After a breakfast of

French toast sticks and some last minute
packing, we loaded up the 15-passenger

van headed for Baxter State Park. The ride

was about eventful as a four-hour van ride

can be but between the music and sleep,

we managed to play a couple of games of

2-truths and a lie.

We arrived to our campsite at Bear
Brook around 3 o'clock to 2 pieces of

alarming news. First: the weather for the

week was supposed to be terrible. Second:

one of the tents had a broken zipper. To
top all of that off, Morgan had grabbed the

wrong kind of tent and the counselors were

without a tent. We managed to make
comfortable living arrangements and set

out to make a large fire for our dinner:

Bacon-cheeseburgers.

With dinner under way we introduced
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ourselves to the neighbors of the adjacent

campsite to discover they were a scout

group from Massachusetts. Richard and
Tom both got a kick out of this and talked

with them for a while.

Completely filled to the brim, I checked

the weather report to discover that

tomorrow was the best day for us to try to

hike Mt. Katahdin. To top off dinner, we
busted out some marshmallows as a dessert.

Kudos to Scotty for knowing so much trivia

about Classic Rock. We went to bed early

with the knowledge that we would have a

rough but fun day ahead of us.

Day 2

Very early wake up call at 5 am to get a

head start for the looming fear of afternoon

showers. After chowing down on pop-tarts

and nutra-grain bars we clambered into

the van and drove to the Roaring Brook
parking lot. It was at this time where we
had to leave Gordie and Chris. Chris' recent

ankle injury did not leaving him feeling

healthy enough to try the 11 mile round
trip to the summit.

Before even starting to climb Katahdin,

we had to hike the 3.3 mile long Chimney
Pond Trail to reach the base of the
mountain. Completing this distance is no
easy feat as it is constantly uphill and
through dense forest full ofmosquitoes and
black flies. However, we managed to

overcome this adversity and complete the

trail in 2 hours with yours truly Augie,

Henry K, and Timmy leading the group.

We gobbled down our Clif Bars and
received another piece of disheartening

news from the ranger: the summit was
heavily clouded and extremely windy
meaning we wouldn't be able to do the

knife's edge. While this was a small downer,
we easily put it behind us and ascended
the boulder-y "Saddle" trail. It was at this

point that Tom realized that he would try

to hike the mountain without the use of

his hands. Although the whole cabin tried

to warn and advise him against this, Tom
was set in his ways.
When we reached the ridgeline and were

only 1 mile from the top, we realized why
we wouldn't be able to do the knife's edge
as 15-20 mph winds whipped past us. We
trudged up the last mile with Augie and
HenryW running past me to be the first to

summit. We ate our tuna fish sandwiches,

took photos and were afforded some
breathtaking views of Northern Maine
between the clouds.

The hike down was fairly uneventful

with the highlight being me falling on my
butt right after I had warned about the

dangers of hiking down hill. This situation

elicited much laughter, especially from
Oliver who seemed to be unable to stop

laughing.

With about a mile left until we reached
our van, the heavens opened and began to

rain on us. However, not even this could
dampen our spirits and even seemed to

make us go faster.

A special mention must be made to

Jimmy for shear determination. At the

beginning of Chimney Pond, Jimmy
decided that he didn't want to hike with

just the cabin but with also his own
personal mascot: Jeffy the Log. Jimmy
carried that log all the way to the top and
all the way to bottom never being
burdened by its bulk or weight.

Getting back to the campsite around
5:30, we lazily changed into clean clothing

and cooked up some Uncle Ben's Rice and
Beans. Tired, full and sore, we went to bed
very proud of what we had accomplished.

Day 3

With the main goal of the trip now
completed, we were allowed a lot of

leeway in what we wanted to do with the

rest of our days. Because we had gotten

such little sleep the night before and
because the weather was overcast with

sixty percent chance of showers, we
decided that sleeping in was the best idea

for the day. Waking up around 9, the cabin

slowly got dressed as I made egg, bacon,

cheese, and sausage McMufflns. After these

were quickly devoured, we started to

gather ourselves and got ready to do a very

easy hike to stretch out our legs and get

some exercise.

Because Chris and Gordie were unable

to go with us to the top of Katahdin,
everyone wanted to know what they had
done while we were gone. The answer was
Sandy Pond trail and that was where we
were headed for today. After a short drive,

we unloaded out of the van and Gordie
and Chris took the lead as they took us

around the rocky 3-mile path that

traverses around Sandy Pond. As Sandy
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Pond trail is known for its up close views

of wildlife, Henry W, Augie, and Oliver

were afforded an up close and personal

experience with a jack rabbit standing in

the middle of the path and were able to

take a couple good pictures.

After about an hour and a half of hiking

we finally reached the best viewpoint on
the trail: Big Rock. From Big Rock, Mt
Katahdin looms in the background
menacingly, especially on a day such as

today where the mountain traps all of the

clouds surrounding it in a very dark and
swirling column of clouds. As we were
grabbing a snack and enjoying the view, a

6-foot moose decided to join us from
across the pond as it began to bathe. Richard

was able to take a lot of great pictures with

the digital camera he brought along and
hopefully will be able to send them out to

everyone. With this last sight we got back
in the van and headed back to the campsite.

With the down time before dinner, we
tossed around a football and Frisbee to

discover that Cotter is the best athlete in

the cabin as he is able to chuck the football

35 yards in a perfect spiral even though he
has never played the sport before.

For dinner, the best way I thought to

reward the cabin for all of their hard work
was pepperoni pizza. With tummies full

and legs tired, we headed back to our tents

praying that the 90 percent chance of rain

prediction would be way, way off.

Day 4

Today could be characterized by one
word: Rain. Usually we would not let such
a trivial thing as rain interfere with our

plans to hike South Turner Mountain but
rain decided to bring along his good buddy
lightening with him. After a breakfast of

bagels and cream cheese, we started to set

in to what would be a long day of card

playing, football and Frisbee throwing and
random games to entertain us. Gordie and
I had to go into town to get more fresh

water and to help boost morale, decided
to come back with some soda and lift the

spirits.

It was just before lunch that Jake
transformed into a character straight from
"Team America: World Police". He hiked
his sweatpants above his shoulders,
partially duct taped his mouth and ran

around screaming "Dirka, Dirka, Bakala".

One would imagine that this would get old

after a while but you'd be surprised.

Lunch was the perfect rainy day treat

with grilled cheeses and tomato soup.

Campbell soup is definitely right in

marketing by saying that it warms you up.

After lunch Scotty pointed that he had yet

to change out of his boxers from waking
up and that he would be in his boxers all

day until the bugs became unbearable.

Before dinner we played "500" with the

football and some 3 vs. 3 two hand touch
until it was time to eat our delicious

Chicken Quesadillas. We wouldn't let the

rain get us down and Richard and Parker

were set on the idea that we needed a fire.

So with some help from a lot of matches
and birch bark, we got a fire going to keep
the bugs away and to take our minds off

the crummy weather. We headed off to our

tents ready for an early wake up call for

South Turner Mountain and Ledge Falls.

Day 5

7 AM wake up call in preparation for an
early hike up South Turner Mountain and
fun in the sun at Ledge Falls. We speedily

took down our Oatmeal and clambered
into the van to take on the steep 2-mile

hike to the top. It was nice to see that Chris

had recovered from his ankle injury so

quickly to be able to stay in the middle of

the pack until he reached the top.

The Katahdin climb was a piece of cake

compared to S. Turner as the kids climbed
like mountain goats over the boulders and
rocks, reaching the top in record setting

time. Morgan busted out what had become
one of two running jokes for the trip and
insisted that he set up his tripod and take a

"professional" picture of us at the top.

Lucky for us he didn't bring his guitar and
sing some songs.

We got back to the campsite for a quick

change into bathing suits and drove the

hour to Ledge falls right before lunch to

enjoy the sun, water, and natural rock

slides. Despite the many attempts by
numerous campers, especially Jamie and
Timmy, no one was able to "pick up any
chicks". Getting back to the campsite
around 4:30, we napped and tossed around
the football and Frisbee before making a

spicy pasta dish with pepperoni. cheese,

and chicken. Congrats to the cabin for

finishing off the whole 6 lbs. of pasta and
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to Tom for eating 40 pieces of fried

pepperoni. We built up a huge campfire
and told stories and played high, low, high

for the trip before heading off to our tents

eager for returning to camp.
Day 6

In line with most Kieve traditions, last

day breakfast was pancakes and syrup
before we completely packed up our
campsite to leave Baxter by 11 o'clock that

morning. From start to finish, the 5-hour
drive was filled with much music, a

Wendy's stop, and road games. Not wanting
to miss out on the sweet evening activity

of Casino night, we decided to play a low
key entrance and just climb the hill with
the music blasting and honking the horn,

glad to be back...

South Harrington - Great Salt Bay
Mac King

June 28th year of our lord two-thousand
and six, day one
Wednesday morning the boys of Sigma

Haeta departed from the safe confines of

the Kieve peninsula, journeying into

significantly dodgier waters. Setting out

under ominous skies, and under steady

leadership, South Harrington mastered the

"J" and "C" strokes in hopes of taking its

first steps towards manhood. Amos and
Charlie set a brisk pace for the group—

a

pace one might compare to that of an
African gazelle in flight from an equally

African feline predator— landing the

Kieve fleet well ahead of schedule come
snack time. Post dizzy-dino feast, however,

Sigma Haeta's little band of brothers met a

fierce head wind, which tested the strength

of their arms and wills. Nevertheless the

cabin reached the portage trail shortly after

two o' clock in the afternoon and
proceeded to dominate it whilst battling

an incurrent downpour. As the rain fell

down and the boys experienced the

resistance ofwindswept water against their

paddles for the first time, Gabe and Patrick

demonstrated their resilience and Kieve
spirit. Upon reaching the campsite,
chattering jaws and shivering bodies
landed Jonathon, Crash, and Douglas into

long underwear and the cozy womb of

their respective sleeping bags. Ben,
Charlie, and the brothers Ells were rock

stars amidst this chaos erecting all five

tents and aiding in bomb proofing the

campsite. Several hours later, following a

teriyaki chicken sandwich dinner
followed by s'mores, ghost stories, and
tales of Kieve legends, morale improved
vastly, sending Sigma Haeta to bed with
full stomachs and happy hearts.

June 29th year of our lord two thousand
and six, day two
A six a.m. wakeup call preceded an

m&m pancake breakfast and South
Harrington managed to depart shortly after

eight o' clock. Like a Sacajawea-less Louis

and Clark (at Kieve the women remain at

Wavus), the cabin retraced their steps

following their groundbreaking journey,

dominating a tough portage for the second
time in twenty-four hours and paddling
(this time downwind) back to Kieve.

Captain Derek Sivyer, Commodore Charlie

Harding, and myself, Admiral Mac, took

on our maiden voyage a fleet of pre-

pubescent boys. We left those tots out in

the wilderness, and brought back with us

a tight knit group of adolescents. Thus, with

our "primer" on the road to manhood
behind us, we eagerly await our departure

on the 230 th anniversary of our country's

independence for the wilderness of Baxter

State Park. Like our forefathers before us

we hope to sculpt something great, and set

the foundation for the future of our great

country. God Bless America.

South Harrington - Katahdin
Mac King

July 4th year ofour lord two thousand and
six, Day 1

On this date two-hundred-and-thirty

years ago today, our great nation declared

its independence from the bonds of

colonialism. With this fact looming about

us and patriotism swelling in our breasts,

we awoke on time with the rest of camp
and proceeded to the top of the hill for the

raising of the stars and stripes. After dining

on breakfast sandwiches and pledging

allegiance to our flag, Sigma Haeta packed
up and left the security of sea level in search

of higher altitudes. After a five-hour trek

north, we finally reached base camp amid
a torrential downpour. With the tents up,

oxygen bottles filled, and bags bomb-
proofed, we celebrated our soggy 4 th with
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corn on the cob, barbequed chicken and
root beer, and then told stories around a

roaring hearth. Needless to say a good time

was had by all.

July 5 th year ofour lord two thousand and
six, Day 2

We spent our first full day at altitude

getting acclimated to the thinner air with

a nice warm-up hike up Double Top
Mountain. After about a mile of hiking,

Todd and Gabe were dispatched back to

camp with Charlie Harding due to prior

injuries, with orders to rest up and
recuperate. Summit team, however,
reached the North Peak at around fifteen-

hundred-hours and proceeded to feast

upon tuna sandwiches. We descended the

mountain in record time and reached base

camp at around seventeen-hundred-hours.

We had yet another expertly crafted dinner,

this time of bacon-cheeseburgers, and
Crash set a record for most buns consumed
in one sitting. After dinner our entire party

crawled into their respective sleeping bags

in anticipation of the colossal day which
lay ahead of us.

July 6th year ofour lord two thousand and
six, Day 3

0300 hours: while the rest of the eastern

seaboard peacefully slumbered, the
adolescents (no longer boys but not yet

men) of Sigma Haeta sat silently in a fifteen

seater van, consuming pop-tarts and
clearing the mechanism to get fired up for

a summit push of Mt. Katahdin. We signed

into roaring brook at 0445 hours and
motored to Chimney Pond at a speed of

1.5 miles per hour. We rested at the shores

of this glacial lake and looked upwards
towards the zenith of our day and the

jagged rocks of the knife's edge. Connor
began a day of hydration which deserves a

place in the record books. After a tiring

trek up the Saddle trail, led by Johnny,
Amos, Connor, Ben, Charlie and the Ells

brothers, we finally reached the plateau

preceding Katahdin's apex. Summit team
reached Baxter Peak, without oxygen, at

approximately eleven-hundred-hours.
South Harrington loitered around the top,

took some pictures with the sign, and then,

based upon a unanimous decision,
undertook the 1.4 mile balance beam that

is the Knife's Edge. The journey across was
slow and arduous, but, led by Crash and

Patrick (both of whom overcame intense

cases of vertigo), Sigma Haeta safely

reached Pamola peak where we engulfed

peanut butter and jelly sandwiches.
Connor continued to drink water. The
cabin then proceeded to descend the

mountain under the steady leadership of

Crash and Douglas. Ben demonstrated his

mental and physical toughness battling his

stomach the entire way down the
mountain. We signed out of Roaring Brook
at around 1745, to complete thirteen hours

of hiking at returned to camp for a chicken

fajita dinner and a very early bedtime.

July 7th year ofour lord two thousand and
six, Day 4
We attempted to sleep late following our

hellish day three, but the sun extracted us

from our tents at around 8:30. We dined
upon m&m pancakes for breakfast and then

instituted Baxter State Park's first ever

spades tournament. After much card
playing the cabin unanimously concluded
that Charlie Harding and myself were too

tough a foe in the game of spades, and thus

loaded up the van and drove to the natural

water slides where we spent a day relaxing,

swimming, eating, and playing. Towards
the end of the day we saw a white fifteen-

seater van with a trailer and a previa in

pursuit and lo-and behold Will Holliday's

Long Voyage cabin pulled up and we had a

massive Kieve reunion. That evening we
had barb-q Boboli pizzas for dinner, which
according to Jonathon was the "most
filling meal ever."

July 8th year ofour lord two thousand and
six, Day 5

Today Ashton Kutcher showed up and
all of Sigma Haeta got punked. After a

beautifully orchestrated performance by
the counsel, an extremely nervous South
Harrington loaded up the van not knowing
what lay ahead of them. The kids remained
silent in the van until we pulled into a

lovely little park in East Millinocket with
a beach, picnic tables, field space, and an
awesome spot to swim. After an afternoon

of Frisbee, grilled cheese, swimming,
cricket, spades, and hanging out Sigma
Haeta loaded up again and journey back
into Millinocket for a pizza dinner and a

viewing of the world cup third place

consolation game. We celebrated our last

night in the wild with style, roasting many
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mallows, having a raging fire, watching

counsel play with lighter fluid, and eating

no bake cheesecake. A successful trip

ended on an extremely high note, and day

5 ended late with happy hearts and full

stomachs.

July 9th year ofour lord two thousand and
six, Day 6

We set out early, hoping to reach Kieve

in time for lunch, but were hindered by a

blowout of our back right tire. Sigma
Haeta's handy, experienced, and extremely

masculine group of counsel tackled this

changing of the tire expertly and precisely.

Two and a half hours later we finally

succeeded in leaving Baxter, and showed
up in camp in time for dinner to the tune

of "The Boys are Back in Town" with horns

blaring and the crowd cheering our arrival.

In conclusion, we spent six days in the

wild, taking 14 young boys with us and
returning with 14 young men.

North Harris - Bremen
Forrest Melhorn
The North Harris cabin arrived in

Bremen for their primer trip at about 11:30

on Friday the 23 rd
. All the gear got

unloaded, and the tent groups were
assigned before a delicious lunch of PB&J
with potato chips. After lunch we set up a

game of "Killer", which turned into one of

the cabin's favorite things to do. To play

the game, a killer is picked and that person

has to go around for the rest of the day
"killing" other people in the group by
winking at them. All the other players in

the game try to avoid being killed, and try

to correctly guess who the killer is before

they all die. The game was played
throughout the afternoon while we basked
in the costal sun. The group went
funyaking to Crow Island where Russell

Pierson decided to go swimming and
flipped his funyak just off shore. We saw
lots of jellyfish in the water and had a great

time.

For the afternoon before dinner all the

kids played a big game of wall ball that

lasted more than an hour. Dinner was a

feast of bacon cheddar burgers and
everyone had two of them. We made a

campfire shortly after dinner and sat

around that playing mafia and eating

s'mores until it was bedtime.

In the morning I woke up at about 9:30

to find the campers around the picnic tables

playing mafia. They were hungry so I

started our breakfast of egg sandwiches
with bacon and cheddar cheese. During
dinner a group from Wavus came down to

go out on the Snowgoose, but the boat had
already left, so they hung out with us for a

while before going out to Pemaquid Point

to the lighthouse. More wall ball was
played throughout the morning, as well as

a game of "moose hunter warden". We had
some Italian Sausage for lunch before

packing up and heading home to camp
before the bad weather moved in. On the

way home we made a Round Top stop

where the campers got their first taste of

the best Maine ice cream of the summer. It

was a great way to end the trip.

North Harris - Moose River
Forrest Melhorn
Day 1

It was an early morning on Tuesday the

27th
. The cabin had to wake up at 5:15 am

for our 6:00 departure time. We had a

breakfast of cereal and donuts before

loading the bus for our three-hour drive to

Jackman, Maine with "The One". We made
a stop at Wal-Mart to pick up a few supplies,

and some attire that was much needed for

the trip. We had a little hold up on the road

when we had to pull into a police check

station on the side of the road. It took a

while, but we finally got checked out and
were on our way. We got to our drop off

spot and on the water at about 11:30, which
was a good thing because we still had a big

day ahead of us. The paddle across Attean

Pond was not too hard, but there was some
wind that was slowing us down. The sun
was out and took its toll on Ned who got a

sun burn. We got to the other side for a

lunch of snickers bars before we started the

1.3 mile portage. It took a long time to do
the portage, but all the campers did a great

job, especially Grant, Schuyler, and Tom.
We got into camp at about 8:00 as it was
getting dark and had a ravioli dinner before

crashing into the tents for a much deserved

night's sleep.

Day 2

Wake up call was just a little after 8 am
on day 2. The entire cabin was still

exhausted from the portage the day before.
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A hearty breakfast of cereal bars and
oatmeal was just the thing that the kids

needed to give them some energy to get

the day of paddling started. All spirits were
still high, especially because today was
going to be all paddling, and we would be
starting on the Moose River. It was also

Sam Kissinger's Birthday today and we
brought along some treats for the whole
cabin to share. There was a nice tail wind
as we traveled across Holeb Pond. It was
less than a half hour and we were already

at the mouth of the river where we would
be spending the next three days. We got

into camp at 2:00 which was a nice change
from the day before. We had a lunch of

Pepperoni and Cheese sandwiches. The
afternoon was spent napping and just

hanging out. Dinner was a delicious feast

of make your own pizza. With bellies full

we built a nice campfire and reflected on
the trip so far and discussed what would
be coming up before getting to bed.

Day 3

We woke up just a little before 8:00 this

morning. We had a quick breakfast of Pop
Tarts and got on the water soon after. There
were two sets of rapids on this stretch. We
ran Camel Rips, and dragged around
Mosquito Rips because it was a little bit

too big to run. The counselors ran it, which
showed just how hard it was because both

boats got a bunch of water in them when
they went through. The group arrived at

the Holeb Falls portage early with lots of

enthusiasm about getting it over with
quick. All the campers did great and we
got the portage done in only about an hour.

Then we took a little walk in to look at the

falls and got some great picks. They
decided that they wanted to have a quick

snack and then push on rather than
breaking for an early lunch. We canoed on
to our next campsite and had a lunch of

toasted cheese and some ravioli that was
not eaten the first night. Then we all went
swimming in Spencer Rips and jumped off

a big rock for a while before settling down
to a dinner of beef stew that hit the spot

after an accomplished day.

Day 4

This is my favorite day because it's not

really long, we finish the river, and the

campsite we stay at is on a beach, and
because there are some sweet rapids. Wake

up was at about 7:00. I made my famous
blueberry pancakes and everyone got two.

With a gourmet breakfast in our stomachs
we embarked on the day with high spirits.

It seemed like everyone was moving fast

today and we made it through the rest of

the river quickly hitting all three sets of

rapids. After the third one we pulled into a

campsite for a lunch ofPB & Honey, but did

not stay there, for the day was still young.
We were then back on Attean Pond where
we began this whole excursion. There was
a moderate head wind that slowed us down,
but we were all seasoned paddlers by this

time and motored across the pond with out

much trouble. The group got into camp at

about 4:30 and spent the afternoon chillin'

on the beach. Dinner was Mac & Cheese
fallowed by a campfire and reflection of

the trip. It was an early night to bed because
we needed to get up early to beat the head
winds on the pond in the morning.

Day 5

5:45 wake up to try and beat the

expected winds on Attean and Wood Pond.

We had a quick breakfast of granola and
dried milk, and were on or way by 7:00.

The paddle across Attean was quick and
easy, and we saw a deer on the side of the

stream before Wood Pond. The head winds
started as we were half way across Wood
Pond. And it didn't make it any better that

we paddled right past the outlet and had to

turn around. It didn't take us long to make
it to the outlet where a couple counselors

made a stop at a store and got a little treat

for lunch. Back on the Moose River and
headed to Long Pond we thought we were
home free. Then the skies began to darken

and a massive rain cloud moved in over

us and dumped buckets of rain for about

20 minutes. We actually had a great time

paddling in the rain because everyone was
prepared for it, and it was over quickly

with the sun beating down on us once

again. What weird Maine weather. On Long
Pond we stopped for a brief lunch of PB &

J, and then forged on to get to the

Strasburger's house in the mid afternoon.

Dinner was a mixed meal of rice with

mashed potatoes. After dinner the cabin

played some running bases. Garret and
Grant won the first game, and the second

game was canceled due to the fading

sunlight. We stayed up and talked as a
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group for a while, but people were tired so

we got to bed a little early.

Day 6

This is the easiest day of the trip because

it is just a quick bus ride. We got picked up
from the Strasburgers' house at 2:00. We
saw Mrs. Strasburger just as we were
leaving and made sure to extend our
gratitude for letting us stay on their

property. The bus ride to our rafting outfit

was only 40 minutes. Once there we set up
camp and had a feast of ramen noodles of

the chicken variety. We played some
kickball in the afternoon and tossed a

Frisbee and football. Then for dinner we
ordered some pizza and pigged out on that.

The best part about the place we were
staying is that they had a pool and hot tub

that we took full advantage of right after

dinner. We played a very lpng game ofkeep
away with a ball in the pool. After that

everyone was beat. As it got dark we started

a fire. The group talked about the trip we
had just completed, the rafting we were
about to embark on, and all the things they

wanted to do when they returned to camp.
It was great to hear all the positive things

that everyone had to say.

Day 7

It was an early morning breakfast ofPop-
Tarts and into the lodge for 7:30 to get

ready for rafting. The group was at the

rafting drop off for 10:00 pumped and
ready to go. Alicia was the raft guide for

one of the boats, and Ryan was the guide
for the other boat. The water was warm
and the rapids were big and everyone was
having a great time. No one from our group
fell out but everyone got soaked. Lunch
was a gourmet meal of steak, pasta salad,

and fried rice. The rest of the river after

lunch was easy and we swam most of it.

We were back on the bus with Reid and on
the way home at 3:00. We only had to

make one stop for gas and then were home
just in time for dinner. There was a grand
entrance we made with sparklers and the

Jimmy Hendrix Star Spangled Banner
playing. It was the perfect way to end a

magnificent trip with a great group of kids.

Bank I - Cathedral Pines

Colum Bannatyne
Day 1

After another hearty Kieve breakfast we
packed the final parts of our gear before

heading towards Cathedral Pines at 10 am.

As Andrew Kalaris drove us the weather
gradually improved up route 27 towards
Eustis and we arrived to beautiful blue skies

with roast beef and cheese sandwiches.
Once we had set up our tents and gear we
decided to head back into the nearest town,

Stratton, and hike up to Cranberry peak, a

good hike of 3 miles. Despite some
excellent hiking, with rapidly rising

temperatures we decided at 4.30 to head
back down the trail and make some dinner

back at the campsite. It was time for bacon
cheeseburgers and double helpings too!!

As the sun set we all headed to bed after a

long fulfilling day.

Day 2

It was 6 am and we were up with another

beautiful day ahead of us. We all quickly

filled our water bottles and ate some
blueberry pop tarts and donuts. We drove

down through Stratton to the crossing point

of the Appalachian Trail to begin our hike.

It was 7 am and we were already on our

way up to Mount Crocker, all 4150 feet of

it. Through some incredible hiking we
managed to reach the top by 11 am in

which Kieran Borcich and Bobby Hausen
helped lead the way. Here we ate some
tuna sandwiches amongst the sun and view
down upon the valley below. We headed
back down even faster and reached base

camp at 1.30 pm thanks to excellent work
from Russell Minetti and Oliver Makula.
When we arrived back at camp although

tired, with so much of the day left we
decided to go jumping off a nearby bridge

into the lake. Charles Castellano and Ryan
Taras made some incredible jumps while
chasing after the chewy bars was great fun.

When we returned to camp we had a rest

hour after a long day before dinner. Tonight

this was to be chicken fajitas with a can of

coke as a treat. After dinner we played a

few games of tag in which Harry Muth
seemed to have the lightning speed to even
catch me, and Jake Burns did a great job in

finding unique hiding spaces along with
Rusty Robertson. We ended the night with
a surprise drive to a nearby point called
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Eustis Ridge to have s'mores with the sun
fading on another beautiful day!

Day 3

After two hectic days we slept in until 9

am, but awoke to rain. This didn't stop us

and so Alex Collins made us all some
amazing pancakes and bacon while we
played some zip zap and tag. Ben Arcano
seemed invincible in zip zap while in tag

Nico Enriquez and Pierre Lapeyre managed
to evade tag after tag. After some trivia

and games we finished packing up our

gear and left just after 11 am to head back
to camp, hoping to leave the rain behind
us. When we came to the north end of

Damariscotta Lake we stopped for lunch
with a view over Camp Kieve at Bunker
point and had ourselves PB and J

sandwiches. Just after 2 pm having enjoyed

the view and with our stomachs full we
headed back to camp in our usual noisy

manner. Another great trip, just another

day at Kieve!

Bank I - East Branch of the Penobscot
Colum Bannatyne
Day 1

After a day of packing we woke up this

morning at 5 am with Reid Anderson to

head off to Baxter state Park. After some
cereal we headed up to northern Maine to

meet with Bank 2 with their canoes and
gear. We arrived at 10.30 am and after

chatting with Bank 2 we headed to our

campsite at Trout Brook. Once we arrived

we unpacked and had beef sandwiches
before going bridge jumping several times

during the afternoon where chewys could

be gained off the bridge. The rain though
soon came pouring down and we ate

chicken fajitas with onions, peppers and
mushrooms before heading to bed after an
early start in the morning.
Day 2

We woke to partly cloudy skies, but after

checking with the ranger we headed off at

10 am to North Traveler Mountain and
started hiking. After some excellent hiking

and fabulous views we arrived at the

summit by 12.45 pm and had PB and J

sandwiches. We headed down fast so we
could go bridge jumping again around 4.

After a short rest period we made
cheeseburgers with onions, peppers and
Tabasco on Harry Muth's fire before

playing a huge game of Excalibur in which
Ryan Taras had the unbreakable sword!
Nine o'clock arrived before we knew it

and it was bedtime at the end of another

Kieve day.

Day 3

Today we awoke to egg muffins and
headed off to the natural waterslides at

ledge falls at 10:30 am We were there until

midday before heading off on the hour-

long ride to cliff jumping before hiking

and bushwhacking our way through the

woods to the cliffs. Here everyone jumped
the 20 feet point while some jumped 40
including Charles Castellano and Pierre

Lapeyre. A special mention goes out also

to Russell Minetti for making the jump in

the end. We all headed back at 4:45 pm to

tuna sandwiches and find that Candy! To
finish the night off we had some amazing
marinated barbecue chicken burgers while

Kieran Borcich and Ollie Makula started a

game of football. As the sun set we all

prepared for the day we would see Henry
Kennedy and receive our canoes!!!

Day 4

We awoke at 7:15 am to glorious

weather, packed up our gear, ate some
cinnamon toasties and headed down to the

beach to meet Henry at 9 am Before we
knew it we were met by him and Reid

Anderson with our canoes and so we
exchanged our gear and said our goodbyes.

A treat of Pepsi and Doritos got us pumped
up before we headed across the Grand Lake

Matagammon to practice our strokes. At
midday we paddled across the lake to our

first portage around the dam at the start of

the East Branch. Penobscot River. After a

few rapids we were quickly at our
campsite where we set up our gear and ate

some pepperoni, cheese and pita bread for

lunch. Bobby, Pierre, Ollie, Nico, Charles

and Patrick were amongst those who
played in the water all afternoon with a

short break for an apple at four o'clock.

Thanks to our re-supply in the morning
we were able to have cheeseburgers again

followed by a game of duck tape baseball.

Tomorrow was to be another big day!

Day 5

Once again great weather followed us

into today as we had strawberry poptarts

for breakfast. We headed off by 9 am and

hit our first real rapids such as stair falls
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and we all made it over before we were
met with our next portage around Haskell

Rock. After a short paddle we had our
second portage around Pond Pitch before

arriving at Grand Pitch falls at around 3

pm to camp the night. After such a long

day we ate a quick lunch before heading
to bed for a good rest period. At 6 pm we
awoke to have an incredibly cheesy
macaroni and cheese which many could
barely finish. After chatting for a while
the day caught up with us again especially

for Alex Collins and Andrew Kalaris after

their heroics on the rapids that day, and
we were all sound asleep by 9 pm.
Day 6

At 7:30 am everyone moved the canoes

and gear while I made some water for

maple and brown sugar oatmeal that

morning. After cleaning up we all headed
straight down the river to the Hauling
Machine for our final portage of the trip.

This was a long and awkward trip which
tested everyone over several hours, but a

special mention has to go to Bobby Hausen
for his fantastic efforts on the trail with
soloing a wannigan on top of carrying the

canoe. Ryan Taras, Pierre Lapeyre and Jake

Burns also deserve credit for returning to

take large amounts of gear on the portage.

After a snack of snickers we headed down
our final rapids of the day in which Rusty

Robertson fell out saving the canoe and
eventually met up again with Russell

Minetti at the deadwater. The rest of the

afternoon was spent paddling deadwater
or rafting together towards our campsite.

Along the way we had tuna pitas for lunch

and eventually arrived at Whetstone at 5

pm. Tonight was to be Alex Collins'

specialty of cheesy Uncle Ben's rice and
beans for dinner before we all chilled

before sunset.

Day 7

Another beautiful day, another early

rising of 7 am and nutri-grain bars to set us

off. Through Whetstone rapids and plenty

of strong paddling we reached grindstone

by 11:30 am. After scouting the rapids we
decided to head down and amazingly no
one flipped thanks to great steering by all

which was led by Ben Arcano's superb
example and a good time was had by all.

We quickly headed down the river through

a few more rapids before having lunch of

PB and J, but as we did a huge
thunderstorm headed in so for a couple of

hours we sat by the side of the river waiting

out the thunderous lightning. Once the

storm finally past and we had made it to '1

bottle on the wall' we paddled fast and
hard to Pine Grove for our final night. Here
we ate all our remaining food in a huge
camper feast and had mac and cheese again

after its success two nights before. We truly

lived like Harrison Ford for the
night!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

Day 8

After a good night's sleep we awoke at

8:30 am, packed up our gear fast, had some
raspberry nutrigrain bars and headed down
for the final paddling of the trip. One big

rapid remained which we sailed over and
we met Bob Linker at Medway by 10:15

am. Soon we had packed the canoes on and
off we were back to camp, but as soon as

you could say 'Kieve save' a canoe was
hanging off the side of the trailer which had
to be fixed fast. On our way down we
stopped in Bangor for a huge Pizza Hut feast

as a treat for everyone's hard work over the

past week. By 2:30 pm we were almost back

to camp when Charles Castellano noticed a

canoe was missing off the trailer. Soon
followed a huge canoe hunt, which was won
by Alex Collins, and so we could finally

honk our way back into camp by 4 pm.
Good times were had by all, the type which
could only be made by Kieve. Just another

Kieve day, another great trip!!

Bank II - Cathedral Pines and East Branch
of the Penobscot
Henry Felker .

Day 1

The first day of the Bank 2 trip, June 28,

2006, went very smoothly as we packed
up and left following a good hardy
breakfast. Although it took the group a little

while to get moving in the morning, we
managed to pull out of Kieve at

approximately 11:30 AM. Our first stop

came at Wal-Mart where the counselors

made some essential purchases for the trip

including a poker set, a blue volleyball,

and cooking utensils. We then shared a

lunch of cold cuts in which it became
apparent that some of the campers had an

unusual tolerance for Tabasco Sauce (Eli

Campbell).
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Upon reaching our campsite at Cathedral

Campground after repeatedly getting lost,

we had bacon cheeseburgers, which was
the first of many great meals to come on
the trip. Despite the number of mosquitoes

out, the campers enjoyed a couple good
games of sniper in which Amaury Dujardin

showed everyone his remarkable energy

along with his impressive stealth abilities.

Day 2

The second day of our trip was
essentially the beginning of our trip.

Campers awoke early to the smell of

breakfast sandwiches on the stove. Our
first hike of the trip was on the Appalachian

Trail. On our way to the trail it was obvious

that there was a lot of energy in the van as

campers sang and were sang to by Ricky

Nix and his 80's songs renditions. It was
also obvious that it was going to be very

hot and muggy, which meant a lot of bugs.

The first destination of the hike was
Cranberry pond, which was a small lake

nestled between two mountains with a

great view of Cranberry peak. The cabin

reached the pond in a couple of hours to

have lunch. On the way Marcus discovered

the infamous "yak stick", that would stick

with the group for the entire trip. After

eating, the campers eagerly finished the

loop by hiking to the top of Cranberry Peak
and back down a separate trail. Despite

the weather and the bugs, it would have
been very hard to find anyone
complaining.

Before heading back to the campsite, all

the campers participated in bridge jumping
a couple of miles away from our campsite.

Back at the campground Wilson Robinson,

our chief chef, whipped up some delicious

fajitas for all to enjoy. Alistair Wilson and
Gavin Cross showed the superior abilities

in making fires with soaking wet wood.
Sam Kaplan ran a couple ofgames of mafia
after dinner around a roaring fire. The
campers and especially George Lodge then
went to bed in awe ofHenry Felker's mafia
skills.

Day 3

Today we packed up our site and
embarked on a long journey to Baxter
State Park. On the long drive over we
listened to Chamilionaire at least ten times

and all wanted to speak Spanish after

listening to Shaquira. On the drive north

we went through a couple ofthunderstorms

and were anxious to know what the
weather would be like at Baxter. We
reached the park at around 5:30 pm only
to find out that we had two and a halfmore
hours of driving through the park. It was
definitely worth it as we got to see some
incredible views of Mt. Katahdin shrouded
in mist. We finally got to our site around
7:30 pm and once again Wilson blew us
away with an incredible meal of pasta with
white sauce and kielbasa.

Day 4

After a long day of driving, campers were
rejuvenated to start hiking again. The
counselors decided that today was the best

chance of reaching Traveler Mountain
because the weather was good and it

looked like it might rain the next couple
of days. The hike turned out to be an
incredible success as it was very exposed
and allowed views of almost all of Baxter

and the Penobscot River. Travis Clarke

among a couple other campers showed his

amazing speed as he ran up and down the

mountain without showing any signs of

effort. At the Top we enjoyed some PB and

J and watched as thunderstorms pelted the

valleys to the north and south of the

mountain. Finally after enjoying the

summit and the powerful winds we made
our way down only to hike out to the cliffs

on one of the lakes we saw from up above.

Unfortunately storms turned us around at

the last minute, forcing us to return our

campsite at Trout Brook Farms.

On the menu for the night was pizza with

kielbasa, pepperoni, cheese and tomato

sauce. Afterwards many of the campers
lazily crawled into their sleeping bags

around the campfire to play a couple more
games of mafia. A few of the campers
including Graham Abbey and Peter Aresty

elected to sleep outside and thoroughly

enjoyed the experience.

Day 5

On the fifth day, we awoke to a hard
driving rain. Campers and counselors slept

in 'til around nine o'clock. It was also a

little chilly, so we had oatmeal and hot

chocolate for breakfast. After a late start

we made it over to Burnt Mountain trail

only after we got stuck in the mud and
were towed out by a large truck. While
waiting to be towed Travis and Ricky saw
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a large Black Bear scamper across the road

ahead of the van. After the hold up we
hiked up Burnt Mountain and ate snacks

overlooking a small valley shadowed by
Mt. Katahdin.

In the afternoon we went to the natural

water slides where we ran into a Wavus
group who had the same idea as us. Andrew
Malkin showed all of us the best way down
the river and which way not to go. After a

little rain we had dinner at a public picnic

area just south of the waterslides. The
Macaroni and cheese was a hit and made
the bus ride back to the campsite extremely

enjoyable. Before going to bed, the campers
watched incredible cloud formations pass

over the campsite.

Day 6

The final day of our stay in Baxter was a

relaxing one, many of us were tired and
some were even sick so instead of hiking

we went down to South Branch
campground and hiked to the remote cliffs

overlooking the second pond. Everyone
made an effort to jump off the cliffs. When
we weren't jumping we were enjoying the

view afforded by the cliffs of Traveler

Mountain and the ridge we had hiked
previously. In order to get to the cliffs we
were forced to bushwhack through the

woods and wade through a small creek.

The effort was worth it and also

entertaining, as Marcus Wetlauffer
improved a couple of songs on our hike.

In the afternoon, all of the campers took

part in world cup soccer with the van as

the goal. The France team led by Amaury
Dujardin won the tournament and perhaps

gave us a glimpse of what was to happen
in the real world cup. Will Secor also

provided entertainment and managed to

get all of us to laugh.

Day 7

Looking forward to getting mail and the

resupply, we woke up early to cook
pancakes and pack up the campsite.
Packing was difficult however because of

the bugs and the heavy rain coming down.
Campers remained excited about getting

to be on the river and picking up our canoes

from Reid, not to mention the fact that it

was the fourth of July. However things did

not go as well as we had hoped, we first

learned from Reid that there was no
resupply. This was not a huge problem

except for the fact that many of us were
bummed that we were not going to get our
mail. The second mishap of the day came
when we got lost on Matagammon Lake,

and instead of having a nice easy day, we
fought headwinds for most of the
afternoon. Luckily Amaury and Graham
were very good at orienteering and helped
us get on the right track. Finally we reached

the dam and had our first portage of the

trip, which was very short but helpful in

getting all of us organized for some of the

bigger portages later in the trip.

We finally reached the Matagammon
store where the counselors bought some
food and the campers set up the campsite
and caught up with Long Voyage I. For our

celebration of the fourth we had
cheeseburgers and corn on the cob, which
was exceptional. Despite having a tough
day that was supposed to be easy, everyone

went to bed in good spirits in anticipation

of getting on the East branch of the

Penobscot.

Day 8

Our first day on the river was to be a

tough one as we had two and a half

portages plus a good deal of paddling. We
had a quick breakfast ofPop tarts and were
on the river in no time. We hit our first

rips around 8:30 am We all got a taste of

the river on Stair Falls and before lunch
two of the canoes had already tipped. The
portages became easier and easier as the

day went on, by the end of the day the

cabin was a well-oiled portage machine.
Some of the rapids we portaged were
Haskell Rock, Pond pitch, and Grand Pitch.

Everyone would have to agree that by the

end of the day no one really minded the

hard work because the river was so fun

and fast. For dinner campers made do
without a grill to cook on by fashioning

long sticks into cooking utensils, which
we then used for holding kielbasas over

the fire. The kielbasas turned out perfectly

and were a great compliment to our main
dinner of Macaroni and Cheese. We ended
the glorious day swimming in the falls

below Grand Pitch and hanging out by the

fire. With hot drinks, we enjoyed our first

sunset on the river with a view of Traveler

Mountain. It could not have been more
satisfying.
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Day 9

At this point in the trip, we were all in

the groove, loving life on the river. Today
turned out to be our longest day of the

trip. Starting with a ridiculously long

portage around the Hauling Machine in

which everyone showed incredible
determination and grit, we finished with
at least 10 miles of paddling. The coun-
selors soon learned that what they thought

would be an easy day would be a very

long one. We finished the portage around
one o'clock and enjoyed some snickers

bars. We then began paddling down the

slower part of the river, despite a few rips

immediately after the Hauling Machine,
the river was very flat and great for

enjoying the landscape. We saw a couple
moose, a lot of Bald Eagles, and a couple
of River Otters. Campers also took the

opportunity to improve their lily dipping
strokes and play in the river. Finally we
reached our campsite at Whetstone falls

just after 6 PM. At the campsite campers,
led by Gavin Cross navigated the canoes
into a difficult landing spot around some
very fast rapids. To top off the long day
our chef created his masterpiece. All the

campers helped clean up and went to bed
on full alert as Sam told some scary
campfire story.

Day 10
For the third straight day we woke up to

beautiful weather on the river, a welcome
change from our days in Baxter and
Cathedral campground. During breakfast

we nervously eyed the rapids below the

campsite, which we knew we were going

to be hitting in a matter of minutes. Before

departing however we ran into another

Voyage group who was heading to our
same campsite for that night.

We hit the rapids hard that morning and
came away untouched due to superior

canoe skills and a good line blazed by Sam
Kaplan and Ricky Nix. The day turned out

to be very exciting as we ran into many
rapids culminating with Grindstone. When
we reached Grindstone we stopped to have

lunch and to scout the rapids. For the most
part everyone got through fine while only

taking a little bit of water. Everyone was
blown away by the water level and the

size of the swells on the lower part of the

rapids. Unfortunately Wilson and Eli hit a

waterfall at the wrong angle and flipped

the canoe losing at most some of their

personal gear. The Voyage groups were not

as lucky, flipping two or three boats apiece

to the powerful rapids.

For out last night on the river, we stayed

at Pinegrove campsite, where we had Hash
browns and brownie batter, thanks to Alec

Cote who proved himself to be a worthy
chef, before going to sleep for the last time

under Northern Maine's night sky.

Day 11

On our last day of the trip we got up
really early, packed up our campsite and
said goodbye to the Eastern Branch of the
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Penobscot. Bob Linker picked us up in a

bus and we headed back to Kieve. On the

way back we hit up Wendy's where
campers cherished things that normally
were taken for granted like soda. Everyone
slept on the ride back, dreaming of huge
rapids, hiking in the mountains, and late

night campfires. The trip was a huge
success thoroughly enjoyed by all sixteen

of us. Experiencing the great outdoors is

an experience that has taught all ofus more
about ourselves, pushing us beyond our

comfortable lifestyles. As fur as the trip

was, it was great to come back and see our

friends at Kieve. Hopefully everyone will

be back next year to enjoy yet another
adventure into the Maine wilderness.

Allagash I

Miles Dickson
Day 1 (as narrated by camper and counsel)

Rising in the wee hours of the morning
Team Escalation knew the dawn of their

journey was upon them. As the Team
groggily piled into the van Miles and Breck
were thinking what a nice quiet drive they

were in for, assuming that the Team would
be far too sleepy to be noisy. To much
surprise the Team broke out in song - and
at six o'clock in the morning no less! First

up was Come Sail Away by Styx, followed

by a passion filled song by Journey. Luckily

the Gash I choir subsided and we all got to

nap. The drive was going great until we
reached the Ranger gate just before our put

in at Hannibal's Crossing, where Miles

noticed one of the tires on the van hissing

in an awful way. A good deal later the tire

had been changed and we were off again,

with strong warning from the Ranger about

the bugs.

By 1:00 we had reached our put in and
after a quick unload and wave to Bob
Linker, we were off on our 13-day journey.

The sun was shining, Eagles were flying,

and birds were chirping, the perfect send
off. While lazily paddling to our first

campsite of the trip, Big Island, we had a

discussion and workshop regarding our

canoes, various paddle strokes, and proper

technique. The Team picked it up like river

guides.

We arrived at Big Island mid-afternoon

and had an easy time setting up the tarp

and starting up dinner - spicy Italian

sausage Bolognese over rotini pasta topped
with a pinch of parsley and parmesan.
Delicious. S'mores followed dinner over

a well stocked fire finishing off the first

day of our trip. Its great to be out in the

North Maine Woods again isn't it? Miles

Day 2

On the second day we woke up on Big

Island where we'd spent the night. Miles

woke us up fairly early because the bugs
were bad. For breakfast we had granola

with powdered milk, which was very good
and easy to gray water. Long Voyage I, who
was also staying at Big Island, was still

asleep when we left the campsite. We
started heading down the Penobscot River

at a pretty fast pace because Miles told us

we had a fairly long day of paddling. The
Penobscot River let out into Chesuncook
Lake, which is where we stopped in

Chesuncook Village for lunch. We had tuna

on pita, which everyone but Boris
accepted as good lunch. We were supposed
to receive root beer and fudge from "The
Oracle" in the village, but, to our
disappointment, he was at a doctor's

appointment so we couldn't get the stuff.

After lunch we headed across
Chesuncook Lake and encountered some
crosswinds while paddling. At the end of

the lake we entered a small stream called

Umbazooksus Stream. In order to enter

the stream we had to portage for about 10

ft over a bridge because the water level

was too high to go underneath the bridge.

Once we were in the stream, we all got

strawberry Team Cheerios bars, which
everyone decided was one of the better

snacks on the trip. We paddled through

the stream until we came to the end where
it let out into Umbazooksus Lake.

However, in order to get into the lake, we
had to paddle against the rushing water,

which was very difficult. Miles had to get

out of his canoe and help everyone
through, while Matt took pictures of the

event. Finally, everyone made it into the

lake. The campsite and the trail for our

main portage was on the lake, but it was
very poorly marked so we thought we
might have trouble locating the trail.

Luckily, we had Miles, who had mastered

the Allagash trip, and therefore we found

the trail easily. We unloaded all of our stuff

and brought it to the campsite which was
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just a little ways up the trail. We then spent

the next two hours portaging canoes along

the trail. It was pretty hard, walking through

knee deep mud and avoiding fallen trees

while carrying canoes for 1.7 miles. When
we finished we received snickers and
water and then walked back along the trail.

For dinner we had bacon-swiss burgers and
then s'mores for dessert, all over a raging

fire. Then we got into our tent, and went to

sleep.

Day 3

We woke on day 3 on the Mud Pond
portage trail, still sore from yesterday

afternoon. Luckily we had a hearty
breakfast - bacon, egg and cheese
sandwiches. Full of food and energy we
rolled up our tents, grabbed the wans and
set out for our canoes waiting on Mud
Pond. Everything was going great until we
hit the first muddy section of the portage,

where the previous night's rain had turned

it from "difficult" to "you may lose a

shoe." After slogging out the rest of the

portage we floated (with some sailing)

across Mud Pond to Mud Pond Stream, a

narrow flume down into Lake
Chamberlain. With the sun on our backs

and Mud Pond behind us we cheerily

paddled on to our campsite, Gravel Beach,

where the rest of the day was spent sun
tanning, reading, and drying out. Dinner
was a feast of teriyaki marinated chicken
breast sandwiches and two cheese garlic

rotini with parsley accents - for the fancy

look. Hot chocolate and some amazing
star gazing finished off the night and we
slumped into our tents. Miles

Day 4

On the morning of day four of our trip

we woke up and enjoyed a bowl of oatmeal.

We each got two flavors regular and
another of our choice. After that we
paddled across Chamberlain Lake against

fierce headwinds for four miles to get to

our resupply. Once we got to our resupply

we met Reid
,
gave him our empty

wannagins, and loaded up the new ones.

After that we received our mail and
enjoyed a Coca-Cola. Unfortunately one
of our cabin mates, Cos, got really sick

and had to get go back to Kieve with Reid
(and eventually home for the rest of our

trip L). On our way back to Gravel beach
we munched on pep and cheese for lunch

and tanned on the beach. Once we had
finished lunch we played a card game
called President for six hours straight, it

was a lot of fun. For dinner we had
delicious marinated chicken breast
sandwiches and cheesy-garlic pasta,

topped off with brownies fresh from Kieve.

After that we had a talent show to decide
who got the extra brownie. After a fun, but

tiring day we all went to sleep.

Day 5

Day five begins with overcast skies, but

fortunately calm winds for our paddle up
Lake Chamberlain. We quickly made our

way up the eastern shore of Chamberlain
to Loch Dam, where we had a short portage

into Eagle Lake. On the way into Eagle the

Power Trio went perpendicular and all

parties took a spill into the stream. Once
in Eagle we rafted up and whipped up some
tuna on the water. Shortly after this the

rain started in and we headed off for shore.

On the way our drizzle turned into a

thunderstorm, causing fierce rain,

whitecap waves, harsh wind and limited

visibility. We set up the tarp to keep dry

and waited out the storm, which left more
than 120 liters of water in each of our

canoes. The rest of the afternoon was spent

stop-and-go paddling to our campsite at

Priestley Point, also known as Puddle
Point. Beef fajita strips in the rain,

complemented by S'mores satisfied our

hunger during the rain's brief respite. With
the rain droning on the tents we all fell

asleep pretty quickly. Miles

Day 6

We woke up at Priestly Point to a rich

breakfast of granola around nine o'clock.

We were hoping we would finally have a

break in the very poor weather and the

morning skies suggested that today might

be the day. We took down camp and set off

in the canoes in high spirits. The Power Trio

(Mac, Timmy, and Chris) quickly got ahead
of the group along with Miles and Matt.

When the group stopped to rest at around
10:30 am, we saw some older men in motor
canoes with fishing rods and quite a few
beverages. They seemed friendly enough,

but we all knew that by dinnertime these

men would not be the same. Yes, it was
10:30 AM. Our group continued on and as

we did, we noticed a rather ominous cloud

following us. We didn't think much of it
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because there were blue skies to our left,

right and bow. We stopped for another short

break and Miles told us about a bridge that

was coming up. He told us we could jump
from it, and everyone picked up the pace.

We reached Johns Bridge shortly before

lunchtime and fun was had by the whole
cabin. We got back in the boats and enjoyed

Snickers bars, Matt enjoyed two in a little

"What would you do for an extra Snickers

bar?" Breck threw the extra bar into the

water and immediately Mac and Matt
jumped in after it. Mac had the lead and it

appeared that he would get the bar, but was
beaten by Matt who snatched the bar before

Mac could recover. As we began paddling

again, we came to the realization that the

little cloud that had been following us had
turned into a very big, black cloud. The
Power Trio surged ahead while the rest of

the group stopped to put on rain jackets.

Fifteen minutes later, the power trio was
way ahead and no rain had fallen on them
yet, but when they looked back, they saw it

was pouring on everyone else. Finally the

rain caught up, as did the thunder and
lightning (for the 3 rd day in a row). However
our small group of 11 powered through and
made it to The Jaws campsite. After setting

up camp, we noticed that our neighbors

were the motor canoe fishermen from the

morning, and after some strange comments
we thought it best to stay closer to our own
campsite. After some much needed nap
time we woke up to find out that our buddy
Cos would not be re-joining the trip. We
enjoyed burritos and hot chocolate. Breck

told us about some of his favorite scary

movies, we whittled some swords out of

wood, choreographed some fight sequences,

and then finally went to bed.

Day 7

We woke up at The Jaws and ate bacon
pita sandwiches which were a lot better

than expected. We left the campsite and
paddled for about a mile and a half on
Churchill Lake. We gave our gear to the

Ranger and portaged the canoes around
Churchill Dam. Miles gave us a canoe
clinic and then right before Chase Rapids
while paddling through a bit of deadwater
broke his paddle and had to go half of the

rapids with his bowman unable to paddle.

We had to stop paddling for a bit because
of lightning. We stopped at an old collapsed

bridge to pick up our gear the Ranger had
portaged for us and have a PBJ lunch. We
then proceeded to finish Chase's rapids.

We then paddled across Umsaskis Lake and
through thoroughfare with the worst
headwinds and whitecaps I have seen to

date and they held us up for a bit. When
we had finally made it across the lake to

our campsite at Ledges we were in high
spirits. It was sunny so we could tan and
dry our things out. Tom, Boris, and I were
making swords from tree branches. That
night we ate garlic pepperoni pizzas and
though the group rated the pizzas sub-par

I found them to quite delectable. We got a

fire going but it took a long time because
of all the sap and moisture in the wood.
Once it was going we had S'mores and
retired to our tents.

Day 8

The beginning of "Time Crisis:

Allagash". Most people woke up before

the counselors. No one brought a watch,

so we waited for the counselors to tell us

to get up and pack up. When they did, we
were pretty hungry. They made pancakes
with M&Ms. They made two pan sized

pancakes after everyone had had their

pancake. We discovered Breck's ability to

flip a pan sized pancake with ease.

Afterwards Zane drank the remainder of

the syrup bottle, which he said tasted great

going down, but changed his position a

few minutes later. They then said that we
were going to have lunch. We all wondered
why we had to have tuna when we had just

eaten breakfast. They said they had lied

about the time they had been telling us

(that it was like 9:30 or 10:00) and told us

to guess. After we all got it wrong they

told us that it was around 6:00 am and
they got us up. We ate our tuna, but not

happily. We set off for Turk Island. A storm

held us up. So we ended up staying at Long
Lake Dam. We had another unsuccessful

fire. For dinner we had beef strips

marinated and sauteed in Al steak sauce

on top of cheesy cous-cous mixed with

beef stock. For dessert we had hot

chocolate and then some Sleepytime Extra

tea. It didn't really work though, because a

group ofus began to talk avidly about video

games and game-players for about a half

hour before heading to our tents.
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Day 9

We woke to blue skies for the first time

on our trip! A quick oatmeal breakfast and
we were out on the water, intent on soaking

in the hot dry weather. Much "Gash
Paddling" ensued as we meandered down
the river seeing moose after moose, eagle

after eagle. Seeing as the day was so

peaceful and relaxing, we took the liberty

to perform yoga and river-god stances on
the very tip of the bows on our canoes.

Timmy must be most at peace with nature

because his footing was rock solid as he
performed the standing tree. On the way
to lunch we spotted some baby geese and
their parents as well as another moose.
Lunch was pep and cheese just at the end
of Round Pond, where we had the
"Incredible Feats of Strength", and the

whole cabin took turns doing pull-ups and
chin-ups over the picnic area. Zane outdid

us all with his 2% (or lower) body fat, and
in shame we piled in the canoes and
resumed paddling up to our campsite at

Five Finger. Thanks to Cole's summer
reading we had some enjoyable story time
in the afternoon, and arrived at our (DRY)
campsite (that the Power Trio missed in

their canoe). With the sun out all day the

wood had dried to where we could have a

nice fire to drive the bugs away, and cook
bacon alfredo bowtie pasta with S'mores
desert. It was an early night for most, as

the sun had made us feel like big lizards

bathing in the sun. Miles
Day 10
The day started out beautiful. We woke

up at Five Finger campsite, had some
granola and started packing up the canoes.

Just then a ranger came down the river and
pulled up to our campsite just as we were
leaving. We had seen plenty of Rangers
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already in the trip so there was nothing to

worry about. After the Ranger left, we got

in the canoes and started paddling to

Michaud Farm, which is a Ranger station

outpost. We had decided earlier that we
would do a service project at Michaud Farm,

so when we got there we pulled up, ate some
lunch, then asked if there was anything we
could do to help out at the station. We ended
up moving rocks off their lawn so they

could put in new grass. Did I mention that

it rained... again? Then, we walked back
down to our canoes, and found out two of

them had floated down the river. In a rush,

Miles, Mac, Boris, and Timmy jumped in a

canoe and paddled swiftly down the river.

Mac switched canoes to lighten the load so

we could reach the canoes a little faster. We
found them just down the way, but right as

we were about to head to the campsite, we
realized we were missing the pot and spoon
from our tuna lunch. It seemed Dave had
cleaned the pot, but hadn't returned it to

the K-Wan. Miles and Matt paddled back
upriver while the rest of the group floated

down the Gash. We came around the bend
to find our portage trail for Allagash falls

only to find Miles and Matt had somehow
beaten us there. Several campers decided

to solo canoes across the portage, so Mac,
Pete, and Tom all soloed. After we got all

the canoes across, we set up camp and
started an excellent dinner of CBH as an
appetizer, then some delicious pesto pasta

(hand-made from Italy) as the main course,

then some warm hot chocolate from
Belgium and Switzerland for dessert. Then
Zane busted out his 4th ofJuly hackey sacks

and a good time was had by all. We went to

bed with an awesome day under our belts.

Day 11

We woke up relatively early and had
pancakes with CBH at the Allagash Falls

campsite. After that we finished portaging

our bags and group gear. When we finished

portaging we set off toward Evelyn's A-
Frame. Tom fell off of his canoe, but Breck,

his partner, kept paddling on. Mac, Timmy,
and Boris proceeded to take Tom on their

canoe. As the four boys went down the

rapids Tom fell out two more times and
Mac fell out once. They decided to Gash
paddle as the rest of the group surged on.

The four boys eventually met up with the

group two hours just before Allagash

Village. While this was happening Pete

decided to paddle solo and guide the cabin

down the river as "Petey-Pete the
Penobscot Paddling River Guide." Lunch
was PBJ, followed by some soda acquired
in Allagash village. We then floated down
the last few hundred yards to our campsite,

Evelyn's A-Frame. After unloading the

canoes we cooked up some chili for dinner

and desserted on pan scrambled brownies.
Day 12

At around 8:30 am groans of disgust

began as Miles and Breck handed out a

pre-Breakfast snack of Vienna sausages.

The flavor did not agree with the cabin.

Miles and Breck convinced us to get up.

By now everyone was completely awake
and decided to get up to eat a breakfast of

fig newtons and nutrigrain bars. With all

the rain from May and the beginning of

our trip, the St. John River was running
high with great standing waves in our
rapids. It was the perfect little jolt to our

trip before we had to say goodbye to it.

We quickly covered the short six miles

paddle in a few hours gash paddling the

whole time. As we got into our campsite

everyone was excited to see the pre cut

dry firewood and perfect tent sites.

Since most of the pitas were off we ate

peanut butter and jelly or honey on English

muffins. By that time everyone was settled

in and reading or just relaxing. At about

1:30 pm a game of baseball broke out.

About two or three hours later HRK
showed up with sodas and chips with
Stanley. A little while after that the whole
cabin redid the last four miles of that day's

paddle with HRK and Stanley.

When we got back from the paddle we
went to the pizza shop to get dinner. When
we got back we ate pizza and drank cokes.

When HRK left we finished pizza and
played some more baseball. The baseball

game ended when Miles began to explain

the "Chaos Theory" to the entire cabin.

Much nonsense ensued.

After cleaning up from the "Chaos
Theory" lecture, Kieve Fear Factor started,

with Timmy, Matt, and Zane winning the

ultimate prize of Pride. Once that was over

a game of hearts was started and a fire was
made. Things cooled down and most of

the cabin slept outside under the stars on
our last night of the Allagash.
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Day 13

We woke at 5:30 am this morning and
quickly packed up camp while waiting for

HRK to arrive with the bus. When he came
we piled in, attached the canoe trailer and
promptly fell asleep.

Several hours later we came to in Baxter

State Park where we gave our canoes to

Bank II and drove vehicles to Long Voyage

I at the Pinegrove Campsite. We got to see

our buddies in LVI, scooped up their

canoes, left the vehicles and set out for

lunch at Big G's, where the sandwiches run
bigger than a human head.

The drive may have been long, but
touring Wavus once back in Damariscotta

and arriving to camp in a motorboat
during general swim wrapped up our trip

nicely. Thank you so much to the campers
and my JC for making this a fun, exciting,

and memorable trip. I hope everyone
returns for Long Voyage and has an even
better session than the incredible time we
had in 2006.

Allagash II

Jamie Connors - Bubba
Day 1

The whole cabin was roused at 5 AM, an
hour which we would usually laze in bed.

But today everybody got out of bed
immediately. As we were putting the

canoes on the rack before we were about
to depart, Henry almost got his head
knocked off by a falling canoe. After a six

hour car ride in which Mac sung, "99

bottles of beer on the wall" with unbridled

enthusiasm, we arrived at the river.

Following a quick lunch break, we divided

up canoe partnerships and hit the river.

After hearing stories ofJohn's camper days,

three canoes with Mac, Henry, Trey, C.J.,

Nathan and John latched a tarp to a paddle
and sailed the rest of the way down the

river. For the rest of the day we floated

down the river, lying back and sunbathing.

Upon reaching Big Island we set up camp
and settled in. We hung out with Long
Voyage III across the river. Finally at

around 10:00 PM after s'mores we had the

sack to have energy for our next big day.

Day 2

Today we woke up bright and early to a

breakfast of bacon egg and cheese
sandwiches. We left Big Island on our way

to Mud Pond. We finally got to Mud Pond
to begin our portage. Slater and Mac made
Tuna and Pita. Then John gave us a little

speech on "comfort Zones" and we all ate

snickers. Then we all picked up our canoes
and went on our way. Trey and I shared a

canoe and we stopped about 1/2 way
through and walked to the end thinking it

was relatively close. We then saw John and
Nathaniel and they walked with us. We
started heading back where we learned

Slater had an asthma attack and Wes had
twisted his ankle. So Mac left his canoe
and started carrying with Trey and I. We
also saw C.J and Henry who were jogging

to the end. It started getting late so we all

made a second trip (third for some) and
decided we'd finish the rest the next day.

We set up tents and got a bunch of snacks
for dinner. The bugs were pretty bad so we
stayed in our tents all night. We all did a

terrific job and I'm extremely proud of us

all. - Will Huston
Day 3 Mud Pond-Gravel Beach
We woke up early at the clearing at the

end of Mud Pond Portage and had a light

breakfast ofbread and honey. We then split

up in 3 groups of 4. 1 group went all the

way back to the beginning and collected

the remainder of the gear from the beach.

1 group went back to get the 2 remaining
canoes. Another group stayed back and
broke down camp. The final group got the

last canoe. When everybody was ready we
headed out and what a feeling it was.

Paddling away from Mud Pond Portage

was one of the highlights of the trip for

me. Not only was I ecstatic that we were
done with the hardest part of the trip, I felt

a well earned sense of accomplishment.
We paddled to Gravel Beach campsite and
our spirits were never higher. We had a

rest day the following day so unburdened
by the thoughts of an early wake up we
just enjoyed life. Overall it was a pretty

good day, hard but good. We slept easy

that night, gladly far from Mud Pond
Portage. -Slater Borgen
Day 4

Wow, what a glorious day. Today was
the day of resupplying, because as we all

know, you cant do the Allagash without a

resupply, its just not in the cards. So Bubba,

Slater, CJ, Trey, and perhaps two or three

others (no offense if your names are not
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mentioned, you know who you are) set

sail to the extraction point. Meanwhile
back at the command center at Gravel

Beach Johnny Eastridge ran the show with
the rest of the crew. On our way to the

resupply, we decided to take a little short

cut. However, it was a dead end waterway,
a beaver damn was blocking us. Not
wanting to retreat under any circum-
stances, We began to cross this two hundred
yard beaver Metropolis. The beavers were
right beneath our feet, and we were sure

glad they didn't bite our legs off. The
beavers didn't bite us, simply because we
paid the beaver at the beginning of the

damn who worked for beaver homeland
security a hefty sum of money. We were
lucky that this beaver damn was corrupt

enough to let us through unscathed. After

that saga, we finally reached the
checkpoint, and Reed showed up promptly
after words. "Switch the gear", he said. The
Reed hath spoken. Anyway, we got some
cookies, circumnavigated the Beaver damn
on the way back, and made it back just in

time for tea. That night was spent on Gravel

Beach, and amidst the 4 or 5 Kieve groups

that shared the site, this gathering will go

down in Kieve history as "The Great

Gathering". It was much like the great

Sioux gathering in 1873 shortly before

Custer's last stand. What a wonderful day.

-Bubba Connors
Day 5

Today we left Gravel Beach starting at

Bubba's 4 O Clock wake up call (6:30 am).

While on the Lake the winds were slowly

picking up. Once we made it about 3/4 to

the end ofthe lake we stopped for breakfast.

We had a nice filling poptart. We quickly

got in our boats and headed off again. We
got to the Lock damn and quickly portaged

our stuff. While portaging there was a sign

that said "Enter at your own risk". We were
afraid of the implication of that sign so we
moved at a crisp jog. When the boats were
in the water we started down the fast

moving current. When getting through
there was a good wind so we decided to

sail with our tent flies. After sailing we
started to the tram way. Today our
destination was Farm Island. Farm Island

supposedly had an alien abduction in

1976. So we then started yelling to the

supposed Alien presence, "Were not afraid

of you bring it on". After yelling at them
for a couple of minutes we were all

blinded by a radiant beam of light and then
proceeded to the tramway. The trains

there were pretty much ancient artifacts.

After having lunch (PB and J), we headed
to Farm Island, not expecting what was
about to happen. During the traverse the

winds and the waves picked up. Suddenly
we heard someone yell, "Capsize,
capsize!" We immediately turned around
to do what we could. While Slater and Will

were in the water laughing, as time went
on that laughter turned to fear. The winds
and waves made it impossible to get

around to their boat. When realizing that,

we decided that we needed to get Slater

and Will out of the water. Matters
worsened when Slater began to suffer from
an asthma attack. Despite having one too

many wannigans in our boat as it was and
being very susceptible to capsizing
ourselves, we were the closest boat to Slater

and thus brought him aboard. Slater was
shivering frantically so we gave him our

fleeces. With strength that only manifests

itself in times of crisis we headed to shore

as fast as we could. We started to take on
water because of all of the extra weight in

the boat. Since Slater had been in the lake

for so long we knew that he was getting

very close to hypothermia. We tried to

keep him awake despite the fact that he
was falling asleep in the boat, for fear that

something else might happen. Finally we
got to shore and everybody hugged him
for body heat. Next we put him in the

sleeping bag in the canoe. We then dragged

the boat back to the tramway, since the

winds were too strong to paddle. Then we
set up tents and laid him in the tent to sleep.

While he was recovering everybody else

went back for the rest ofthe stuff. We ended
up losing a canoe. Lastly we ate Fajitas and
went to bed. A canoe was missing but thank

God no one was hurt. The situation would
not be fully resolved until the next day,

which was marked by the quest for the

missing canoe. - Mac Piverotto

Day 6

The quest for the missing canoe. This

day was very difficult. CJ and Bubba
awoke early, back paddled to Locke damn
to try to find a ranger, but alas, there was
no ranger. But there were two Mainers who
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lent us their car which was located at Indian

Pond. So we paddled to Indian Pond, got

the car, and drove to the Chamberlain
Ranger station. Then a ranger by the name
of Madame Deflage yelled at us, but that

didn't stop us, we were going to get a canoe
and we were going to get one now. So we
drove further, found an out fitter who was
Henry David Thoreau's River guide's great

great grandson, and he was like, "Sure, I'll

rent you guys a canoe". So he drove us to

Millinocket, we picked up the canoe, and
drove all the back to the North Maine
Woods.
The mean ranger sent one of her minions

to find the original canoe and the minion
was successful, so we now had an extra

canoe. "No problem", said Galen the river

guide. "I was on my way up here to have a

barbeque anyway." God Bless America,
Galen. This guy was probably the most
American person I have met to date.

Anyway, we paddled back to Farm Island

that night, and made it in just before sunset.

We all slept well that night.

- Bubba Connors
Day 7

After the 30th reunion of the alien

visitation on Farm Island, we left the

campsite around 7 that morning. Our
counselors told us that we had been getting

slow at setting up and breaking camp so

we worked extra hard this morning. We
took off paddling the rest of Eagle Lake
when we had about a 12 mile paddle into

Churchill Lake but on the way there we
saw a bridge and in Kieve fashion despite

the newly imposed no jumping rules we
jumped. Mac, Will, Donny and me (Trey),

all enjoyed the thrill of bridge jumping. It

was a pretty sweet jump and we were all

humored when Bubba tried to do a back
flip and landed flat on his back. When we
got to Jaws we all sat on the beach and
Slater, Will and I took a bath in the lake

using Wes's Shampoo. After that we all

slept on the beach and soaked up some
sun. That night we had pizza for dinner

and went to bed around 8:30 ready to do
Chase Rapids the next day. -Trey Frame
Day 8

On this day we got up early to paddle.

We did Chase Rapids. Then we paddled
hard to out run the lightning, which was
brooding ominously only a few miles

behind us. So we set up tents fast. However,
we were lucky and the storm passed over

us, without striking anyone. Ledges was a

beautiful campsite, one that encompassed
many ledges which looked over the lake.

This was a half rest day, and we all sang

patriotic songs to commemorate the

founding of our great nation AMERICA.
Happy 4th of July. -Donny
Day 9

Today we paddled from Ledges to Turk
Island. A typical day on the river, lots of

sunshine and paddling and pep and cheese

sandwiches.

That night we had a Jedi stick fight which
was awesome. Also, some campers
decided to float down the river and they

realized afterwards that going up river is

harder than the ride down. Oh well, I guess

we'll catch up with them tomorrow at the

next camp site. All in all, a righteous day.

- Bubba Connors
Day 10

Wow, what a crazy day. We awoke, and
none other than Billy Idol was standing

outside our tents, playing "It's a nice day
for a white wedding". So we gave him
some M and M pancakes, and proceeded
down the river shortly afterwards. Then a

ranger came up to us and we were very

afraid, because Allagash rangers have the

ability to cancel a trip on a whim. So the

counselors made sure that their papers

were in order, i mean, we were behind the

iron curtain after all, and who was this

ranger? It was none other than TuPac
Shakur.

"Wow Tupac, unsolved mysteries said

you were in Mexico" remarked the

astonished Wes Lincoln. "He He" he said.

"Nah man, I got wilderness first aid

certified and came up here. The rap game
got too intense." Shortly after saying this

he pulled out a gat and capped a fish. We
scaled and ate it, and it was delicious. He
pulled away in his Cadillac edition boat,

and we were on our way. "Keep it real

Tupac!" After that we went to the Falls

and swam around in them. This was the

first time any one had ever seen Tu Pac on
the river. -Bubba Connors
Day 11- Turk Island to Allagash Falls

We woke up early, our bags soaked from

dew. After quickly packing up camp, we
hit the river for a relaxed day. We floated
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down effortlessly. After an easy day, we
arrived at our campsite to our collective

delight. We found an assortment of carved

wooden light sabers left behind by
Allagash 1. With camp up, we set off to

explore the falls. We quickly found a ledge

to jump from, and amused ourselves with

that for a few hours. After a long day, we
hit the sack with the next day's portage

heavy on our minds.

Day 12

Dreams of today's portage were heavy
on our minds the previous night, but in

reality the canoes seemed light on our

shoulders as we muscled through this

portage much like how Arnold
Shwarzenegger muscled through the

agonizing pain of pregnancy in the classic

thriller, "9 Months". A breakfast ofM and
M pancakes was well received especially

by Iyad, our resident Frenchman and critic

of fine foods. After eating and portaging,

we decided to add a little spice to our lives

by jumping offwaterfalls into insane rapids

and extract ourselves just before going

down something perilously dangerous.

With the help of cabin mates on the

riverbanks who would grab a rapid
swimmer from the current before he went
down anything too heavy, we had a great

day. After the thrills of the river we decided

to paddle onward to East Twin brook
campsite. There we had an epic battle and
bow staff fights and went to bed at a regular

hour, earnestly tired from a great day of

fun. - Bubba Connors
Day 13

This was the last day of our trip. We
paddled, paddled, and paddled some more.

Finally we reached our final campsite. The
Reid was awaiting, and while the
Counselors pretended that there would be
no more food for the rest of the trip

(standard vision quest), Reid and John left

and bought about 53000 kilos of Pizza.

We ate it all, and fell asleep contently that

night, happy that a great adventure had
come to such a glorious close.

Day 14
We went to Big G's, and ate a ton of

sandwiches. What a trip.

Long Voyage I

Will Holliday

Day 1, June 23rd - Will Holliday

We left camp right after lunch. All the

intense anticipation and hectic packing
ended the instant we hit that bus and pulled

past the Kieve sign. Then we started our
epic journey farther North where most of

us dozed (or tried to while listening to Def
Leppard full blast). We had a brief stop at

Wall Mart to fulfill The One's appetite and
to change the names on the canoe into

something a lot more appropriate for

Kieve custom. The ride lasted five and a

half hours until we got to the campsite we
were going to stay at. This campsite was
horrible consisting of beer bottles and old

men with cigarettes between their lips.

Needless to say we were thrilled to

discover we were staying at the Birches, a

beautiful resort with plenty of firewood

for our burgers. After our stomachs were
full and we enjoyed a breath-taking sunset,

we went to bed because we needed to get

up early.

Day 2, June 24th - Will Holliday

Got up at 5 AM and quickly devoured
our French toast. Then we hit the water,

Moosehead Lake, where we were faced

with headwinds and an overcast day. The
headwinds were a good wake up call for

all of us. It jump started our trip and made
us all weary of the difficulties that lay in

our future. After Charlie Wagner made an

emergency visit to the woods, we turned

corners and headed farther right of the lake.

Once we rounded the mainland's tip all of

a sudden the sun burst through and the

lake became still as glass. The rest of the

paddle to our lunch site was delightful.

This section also taught us the valuable

lesson of using sunscreen when the sun is

shining in all its glory. Quesadillas were a

huge success (except for David Wilson who
stuck to plain tortillas). At 3 PM we got to

an unbelievable campsite with a wooden
bench facing the expansive horizon of

Moosehead Lake and the surrounding
mountains/cliffs. There was much
swimming, reading, and relaxing. Spirits

were high until dinner rolled around. We
had pizzas with Pocahontas Fancy Tomato
paste. The tomato paste was absolutely

miserable. It was sour and disgusting and
turned the meal into a disaster. Luckily no
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one threw up and we all had a good laugh

before hitting the sleeping bag. Tomorrow
is going to be a huge day. I'm so pumped
for the Northeast Carry.

Day 3, June 25 th - Will Ireland

We woke up today in need of a hearty

breakfast to give us strength for the brutal

portage, which is the northeast carry.

Corned beef hash and eggs filled that need
perfectly. After a short paddle there was
nothing left to do but pick up our canoes

and make our way down the long portage

trail. The bugs were bad but everyone
pulled his weight and we all made it down
the 2.2-mile road in good time. David
Wilson was the only camper to solo a

canoe and he made it the whole way with
little help from anyone. After getting back
on the river we cruised the remaining 14

miles in great time while having a tuna
lunch. At our campsite we were greeted

by Miles and Breck's Allagash cabin. We
swapped stories of our trips and what we
missed at camp over some steamboats. We
all crashed pretty hard after a long day.

Day 4, June 26th - David Wilson
We woke up this morning in less-than-

perfect shape, still sore from yesterday's

brutal Northeast carry. A hearty oatmeal

breakfast helped lift our spirits. We saw
the Allagash cabin off before packing into

our canoes and making a late start at 11:15.

The first few miles of river were fast and
easygoing. Then the river widened out and
the current slowed. Several more miles

brought us out into Chesuncook Lake. A
mile south of here in a small village, we
had been told there was a man who sold

root beer and fudge from his house. The
fudge man was in the opposite direction

from our campsite, but we were willing to

paddle an extra mile or two if there was
fudge to be had. We paddled past the town,

and another mile or so down the lake in

search of the fudge man, but to no avail.

Finally, we stopped to ask directions from
a girl who was mowing her lawn by the

shore. She directed us back up past the

town, exactly the way we had come from.

Feeling more than a little stupid we turned

around, paddled back up, and stopped at a

nearby campsite for lunch, which
consisted of grilled cheese and tomato
soup. Geoff set off along the shore in search

of the fudge man's house. After lunch, Geoff

returned with dire news: the fudge man
was at a doctor's appointment, and would
be gone all day! With our hopes of fudge

crushed we returned to the canoes and
started north across the lake. After a mile
and a half, we began to have serious

navigational issues. We had rounded a

marshy point on the approach to where
our campsite should have been located.

Instead we were confronted with a maze
of bays, points and waterways. Of which
seemed to have no correlation with our

map. After paddling for 15 minuets or so,

we found that we were going in almost the

exactly wrong direction. So, yet again, we
turned around and headed for what seemed
to be the way to the camp. Upon reaching

the inlet, however, it appeared to be a dead
end. Our Canoe embarked on a recon
mission to make doubly sure, and, to our

delight, a way through was sighted, with
the campsite on the near shore! Our weary
party pulled into the beach and set up
camp, soon after which it began to rain.

Day 5, June 27th - Dex Jenks

What a bright sunny day it was on the

26 th of June. The rain was stopping, there

were immense tail winds, and the "crew"

got to sleep in a little later than planned.

After a scrumdilitiumptious meal of super

granola (consisting of super stuff) we
headed out. The wind was at our tails and
the mood was very chipper. The tent flies/

sails were up and the boys were cruising.

Soon the winds died down and we paddled

our way to the day portage. To our surprise

the majority of the portage was not on a

trail but up a river with rapids. After

dragging some canoes and bruising some
feet on slippery rocks, we found the trail

and got out of the water. It was a short

portage but not so sweet. At the end the

campers watched the counselor jump off a

dam and into the hydraulics 35 feet below.

From the end ofthe portage to the re-supply

sight was an easy five miles away. A small

mistake was made and three miles were
paddled in the wrong direction. Extreme

headwinds were-a-brewing so we decided

to try and wait them out in the backyard

of some empty house. While chillin' in the

yard I, Dex Jenks, thought of a number and
Charly "Tarheal" McLendon and Phillip

Bartel thought of two other numbers.
When one added their two numbers
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together it would equal my number EVERY
TIME. All of a sudden we noticed that the

headwinds weren't dying down but were
picking up! Well shucks. We began to head
into the winds. Andrew Willis and Eric

Schwarzenbach flipped their canoe. After

an amazing T-rescue, we got on our way to

the campsite. Both campsites were taken

so we shared with some very generous
kayakers. The moral of the story is "Don't

count your apples if all you have is

oranges." It was a long day of pain but fun,

especially during the night paddle with the

aggressive moose.
Day 6, June 28th - Geoff Peck
Today we got to sleep in to 10:00 am.

We needed the extra sleep and it felt great.

We woke up and I made pancakes for

everyone. After breakfast we waited for

Reid to come with our re-supply. He
arrived at about 11:30 and we broke down
camp and piled into the back of the pick

up truck. It took two trips to get us to the

start of the Allagash Lake portage. The
portage was about a mile long. Once we
were about done we went back to Reid's

truck for mail and treats. Jen Ireland was
nice enough to make us cup cakes and
bought us Gatorade. This was a morale
booster. After we finished are portage we
rested and ate lunch. After we finished our

club sandwich we piled into the canoes

and headed for our campsite. After about

5 miles of paddling we found a campsite

right across from the ice caves. Upon
arrival we set up camp and cooked dinner.

We were exhausted and we went to bed
early.

Day 7, June 29th - Philip Dijurdan

Today we woke up early because we had
a huge day in front of us. We had a quick

breakfast, which consisted of oatmeal.

After Breakfast we broke camp and crossed

the Allagash Lake to explore the ice caves.

Since we didn't have a detailed land map
it took us a lot longer to find the ice caves

than we expected. We ended up bush-
whacking for an hour because we couldn't

find the trail. Eventually we found the ice

caves and explored them. We then got back
into the canoes and headed for Allagash

stream. After about two hours of paddling
and a portage we made are way towards
Lake Chamberlain. Right before we made
it to the lake there was a huge thunderstorm

and we had to pull over to the side of the

stream. We did it just in time because right

when we got to shore a lightning struck

right across from us. We waited the storm
out and got back in our canoes. We had
lunch on the water and continued to

paddle. Although the counselors were
tired and wanted to pull into one of the

numerous campsites along Chamberlain
Lake all of the kids refused and we made
the counselors head on to gravel beach
which was another five mile paddle. When
we finally made it to gravel beach we were
exhausted. In total we paddled about
twenty miles. We ate dinner and we went
to bed early because we were extremely

tired.

Day 8, June 30th - Will Holliday

Today was our planned rest day. We got

up at 11:30 PM after a delightful sleep with
the rain pattering on our tents all night

long. We eventually decided to come out

of our dry sanctuaries and made breakfast/

lunch which consisted of tuna sans pita

bread because we were trying a leaner diet.

Finally after much reading and bathing,

Noland Chambliss and Fil Samaha arrived

with Long Voyage II and a lot more food

which promptly ended our hunger strike.

Morale immediately was boosted. It

reached its pinnacle after the successful

dinner of chili cheese dogs, which were
delicious and very cheesy. The rest of the

night was a good time to hang out and
socialize with the other cabins there. It was
quite a Kieve-Wavus extravaganza. We
went to bed late with eager hearts to move
on tomorrow morning where we would
once again be met with isolation except

for our troop.

Day 9, July 1 st - Scott Barger

Today we woke up to a beautiful sunny
day. Finally! It was a surprise after a night

of thunderstorms. After waking up the

counselors we had beacon or sausage with

eggs on an English muffin. We hung out

with LV II on Gravel Beach for the rest of

the morning. Until we left we tanned and
relaxed as well as read. Before we left the

wind picked up to 25 m.p.h. and there were

three to four foot swells. It was very hard

to launch the boats and we were lucky to

have the winds going the same way we
were headed once we left the shore and
headed out into the center of Chamberlain
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Lake. Being the officer of the day I lead the

cabin around an island which I thought

would be a shortcut but I found it to have

a 30 foot wide dam of dead trees. We had
to go around the island in slight headwinds
but it wasn't hard. We were going to go to

stay at Rocky Cove but it was taken and
the next campsite was also taken. We had
to go another three miles to the next

campsite called Thorough Fare. We then

put up the tents and started dinner. We had
rice, Pineapple, peas, garlic, onion, carrots,

and peppers with a Cherryaki glaze sauce.

There was so much! Then we played a

small game of baseball and caught a fish

and ate it. It was pretty good, maybe a little

too bony. We went to bed happy.

Day 10, July 2nd - Andrew Willis

Today we woke up to gray skies and
what appeared to be a lot more rain, as if

we had not already had enough.
Nevertheless everyone was still being
positive. With the help of Dex, Eric, and
Phil D., I started making French toast for

breakfast. After a hearty breakfast we
quickly packed up camp and were on our

way. After a slow start we picked up our

pace and we were cruising, per usual. As
we paddled along we all felt nervous
because the skies grew darker. A couple
minutes went by then the rain started

coming down. For the next 30 minutes it

was raining on and off. Despite the rain

everyone was still in high spirits. After a

little more paddling we arrived at the

campsite, Field. At first we thought it

looked bad but we all came to realize it

was a rather large, nice campsite. Because
we arrived so early everyone had time to

either take a nap, sit and read, play cards,

or fish. We then ate some quesadillas for

lunch. We chased squirrels all afternoon

and eventually it was dinnertime. I decided
that each tent group would have to perform
a skit in order for them to eat the tuna
casserole including the counselors. After

a great last dinner together we sat around
the fire and told jokes and sang Don
McLean's American Pie with full gusto.

Some of us were able to stay up later

because we were separating the next day
where five of us were going to sleep in

while the other eight were going to have
to get up early.

Day 11, July 3 rd - Jason Thompson
Today our cabin split up into two groups:

one group of eight campers and Geoff and
Will Ireland and another of five campers
and Will Holliday. Group A (the group I

was in with seven other campers) woke
up around 7 am and had a good breakfast

of bagels with cream cheese. Then we left

camp and started our long paddle along
Webster Brook. I personally am not one
for detail. So I'll write quickly 'til the good
stuff. After a short paddle across a like then

onto a river then back onto a lake and then
over a very small portage of a dam we
were finally on Webster Brook, a set of 12

mile long technical rapids. This was the

good part of our day. With beautiful

weather our clean record of no flips on
rapids ended when Jack Cantaly and Scott

Barger were clothes-lined by a tree and
went swimming. After taking a good look

at it we decided that Will Ireland and I

went down first to demonstrate the proper

rapid maneuvers. We did well with a few
bumps but not flipping. Then everyone
else went with no flips. A few times we
had to stop and bail out the canoes but

then disaster at the last large set of the

rapids struck. My boat had unfortunately

hit a rock and tipped and sank. With the

help of Philip D. we righted our canoe and
got most of the water out. Then we
continued on. No more incident. We then

got to the portage. It was 1.2 miles long.

This portage was hard only because the

trail was mud and filled with downed
trees. We all slept and then had a wonderful

dinner of Uncle Bens. We couldn't wait to

sleep in tomorrow and were glad to go to

bed under a clear sky. That's it.

Day 11, July 3rd - Eric Shcwarzenback
Our group of five campers slept in as

our fellow cabinmates woke up early for a

longer day. We woke up at around 9 am
and after a quick breakfast we set out for a

very short paddle to Telos Dam where we
had a very quick and painless portage.

Then we had another very short paddle to

our campsite. We arrived at noon and ate

PB and J. We then did nothing for six hours

until a hardy dinner of Uncle Ben's Red
Beans and Rice. Then we decided to sleep

in the lean-to instead of in tents. We had a

sleepless night in the cramped, buggy
lean-to.
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Day 12, July 4th - Jack Cantalay

While half the cabin got up at 5 am and
completed the Grand Pitch portage and all

12 miles of Webster brook, we awoke this

morning to Will Holliday yelling. Then
we met up with our fellow companions,
only to realize that America was the best.

Phillip D. and Phillip Bartlel and Jay
Thompson helped our cabinmates finish

the portage. We enjoyed soggy oatmeal,

thanks to Scotty and I flipping two times

with the granola in our boat. It was
fabulous. We then picked up camp and
departed into the wilderness that is Baxter

State Park. After four miles in headwinds
we stopped to eat a tuna lunch. I made
everyone answer trivia for a pita full of

tuna. All the questions were about me, the

Mets and why America is better then
everyone else. We then engaged in a hearty,

patriotic conversation about all the cool

stuff that America has done. Then we
continued in headwinds to the Matagamon
Dam where we portaged a small distance

and put in to the East Branch of the

Penobscot river. We got to our campsite

and set up camp. For dinner I made
everyone do a skit about the most patriotic

scene form a movie they had ever seen.

They weren't very good. But dinner was a

hearty American meal of powdered
mashed potatoes, hamburger helper and
butterfingers. We then shared what we
were grateful for and the counselors gave

us one more, very patriotic surprise. But
we had a good fire to watch from under a

tarp. Good night.

Day 13, July 5 th - Philip Bartel

We woke up rather late because of the

rather hard day that at least half the cabin

experienced (they covered 20 miles). All

of us were tired from the horrible

headwinds though. We had a filling meal
of super granola and a half donut each

thanks to the kindness of the owners of the

campsite. We packed up and left at around
11:30 AM. about two and half hours after

the Bank trip had left. We arrived at the

first of four portages just as Bank was
finishing up. We blew threw this portage

with everyone either soloing a canoe or

carrying three boundary bags. We did each

of the four portages with many people
soloing form the first time, and Amos
Cooper carrying a canoe for the first time

ever. We also climbed underneath a

waterfall on the third to last one which
was frightening but awesome. It was
amazing having your head in front of a

wall of water and rock beneath it.

Personally I fell and cut my chin on a rock.

For dinner we had an amazing meal of

Alfredo pasta with hamburger meat. After

such a long and demanding day we all slept

well.

Day 14, July 6th - Dillon Lawson-Johnson
We woke up to a hardy breakfast of

super granola. We had a long day of

paddling ahead of us. The bugs were brutal

so we loaded up the canoes as quick as we
could and tied down all the gear because
we had a lot of rapids ahead of us. It was a

long paddle to the first set of rapids called

Wet Stone. We shot these rapids with ease

even thought hey were ranked a class III.

We kept paddling after Wet Stone to a sweet

rope swing and bridge to jump off. We all

were having a blast and cheering on Amos
until he jumped off the bridge. After

everyone had their share of fun we
continued our paddle to the main event

on the day, Grind Stone Rapids. When we
reached this set of rapids that stretched for

about a mile we all got out of our canoes

to scout the rapids. We all got a game plan

and after Andrew Willis and Will
Holliday's boat set off they took on some
water but they were OK. Charlie and Phil

D. were the first camper boat. They started

off fine but took on too much water. The
boat continued to fill up with water until

they sunk. There was nothing they could

do but bail out. This same thing happened
to me and Jack as well as Scotty and Dex.

The rest of the cabin learned form our

mistakes and hit a different part of the

rapids. We retrieved all of our gear and
everyone was OK except for a canoe which
got hung up on a rock. We had a short

paddle to the end of our Kieve canoe
paddling career. Everyone went to bed with
Mexican Fiesta in their stomachs and a

sense of pride after finishing the river.

Day 15, July 7th - Charles McLendon
Today was a pretty nonchalant day but

it was important because we need the

break. We woke up late and had pancakes
while slowly getting ready for Henry K. to

come with Allagash and a van full of food.

They got to the campsite and we all had a
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good time catching up with Gash. We had
a long drive to Baxter State Park but as we
went we met up with South Harris where
my brother Patrick is. We all hung out after

setting up camp and in general had a

relaxing day. We then decided to go back
where SH was at the natural waterslides

and pretty much hung out the rest of the

day. We got back to our campsite and had
an early dinner in preparation for our long

hike tomorrow up Katahdin at midnight.

We ate a hearty meal of breaded chicken

sandwiches and we all talked about what
are plans were for tomorrow and headed
to bed.

Day 16, July 8th - Charlie Wagner
Early bird catches the first rays of

sunlight atop Mt. Katahdin. With that in

mind we woke up at midnight to hike the

mountain and be the first ones on the east

coast to see the sun rise. After jumping out

of bed we were in the car and on our way
to the base by 1 am We decided by accident

to take a warm up trail .7 miles to a

waterfall where we learned that we had
just wasted lots of precious time. We
sprinted back to learn where the real Abol
trail began. Head lamps on, we established

the rules: everyone go at your own pace,

travel with at least one other person, it's

not a race, take your time. With that said

we all set off breaking into four groups
with Holliday, David Wilson, and Phillip

Bartel up front. After climbing up a rocky
stream we reached the beginning of Rock
Land. We proceeded to climb up over
boulders and massive rock faces for close

to an hour and a half, taking stops on flat

faces to admire the stars and lakes
thousands of feet below us. Two and a half

hours after beginning we arrived on the

summit to find we were completely
encompassed by clouds, and raging winds
blowing 30 m.p.h. Once all the groups were
on top and we caught a glimpse of light we
went back to the base in the light so we
were able to see what we had just

accomplished. At approximately 5:30 am
we arrived at our van. We got back to the

campsite and everyone crashed. Around
noon we woke up and half of the cabin

went back to the natural water slides while
the other half drove an hour into town to

watch the World Cup. We were reunited

around 7 and ate a hearty dinner of oriental

chicken. After dinner we enjoyed sitting

by the campfire with South Harrington and
chillin'. We went to bed early after a long

extreme day.

Day 17, July 9th - Amos Cooper
Today was rather boring but it was to be

expected after our absolutely insane
journey up Katahdin the day before. We
got up late and went to the Bank take out

spot which consisted of a beach, a large

lawn, and Mainers. Some read, some
played cards, others sat around and talked

about our adventures, and others had a

game of intense ultimate Frisbee. We had
grilled cheese and tomato soup for lunch
and then we made our way to the
Penobscot Outdoor Center where we all

showered which felt great after 17 days of

filth. Then we jumped in the Jacuzzi and
watched rafting highlights. We went to bed
early after a successful bout of pizzas sans

horrible tomato paste (we switched it to

barbecue sauce and chicken now).

Day 18, July 10th - Will Holliday

We got up at 6 am, quickly ate oatmeal,

packed up camp, and got to the POC at 7 in

time for our safety lecture. We got our

wetsuits, paddles, helmets, and life jackets

hit the yellow buses and headed fifteen

minutes down the road to a dam on the

West Branch of the Penobscot which was
releasing 4400cfs (cubic feet per second).

On a side note, a cubic foot of water is

roughly the size of a basketball weighing

62 lbs. This means that we were going

down class V rapids and hydraulics on the

most impressive rush of Poseidon's blood

(too poetic? I don't know. You decide). The
Terminator crushed us, the Crib Works
rocked us, the meal made us never want to

eat rice again because we flew off a 14 foot

waterfall. We did the drop twice and we
got soaked in the hydraulics while surfing.

There were many battles between the two
rafts but it was reported that most of the

casualties were on account of inner-raft

unrest. Not to mention we saw Bullwinkle,

a full-wracked bull moose and a friend of

the locals, about 100 yards away (making
the final moose count at 13.5 because the

wee calf was really only a half moose. On
a side note: we saw 22 bald eagles). We got

out just before the rain hit us hard. The
rain was a nice way to drive back and reflect

on the trip. We loved the rain. We were
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used to the rain. The rain was us. The stop

at Big G's got us pumped for our return.

Blaring classical music full blast we rolled

to the top of the hill yelling and screaming.

It was good to be home.

Long Voyage II

Noland Chambliss
Day 1

We left camp after lunch. The One drove

us in the Kieve bus. He also inspired us to

rock, and rocked hard himself. The drive

North was punctuated by a Wal-Mart stop

where we acquired a whiffle bat, a light up
disc, tennis balls, and some soda. One more
stop at a trading post and we arrived at a

campground. We camped in a field near a

huge pile ofboards with nails in them. We
made a fire and heated up Marinated
Chicken Burgers, which were delicious.

Some girls kept driving by yelling at us,

but we played it cool. Some of the guys
helped find their dog, but then came back
and went to bed because we had an early

morning the next day.

Day 2

We woke up at 5 to avoid headwinds on
the enormous Moosehead Lake. It was a

beautiful cloudless day and we made great

time. What could have been a really long

day was crunched out by noon and we got

to spend the rest of the day enjoying the

beautiful weather at Seeboomook point.

We jumped into the lake off a rock, carved

into the rock with tent stakes, caught a

crayfish and cooked it over a small fire,

and slept and tanned. Extreme Fil Samaha
did flips into the water to the delight of the

campers, and we had burgers for dinner.

Day 3

5 a.m. wake up, windy and ominous
weather. Cross winds and huge swells on
Moosehead for the last three miles until

the North East Carry take out. We arrived

and prepared to portage. The carry took

us 3 hours, between 7:30 and 10:30. The
bugs were incredible, and the road was
long. Huge props to Uhle, Quinn and
Maverick for soloing boats. Shout out to

Dylan for a good attempt, and to Spalding
for helping out then going back for the

insanely heavy keg wan. Bottom line, we
smashed this portage and everyone pulled

their weight. It was awesome. Snickers on
the river, followed by tuna lunch. The

paddle was longer than expected, and we
slept alone at Big Island; Allagash had been
there the day before. Paul, Peter and James
made us Mex Fiesta rice, and Quinn
soundly won the movie game. We were
tired and went to bed early.

Day 4

Oatmeal at Big Island, then a short

paddle to Chesuncook Village store. We
ran into a girls' trip from Chewonki, had
pep and cheese for lunch, followed by root

beer and fudge for desert. Pictures of

campers passed out among root beer
bottles were taken, at the risk of Noland's

job. We then sailed up black pond, which
resulted in Paul falling out of the boat

twice. We encountered a sweet Moose
carcass at one campsite and decided to

keep paddling. It was getting late, and with

the other campsite nowhere to be found
we pulled over into an ultra-safe and super

un-sketchy hunting camp. We set up tents

around this small cabin, and enjoyed the

ambiance created by animal skulls filled

with bullet holes.

Day 5

Against all odds we woke up the next

morning alive and un-axe murdered.
Oatmeal for breakfast, then up the Horse
Race rapid. The kids found it tedious but it

was better than portaging for sure. Dylan
constantly wanted to paddle up the thing.

Fil and Noland pulled multiple boats up
the intense falls. At the top we had PB and

J and laughed while Fil and Noland
paddled boats into the dam, flipping

repeatedly. We then paddled slowly though

some crazy swamp land and saw multiple

Moose, including a mother and baby. At
round pond some nice ladies told us we
just missed Voyage I leaving on their last

portage trip. Then they played us "My
Sharona." Reid came back from dropping

off Voyage I and told us camp was boring

'cause we weren't there. We had pasta

Alfredo for dinner and prepared to sleep

in.

Day 6

We slept in, then threw the disc and hung
out till Big Pete showed up. When he did

we hurriedly loaded the boats into his

truck, breaking a window in the process.

We took everything to the head of the

Allagash Lake portage trail and
immediately started down it. When all of
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our stuff was brought to the trail head it

started to rain, really hard. Big Pete rushed

off, and we ate cold cuts under a tarp draped

over our heads. We then set off to portage

in the rain, an epic and hardcore
experience. It was tough with all of our

newly loaded wans, especially since we
had three days for food for Voyage I. When
we finally got to Allagash Lake the rain

had more or less let up. Many went for a

swim sans clothing. We decided to set up
camp at the end of the portage trail, and
set up tents and tarps just before the rain

started again. We had Bid Pete's breaded
chicken surprise for dinner.

Day 7

What could have been a rest day became
a long paddle, because we had to catch up
with Voyage I at Gravel Beach to get them
their food. It was overcast when we woke;
we paddled quickly across Allagash Lake.

Allagash stream is almost impossible to

see until you get right up next to it, but we
found it and started down the narrow
stream. This was our first experience with
rapids of any size, and it was exciting. At a

pond in the middle of the stream we had a

snack, then carried around Allagash falls.

We finished the stream and drifted into

Chamberland. Zach jumped off of some
old railway rails that hung over the water
between supports, James took dramatic



pictures. We then headed down the side of

Chamberland and had lunch at a swampy
campsite. Quinn caught a snake and scored

some sweet camper points, while the kids

skipped rocks and Spalding went for a

swim. After lunch it started to rain and
lighting a little, so we hugged the shore

and stopped paddling frequently. When we
arrived at Gravel Beach it was glorious,

both Voyage I and Allagash II were there

to welcome us. It was real crowded, so we
slept on the beach. Then Wavus showed
up. It was pandemonium, but we had a

sweet party so it was all good. Steamboats
for dinner, then a beach fire and awkward
conversation into the night.

Day 8

We slept in extremely late today. Eggs

and Bacon for breakfast. LV I and Gash II

left, Wavus went on a re-supply mission.

Noland slept almost all day. LVIII showed
up, but in route flipped a boat. Gano yelled

for us to rescue them, so Quinn, Dylan,

Uhle and Fil went to help out. One T rescue

later things were better. Wavus showed
back up from their re-supply exhausted.

We had Thanksgiving dinner, with turkey,

gravy, stuffing and mashed potatoes.

Day 9

Another late wake up, we waited out

the rain and had eggs and bacon again. We
drifted slowly down Chamberland, had
lunch at Ledge point with a Black Lab, then

ended up at Thoroughfare campsite, a

grassy field with a beach. We played
hydration card games and many campers
swam to the opposite shore to see the other

campsite and have a moment alone. Pesto

Pasta for dinner.

Day 10

We took another rest day today due to

the ultra sunny good weather. Breakfast

was M&M pancakes. There was an epic

canoe battle for the Stuff magazine, which
Uhle and James won after Quinn flipped

his own boat. Paris Hilton and Yuletide

Greetings became tyrannical dictators and
demanded snacks in exchange for magazine

usage. Counsel impersonation skits took

place in competition for the Vegas novel.

Props to Uhle and James for their minimalist

approach, but Paul and Peter emerged
victorious. Fil and Noland could never have
known how dramatically this novel would
change the trip.

Day 11

July 4th
, Independence Day, and God

Bless America. We paddled down through
Telos Lake to Webster Lake, PB and J on
the water. Spalding and Jeff Spicoli swam
some laps around the boat while we ate.

The campsite at the end of the lake was in

Baxter State Park, and had a lean-to. The
kids set about making a huge "America"
skit, but before they finished we took a

break to have dinner. We had a steak and
cheese extravaganza. Each camper made
their own ultra-personalized mix of the

many ingredients available. Making a fire

for those who chose steamboats was easy,

the driftwood at the campsite was
incredible. The outhouse at this site was
less than sweet, it was like a quarter mile

away and just a throne, no house to speak
of. Nat and James cooked on the stove,

making complicated creations, Spalding

slept in the lean-to alone.

Day 12

Early start on Webster Brook. Fast

moving water was fun. We scouted around
the Indian Carry and got sweet pictures of

each boat as it went through the technical

rapid. After that there were tons of sweet

hits; some boats even had to pull over and
bail after a while. No flips, though, cause

LVII is extremely competent. The portage

around Grand Pitch proved longer than

we anticipated. Props to Drew for being

the only one to solo a boat the whole
distance. After the portage we hit Grand
Lake Matagamon, and had lunch at a

campsite on the left. It had an incredible

outhouse, which didn't smell at all and had
its own TP. Unfortunately the door
wouldn't stay closed, but whatever, most
of the cabin used it anyway. The rest of the

lake took some time to cross, but a bunch
of sunflower seeds helped pass the time.

We arrived at the dam and quickly carried

around it into the East Branch. The half

mile down the river to the Matagamon
campsite was easy, and we set up our stuff

under the pavilion used the night before

for the 4 th of July celebration. They must
have known that LVII is a cabin of patriots.

Boboli pizzas made it a celebration, and
an ice cream surprise sent the campers into

hyper ecstasy.
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Day 13

Early rise and off down the river. The
first portage around Haskel rock was a

snap, with big props to Paul and Peter for

soling. Fil and Noland decided to go for it,

and shot the rapid in an empty boat. They
flipped almost immediately, righted the

boat, kept going, and flipped again. This

time the boat was pinned against and rock

and took a long, long time to get out. Half

an hour later we went on down the river.

The next two portages went quickly, and
every camper who had not yet soled a boat

on a portage did so. We ate lunch at the

base of a falls and went swimming in the

really strong current, making Noland very

nervous. James chipped his tooth when
diving into the falls to save a baby squirrel.

Then we continued on to the final and
longest portage of the day, the last portage

of the whole trip. All juiced up for it, we
went into it hard and banged it out.

Everyone then told the portage to "get off

me," and we were rewarded with a

Snickers. Two hours downstream we
exhaustedly pulled over at a campsite. The
counselors took a spot really far away and
stated that no camper shall approach
except to announce that dinner was ready.

Dinner of pasta was delicious. Since it was
a permit only site and we didn't have a

permit, the campers did not make a fire.

Day 14
Early rise again. We bumped into Bank

II making pancakes at Whetstone, and
breezed by them. We spent a long time at

the bridge and rope swing, which was
awesome. During this time Fil attacked a

bee that was buzzing near him, so we left

and had lunch at Grindstone. After we ate

and cleaned the place up a little we shot

down the last rapid of the trip. We thought
it would be super easy, but three boats

flipped, including the counsel boat. It was
like a yard sale, stuff was everywhere.
FEMA would have been paralyzed with
fear. Due to the heroic efforts of the boats

that didn't flip we recovered almost
everything. Noland's counsel chair (RIP),

however, was never, ever to be found again.

We gash paddled 'til Pine Grove campsite,

where we set up shop away from other

site. The campers immediately began
watching the entire star wars trilogy.

During an intermission they marched up

to the TV room to find pizza. Oh, what a

glorious day. Bank II arrived, LVII stayed

up with Darth and co. while Fil and Noland
hit the hay.

Day 15

We slept in today, and had grits for

breakfast. At noon Max and Forrest showed
up with our re-supply, took our canoes and
gave us a van. The kids waited patiently in

the van while the counsel gossiped. We
rocked radio tunes, had cold cuts and soda
in the IGA parking lot. The cute ranger

directed us to our campsite. The site ranger

told us not to hike up Katahdin at 2:30

a.m. We told him that we were The Deuce,

and we were extreme.

Day 16
In complete silence we woke up at 2:30

to being our ascent. We listened to

"Patience" by GN'R on the drive over, and
hiked in silence to Chimney Pond. We got

there as the sun came up at 4:50. We started

to rock hop over to see the sun, but then a

ranger freaked out on us, and our collective

hatred of "The Man" and his many
manifestations grew. We hiked above tree

line and just hung out for a while, then

proceeded up the rest of the mountain
really slowly. At the top we slept for around

3 hours. We started over the Knife Edge,

and Noland saw a ranger he knew from

college. We had company at Devil's Crotch,

so we waited at Poloma peak for a bit. It

was all downhill from there. The hike

down was tedious and long. Drew, James,

Paul and Peter lettered on the Varsity Slow
Team. We drove back to the campsite and
many promptly went to sleep. Dinner was
delicious burritos. Many campers choose

to go for a small run to see who would get

the Little Debbie Apple Pie. Many bravely

tried, but only Drew survived. Jello No-
Bake strawberry cheesecake was a

delicious end to the day.

Day 17

We slept in today, then had eggs and
bacon for breakfast. We then quickly left

the campsite by Eleven, left the trailer by
the gate and went to Ledge falls. We swam
and slid down the rocks for hours. There
was an epic battle to dunk Noland and Fil

which resulted in Agent Utah being stood

on under water. Gutter's choke-hold was
the deadly kryptonite to Noland's and Fil's

superman. Gano and Dewitt stopped by
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and dropped off a care package, which led

to a fun came of "hey camper, catch this

candy." Then the cabin all stood on a small

rock, and ate tons of treats. We drove to

Northern Outdoors in the rain and listened

to our new GN'R CD really loud. We set up
our tents and Mav and Yule-tide made
dinner, mac and cheese. After dinner we
went over to the lodge and played pool

and darts. Noland, Fil, Quinn and Bodhi
played poker for pride chips. Noland took

everyone's money easily. Gutter beat

Noland in darts by cheating. Then we all

went to bed, looking forward to the

excitement of the next day.

Day 18

Early wake up, Corn Beef Hash for

breakfast. We got set up with paddles and
PFD's, and got out on the river. Todd, the

rafting guide, informed us that due to an
outstanding balance we would eat PB and

J for lunch instead of steak. Paul "Johnny
Chimpo" Reilly had a fantastic helmet that

he loved. We hit really big rapids and
looked real good doing it. Exterminator

and Crib Works went by without incident.

In the dead water we had a huge rumble
on a raft. Fil and Noland reigned supreme.

Turns out there was enough steak for

everyone, so we ate a delicious meal, then

played flip cup to get hydrated. After lunch

we hit the big falls again and again. We
also surfed a big hole a bunch. Many
campers fell out, and Noland gave the Team
America "danger" signal whenever things

got a little too crazy. He also ripped a

contact in half and had trouble seeing. We
finished up the river and watched the

video. After it ended we loaded up and
headed out. GN'R kept us pumped, and
then radio sing-alongs under Bangor House
of Pizza, where we ate a whole lot of pizza.

After this we kept pushing on to camp,
through the fog and strange back roads near

Wavus, we eventually arrived, unloaded
and cleaned, and found all of our care

packages that never got sent to us. We
showered and left presents for LVIII, then

fell asleep, content in the knowledge that

we rocked the trip hard and left it all out

there.

Long Voyage III

Will Gano and Zach DeWitt
Day 1

After lunch we were picked up by The
One and began our four-hour trip to

Moosehead Lake. During the bus ride we
listened to The One's jams, most notably

Queen's greatest hits and Lynyrd Skynyrd's

Sweet Home Alabama (3 times). After 2

hours we took a quick shopping break at

Wal-Mart, where some of our group
managed to become good friends with the

shopping-cart collecting staff in the parking

lot. We got to our campsite and enjoyed
tossing the football and Frisbee. We ate

delicious bacon cheeseburgers and argued

about politics and the World Cup. We went
to bed ready and anxious to start the real

deal in the morning.

Day 2

We awoke this morning to the soothing

sound of rain on the tents. We quickly

packed up and ate Poptarts for breakfast.

Before we knew it we were on Moosehead
Lake beginning our very Long Voyage. The
Lake proved to be longer than most
anticipated. After paddling for about three

hours, our campsite was in sight. It was a

dry afternoon for the most part with the

occasional sprinkle. We chowed down on
chicken quesadillas that all enjoyed, except

some people were too full for seconds so

they retired to their tents early. Once all

the food was gone everyone spent the

afternoon reading and napping. We awoke
later that afternoon with a light pitter-patter

of rain on our tents. Ryan, George, and Ed
were the first to emerge from their tents

and they started a fire in the rain for

warmth. While dinner was cooking, Clay

decided to build up the fire until it was
practically a small bonfire. Everyone in

the cabin quickly accompanied him and
helped to keep the fire burning for hours.

After downing around four bowls of mac
and cheese each, Clay and Ryan went to

the water to pump water with Clay's pump.
Shortly after, everyone was in their tents

with the rain once again coming down.
We went to sleep thinking about the

Northeast Carry tomorrow!
Day 3

Today we awoke early with the

thunderous sound of waves crashing

against the rocks near our campsite. We
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got out of our tents and saw what we
expected: whitecaps and high winds on
Moosehead Lake. We broke camp quickly

and ate a brisk breakfast of cereal bars, but

throughout the sky looked ominous, an
auspicious beginning to our most
challenging day. Still, the brave Americans
(and Frenchman) of Long Voyage III set

out. Everyone made slow progress across

the Lake amid towering waves and
hurricane winds. Some were encumbered
greatly and this, paired with a

misconception of the put-in site for the

Northeast Garry, led to a tough two-hour
paddle.

Finally we arrived at the start of the

longest and most infamous of Kieve
portages. We had heard terrible stories of

this two and a half mile logging road
connecting Moosehead Lake and the West
Branch of the Penobscot River. As we
organized our gear and were being handed
Snickers bars for energy, the skies cleared

and the sun shined, making our portage a

bit more enjoyable. We got very strong

portages from everyone, especially Ryan
and Nick, who not only carried one canoe,

but also came back for another! The road

was tiring and never seemed to end, but

after an exhausting first trip, we were given

a boost of cold Gatorade and a second
helping of Snickers. With this new life we
thankfully put the tortuous journey behind
us and began the third leg of our day: a

paddle down the West Branch.

After several hours of relatively

leisurely paddling we stopped for a

delicious lunch of pita, pepperoni, and
cheese. As we continued on our river

journey we saw bald eagles and moose.
Finally, after another two hours ofpaddling

we arrived at our campsite at Big Island,

and we were overjoyed to find Allagash II

camping adjacent to us. After a dinner of

steamboats we rendezvoused with Bubba's

boys for some swimming, reuniting of

brothers, and stories of the Carry. We went
to bed with dreams of an easy day ahead
of us.

Day 4

We awoke to sun and clear skies and
what we thought was a bear, but turned

out to be a moose across the river. We broke

down our tents, filled our stomachs with
some great maypo and began our day's

journey. After a short paddle, we arrived

at Chesuncook village where we indulged
in home made fudge and cold root beer.

We soon left the village and headed for

our camp site, but the rain beat us there.

Our cabin quickly set up the tarp and
indulged in steak burritos. After dinner,

we played a few rounds of mafia before

going to bed excited about what tomorrow
will bring!

Day 5

We woke up this morning to sunny and
skies and no wind! Woohoohoo! We began
our morning with the infamous black
pond as we approached the drag. We
thought it would be fun, but little did we
know that it would be one of the most
grueling tripping experiences. It started

raining and thundering and George walked
ahead through the woods leaving Zach
alone with the canoe. Ryan, Nick, Will and
Zach were further up the river when the

lightning came so Mother Nature split us

up momentarily. We all met on the dam at

the end of the drag and continued on our
way to the campsite. Unfortunately we
didn't make it to the campsite before

lightning moved over us again. It began to

thunder and lightning intensely so we
pulled over to the side of the lake, waded
through a knee-deep bog in hopes of

seeking shelter from the lightning storm.

We huddled in the woods for over an hour,

waiting for the storm to pass. We eventually

got to our campsite, ate some Boboli pizza

and hurried off to bed with the rain, Uncle
Ben and Reid on our minds.

Day 6

We awoke to clouds hoping that today
would not be as wet and tumultuous as

yesterday was. We had a warm breakfast

of Maypo oatmeal. George's tent won the

morning trivia and they were allowed to

eat first. Shortly after our late breakfast,

Reid arrived with our re-supply. We loaded

up the canoes and Clay, Nick, Ryan, Simon,
Ed, George and Zach climbed into the

truck with the canoes and started the long

portage. On our portage we came to a fork

and didn't know which way to go, we
walked the right trail before finishing the

portage. Giant puddles with mud up to our

ankles and tons ofbugs made the right trail

unappealing, but we did it anyway. After

the seven of us took canoes, we returned
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to the start of the portage to find the rest of

the cabin and Reid. We ate cookies, fresh

sandwiches and drank coke while reading

our mail. As we were recuperating, some
locals passed us and recommended going

left at the fork because the trail is grassy

and it is no longer than the muddy right

trail. We decided not to play in the mud
anymore and we went left the last two trips.

After finishing the portage, our awesome,
sick, sweet, best counselors gave us cold

snickers. We sailed across Allagash Lake
and stayed at the top of the lake at a

spacious and clean campsite. We feasted

with ranch chicken patty sandwiches until

we couldn't eat anymore. We ate so well

this trip! We went to bed happy and excited

for the rest of the trip.

Day 7

Today, LVIII went from Allagash Lake
to Gravel Beach—a long day. Allagash
Stream was very enjoyable; it was fast

moving and had rapids. The fun was briefly

interrupted by a short portage where we
broke up into teams of six for the 500-

yard portage. We were very lucky to find

fast tailwinds on Chamberlain Lake. It was
the most intense sailing I have ever been a

part of. One of our boats, Charlie and Ed,

sunk near the shore because the boats were
taking on so much water from sailing.

When we got to the beach, we met up with

Wavus and Long Voyage II. We were very

excited for our rest day tomorrow and we
went to bed content—life is perfect.

Day 8

Today was our first rest day and we
deserved it. The Long Voyage II Kids left

early in the morning and the Wavus girls

took off before sunrise to beat the

dangerous winds on Chamberlain. We
passed our day by reading, sleeping, eating,

swimming and tanning. Finally, we
concluded our day with Thanksgiving
Dinner! America is siccccck! God bless.

We then made a large, but safe fire on the

beach where we all told awkward stories

and had smores—cabin bonding to the

max! We also decided to sleep on the beach

and we fell asleep under a beautiful night

sky.

Day 9

Last night when we were sleeping on
the beach it started to rain. So we ran back
to our tents to seek shelter from the

inclement weather. When we woke up
after sleeping in, we played on the beach
and built sand castles. After a brunch of

tuna and bacon we left gravel beach in the

afternoon. Since Ledges Campsite was
occupied, we pushed on another two miles

and stayed at Boy Scout Campsite across

the river from the boys of Long Voyage II.

We finished Chamberlain Lake with little

problems and were moving onto the next

phase of our trip—we were almost in

Baxter State Park. Tonight for dinner, we
ate spaghetti with Italian sausage. After

paddling across the river to spend time

with our fellow Kievers, we went to bed
eagerly awaiting the Fourth O' July.

Day 10

We woke up with rain, but to cheer us

all up the counselors delivered donuts to

our tents to celebrate the 4 th of July. Once
the rain stopped we did funny skits of

American history in celebration of

Independence Day. We then got ready for

a 6 or 7 mile paddle to our next campsite.

From the very beginning we had sunny
skies. We had a short portage over a dam
next to a very creepy looking house.

Following the dam we brushed up on our

Whitewater skills down a short stream

where only half of the boats flipped. After

that we had a short lake paddle on Webster

Lake before we found our campsite. We
had an awesome American dinner of

chicken stir-fry and lit off sparklers to top

it off. As an added patriotic bonus we
cooked up scrambled brownies. Everyone

went to bed looking forward to the rips

awaiting us at Webster Brook in the

morning,

Day 11

We awoke this morning bright and early

to a quick breakfast of Pop-Tarts. Our
sleepy eyes were not yet fully open as we
broke camp at a record pace in the face of

the longest day of our trip: Webster Brook
and Grand Lake Matagamon. After a brisk

20 minutes of lake paddling we hit the

infamous Brook. This 10-mile stretch is

the most technical Whitewater that any
Kieve trip attempts. We breezed through

the first third of the Stream with no flips

or spills. Then we had a respite as the Brook

slowed to a crawl and widened out until

we got to a rapid called Indian Carry, which
Zach and Simon decided to run without
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scouting. The other group members were
more prudent, so there was only one
flipped boat. Indian Carry fed into a bunch
of smaller but equally challenging rapids,

culminating in Grand Pitch. Even though
there was no sign for the portage trail, we
luckily pulled off for the mile portage. The
men of Long Voyage III were once again

up to the task, and we all stomped it out in

two trips with Charlie soloing a canoe.

After the portage we were rewarded with
pep and cheese sandwiches, and we set out

once again. After a little more river

paddling we were finally on our last part

of the day: 8 miles of lake with a dam
portage at the bottom. Fortunately there

were tailwinds on Grand Lake Matagamon
and we passed the time by playing
categories. About halfway down the Lake
we were given a boost of Snickers bars.

Finally, after hours of tiring lake paddling

we reached the dam. We quickly portaged

around it with solos from Nick, Charlie,

and Simon. We ended our work with
several hundred yards of paddling, and we
pulled into Matagamon Wilderness
Campgrounds. We had a dinner of pizza

and fell asleep easily after our longest day
on the trip.

Day 12

We woke up to a breakfast of Maypo.
We took advantage of the general store and
cleaned out our wanagons and got our

group gear in good shape before heading

out. We knew that we wouldn't be paddling

far, but we had four portages ahead of us

—

hooray! After a few hours of paddling, we
reached our first portage and blew through

it because we are huge. Ed, Charlie and
Nick all soloed the four portages as well as

our sweet counselors. We had peanut
butter and honey for lunch—giardia free.

The portages were very close together and
it felt great to get through all of them in

one day. It was long and tiresome, but we
managed to complete the day efficiently.

We had snickers after our last portage. We
finally got to our low-key campsite at

around 7:30 and we quickly sent up the

tents and devoured our cheesy pasta and
scrambled brownie mix before going to

bed early—no more portages!

Day 13

Things got weird today. We woke up late

with a nice breakfast of Pop-Tarts knowing

that we would have an easy day ahead of

us. With no portages, we took our time
going down the beautiful Penobscot. We
had a quick lunch of PB and honey while
we had a deep and informative discussion

of what it means to be a real American
man. We had another leisurely afternoon

filled with 'Gash paddling and jokes until

we got to our campsite at Whetstone Falls.

We caught sight of a few locals. Detective

Jack Cowie challenged them to a drag race

with their Huffy bikes. We had a hearty

meal of beef stew and rice cooked by Will

K., and we all enjoyed a tasty treat in the

form of Ryan's brownie mix before going

to bed with the sounds ofDodge Ram burn-

outs soothing us to sleep.

Day 14

We woke up to yet another sunny sky

on our last day of paddling. After a quick

breakfast of Snicker's (yes mom, chocolate

for breakfast), we took down our tents and
set off on our last full day on the water.

After shooting through Whetstone without

an incident, we paddled through flat water

and light rapids. We reached Grindstone

Falls and stopped to scout it out and have

a nice PBJ lunch. We shot the Falls easily

and we made our way to Pine Grove
Campgrounds, stopping to take patriotic

pictures along the way. We had a relaxing

dinner of pasta and chicken and topped
off the meal with some equally sweet
brownie mix. Many in the group chose to

watch the intergalactic battles of the Rebel

forces and the Evil Empire from a long,

long time ago in the campsite's
entertainment room. We all went to bed
that night happy- that our last day on the

river was behind us.

Day 15

Sunday, lazy Sunday. We spent the

morning eating oatmeal, reading, and
anxiously awaiting our coming re-supply

and white van while George watched the

epic children's film Chicken Little. Around
1 we were greeted by Pete Taylor and Justin

Strasburger and quickly traded our canoes

and used wannagans for a sleek Chevy 16

passenger van. Everyone was surprised

that it did not in fact have a hemi. Morale

was high. After a long ride to and in Baxter

we came to our campsite. The sociable

ranger was excited to see us. We set up
camp and immediately started cooking our
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chicken patty burgers with ranch
dressing...mmm mmm good!! We played

around a little and took tourist pictures

with Smoky the Bear before crashing for

the night.

Day 16
We woke up early on an overcast day to

try to conquer Katahdin, Maine's tallest

mountain. We had a solid start as we pre-

gamed in the van ride before the climb.

With the sounds of Christina Aguilera

reverberating in our skulls we set up the

mountain. With Zach and Will prodding
the less climbing-inclined cabin members
up, the other half of the hikers raced ahead
through the difficult climb. After we had
completed the most demanding portion

of the hike and were well above the tree

line, we were forced to turn back due to

impending thundershowers. All were
disappointed and exhausted when we
reached the bottom, however, we were all

proud that we had basically completed
Maine's hardest climb. Back at the site

everyone relaxed or napped after a hearty

lunch of grilled cheese and tomato soup.

When we all awoke we treated ourselves

to delightful bacon cheeseburgers and
Swiss Miss Hot Cocoa and all slept well

for the first time since the night before.

Day 17

Today was a rest day. We slept in and left

our campsite at 11. We wanted to volunteer

for community service, but the ranger was
nowhere to be found. We ate like champions
for breakfast—egg, bacon, cheese and
English muffins. We went to the water slides

and frolicked like the boys that we are

before having pep and cheese for lunch.

After racing down the slides, we left Baxter

State Park and headed for our rafting lodge

where we me^t up with Wavus. We threw
darts and played pool in the lodge—Fares

was beyond bad at darts. We then returned

to our campsite after lounging in the lodge

for a massive dinner ofranch steamboats

—

mmmmmmmhhh. Ryan made his famous
scrambled brownies for dessert and we
hung out with the girls until our counselors

picked us up faster than overprotective

parents at a pre-middle school mixer dance.

We just completed our last day together and
we enjoyed each other's company as fell

asleep excited for our Whitewater rafting

tomorrow.

Day 18

OUR LAST DAY! ! We woke up early and
broke our camp down before heading to

the rafting lodge at 7 a.m. We got on the

golden road and headed to the put in with
our counselors making silly noises as the

bus bounced up and down on the various

logging roads. Zach jumped out of the boat

after bumping Will out causing a ruckus.

We then headed down the falls over and
over and surfed up into it. It was amazing
and very adventurous. Most people fell

out, getting a mouthful o' giardia. After

the falls, we wrestled throughout the three-

mile dead water—the counselors were
victorious. After seeing a moose, we
banged through the rest of the rapids- god
bless America! After McDonalds, we
arrived a camp fist pumping and honking,

but sad that our Long Voyage was finally

over.

Maine Trails

John McDevitt
6/22 Day 1

We started the day at camp packing our

things and getting ready to go. We left at

the first general swim. We paddled around
Westcott down to Damariscotta mills. It

took a long time to find out where we were
supposed to go to portage around the Mills.

We finally found out where to go and
walked down a road and entered the great

salt bay. We kayaked across the bay to the

Kieve campsite. This campsite was in the

making when we got there and we were
the first group to occupy it. We met Pete

Taylor there and he left us with a picnic

table. We had cheesy pasta for dinner.

George Grogan asked the silly question

"What's a hatch?" and we made plenty of

Chuck Norris jokes. Robert Hackett

6/23 Day 2

Although it is impossible to write a

100% accurate recount of our day's events,

I will try my best to at least get the essence

of what we accomplished. On day 2 it is

very safe to say that our spirits were high

and our bodies hadn't taken on the trail

scent yet. The weather wasn't amazing and
this seemed to be the most consistent part

of the sea kayaking portion of the trip. The
tide was coming in at a very rapid rate and
because we hadn't a tide chart to be found,

we were paddling directly against it until
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our wise HBC decided to rest for a while

and resume after a quick hiatus. After a

long day of paddling in the rain, our cabin

made it to Fort Island which most of us

recognized from previous trips such as

South Harris four years before. The morale
was very high at this point as our eyes

registered an outhouse giving us at least

one more day before resorting to the

famed Maine Trails ammo boxes. After a

ten mile paddle, the majority of which
took place in a matter of a mere two hours,

beans and rice were a crowd favorite.

Alex Helms
6/24 Day 3

Woke up at nine and had to sit on Fort

island 'til the fog cleared. We then paddled
through the South Bristol harbor. We were
then were picked up by Reid and drove to

Bremen where we tried to camp on Crow
but it was occupied and due to the ever

present fog we decided to camp in Bremen
with Strasburger's cabin South Harris. We
also saw Bill McCook and ate some
delicious cheesy pasta. John Blair

6/25 Day 4

After an 8 a.m wakeup we had our first

pancake breakfast of the trip. Since it had
been a late night at Bremen with South
Cunningham, we tried our best to leave

Bremen as soon as we could to avoid the

group bound for a day trip on the
snowgoose. Our destination for the day was
an island just a few miles away called Thief

Island. We arrived there a lot sooner than

we had expected and when we did get there

the sun came out and it turned into a very

nice day. I walked around the island and
noticed that the entrance to the tent area

was jungle-like and contained a lot of

poison ivy. Others decided to resort to

throwing rocks and/or boulders off the

cliffs. Helms and Grogan went and got a

few jellyfish and splattered them on the

rocks. For dinner we had something called

"Thanksgiving Dinner" which consisted

of mashed potatoes, gravy and stuffing. It

was an awesome dinner but it took awhile

to make simply because we kept spilling

all of the water. Later on that night about

half of the cabin reported that they had
found a lobster trap beached on the shore

with 6 lobsters in it. The counselors didn't

believe the story so they made them put

the lobsters back. There was quite a bit of

frustration from some campers because of

the decision. When McDevitt finally went
to his tent we got the weird idea to make a

catapult and fire rocks off of it. Thanks to

the help of Pete the rocks kept going farther

and farther from the catapult until finally

one soared right into the ocean. Sam Briggs

6/26 Day 5

We woke up pretty early in the morning
because of the rain that eventually stopped
around 8 am. As per usual we boiled water

for our oatmeal and began loading our
kayaks. That morning it was very foggy

and we lost sight of Thief Island about a

minute after we left shore. We couldn't

really see anything so we stopped for about

30 minutes once we spotted land and
waited for the fog to clear and figured out

where we were using the GPS. Because of

the fog we decided that it was too far and
dangerous to paddle to Friendship Harbor
where we were supposed to be resupplied,

so we went back to Bremen where "The
One" picked us up and drove us to Deer
Isle. We put in at Deer Isle and had about a

3 mile paddle to our camp sight which
took a while to find. Once we did find it

there turned out to be a bunch of stuff that

was left there and not enough tent sights

so we slept 4 to a tent that night.

Nick Rouco
6/27 Day 6

We decided to sleep in a bit before we
hit the ocean. We ate the usual for breakfast

- brown sugar oatmeal. If only we knew
that in two weeks we would be force

feeding this stuff down our throats, we
may have been wiser and packed a little

bit of variety. Anyway, the day ahead of us

looked promising for some sunshine, but

of course we were wrong thanks to some
typical New England weather. Sam, Alex,

Remy, and JB decided to paddle ahead of

the group, perhaps a little too far; Rob,

Cullom, Henry, and councilor Pete

attempted to blow their whistles to get

them to wait up, but failed miserably.

When we finally caught up to the front

and Pete lectured the speed demons, Remy
fired back, "but we were making such good

time! " Half way through the day, we were
passed by a lobster boat with a kid wearing

a Kieve shirt - small world. We got to an

island which we mistakenly thought was
our camp site just in time for the fog to roll
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in. We ate a snack and then had some lunch

on the rocky shore where we found what
appeared to be a rotting carcass. An hour
passed and the fog wasn't budging, so we
sat around and played two games of

"Mafia". Collum was knocked out of the

game first both times. Finally the fog started

to clear and we could see our destination

500 yards away - Sheep Island. We made it

there in no time, having passed an island

with dozens of seals. For dinner we ate

Cous Cous with Gato Gato sauce, a Thai

dish with peanut butter and soy sauce. We
went to bed with extremely filled bellies.

Henry Harding
6/28 Day 7

Due to the fog over the sea, we woke up
at 10:00. In no rush, we slowly made
delicious pancakes which took us about 3

hours. Although we couldn't really paddle

anywhere on account of the fog, we played

a lot of cards, and we read through many
of our books. We managed to have fun even
with the foggy weather. Later, at around
4:30, the fog moved out, but by that time it

was too late in the evening to try to move
islands. Because of the late breakfast, we
had an extremely late lunch that consisted

ofhot tuna melts. This was a new and tasty

lunch for the trip. For dinner we had
another batch of eheesy pasta, a pretty

common meal for dinner. Cullom Walker
6/29 Day 8

As everybody could have guessed, we
awoke to a thick sheet of fog again. We
could not see any land around the island,

and there was no way we could paddle in

the conditions. We entertained ourselves

during the day by playing cards, reading

books, and tossing rocks around. Everyone
was pretty bored, and ready to get moving.
We were running low on water, and needed
some more, so Pete led Sam Briggs, Henry
Harding, Rob Hackett, Rob Sana, and
Cullom Walker on an expedition to get

more water. They paddled into the fog,

hoping to hit some land directly across

from Sheep Island, where we saw some
houses. They found a house that allowed
them to fill up our water jugs, and made it

back to the Island successfully. That was
the big event of the day. Cheesy Pasta was
had for dinner, and after dinner, we
entertained ourselves by finding crabs, and
attempting to prod them into fighting each

other. Everybody was screaming loudly,

and was very into it, and it was obvious
that we were all very bored. We went to

bed shortly after, in hopes of a clearer day
tomorrow. George Grogan
6/30 Day 9

Well, it seems our luck with weather is

somewhat akin to the Trix rabbit's quest...

nigh hopeless. Last night, to ease our
boredom, whatever celestial being that

controls the weather decided to give us a

lightning show. It was really cool, but it

didn't change the fact that we were still

trapped on Sheep Island. In fact, the

remnants of the storm this morning were
high winds, whitecaps, and... yup... fog.

Some more games of Euchre were had,

more boredom, more Chuck Norris jokes,

you know the drill. It seemed we were in

for another day of barely seeing a rock not

fifty feet offshore when lo and behold! Sun!

Many renditions of that old Beatles song
were sung and there was much rejoicing.

Of course, the sun came out after dinner

was made so we didn't go anywhere, but

we still had an awesome sunset. And when
all the lights were off, when the sun's red

halo dissolved into inky black skies, the

stars came out. Harry Merck
7/1 Day 10
Having been stranded by the fog at Sheep

Island for so long, we were anxious to

leave. We were woken up at around 7 am
by McDevitt shaking our tents. We ate

poptarts for breakfast which was a

refreshing change from oatmeal. By now
our prowess at packing kayaks had
become fine tuned. We packed them in

around 20 minutes and were excited to

leave. We had a relatively short paddle,

around 4 or 5 miles, and arrived in

Stonington at 11:30 am. The One was there

to greet us with an orange Kieve bus and
trailer. It was a mellow bus ride. We listened

to Dark Side of the Moon while reading

our mail on the way to Monson, the

beginning of the 100-mile wilderness.

After a much needed stop at Subway to eat

foot long subs, we arrived in Monson
psyched to start backpacking. We began a

tedious 4-mile hike to the first lean-to. Our
packs were the heaviest that they would
be all trip and Pete was setting a slow pace
to get us warmed up. By the time we had
arrived at the lean to and pitched our tents,
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night fell. We had dinner in the dark and
went to sleep. Jack Walkovic
7/2 Day 11

Today was the first real day of hiking.

We received good news and bad news
upon awakening: Bad news was the day
before we only hiked 3 miles instead of 4.

The Good news was we only had to hike 7

miles today. We left from Leeman Brook
lean-to early and crossed 4 rivers, many
which came past our boots soaking our

feet and effectively turning our socks and
boots into weights. The last river was about

.7 miles from the next lean-to and it was
the worst. It was about waist deep with a

strong current, many ofus took nasty spills

in it. After we crossed it many of us went
swimming in it to cool off. After half an
hour bathing, we continued to the next

lean-to called Wilson Valley lean-to.

Rob Sanna
7/3 Day 12

We woke up at a reasonable time this

morning, we got on the trail by 8:30. We
had a good hike in the morning with one
big river crossing. A few of us who were in

the head of the group ran into a guy with

no shirt and a gun strapped to his back.

Merk was able to identify the gun with

ease. We ate lunch at Long Pond lean-to. In

the afternoon we made a hike up to the top

of Barren Mt., which was a reasonably

challenging hike for the second real day of

the trip. At the end of day we ended up at

Cloud Pond lean-to, a nice but crowded
campsite. We shared it with a group of girls

from camp Chewonki. We had a good rice

dinner that night along with a fire to dry

our socks. We went to bed around 8:30.

Rob Hackett

7/4 Day 13

The Fourth of July was spent in a

different manner this year than most of us

had become accustomed to. Instead of

picture perfect American flags fluttering

in a breeze, we saw boughs of trees and
roots and mud. Instead of apple pie we
were eating cheesy pasta. Hardly a classic

American food but none the less a

satisfying one. We had hiked a strenuous

seven miles and covered three non-
descript peaks all of which were
unmlfillingly below tree line and therefore

yielded no view. Because MATC takes thru-

hikers more seriously than the average

summer camp, good tent sites are hardly
ever afforded because the most common
thing to do is sleep in the lean-to's that are

provided therefore eliminating about ten

lbs. of pack weight. Even though most of

the sites we stayed at weren't the most
luxurious or the most comfortable
everyone was snoring by about eight so

this took care of the tent site location

problems. Everyone has shown that they
have good hiking abilities and our cabin is

a very strong one indeed. We knew we had
a very hard day coming up so everyone
was pushing themselves so that their legs

got accustomed to it. We knew we had
accomplished a lot on our nation's holiday

but we also understood that there was a

lot more to come. Tomorrrow, Chairback
Mountains. Alex Helms
7/5 Day 14

Woke up early after a hard night of rain

to hike our longest day yet, ten miles to

Chairback Gap leanto. We were very tired

due to the long day and bad weather but

we were exited by rumors of French girls

ahead of us. Today, I was the first to lose a

snack to the new "leave an item lose a

snack" rule that the counselors instituted

by forgetting my water bottle at the

campsite. I also got reprimanded for trying

to jump McDevitt while he was reading

peacefully in his tent. We ate rice pilaf for

dinner which was followed by our first

most intense round of snack trading.

John Blair

7/6 Day 15

All trip we had been hearing of the tough

days ahead of us, but this day was supposed
to be the toughes-t day of the trip by far.

The reason it would be so tough was
because we had to climb 4 separate

mountains throughout the day. We set out

early and shot up the first peak and then

the second and the third and before we
knew it we were on top of whitecap
admiring the work we had done that day.

We hiked down an easy mile from the

summit of Whitecap Mountain. When we
got to the lean-to we found that there were
trail workers taking up the whole campsite

and the possibility of camping there was
completely erased. So we decided to travel

4 more miles to the next lean-to because

we wanted to get some ofDay 16 done and
because we heard that the French-
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Canadian group we had been chasing since

day 1 was staying at that campsite. We did

the 4 miles in less than an hour and got to

this incredible lean-to and sure enough it

was occupied by the group of girls. We
told jokes and stories while Pete tried to

talk to the girls in French. We had cheesy

pasta for dinner. After dinner we traded

some of our Snickers for lemonade and
hot chocolate from the girls. The day
turned out to be pretty easy in the end.

Sam Briggs

7/7 Day 16

Today was an easy day, we were
supposed to sleep in till 11 am However,
one tent with Nick, JB, Rob, and Remy was
woken up very early because of the French
girls who were up at like 6 and were hitting

their tent with tent poles and we believe a

bag of pancake mix. Once every one was
up we had a slow morning and made our

oatmeal. The day's hike was pretty easy,

we had 2 small peaks the highest was about

2000 ft which was Little Boardman Mtn.
Then we hiked 5.5 miles to Cooper Brook
Falls lean-to which had a great swimming
hole and rapids to slide down and very

nice tent sights. That night we went
swimming, made dinner around 5 and
hung out and talked with the very friendly

French girls that we had met on the trail.

We traded snickers for drink mix and other

food late into the night. Some of us became
better friends with the French-Canadian
girls than others. Nick Rouco
7/8 Day 17

This morning we woke up early because
we had to make it to our re-supply point

by 10 AM. Everyone was exhausted,
probably because we were up so late with
the French-Canadian girls. That story,

however, is for another time. We hiked
four miles and made it to a small logging

road where Reid Anderson showed up in

an orange Kieve bus. Everyone was happy
to be reading mail from home while
drinking some Coke. About half the cabin

got a care-package from home with
brownies and rice-krispy treats, so we
stuffed our stomachs full until it started to

hurt. Perhaps it wasn't the best idea
knowing we still had 8 more miles to go.

After a long and painful hike, we made it

to our campsite, Potaywadjo lean-to.

Having hiked a total of 12 miles that day

with heavy packs, we were all ready to go

to bed. Henry Harding
7/9 Day 18
We woke up with beautiful weather, and

an average hike ahead of us. The lunch
spot chosen was 7.5 miles away, leaving

us with only a 2.5 mile hike after lunch.

The terrain was mostly flat throughout the

day. We ended up having a pep and cheese

lunch, and then hiking 2 miles to a nice

sand beach. Here many of us went for a

dip. After this it was just a .5 mile hike to

the campsite. At the site we met some
interesting thru-hikers, who were filled

with information on the AT. They had
started on Springer Mountain in Georgia

and only had about 25 miles until they

were finished. We questioned them for a

while about their experiences on the trail.

Then we made Gato Gato Cous Cous, a

blend ofCous Cous with peanut butter and
soy sauce. This was an extremely filling

meal, and then afterwards we had some of

Henry's brownies. The leftovers of the

brownies were given to the thru-hikers.

After dinner a few kids went to the beach
for an evening swim. Cullom Walker
7/10 Day 19

We all awoke early, and geared up for

our hike. We were nearing the end of the

trip, and everyone was anxious to get done
with some more miles. In the morning was
a quick, but very steep and challenging

mountain, called Hunt Mountain. It was
the only vertical of the day, so we all raced

up. There was a great view at the top, and
some campers ate snacks. Everyone
continued at their own pace until lunch,

where we all met up at a nice spot on a

bridge. It was sunny and warm, and some
guys went for a swim. Lunch was peanut
butter and honey, which everyone
devoured. After lunch, there were only 2

miles left, and we all went at our own pace.

Some of the last people got caught up in a

sudden thunderstorm, with pouring rain,

but we all ended up in a dry lean-to. There
were a few other hikers staying in the same
lean-to, and we all had great conversations

with them about their adventures. The rain

cleared up, and we made a good veggie

rice dinner. It was Alex Helms' Birthday,

so for dessert we made him an interesting

birthday blend of cake mix and gummy
worms, all mixed up in a pot and served
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by spoonful. It was a lot to eat, but after a

long day of hiking, we could all handle it.

After dinner, we ran into another camp,
who we had run into on Sheep Island too.

It was a big coincidence. We went to bed
soon after that, and all slept well.

George Grogan
7/11 Day 20
Today was an amazingly fast day for

most of us. Since the vast majority of our

food was used up, our packs were light,

our spirits were high, and we were all still

feeling juiced from Helms' birthday...

cake(?) The seven miles between our
campsite and our agreed lunch spot was
conquered in a mind-blowing three hours.

Shortly after lunch, we were on our way
down the Rainbow Ledges when several

cracks of thunder ripped across the sky,

sending JB, Rouco, Remy, and several

others sprinting to the campsite. It didn't

actually rain for very long, but it was pretty

cool anyway. Our cooks for the night

whipped up some fantastic Fiesta Rice, but

someone accidentally kicked the pot and
spilled about half of it. Luckily, we had
more than enough pep and cheese to make
up for it. A southbound thru-hiker named
BeboFox shared some intellectual

discussions as well as the secret to cooking

MRE meals (Made Ready to Eat). Eurgh.

Thus sated, we retired for the night, but

not before putting Paul Bunyan to shame.
Good times, fellas, good times.

Harry Merck
7/12 Day 21

This morning we had a late start. But
without wasting time we embarked and
hiked 4 miles to reach the unofficial end
of the 100-mile wilderness called Abol
Bridge. We saw a sign that warned of the

dangers of the 100-mile wilderness and
not to enter without at least 10 days of

supplies. Once we reached the store we
had chips, gatorade and cookies. After that

we entered Baxter State Park.

Unfortunately the mosquitoes also knew
we were entering that day and ate us alive.

We also saw a large moose walking on the

trail in front of us. Not to disturb it and
possibly piss it offwe hiked slowly and let

it get far ahead. We crossed some rivers

today as well but there were wooden
bridges over them so it was easier. After 9

miles of trail we found the road and hiked

to the sites in BSP where we were staying.

Not too long after HRK and Hackett's dad
arrived with copious amounts ofjunk food

and subs. After we set our tents and bomb-
proofed we ate a ton and then went for a

swim. That night we hung out with HRK
reading newspapers and just talking about

our trip. We all went to bed early in order

to be ready for our big day tomorrow.
Helms and Grogan also composed their

Maine Trails version of don't worry be
happy. Rob Sanna
7/13 Day 22

We woke up at 4:30 am this morning
with a huge burden, both physical and
mental, lifted off of our shoulders: our

backpacks were reduced from around 50

pounds to 5 pounds and we only had one
more day of hiking to survive. At the same
time we were sad to finally finish our trip

and felt that the time had passed too

quickly. Nevertheless, we had a huge
breakfast ofbagels, cereal and bananas, and
were on the way up to Katahdin at 5:45. At

7:45, Henry, JB, Ruoco, and Helms made it

up to the summit. The whole cabin finally

summitted at 9 and took a photo. We had
finished hiking the 100-mile wilderness,

the hardest 100 miles of the AT, and were
at the pinnacle of our Kieve careers. The
elation in the air hid the cold winds
whipping through our rain gear. We
descended the mountain and headed off

towards Millinocket House of Pizza on our

way back to Kieve. We came in with a

classic entrance of honking and screaming

at dinner. After a long day of almost 18

hours we fell asleep after taking advantage

of our Pasquaney privileges.

And so we beat on, feet against the trail,

borne back ceaselessly into the past.

Jack Walkovik
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Second Session Trip Reports

JKL - Bremen
Justin Strasburger

Shortly after rest period, the mighty men
of Junior Kieve Loyalty headed into the

great unknown in search of Kieve's

Bremen property. We arrived, unpacked,
and went over the rules. After applying

sunscreen, we headed out in the funyaks

to explore the wild Atlantic Ocean. Will

Ford, Eddie, and Alex Fitzgerald led the

charge as we headed toward Crow Island.

After landing on the island, Wil Dixon and
Colin immediately began exploring the

various tide pools looking for crabs. After

their search proved fruitless, we turned

our attention to the sweet ledge jumping
that can be had at high tide. Chase and
Alexander Mcllvaine were the first brave

souls to plunge into the icy Atlantic waters.

After a short while, Strawn noticed an
approaching storm and we quickly headed
back to the mainland trying to beat the

storm. As we pulled into Bremen, the skies

opened up and let the rain fall down so we
abandoned the funyaks and headed for our

tents for a little rest period. The storm
broke in time for a delicious dinner of

bacon cheeseburgers with all the fixins.

Brad especially enjoyed the sauteed
mushrooms and onions which he agreed

to try for the first time. After dinner,

William Gregg and Peter presented the

counselors with some awards: Max - most
fun, Lindsay - most beautiful, and Justin -

most rugged. Despite the wet conditions,

the counselors were able to start a fire in

time for a little marshmallow roasting.

Simon and Kidder showed off their s'more

making skills and impressed the
counselors so much that they had them
make some for them. We went to bed with
full bellies and lots ofmemories. We awoke
the next morning to a breakfast of M&M
pancakes. After breakfast, many of the kids

decided to explore the shoreline, looking

for crabs and snails. We planned our air

guitar skits which was a lot of fun and then,

after enjoying a late lunch, we packed up
and headed back to camp stopping, of

course, for some delicious Round Top ice

cream along the way.

JKP - Bremen
Chris MaGill
We left for Bremen after lunch and

arrived to find perfect weather and JK
Courage down there ready for action. The
men ofJKP quickly set up camp and began
exploring the property. Most of the guys
liked the campsite but thought there was
something missing so they filled that void

by building a fort out of logs they found in

the woods. After a few solid hours of

construction, dinner was served and we
ate bacon cheeseburgers 'til we could not

eat anymore and they found just a little

more room for some s'mores. After a little

more time hanging out around the fire the

men ofJKP retreated to their tents anxious

for the next day.

We awoke to a sweltering day and
decided to have a quick breakfast of egg

and bacon sandwiches followed by a

paddle out to an island to find relief from
the heat. Once we returned from our
kayaking adventure we filled our bellies

with PB&J and various snacks. After we
digested we invented a game called "rain"

in which Will and myself asked trivia and
if you answered in correctly you were
sprayed with a hose to cool off. The game
quickly devolved into just a water fight

but either way it was a great time. After a

few rounds of mafia the men of JKP broke

camp and we headed back to Kieve not

skipping our obligatory stop at round top

ice cream. All said the men of JKP had a

great time and performed flawlessly on
the trip. Thank you all for a great session

and have a terrific winter.

JKC - Bremen
Pete Vitt

Just after lunch the men of JKC decided

it was time to take one of their first steps

toward the great outdoors. We got the vans

packed and drove into the great state of

Maine to Bremen. When we arrived the

kids filed out of the vans and set up tent

groups and got a lay of the land. They
checked out the streams, the ocean and
the surrounding woods all the while
avoiding poison ivy and lobster traps. The
idea of building massive forts came along
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and the kids just went wild. They had a

main base and a few lookout spots to watch
out for those JKP boys. Our boys came out

on top and there were no casualties.

Dinnertime came and bacon cheeseburgers

were on the menu with sauteed onions and
many other fix-ins. The boys then made
their way down to the ocean to watch the

sun go down and play on the rocks.

Someone yelled s'mores and the boys had
no problem eating their fill. After that JKP
went to bed but it was JKC comedy hour.

Each kid told a few jokes and I got a few in

myself. The boys went to bed with a smile

on their face and were tired. I don't think

the sun came up but the boys were ready

to roll. I got the funyaks ready for a very

early morning paddle around the bay. We
saw the lobster boats going out and pulling

up traps, it was so amazing. The sun came
up midway through our paddle and it was
so beautiful. We pulled in and made bacon,

egg and cheese sandwiches with a little

tabasco on them. I heard that it was
supposed to be the hottest day of the year

so where else to go but the beach for a few
hours. We packed the van around 11 and
hit the ground running. We arrived with
the temperature around 95 and the boys
had a blast. Some games of world cup
soccer with other cabins, sand castles and
a lot of time spent in the water. We left to

the beach to where else but Round Top.

The boys were so amazing on this trip and
really showed me a lot. We came back
with more dirt on our shirts, more tired

and a lot of smiles all around.

South Glenayr - Bremen
Andy Adams

It was another beautiful summer
morning at Camp Kieve, but today was
different because the South Glenayr cabin

would set out for our trip to big bad
Bremen. After packing up the van we
headed out to Bremen to spend the night

and get to know one another better. When
we got to Bremen we set up our sleeping

areas in our tents before playing a few
games of tag. After a healthy turkey and
cheese lunch many members of the cabin

explored the shoreline and built hotels and
apartments for the snails they had found.

After a snack a few boys in the cabin went
for a swim in the freezing cold ocean water.

To pass the time before dinner Bill

McCook was kind enough to tell stories

and sing songs for the boys in the cabin to

keep their minds occupied before our big

stir-fry dinner. Once dinner was finished

we cleaned up the cooking area and then
prepared a fire for s'mores. Everyone ate

at least three s'mores before retiring to bed
for the evening.

We woke up the next morning and
enjoyed a huge M & M pancake breakfast.

After our stomachs settled we all went
funyaking in the ocean for a little while,

and when we returned some members of

the cabin took another swim. After lunch
we packed up all our gear and returned to

camp a little older ready for our upcoming
trip to Otter Island.

South Glenayr - Otter Island

Andy Adams
Day 1

It was a beautiful early August day when
the mighty South Glenayr cabin set out

for Otter Island on the Pip Cutler, which
was driven by Henry Kennedy. We enjoyed

the sun and cool summer down on the trip

out to Otter Island. Andrew Murphy and
Radclyffe Savage both sat out on the front

ofthe boat with Lisa to enjoy the ride. When
we got to Otter Island we anchored close

to the island and all of the campers jumped
in and swam to the island while the

counselors used the rowboat to get all of

the gear to the island. After Henry and Lisa

left we moved into our campsite. The
counselors taught the campers how to set

up the tents and both Peter Wallace and
Oliver Martin quickly became pros and
helped the other members of the cabin set

up their tents. After the tents were up we
went down to the beach and swam. Will

Hemingway and Connor Ward were
amongst the group that picked up where
they left off at Bremen building an entire

city for the snails complete with stadium

apartments and a presidential house. Once
we were done swimming a huge thunder-

storm came sweeping through the island

making it quite difficult to cook our meal

of bacon cheeseburgers. The counselors

battled the weather while the campers did

all they could to stay dry in the tents.

Everyone came out of their tents one by
one to receive his meal. We waited out the
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storm until the rain finally let up at which
point we all emerged from our tents. To
wind down at night we took a walk along

the coast of the island for a while before

returning to our campsite to go to bed for

the evening.

Day 2

We got up to an overcast sky but the men
of South Glenayr refused to let the weather

get our spirits down. We ate a large bacon
and eggs breakfast that everyone enjoyed

thoroughly. Drew Kimball set the record

for eating the most pieces of bacon in the

cabin during breakfast. We did a little

swimming after breakfast before lunch.

With the weather still lousy we ate lunch

early and then the counselors put together

a scavenger hunt for the campers to

compete in. All of the teams did a

tremendous job but the team ofBen Martin,

Henry Cormier, and Connor Ward found
every item on the list and won the prize,

which was Hershey bars. We hung out a

while longer before dinner by playing a few
different games including Zip-Zap and Ichi-

Mini-Oui. Eli West proved to be the Zip Zap
champion by winning twice while Nick
Bunn and O Fox were both solid competitors

for Ichi Mini Oui. Afterwards we ate a

chicken teriyaki wraps and Goldfish
crackers for dinner. After dinner we ate

more Hershey bars, Snickers bars, and
marshmallows before bed. We all sat around
and watched the sun set over the ocean
making a perfect night.

Day 3

We awoke once again to overcast
weather while we got packed up and
waited for the Snowgoose to pick us up.

Breakfast was bagels and doughnuts, which
everyone ate quickly to avoid getting the

food wet from the rain. At around 8:45

Captain Mike arrived and we began to load

on our gear. Christopher Walker and Peter

Wallace made numerous trips back and
fourth helping load all of the gear. We
hopped aboard and took the wet ride back
to Bremen to meet Lisa. Once at Bremen
we met Lisa, loaded up the van and headed
to the Pemaquid Lighthouse to have lunch
and take in the view since the weather had
cleared up. After spending some time at

the lighthouse we returned to camp eager

to see everyone, but sad to see that our trip

had ended.

North Glenayr - Bremen
John McDevitt
We awoke to a rainy, foggy day at camp.

So we decided to say peace to camp and
do our own thing. After breakfast we
packed up our river duffels and were off

to the wilds of Bremen. We stopped to get

some last minute supplies at Hannaford
and arrived to a blaring car stereo and
North Harris campers holding down the

fort. We decided to give them some space
and climbed into some funyaks. We first

paddled over to Crow Island to check it

out but it was occupied by some people
camping and we decided not to disturb

them. So instead we paddled to a way
better little island just a little bit further

away. We got all of our rock throwing out

of our systems trying to peg a lobster buoy
and then tried to provoke some crabs to

fight in our "arena." Fog started to roll in

so we decided to paddle back to Bremen.
Once back at camp we unpacked our river

duffels and then played some sweet games
of wall ball. Once we exhausted wall ball

we played a few games of Mafia before we
cooked up some delicious bacon
cheeseburgers. After dinner Bill McCook
told us some stories starring Paul Bunyan
and his blue Ox, Babe. It started to rain

though so we decided to climb into our

tents and tough out the weather from
inside our dry and warm sleeping bags. In

the morning we woke up to the smell of

crackling bacon and eggs. After breakfast

we made an awesome aquarium at the

shore, played with Captain Mike's dog
Luna, and had a few more rounds of Mafia.

By the end of the mafia games it was time

for lunch, BLT's. Everyone was pretty sick

ofbacon by this point though so we didn't

eat all that much for lunch. But that was
ok, because after lunch, we packed up our

stuff and hit the road with just one more
stop, Round Top. Fun was had by all and
now we're ready to conquer the Great Salt

Bay, well done men.

North Glenayr - Fort Island

John McDevitt
7/31

The morning was sunny and beautiful,

so we thought that it might be a good idea

to go on a camping trip. After a delicious

breakfast we got all of our camping gear in
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order and loaded up the big orange bus.

However, once we were all loaded up and
ready to go, we had to wait about half an

hour for a driver. No big deal though, we
just ate some lorna doones and jammed
out to some tunes. Reid was finally ready

to go so we were on our way to our put-in

at Fort William Henry. But, we needed one

more stop at Yellowfront Grocery for some
last minute supplies: Hershey bars, graham
crackers and marshmallows, because who
wants to go camping without eating

s'mores? So we finally arrived at Fort

William Henry, got the bus unloaded and
by that time we were hungry enough for

lunch. Peanut butter and honey sandwiches
were created and devoured in no time at

all. The canoes were loaded and the paddle

began. Unfortunately the tide was coming
in. Good news for the majority of the

paddle, but bad news for the first quarter

mile, but we persevered and made it out

into open water. We thought our troubles

were over but instead we had to face some
gnarly headwinds on our approach to the

gut, through the town of South Bristol. So
by the ftme we reached the gut we were in

need of some refueling so we ate some
snickers bars. After the gut, the paddle was
a breeze. The wind was with us and we
rode the tidal current in to our beautiful

home for the next two nights, Fort Island.

It was truly a team effort to get all of the

canoes unloaded and up above the high

tide line. Despite everyone being super
anxious to check out and explore the cool

island, we had to set up camp first. So, we
set up our tents and got all of our group
gear in order and then went on some
reconnaissance missions to see what the

island had in store for us. While everyone
was checking out the cool tidal pools on
the rocks the counselors built a fire and
started cooking up our dinner, bacon
cheeseburgers. Dinner took a while and
everyone had their fill. By the time dinner
was over, the sun was starting to set and
we decided to call it a night. S'mores and
campfire stories would have to wait until

tomorrow night.

8/1

The first day ofAugust found us sleeping

in until about 8:00, quite an accomplish-
ment on a camping trip but also relatively

easy as the sun wasn't beating down on
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our tents on account of the clouds in the

sky. We took our time cooking up some
delicious m&m pancakes; everyone got

one really big pancake and it seemed to do
the trick as hardly any of the campers
finished his portion. After breakfast clean

up was complete it was time to do some
more exploring. Some crab cities were
made and some hermit crabs were found.

After that, John the counselor taught
everyone a cool new game. The game was
called sniper. The game is related to hide

and seek but all of the seeking is done on
the top of the hill while all of the hiders

attempt to make it to the top of the hill to

tag the sniper. After countless rounds of

sniper it was time for some rest period so

we all went back to our tents and read or

played cards. Just as everyone started to

get bored of being in the tents it was time
to make lunch. Quesadillas were cooked
up on the Coleman and once again
everyone ate their fill. Some more rounds
of sniper were played and some more
exploration took place while the
counselors cleaned up from lunch. The
sniper games continued straight through
until dinnertime. However, this time it was
campers in charge of creating the fire that

we would cook our dinner with. It was
literally a one match fire and in no time

the coals were hot enough to cook our

dinner of BBQ chicken Patties. After

dinner we kept the fire going and started

toasting up some marshmallows for

s'mores. While we enjoyed our dessert we
listened to some hilarious stories from
campers and counselors alike. Everyone
must remember to "eat McDonald." It was
well past dark tonight when we decided to

turn in and everyone was looking forward

to curling up in their sleeping bags despite

all of the sugar we ingested after dinner.

8/2

The second day of August turned out to

be a much nicer morning than the first and
everyone woke up starving for pop-tarts.

We didn't toast them over a fire but they
were still delicious. Because of the tides

we weren't leaving until about 11:00 which
left us with some time to get in a few more
games of sniper before we got all packed
up and ready to go. In no time at all though
it was time to drag the canoes to the water,

get them loaded up and begin our arduous

journey back to civilization. Despite our
paddling practice from two days before it

was still a tough paddle, but we performed
admirably and we ate a well-deserved
lunch of peanut butter and honey
sandwiches on an island about half way
through the paddle. After lunch the time

and miles seemed to fly by. In no time we
had our sites on our landing in the town of

Damariscotta. As we neared our
destination threatening clouds began to

roll in and we could see flashes of lightning

on the horizon. We picked up the pace,

and thankfully so because as we got our

canoes and gear loaded up a torrential

downpour fell all over us. We happily sat

in the bus and stayed dry and started our

drive back to camp. All in all it was a very

successful trip, we ate well and slept well

and became seasoned campers ready and
willing for next year's adventure.

North Townsend - Bremen
Colum Bannatyne
Day 1

We awoke to Sunday Pancakes and
mixed weather before packing up our gear

in the cabin. Before we knew it Chapel
was upon us and so we had a few minutes
to relax and reflect upon the first few days

at camp. We then cleaned the cabin and
moved our gear up to Pasquaney before

lunch. After some great Kieve food we
quickly headed off after lunch to Bremen
on the Maine Coastline. We arrived by 2.15

pm and unpacked our gear before thanking

Reid Anderson for driving us there.

Although the weather was overcast we
were able to avoid most of the dark clouds

that afternoon while playing endless card

games such as War. Andrew King and
Ismael Seydoux explored the stream
before a snack of chips ahoy kept everyone

going, while Bill Mccook very kindly

brought down some lemonade for

everyone. Amongst others Chris Hill, Luke-

Schmidt Fellner and Thomas Desouza
searched around the Rocks endlessly for

crabs and mussels before dinner was
served. Dinner was to be bacon
cheeseburgers before we all relaxed

around the fire toasting marshmallows and
by 9 pm it was bedtime. A rainy day but as

usual the Kieve spirit shined us

through!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
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Day 2

This morning we woke up and glorious

skies were upon us, while Bill McCook
was waiting for us with a gift of apple

strudels and some old stories of Kieve past

and the history of the old wooden ship.

After thanking Bill we had incredible

homemade french toast thanks to Will

Ireland and Cooper with strawberry Jam
and syrup. We then packed up all our gear

and moved it to the picnic tables so we
could go funyaking in the ocean. We left at

11 am to paddle across to a small island in

the bay before exploring the island itself.

After seeing a few seals we quickly headed
back at 12:30 so we could have our lunch
of grilled cheese. Soon we were to find

that we wouldn't be picked up until 4 pm
so Ali, Cyrus and Nicholas amongst others

played war while everyone else played
catch between counselors and campers.

Clay Holmes joined the counselor team to

great success but Jack Duane, Brian Booth,

Cosimo and Duncan Harvey were great

opposition. The game had just ended in a

Kieve draw when Reid arrived in the

orange bus to take us back to camp and
another great Kieve trip was over!!! Bring

on Fort Island!!!

North Townsend - Fort Island

Colum Bannatyne
Day 1

After a hearty Kieve breakfast we packed
up our gear, brought up canoes, paddles
and lifejackets before heading towards the

Fort William landing at around 11 am Reid
Anderson kindly did the driving and
before midday we had arrived and were
unloading our gear and canoes. After Reid
headed back to camp we moved all our
gear amongst the incredible sunshine to

the beach before having tuna mayonnaise
sandwiches. We then all packed our gear

into the boats and headed out into St. Johns
Bay towards Fort Island. After nearly four

hours of paddling against some strong

headwinds and across the bay, we reached
the island to find that North Glenayr had
left their tents for us and that Camp
Chewonki would be spending the 2 nights

with us!!! Just as we had barely finished

unpacking we heard the distant sound of

thunder heading in and before we knew it

we were in the middle of a large strong

thunderstorm. Tents flew everywhere and
were soaked and as soon as we placed

them upright again the wind was so strong

they came back down again. Once the

storm passed we put up a new tent and
fixed all the others, but we were not going

to let the weather get us down at

Kieve! ! !!!!!!! Myself and Cooper made beef

fajitas with cheese, salsa, mushrooms and
green peppers amongst the wet
surroundings before we all headed to bed
after a big day physically.

Day 2

We awoke to cloudy but mostly dry

skies after a good nights sleep before

having a breakfast of french toast. In the

mean time Jack Duane, Cosi Blodgett and
Clay Holmes amongst others built a crab

city by the shore and it was by all means a

metropolis! We then went on an expedition

to a nearby Island with some swimming
like Brian Booth or canoeing across like

Luke Schmidt-Fellner and Thomas
DeSouza. After a snack of oreos we played

some island baseball in which Ali Jihanzeb

hit a home run before starting what would
be the game of the trip, that is SNIPER!
Through a lunch of grilled cheese with
pepperoni and afternoon snacks, to dinner

of barbecue chicken burgers, we played
non-stop. Even Camp Chewonki came and
played for a while which we won, but with

kindness and respect we allowed them to

claim a Kieve draw. During the game Cyrus

Moghadam managed to evade the sniper

despite being in some incredibly bad
positions, while Chris Hill always
managed to make it round the Island and
sneak up from behind on the Sniper.

Duncan Harvey won the award for funniest

sniper with his erratic counting and Jack

Duane, Nicholas Blake and Brian Booth
would always try and go up the left side of

the hills and get caught. After sniper we
finally settled down around the fire and
had s'mores while Andrew King
demonstrated his comedy skills. Before

we knew it Chewonki were asleep and it

was our bedtime too at the end of another

Kieve day.

Day 3

We awoke to rain and mist at 8:30 am
and packed up our tents, bags and prepared

our canoes to leave. A breakfast of cream
cheese bagels gave us some energy before
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heading off at 10 am Just as we did the

mist faded away before the rain stopped
and we had a beautiful day ahead of us

with the tide following. Shortly into our

ride Will Ireland decided to do some
surfing and a local lobsterman paid notice

before heading his own way and leaving

us alone to paddle the rest of the way.

Before 12 pm we were almost finished

thanks to fantastic paddling all round so

we stopped for a few minutes at Will's

house and had snickers! We then finished

the paddle across the bay and had lunch of

PB and J before finishing all our remaining

snacks! In the process Ismael Seydoux
managed to get over ten snacks before Bob
Linker arrived to take us home. Along the

way we had a treat ofRound Top ice cream
before screaming our way back into camp
the Kieve way!!!!!!!! Another great Kieve

trip with so much in so few days! ! !!!!!!

South Bunkerhill - Bremen
Henry Felker

For our first overnight as a cabin we
went to Bremen in Muscongus Bay. Waking
up on Thursday morning, we found that

the weather was good, although a bit

overcast. Despite the grey day, our first

stop, after announcing our departure to the

camp, was at Pemaquid beach. Fortunately

at the beach, the sun was out, campers
enjoyed swimming, playing tag football,

and getting their tan on. We ate our lunch
of sandwiches with a choice selection of

cold cuts at the beach and left soon after to

go to Bremen. Once we arrived at Bremen,
we unpacked our camping gear and got

settled into our new home for the night.

Because of the fog in the harbor we decided

against funyaking, instead we played an
intense game of killer. Afterwards the

campers collected wood while the
counselors cooked a dinner of white pasta

with a little bit of chicken. To end the night

we gathered around the campfire, roasted

marshmallows and chowed down on
some very good s'mores.

The next morning the counselors awoke
to a very lively cabin. Some of the campers
decided to build a trap in order to catch

crabs out of the ocean. They were very

successful and had a handful of crabs in a

big bucket. Also Max Harmon won the

game of killer surprising everyone. After

a hardy breakfast ofM&M pancakes, most
of the group went on a fun kayak to Crow
Island where the campers buddied up and
went exploring. After a half an hour on the

island we went back and had peanut butter

and jelly sandwiches for lunch. After

packing up our gear and saying goodbye
to Bremen and the Wavus group that had
just arrived, we were off back to camp.
Before returning however we went to

Round Top for the some great ice cream.

Everyone thoroughly enjoyed the trip and
looked forward to our longer trip in the

White Mountains.

South Bunkerhill - White Mountains
Henry Felker

Day 1

After saying farewell to Kieve, the cabin

of South Bunkerhill, comprised of studly

hikers, embarked on a journey to the

White Mountains of New Hampshire to

conquer Mt. Washington. Things started

off well, the cabin was immediately acting

like a team, a necessary requirement for

scaling a mountain such as the one
looming in the not too far future. Matt
Forelli helped bring up wannigans to the

trailer earning him major bonus points

with the counselors while the rest of the

group got organized and packed very
efficiently. We hit the road around 10:30,

making stops only for food or bathroom
breaks. By the time we reached our
campsite at the Dolly Copp campground
in the White Mountain National forest,

there was not a cloud in the sky. At that

point we knew that the very next day
would be our best opportunity to get up
Mt. Washington. With that thought in our

minds, we enjoyed the rest of the night at

the campsite, playing sniper at least a

dozen times, in which Ollie Louis showed
us his outstanding sniper abilities. For

dinner we had bacon cheeseburgers
topped off with roasted marshmallows for

desert. A.J. Kuhn was rated the best

marshmallow maker. Finally we went to

bed, tired from a long day of traveling yet

excited about the trip that lay before us.

Day 2

Today we woke up at 5:30 AM in order

to get a head start on the mountain; today

would make or break our trip. There was
not a cloud in the sky and the temperature
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indicated that it would be very cool for

the rest of the day. We reached the base of

Washington around 6:30 and were
ascending the mountain soon after. Jack

Clark, Ashton Stansbury, and Alex Snyder,

were among the few at the lead at the onset

of our hike. They would continue to lead

throughout the day and showed no signs

of struggle as the mountain got steeper and
steeper near the top. From the beginning,

the cool dry air made the hiking
conditions ideal, we reached the halfway
shelter two miles from the base at around
8:00 AM. At the shelter we had some snacks

and took our time to look at Tuckerman's
ravine and the many waterfalls directly in

our path. The views were breathtaking and
everyone agreed the difficulty of the hike

was definitely worth the views of the

skyline. After the break we set out once
more to continue our hike, we reached the

top of the ravine in less than an hour, only

after navigating through the waterfalls and
steep cliffs on the trail. Henry Thomas and
Logan Jacksonis pushed each other to

reach the top, showing great support for

each other and the group. With the summit
in sight we pushed on and reached the top

in a record-breaking time of three hours

and twenty minutes. At the top we
marveled at the fact that many people had
driven to the top via the auto road,

however we knew that we had achieved

something much greater. We hung out on
the top for an hour or so and enjoyed a

lunch of pepperoni sticks and cheese in

the museum cafeteria. Eventually we made
our way back down the mountain, which
proved to be almost as difficult as the trip

up. We reached the bottom by 2:00 PM,
completely exhausted. The day was not

done however, after going back to camp
we went swimming in one of the local

rivers. After a good hour or two of playing

in the rapids we went back to our campsite

and had some amazing quesadillas. It was
a great day, everyone was proud of the

cabin and themselves for their incredible

accomplishment.
Day 3

Despite the toughness of the previous

day, all of the campers woke up early in

the morning, waking up the counselors as

usual at around 8:00 AM. Harry Hill helped
the counselors prepare a breakfast of

Oatmeal by getting water and picking up
some ofthe trash around the campsite. After

a hardy breakfast, we decided that we
should get in another hike while the
weather was still good. Despite forecasts

for thunderstorms, we got ready to hike

Glen Boulder, a small hike close to Mt.

Washington. It proved to be more difficult

than we had thought. After a grueling hour
and halfwe reached the boulder. A.J Kuhn
and Sam Finkenstaedt showed amazing
perseverance and got to the top with the

rest of the group. Spence Mooney also

continued to impress us with his hiking

skills having absolutely no trouble on the

mountains. Near the top we hung out and
ate our peanut butter and jelly sandwiches.

We spent an unusually long amount oftime

near the top, enjoying the scenery and
relaxing. Everyone was very sore by now;
it was to be our last real hike of the trip.

We eventually descended the mountain
and headed to a different water hole where
we hung out and rested our sore legs. Henry
Thomas led the group down a small
waterslide and provided the cabin with
some needed entertainment. Back at camp
Andrew Sanborn and Henry tried to scare

the rest of the cabin, failing miserably but

helping to put a smile on our faces.

Andrew also came up with his own
rendition of a song that we had been
listening to in the van on the road. All in

all it was another great day in the White
Mountains. We had red pasta with kielbasa

and lots of seasoning thanks to Breck
Denny's superior cooking skills.

Afterwards we went to bed, even sorer than

the day before.

Day 4

Our last full day of our trip was going to

be an easy day. Everyone including the

counselors was very tired from the hikes

on the previous days. For breakfast we had
pancakes, which everyone agreed were
some of the best tasting pancakes they had
ever had. After breakfast we packed up or

stuff and headed for Emerald Pool. The
pool is one of the most memorable parts

of trip. After a scenic drive to the trail, we
hiked about a quarter of a mile to the pool,

which was tucked way back in a pine

forest. We found out that the water,

although beautiful for its green color was
very, very cold. The campers all took turns
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jumping from a cliff overlooking the pool

and then immediately dried off and found

the patches of sun that scattered over the

rocks for warmth. We stayed at the pools

for a good three hours, over which we
swam and ate tuna sandwiches. In the

middle of the afternoon we headed back

to our campsite but not before Max
Harmon had gotten his tan on in the Maine
sun. Back at the campsite we split into two
groups. One of the groups hung back to

rest, while the others went to another

swimming hole to spend the afternoon.

Both groups met up once more at 6 pm at

which point the counselors decided it was
time for Pizza Hut. The campers, unaware
of our plans, celebrated as we turned into

the Hut parking lot. The campers were
wined and dined that night and stuffed their

faces with pizza. Afterwards everyone got

Snickers and roasted a couple of mallows
over the campfire.

Day 5

Unfortunately we had to get back to

camp at some point because of course

everyone was waiting for us. Before we
got back however, we stopped at Bowdoin
to rJlay a little Football/Soccer and eat our

lunch. It was one of the best days all

summer, the weather could not have been
any nicer. Max and Ollie made some plays

on the field that could have made this

week's Top 10 plays on Sportscenter. We
left the fields of Bowdoin thoroughly
satisfied and ready to finish off the rest of

the session strong. We arrived to a full

camp, the last group to come back from
their trip besides Maine Trails. Everyone
had mixed emotions, fully stoked about
what they had just done yet sad that camp
was slowly coming to an end. It was
another great summer. We could not have
had a better trip, and now we were once
again reunited with our old friends. What
a Trip! What a Summer!

South Cunningham - Bremen
Dave Ernst

Day 1

The men of South Cunningham were
about to set on their first voyage, called

"Short Voyage" or also known as,

"Bremen". We packed up all of our gear

and headed up to the top of the hill to put
our stuff in the purple Sienna. Then all the

guys piled into White van #4 and it was
time to go. We were on our way. Twenty
minutes later we arrived at beautiful

Bremen and there was North Glenayr to

greet us. They were in the midst of lunch,

plus an intense game of mafia. Needless to

say we gave NG their space as they were
quite into the end of their primer.

In the meantime, the guys of SC brought

their bags to the tents and then proceeded
to play a game that Derek led called

Samurai. The object of Samurai is for the

thief to get a tail off the Samurai's back.

The samurai is given a "sword" to

vanquish the thief, but he must do so

blindfolded. However, the samurai is not

alone. He has a circle of people
surrounding the area and they give him
directions as to where he should swing.

Well, the guys in the outer circle were not

the greatest of help. They often shouted
the wrong directions. When I was the

Samurai I ended up hitting one of the guys
in the circle rather than the thief! Griffin

W. and Tuffy were the main offenders in

this trickery. All in all we had a good time.

Soon after Samurai we all sat down to have
some lunch. We had turkey and cheese

with some Ruffles and the men of South
Cunningham would know this lunch well

by the end of the trip. We each had our fill

- even Mark finished his sandwich - and
then we were off to explore.

The cabin along with Derek and I went
to explore the rocky shore of Bremen. We
found a couple of snails along the way and
some of the guys in the cabin wanted to

play "Snail Hospital", which is actually

the exact opposite. A few snails lost their

lives in the process but eventually the

counselors closed Snail Hospital to which
the snails were filled with gratitude. We
were all excited when we saw Lindsay
Millert, our female counselor, come down
to hang out with us. She hung out with the

boys and led a big game of MASH while
the counselors got all of their gear ready
for the trip. It wasn't long before the guys
started asking to funyak. Andy Lynch was
extremely excited to go yaking. So Lindsay
got all the guys to bring down some boats

and then I came out and we decided to

funyak to the small island just outside of

Bremen. We were careful to stay away
from lobster boats as we ventured out into
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the sea. Well, we got really close to the

island when it started to rain. . .pretty hard.

Even though Lynch was the first one out,

he thought it would be good to go back in

this weather. So we turned around and
headed back to our campsite. When we
arrived we did our best to bring up the

boats as fast as we could. Brad Kimball
was a horse bringing up the boats. He
helped bring up two at once. So strong the

Kimball is.

And then it started to pour. Huge, big, fat

drops of rain fell on us and we scurried

back into our tents. Matt then came down
to the tents and played a couple ofgames of

President and BS. Soon after it was time for

dinner. We had a little trouble getting the

lighter to work but with a little help from

Sam Stilwell the fire was a roarin', the grill

was a cookin' and we were on our way to

some awesome bacon cheese-burgers. After

an hour or so everyone was full.

Unfortunately, because of the rain we were
unable to make a fire for the S'mores we
had planned. So instead we played a quick

game of deception and we learned that Matt

helped develop a Lego line and somehow
Dave was captain of his cross-country team,

and during the game Lindsay violated all of

our trust by playing our heart-strings (What
happens at Bremen, stays at Bremen). So
we put all the guys in the van and we headed
straight to Round Top. After we had more
ice cream on our mouths than in our
tummies, we headed back to big, bad
Bremen for some much needed sleep.

Day 2

Well it rained hard all night and the guys

woke up earlier than they had anticipated.

The counselors awoke to the sound of the

whole of South Cunningham wide awake.

For a moment I roused the other counsel

sure that we had mistakenly slept in, but a

quick look to our watches revealed that it

was only 6:47 AM, so we went back to

sleep, or tried to. 8:30 rolled around and it

was officially time for breakfast. The boys

had been up for so long they were now
pretty hungry, so we fed them some Lorna
Doone's as Matt and Derek prepared the

long awaited Bacon, Egg, and Cheese
sandwiches. Just to clarify on the weather,

it was still pouring. The sandwiches were
a success and because Bremen had been so

bad to us, we decided to leave it.

Instead we packed our gear and headed
for a "short drive" as Lindsay called it, to

Pemaquid Lighthouse, which as we
learned there, is the back of the new Maine
quarter. Well we drove for roughly a half-

hour and we finally got there. It was a bit

foggy and misty but the scene was
beautiful. We walked down the rocks so

we could get a closer yet still safe view of

the huge waves crashing into the point.

We also left the rocks in shifts of 3 or 4 so

we could see the inside of the lighthouse

and the inner workings of the light and the

complex refractive lens. We also got to

check out the museum and got to see a

really huge 25 pound, yet slightly dead,

lobster. The sun came out for a couple of

moments but in general it stayed hazy.

While heading back to the van, Lindsay
pulled out lunch of South Cunningham's
favorite, Turkey and Cheese, chips and
water. Yum. We also had giant Goldfish

grahams as dessert and they were pretty

awesome. We drove back to camp listening

to a mix of Queen, Kelly Clarkson, and
our favorite, Hilary Duff. Little did we
know, these artists and their music would
become the full-time soundtrack to our

next trip, the White Mountains.

South Cunningham - White Mountains
Dave Ernst

Day 1

It was 11 AM and South Cunningham
was ready for the mountains, the White
Mountains. Unfortunately our food order

did not go through for some reason and
the truck, which had a shipment of our

snacks, would not arrive before our
departure time. We all piled into Van #3

and Matt and all of our food piled into my
grandma's car, the sweet Mazda Millenia,

a.k.a. "Millie". Jake Lynch had lost his rain

suit, and the snacks never materialized, so

we killed two birds with one stone and
went to Brunswick. . .to the Walmart. I went
in with Tommy to buy snacks (peanut-free

snacks OW! ! !) and Matt went in with Jake

to find a total deal for a fleece-lined rain

jacket for $9.70. We had lunch of turkey

and cheese but we also got our guys a treat.

We bought them some soda and some
Doritos for their patience with the food

stuff. Then we were on our way to New
Hampshire.
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After two and a half hours we were at

the Dolly Copp campground. We had just

finished setting up our tents, one without

a fly, and it began to pour. We put a tarp on
the tent without a fly but it just didn't do
the job, so Derek and I went to the Walmart
in Gorham to get a larger fly and some
sturdier stakes that might penetrate the

gravelly ground. Well the stakes didn't

work but the fly did. We snacked the guys

and soon it was time for dinner. Although
the guys were expecting bacon cheese-

burgers we had a surprise for them; Caesar

Chicken patties with cheese. Sam Stilwell

helped with the cheese slices, and let's just

say that the sandwiches were a hit.

Everyone liked our first dinner, which was
great and it was time for some s'mores. We
were all full so it was time for bed.

Tomorrow would be a big day.

Day 2

We woke up at 8:30 and we had a great

breakfast of bacon, egg, and cheese
sandwiches. The eggs cooked great in all

of the bacon grease, mmm...good. At
around 9:30, we got our fleeces and rain

jackets ready, not to mention our water
bottles, and we went to the Glen Boulder
trail. Let's be clear, Glen Boulder is a short

but very hard hike. It's the only hike on
the list other than Huntington's Ravine that

is listed as difficult. Derek was up in front,

Matt was in the middle and I was in the

back. Well Brad Kimball was a little cocky
at the beginning saying "this is not that

hard" well it got hard. The kids had a little

trouble but once we saw a fairly older

gentleman about the age of 65 coming
down below the tree line we were
encouraged to push onward with more
vigor.

Jake Savage - 'savage' - was having a bit

of trouble but we kept on pushing and we
all succeeded and made it to the boulder.

We had a snack of oreos and some guys
were even asking to continue on the trail.

But we were at Glen Boulder and we were
going to leave it at that. The way down
was a bit easier and it was very sunny by
the time we got back. I asked the guys if

they wanted to check out the waterfall but
we opted for lunch back at the campsite.

We had a lovely meal of pep and cheese in

pita and although new to these guys they
loved this one as well. So far we were 3 for

3. We had an extended rest-hour. Then
Derek went out with Griffin M. and others

to start a game of Wiffle Ball. The evening
arrived and now it was time for the

ceremonious bacon cheeseburgers. We
assumed this meal would be 4 for 4 with
the liking of meals but we were dismayed
to find that most of the boys only wanted
firsts! After all that hiking they only
wanted one burger. . .shame. We let the fire

die down and had some roasted marsh-
mallows and went to bed. Tomorrow
would be a big day. Tomorrow we would
tackle Mt. Washington.

Day 3

We didn't sleep for long as we awoke at

the dark time of 5 AM. The boys were
pretty good at waking up and we all piled

in the van while Derek threw back Pop
Tarts to everyone. The flavor was brown
sugar and cinnamon and they were good.

We got to the base of the mountain, also

known as Pinkham Notch at around 5:30.

We went to the bathroom and filled our

water bottles and soon we were on our

way. Tuffy needed to use the nature
restroom shortly thereafter and THEN we
were on our way. It took us about 3 hours

to make it to the half way point, the

Tuckerman's Ravine's ski shelter. We had
some strawberry cheerio snacks filled up
our water bottles some more at a pump
and we continued on the Lion's Head trail.

At first Lion's Head was very steep, but

then it gave way to some nice ridges where
we could see some beautiful views of the

mountains and the White Mountain valley.

Unfortunately many clouds were coming
in and the weather report was no different

from any of the days we would be at the

State Park; nice in the morning with
isolated thunderstorms in the afternoon.

On our way up the mountain Bri Cullinan

had a fight with a rock but ultimately he
won. We made it up close to the edge of

treeline and stopped by another big

boulder and had some Oreos before we
would confront the rocky part of the

mountain. We hiked along this beautiful

ridge before we came to a fork where we
could continue on Lion's Head or take a

ridge pass to Tuckerman's Ravine trail. Well
Lion's Head was shorter so we decided it

couldn't be that much worse than
Tuckerman's. Well it was extremely steep
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and very hard. All of the counselors were
huffing and puffing with each and every

step. Most guys had trouble with this

portion with the exception of Brad, Griffin

W, and Addison; they were tanks. It started

to rain making it more important that we
hurry up and summit the mountain. We
finally reached the summit at just a few
minutes before noon. We were elated and
proud. We all cheered "Savage, Savage" as

Jake made it to the top giving everyone
high fives. It was an awesome feeling.

Well, we got to the summit station/

restaurant and had a great meal of tuna on
pitas. The guys also got some dizzy dinos

as well. Yet as we were making lunch a

bunch of clouds came and a thunderstorm
set in. Well I talked to the ranger at the

station and he brought me to the Doppler
radar and we looked for bolts of lightning

and sure enough there were some headed
our way, so it would not be feasible to

climb down the mountain because we
wouldn't be able to get below treeline fast

enough.

So instead I had to hire a shuttle down
the Mt. Washington auto road for a

whopping 26 bucks to bring me back to

Pinkham Notch so I could get the van to

bring the guys back down. However, there

was a catch. Because the road is so steep

there is a weight limit to the vehicles so I

could not bring all 13 guys down at once.

The reason being is that the steepness and
sharp turns cause one to use brakes. But if

you use your brakes too much they
overheat and don't work and then you
plummet over a cliff to your certain death.

I was confident if I split the cabin up we'd
be fine. . .and we did it successfully. I took

a shuttle at 12:45 got the van and took 7

guys and Matt, then I drove back up again

picked up the other 6 and Derek. Now I

wasn't at the top but I heard the guys got a

little rambunctious. I was calm learning

about the Mt. Washington auto road and
the "beautiful vistas" I should have been
seeing. The reality was I could barely see

20 feet in front of me. The drive ended, we
picked up Matt and the other guys at

Pinkham Notch and headed back to our

campsite for some much needed rest.

Well, it seems that with all this waiting

the guys didn't need to rest anymore.
However, it was still pouring; so extended
rest hour it remained. All of the boys
wanted their mail. About two hours later

it was died down enough where we could

use the stove, since there was no real place

for the tarp. Tonight's dinner we were going

for 4-for-5 with Boboli individual pizzas.

Every guy got a half of a pizza. I got off to

a great start by burning my hand with our

camping convection bake technique to

melt the cheese. But luckily we had some
cooler water and Sam Stilwell was able to

coach me through it. The counsel won the

4/5 because everyone loved the pizza, even
Chase who got the first experimental one.

Later he earned a good quarter for his

dedication to the cabin. Tommy wrote on
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a plate that this trip had "turned him Emo"
and that was really funny. We cleaned up,

had some more roasted 'mallows and then
went to bed. We all declared that 9 o'clock

was the right time to wake up. We went to

bed to the sound of the pouring rain once
more, wondering if we would ever have a

decent day.

Day 4

The 9 AM wake up never really

materialized. The guys woke up a little

earlier, more around 8 or 8:30. "Do these

guys ever get tired?" we thought. Today
was going to be our relaxing easy day. Eat

a little breakfast, eat a little lunch, swim in

Emerald Pool and chilax the rest of the

afternoon. Today was going to be a sweet
day. After all of the rain during the night

we finally seemed like we had a beautiful

day on our hands. The sky was completely

blue and there was a slight breeze. For
breakfast we had oatmeal. Now, we didn't

think this meal was going to be a hit, but

the kids loved to fill their bellies with it,

although Savage had to be encouraged to

finish those last couple of bites.

Soon we were all in the van, Matt behind
us in my grandmother's car, the Mazda
Millenia and we drove up Rt. 16 back into

Maine, down Rt. 113 back into New
Hampshire. It was a wild ride. I had
forgotten how long of a drive it was and
several times I thought I passed it, and
eventually about a half-hour later, I did

pass it. Matt and I were able to turn around
about 100 yards after the turn we were
supposed to make. The parking lot was
almost full. We found two spots and
decided to have lunch near "Millie". Matt,

Derek, and I all worked on perfecting the

Tuna and the whole cabin had a big

discussion on the tuna to mayo ratio. Also,

the guys had a great time leaning on my
car. To my dismay Addison and Henry
Buckley were leaning towards the less

mayo team, while Brad and Matt agreed

that more mayo was the way to go. All in

all, we found a happy medium.
Soon we set on the trail which was right

across the street. Again, the hike, like the

drive was a bit longer than I had
remembered. However, the hike was as

easy as I remembered. About 20 minutes
later we were there, Emerald Pool. The
guys had an absolute blast. We each took

turns jumping off the near 20 ft cliff. Marc
Ferraro was receiving a lot of

encouragement from the rest of the cabin

because he was afraid of heights. We got

Marc to jump off the medium cliffand then

he did the whole thing. The whole cabin

cheered loudly. Sam Stilwell also loved

jumping off the cliff, which he did around
50 times. Henry got some air stuck in his

shorts and they puffed up, looking like he
had a big butt and it was funny. Brad, Jake

L. and Jake S. all tried to swim up the

current near the mini waterfall. After I

jumped a couple of times we took a bunch
of pictures of the guys jumping and Savage
for some reason was a little reticent to give

me a hug, only making my desire to hug
him increase. Soon after the attempted
hugging we had some oreos it was time to

say goodbye to this beautiful place. We
hiked back and Griffin W. and I talked

about San Fran and the Giants. Then we
had a nice drive back to the campsite, had
a snack and took a small rest period before

Derek and I brought the guys to play an
awesome game of baseball on the center

field of Dolly Copp.
The baseball game was really fun. It was

actually more Wiffle ball. Although the

score was a bit lopsided and Brian skinned

his knee, the game went really well. I

announced for part of it while I was waiting

to bat and gave everyone weird nicknames.

Like Griffin "warmup" Wurzelbacher,
because when he took a practice swing it

hit someone. While we were playing Matt

was extremely busy working on dinner.

Dinner was "Cheesy Pasta Bomb" which
is a mix of tomato sauce, cheddar cheese,

mozzarella cheese, a 'special' kick and of

course, pasta. We had so many leftover

buns from the light night of eating bacon
cheeseburgers that we had pieces of bread

as a little 'side' almost. Again, the dinner

went great. Everyone loved the sauce and
the meal. It wasn't long before we were
having a campfire and having our last sets

of marshmallows for the trip. We ended
the night watching the fire die down and
exchanging weird and funny items of

"would you rather?" Our trip had
essentially come to a close and we would
miss it.

Day 5

Woke up at around 8:30 and to our
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surprise the kids were already packed -

including the tents! They loved the trip

but it seemed they were psyched to get

back to camp. Our planned breakfast of

eggs and bacon was spoiled when the

American cheese brick had a hole in the

bag and thus infiltrated the cooler with its

moldy goodness. So we had a meal of

frosted strawberry pop tarts. We checked
out at Dolly Copp and it was goodbye to

campsite #5. We stopped at the
Cumberland Farms in Gorham to get some
gas and then we headed back to camp.
But not without a quick stop to the Pizza

Hut in Lewiston! For at least an hour, we
were the only ones in the restaurant. The
guys were very polite as we ordered a

bunch of cheese and pepperoni pizzas for

them as well as various sodas. Soon enough
all of our pizza came and it was way more
than the boys could handle. I had to yell at

them to eat more pizza. Who know such a

yell existed? Savage requested a slice of

the counsel pizza and regretted his decision

because he didn't like it but now he had to

finish it. After about an hour the boys of

South Cunningham could take no more.

Their bellies were filled to the brim with
Pizza Hut pizza and it was time to go back
to camp. We returned at around 3:30 so

very few people heard us come back so I

announced to camp about how when it

was thundering and lightning on the top of

Mt. Washington, South Cunningham was
given a holy scripture. Jake Lynch, Tommy
Champ, and Jake Savage all recited 'poetry'

for camp at dinner. We ended up singing

and dancing to the apt "Come Clean" by a

Ms. Hilary Duffwhere the chorus goes "Let

the rain fall down, I'm coming clean." Well
it rained a lot on our trip but a little thunder
and lightning didn't stop this group from
making it to the summit of Mt. Washington
or succeeding in most every aspect of the

trip.

The End

North Bunkerhill - Camden Hills

Sam Kennedy
On what may have been the hottest, most

humid day of the summer so far, North
Bunkerhill (made up of the 13 greatest

rappers of all time) took off toward
Camden to climb some hills, perfect our
camping skills, and get fired up for the big

St. Croix trip looming in the distance.

Andy Simon got the boys all jacked up
with a dance mix and some Cokes from
Rite Aid - a reward for impressing the

counselors with their great behavior so far

this summer. Energized, we touched down
at our scenic coastal campsite and chowed
down on some ham and cheese sandwiches
before setting up camp. Freddy Bower took

charge in setting up the tents, again
impressing the staff with his leadership.

Following a quick rest period, it was off to

Mt. Megunticook across the road and up
the hill. The Kieve boys were all excited

to see a Wavus van in the parking lot at the

trail head, so excited that Giovanni felt

the need to duct tape closed the tear that

ran up the entire leg of his shorts. Then
North Bunkerhill ran up the entire Mt.

Megunticook sans rest. The hot, humid
conditions stopped immediately as the

group burst out onto the cliffs with a cool

breeze blowing in from the ocean. We
spent at least an hour and a half at the

summit, snapping pictures - Sam Rutan
and James Bunn spooked the boys by
leaning out over the cliff, throwing stones

and watching them drop hundreds of feet.

Eventually we turned around and headed
back to camp to play in the ocean some
more. Paul Zetterberg lost his flip-flop and
we watched it get crushed into the rocks

below, which was kind of fun. With that

the counselors went up the hill to cook up
some bacon cheeseburgers and the kids

joined us soon after to eat up. Gordo and
Adrien led the cabin in a game called

British Bulldog, which looked to me like a

total mosh-pit - so the game was soon
ended. The night concluded with some
s'mores by the fireplace, the chocolate

went straight into Robby from Scotty's

system and the rest of us had to pin him
down and throw him in his tent. A long

quiet fell over the grounds once everyone
was in their tents - even though I heard
rumors of Eliot and Mini Mesrobs playing

cards at 4 am.
We slept in until 9 the next morning and

proceeded to make gigantic m&m
pancakes. The breakfast blended into

lunchtime, during which a visitor named
Jordan who was biking across Maine came
to mooch off our food and conversation.

Nat, Bo, and Sky were tired of his company
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so they cleaned the pots and pans for us to

hurry the eating process. By 1 o'clock we
were at the top of Mt. Battie taking pictures

of the harbor below. It was a beautiful day
again so the mountain was very crowded.
Our stay was not long at the top and soon
we were in Round Top enjoying ice cream
with South Glenayr. The trip ended as

smoothly as it began and now, with a taste

of the wilderness under our belts, we are

REALLY fired up for the St. Croix coming
up on the 3

rd of August.

North Bunkerhill - St. Croix
Sam Kennedy
Day 1

Enough of the in-camp routine, let's go

camping... finally! After a 4:45 AM
wakeup call, already packed and set to go,

North Bunkerhill chowed down on some
pop-tarts and headed northeast with Henry
Kennedy driving the Loyalty bus. My dad's

choice ofNPR on the radio lulled the boys

to sleep by the time we reached Route 1.

By 10:30 we were in Lake Spednic with
bellies full of Doritos and Coke, this time

heading southeast in canoes. Tailwinds and
bright sunshine greeted us on the Canadian
boarder and led us 7 miles down to our

beautiful campsite at the ledges. While the

counselors took naps and cooked up
dinner, Fred Bower, Eliot Heher, and
Robbie Klein led the rest in fishing out in

the boats under a pink sky. Eliot and Robbie

both caught a couple trout and then the

Andy Simon called the fellers into camp
for chicken burgers and bacon. Lorna
Doones were served for dessert and we hit

the hay early.

Day 2

Bacon and eggs for breakfast! Giovanni
Zotti had been up for hours (not so)

patiently waiting to be fed, so he was very

gracious when the breakfast sandwich was
in his hand. By noon the sun had come
back out and NBH was back on the path.

Moving swiftly through tough headwinds,
we stopped at a spooky cabin on the

American side of the lake for lunch.

Conniving counselors served PB&J's,
tricking the boys into thinking we had
taken a wrong turn and were 10 miles off

track. Something had to be done to slow
the day, just two hours after leaving our

campsite we were a short mile to our next

stop (or so we thought). Adrien Jayet and
Paul Zetterberg were convinced we were
lost, I think my bowman Gordon Duncan
was too but he played it off as if it were no
big deal. Again overcoming headwinds, we
arrived at Todd's Island ahead of schedule

to find our site occupied. No worries -

downwind there was another site that was
surely empty... right? Not so fast, it too

was occupied so back into the wind we
went toward a Canadian site near the St.

Croix portage, shortening tomorrow's
paddle. Wouldn't you know it, some
Canadian yahoos had set up camp there

too. I give our boys credit for persevering

and not complaining when the counselors

chose to backtrack a half mile to sleep at

an empty site. It was worth it because the

campsite where we finally settled was an
old Native American hunting ground -

stunning spot. Dinner of Mexi rice,

chicken, salsa, and quesadillas were served

to hungry campers and again we turned it

in early as the first day of the river awaited

tomorrow.
Day 3

I'm noticing that kids are becoming real

trippers. Before the counselors had fully

woken up the camper tents were down,
kids were packed, and boats were
beginning to be put in the water. The mood
was very excited, the wind had changed
over night and we were going to have
strong tailwinds blowing us right toward
the dam, on the other side of which we
would begin the St. Croix River. Out on
the water big waves pushed the boats

forward - the wind was so strong that all 8

boats split up into 3 groups and sailed for

a few miles until we arrived at the dam.
Sixteen tuna sandwiches and a portage

later, we were ready to head on down the

river. However, the process would not be

as simple as just putting in and cruising. A
massive amount of water was being
released from the dam due to the heavy
rains this summer, therefore a big hydraulic

(circular suction of water) would pull the

boats back toward the dam. Paddling hard,

Jamie Pinkham led the first 4 boats through

the hydraulic and past a bridge to safety.

Eliot Heher, Fred Bower, Paul Zetterberg,

Sam Rutan, Sky Walker, and Nat Clifford

set a fine example of how to properly

canoe. In the 5 th boat, Adrien Jayet and
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Giovanni Zotti got stuck going in circles

for about 15 to 20 minutes. Andy Simon
and Mini Mesrobs loaded their boat to

show Giovanni and Adrien the best route.

Instead, Andy's boat ended up getting

sucked all the way back to the water
rushing out of the dam. The huge waves
crashed into the boat, flipping it and
sending Andy and Mini swimming. Andy
was quickly sucked under water but Mini
was wearing a lifejacket so I jumped in to

grab him. The force pulling us under was
huge but I had a good grip on the dam and
was determined to keep Mini afloat.

Unfortunately, my grip gave way, cutting

my hand and sending Mini and me deep
under water. I struggled to the surface,

swallowing buckets of water. Must have
been under for 30 seconds or more and
was admittedly scared for my life. Thank
goodness I reached the surface and almost

immediately saw Mini sitting on the

riverbank. I swam to him and he told me
that Andy was okay. Eventually most of

the gear was found and we fully recovered

from the huge scare, one that is tough to

explain but I will certainly remember
forever. Hours later we were at last heading

down the river. At the campsite the kids

diligently set up camp. Bo Sullivan wasted
no time getting back into the river and
fishing, enticing the fish with shreds of

mozzarella cheese - and it worked! Bo
caught about a 15 inch Brook Trout! Andy
Simon cooked up some pasta with cheese

and spaghetti sauce in the frying pan
because our pot sunk during the dam
fiasco. It was delicious! Following a batch

of s'mores we headed off to bed for some
much needed rest after a crazy day.

Day 4

So Andy Simon woke the kids up at 5:45

AM fed them pop-tarts, told them to pack
up, and then went back to sleep until 7:30.

Thanks a lot Andy. On the river by 8, Jamie
Pinkham led the 10-mile day with Andy
and I (injured so I was in Andy's boat)

swept. I was so impressed by the cabin's

work ethic. Little Falls, the biggest rapid

of the trip, gave the cabin a test but no one
flipped. James Bunn and Robbie Klein

spun when they hit a rock so they shot the

rapid backwards. Bunn was standing up in

the stem paddling backward downstream
- it was crazy. We were into camp by 2

PM, beating another camp to the campsite
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on Loon Lake. Bo Sullivan wasn't pleased

with the counselor's choice of Goto Goto

pasta for dinner, but Nat Clifford gobbled

it right up. The boys stayed up late after a

hard day's work, earning their s'mores and
listening to Sammy K tell not-so-scary

stories.

Day 5

The last full day of the trip began sunny,

but by the time we got to the big class III

rapid, clouds covered the sky. The boys
took the rapid in stride and we reached

our campsite at Egg Point before lunch and
again before that other anonymously evil

camp. A huge snapping turtle came up on
shore after we ate tuna and Nat, Mini, and
Gordo played with it for a while. Later,

Sky Walker organized a fantasy football

draft. My team was surely the best - I

picked Larry Johnson in the first round -

hurrah! Dinner was beef stew and pasta -

we saved the best for last. A campfire

ensued. We all exchanged highs and lows
and ate graham crackers. A HUGE storm
struck just we got in our tents. Thunder
clapped loudly long into the night.

Day 6

By 6 AM the next morning we were on
the river heading south to the takeout

point. After a short paddle we arrived at

Grand Falls and took the boats out. We
threw crabapples around and ate the rest

ofthe snacks until 10 when the One arrived

to take us back to camp. We stopped at

Burger King in Bangor to indulge after a

fun and successful trip. Cheating
mosquitoes, rainy weather, and even death,

the boys of North Bunkerhill grew up a lot

in 6 days' time. I am proud of their efforts

and feel lucky to have gotten to know them
better out in the wilderness.

North Cunningham - Camden Hills

Jamie Connors
Day 1

We awoke at Camp knowing that it was
going to be a lovely day, a day of tripping.

The counselors packed the vans and the

campers cleaned the cabin, and around
11:30 we were on the road. The van almost
ran out of gas, it was the closest to empty
that Bubba has ever seen while driving.

After that incident, we hit the campsite
and set up camp. After learning the ins and
outs of camping, we played a huge game

of ultimate hill frisbee, in which a hill was
incorporated into our ultimate frisbee field.

Conor, Cam, and Jake, among others, were
very good catchers. That night we ate bacon
cheeseburgers and heard the story of the

ancient Peqout Indian civilization that

lived in Camden Hills, and arguably still

live there today.

Day 2

Today we hiked Mt. Battie. However,
before hiking we ate pancakes and cleaned

the campsite. The hike was delightful.

There were mint plants on the side of the

trail and we ate some of them, saving the

rest for Mother Nature and the ecosystem.

The top was a splendid view of the Camden
Harbor. We contemplated the possibility

of Hang gliding off the mountain, but alas,

we didn't bring hang gliders, maybe next

time. A bunch of the Cabin decided to run
down the mountain as fast as they could, a

sport popularly known in Brazil as "Hill

Surfing". We drove home soon afterwards,

another great day in Maine spent well.

North Cunningham - St. Croix River

Jamie Connors
Day 1

The Ledges

Today the boys of North Cunningham
arose to the melodious sound of Bubba's

voice, saying "arise!" to begin the journey

ahead. All of us were packed the night

before, so we met the One promptly at 5.

Many hours passed on the Courage II; many
rock classics were belted such as Metallica,

and Guns and Roses. Enter Sandman, Enter

the St. Croix, enter the new chapter in our

lives. We arrived at the put-in and rapidly

dispersed gear and canoes. Lunch was
served, and a briefT-Rescue clinic was held

while lunch was packed away. Boats were
loaded and we departed for Birch Island.

About 2 Hours passed and we came to an
occupied campsite. So we paddled onward,

further and further until we reached ledges,

in Canada. The head winds were intense,

and it sort of gave Bubba flashbacks from
experiences he had on Eagle Lake, in the

Allagash Wilderness Waterway. We set up
camp and built a fire and ate cheese-burgers.

There was an epidemic of flu going around
the Cabin and Conor got sick, but he stuck

it out and remained tough the whole trip.

All in all it was a righteous night.
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Day 2

Todd's Island

Today we had a late wake up. Since the

counselees of North Cunningham were up
earlier than the counselors, they had some
free time before breakfast. Then we had
egg McMuffins and hit the water shortly

after; figuratively speaking. It was a short

4 mile paddle, and when we arrived at

Todd's Island Ben realized this was where
he stayed as a camper in North
Cunningham with such Counselor legends

such as Hoover, Chris Block, and Evan
D'Burguonoeon. We ate Chicken
Marinated in a French Dressing, and then
for dinner we had Burritos in the rain.

Despite the wetness, we went to sleep

content.

Day 3

Immigration, Trouts, and Mud
Today was likely the earliest wake-up

thatwe woke up to on the trip, which wasn't

saying much. We were on the Spanish
"Later is better" cycle of living. We got the

ball rolling at 6 am, and finally left the

campsite by around 7. We moseyed our

way off Spednic Lake, taking time to bask
in the mid-morning sunlight. The lazy day
was soon to be interrupted. Around 10:30

AM we rolled up to Vanceboro Dam in

our Discovery's. We met some nice
Canucks on the side of the dam and swam
with them. Ben and Bubba crossed the

border into America, and bought sodas for

everyone. Chuck Norris went off to save

some lives and fight crime, while the

campers portaged their gear around the

dam. We paddled through a whirl pool and
paddled, and paddled some more down
the river. The rapids were radical. The
campers quickly learned how to steer their

canoes through tumultuous water. In fact,

we paddled so far that we got lost. The
river took a 180, while we went straight

into a marshy lagoon, and alas, what did

we see in the lagoon? River Pirates, lots of

them. So we sold some of our rations off

in exchange for freedom and paddled on
to the next campsite. Needless to say, that

whole encounter put us a little behind
schedule. Also, we gave away some of our

food supply, so it was imperative that we
catch a fish in English Cove, lest we perish.

So Henry wielded his fly rod and willed a

14 inch Brown Trout onto his hook. Before

witnessing this I held the common
stereotype about fly fishing that nobody
actually catches anything, and that it's just

this trendy form of fishing that looks
cooler. I was mistaken. Fly fishing is both
trendy and rewarding. All in all we had a

fun night on the English Cove.

Earning their wildmen today: About
two-thirds of the Cabin. They will remain
anonymous in writing.

Day 4

The day formerly known as Little Falls

It looked like rain. Clouds filled the sky

like allied troops filled the beaches of

Normandy. But Mother Nature decided to

instead let us have a good day and the

clouds vanished by the time we reached
the river. We had a quick snack breakfast

before hitting the river. We pride ourselves

in having European eating habits: Light,

uncooked breakfasts followed by heavy
lunches and dinners. It keeps us sharp. A
few good mid-morning rips excited us for

the best rips we would see all trip, Little

Falls. Little Falls is so radical that Def
Leppard should be standing on the river

bank beside it, playing an 80's montage.

We shot pictures of the kids going down it,

and to our joy nobody flipped. We had
lunch on the riverbank of pep and cheese

and pita bread, and enjoyed a fine day of

swimming in the rapids. However, we had
to make it to Loon Bay by nightfall, so we
got back on the river and canoed down-
stream. This was a fun paddle. The sun
was blazing on our backs, we didn't get

lost, and we talked and thought accom-
panied by the rhythmic sounds of paddles

pushing through the water. We finally

made it to Loon Bay that evening, and ate

some Chili. We sat by the fire until it was
late, gazing at the full set of stars in the sky.

Day 5

We woke relatively late and hit the

water. Weather wise it was a day much
like the day before - perfect. There were
some surprisingly big rapids at the end of

the river, and also some nice houses on the

riverbank. After cruising down the river

we decided to put the canoes into over

drive, and proceeded to paddle really fast.

We paddled to a huge dam that looked

much like the dam Harrsion Ford jumped
off in the "Fugitive". "Careful guys", the

counselors said, and we avoided that dam
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and in turn went to the much smaller and
safer hydroelectric dam that was close by.

There was a huge waterslide here, and Cam
went down some of it. We did not want the

levy to break nor to lose any campers so

we decided that going down the water slide

was probably not a great idea. This dam
was our take out point. Here we cooked
Pizza for dinner, and ate off the rest of the

snacks from the Santa Bag. Many campers
cooked on this trip, and the counselors

were indeed glad that they were up for the

challenge. We had a good yet buggy night,

and fell asleep blissfully, as another Kieve

trip was under our proverbial belts.

Day 6

The One picked us up an hour earlier

than he needed to, a move typical of one
who is an expert at his job. We loaded the

Canoes and gear and drove onward,
stopping at a convenience store in an Indian

Reservation. We drove for many more
hours and finally reached Waterville, the

town in which Grand Asian Buffett is

located. GAB, as it is popularly known,
serves every food under the sun.
Furthermore, it is all you can eat Buffet.

So we ate a lot, and came into camp in the

early evening, happy and excited to be
back at our home away from home. And
that's the way the cookie crumbled on the

St. Croix River.

South Harris - Great Salt Bay
Max Russell

Day 1

With only two days of camp under our

collective belts, the boys of South Harris

woke up with a desire in their hearts to

leave the safety of camp and embark on
the two-day trip to Great Salt Bay. After a

quick breakfast from the wonderful ladies

at Pasquaney and some last minute
packing by yours truly, we loaded up our

canoes and headed out on Lake
Damariscotta towards the Damariscotta

Mills. During the canoe, Andrew H, Buck
and John kept us entertained by singing

songs and treating us to their "theme
music. " Just before our portage around the

dam, Turney got a great surprise by being

greeted by his mother and brother on the

dock of his house that's beside the Mills.

With the promise of cookies the next day
on our way back, we started the 200 yard

portage around the dam. Mac and Andrew
L really pulled their weight by quickly

taking their canoe and helping with group
gear. We quickly devoured our cold cut

sandwiches and lazily paddled the last mile

and a half to our campsite on the Great Salt

Bay. Nick and John were a great help to Joe,

Geoff, and me as they helped get all eight

canoes out of the sticky mud.
After a hard days work of paddling and

portaging, we decided to walk the 2 miles

to Round Top Ice Cream for some well

deserved sweets. Getting back to the

campsite around 5:30, it was already time

to start cooking dinner. The menu for

tonight: bacon cheeseburgers. Peter and
Henry Samson were all-stars with the

trivia, quickly guessing the right answers
to most questions before the other campers
had even thought of a possible answer. The
constant drizzle and rain meant an early

night for the cabin but not before we
roasted Marshmallows around a

dwindling fire. Good first night camping
for the cabin and I can already tell that Mt.

Katahdin will fold under the pressure of

these boys.

Day 2

Sleep-in morning for the cabin as we
were not scheduled to arrive back at Kieve

until after 2:30. After taking down the tents

and packing up camp, we treated ourselves

to some delicious Bacon, Egg, Cheese, and
Sausage McMuffins. We again loaded up
our canoes in the sticky mud however, this

time was much more difficult as the tide

was now out and the mud much higher.

The portage was much easier this time

as we knew what we needed to carry first

and what we needed to do to be able to

quickly finish our task. We again loaded

our canoes, happy to be back on fresh

water, despite the overcast weather. As
promised, Turney's mom was happily

waiting for us around the bend with freshly

baked cookies for the entire cabin. We
gobbled up the sweets and chatted with

the McKee family before we saddled up
and headed out for camp. As we passed

Spectle Island, we noticed a family of four

snacking on the island and swinging from

a rope swing. With a lot of time to spare on

the afternoon, we hopped out of our boats

and joined the family, taking our turns on

the rope swing. With PB & J on the menu
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for lunch, we lazily ate as we enjoyed the

rope swing and natural swimming location

and followed up lunch with blueberries

from the island.

We slowly paddled back to camp as we
tossed around ideas for the night's evening

activity: Air Guitar. As we pulled up to the

beach next to the main dock, South Harris

was happy to be back at camp and ready

to show the camp our best interpretive

dance to the Walker: Texas Ranger theme
song....

South Harris - Katahdin
Max Russell

Day 1

The men of South Harris woke this

morning with a purpose. A calling. A need
that must be fulfilled: to climb the tallest

mountain in Maine. After a breakfast of

French toast sticks and some last minute
packing, we loaded up the 15-person
passenger van headed for Baxter State Park.

The ride was about eventful as a four-hour

van ride can be but between the music and
sleep, we managed to play a couple of

games of 2 -truths and a lie.

We arrived to our campsite at

Nesaudehunk Field around 4 o'clock with

lax sticks and soccer balls in hand, ready

to take advantage of all the open space. We
set up our tents and set out to make a large

fire for our dinner: Bacon-cheeseburgers.

With dinner under way we introduced

ourselves to the neighbors of the adjacent

campsite to discover they were a scout

group from Virginia. Geoff got a kick out

of this and talked with them for a while
comparing stories and regaling the kids

with his stories of being an eagle scout.

Completely filled to our collectively

brim, I checked the weather report to

discover that tomorrow was the best day
for us to try to hike Mt. Katahdin. To top

off dinner, we busted out some marsh-
mallows as a dessert. Congratulations to

Andrew Little for knowing so much trivia

about baseball. We went to bed early with
the knowledge that we would have a rough
but fun day ahead of us.

Day 2

Extremely early wake up call at 3 AM
so that we could drive the hour to Roaring
Brook and still be able to start hiking at 5.

Unfortunately for Mac, I had forgotten to

give out motion sickness pills prior to the

drive. The winding roads and early hour
lead to Mac showing us what we had all

eaten for breakfast.

Before even starting to climb Katahdin,

we had to hike the 3.3 mile long Chimney
Pond Trail to reach the base of the
mountain. Completing this distance is no
easy feat as it is constantly uphill and
through dense forest full ofmosquitoes and
black flies. However, we managed to

overcome this adversity and complete the

trail in 2 hours with yours truly, Nick, and
Turney pacing the group.

We gobbled down our Clif Bars and
received a piece of disheartening news
from the ranger: the summit was heavily

clouded and extremely windy meaning we
wouldn't be able to do the knife's edge.

While this was a small downer, we easily

put it behind us and ascended the bouldery

"Saddle" trail. Everyone enjoyed the hand-

over-hand climbing and ascending at a

rapid pace.

When we reached the ridgeline, we
realize why we wouldn't be able to do the

knife's edge as 15-20 mph winds blew at

us from the north and also as a steady cloud

cover sat at the top of the mountain.
Around 11 o'clock, the tired, hungry, and
sweaty men of South Harris had
accomplished the main goal of the trip:

summiting Mt. Katahdin.

We quickly ate our peanut butter and
jelly sandwiches at the top and took our

pictures before heading back down the

saddle. Reaching the parking lot at 3:30

we loaded back up into the van when we
noticed that there was a Wavus group
staying at Bear Brook. After stopping by
their campsite and an hour drive, we
reached our campsite at 5, cooked our
dinner of chicken quesadillas and passed
out, proud of ourselves for what we
accomplished,

Day 3

After such an early wake up call

yesterday, we decided that there would be
no wake up call today and let everyone
wake up on his own. Unfortunately for the

sleepy members of the cabin, Anthony and
Buck were wide awake at 9 o'clock. For
breakfast we cooked bacon, egg, sausage,

and cheese McMuffins and scarffed them
down as we decided what to do for the
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day. With the clouds slowly clearing up
and the weather appearing it would be
calm, we decided some R&R was in order,

loaded up into the van and set off for the

Ledge Falls rock slides.

The day was filled with fun in the sun as

we explored every inch of the slides, water

pools and the massage like water falls. Mac
and Andrew H were daring enough to

follow the counselors to the biggest

waterfall to try it out. It was just after lunch
when we were treated to a pleasant
surprise as Aubrey and Lindsey showed
up with their cabin from Wavus. It was
nice for us to interact with girls but Geoff,

Joe, and I had a huge sense of pride when
the boys would rather have hung out with
each other than talk to girls.

After a quick lunch of PB & J, the sun
really started to come out which in turn

brought out all the other campers from
Baxter State Park which really made the

day interesting. Some highlights from our
afternoon of people watching included a

Wavus camper from first session, a man
with the most back, chest, and arm hair

we have ever seen in our lives, and a family

of 6 with really cool inner-tubes.

Getting back to the campsite around
5:30, the boys decided to start up a

recurring theme of the session: many,
many games of poker. Again, and again,

and again. Congratulations to Chris and
Greg who consistently organized and then

won many of these games. Dinner
consisted of chicken breast patties

marinated with ranch and BBQ sauce. They
were one of the most delicious meals I have

ever had on a camping trip. After dinner

we circled around the fire, made s'mores

and listened to Anthony and Andrew L. be

God in Mafia before retiring to our beds.
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Day 4

Rising from our sleep at 8:30, we were
excited to start our hike up the steep and
treacherous Doubletop Mountain. Using
the Coleman grill we toasted our breakfast

of bagels and liberally applied cream
cheese before we put on our hiking shoes.

We decided to walk the half mile on the

road to the trail head. Doubletop is similar

to Katahdin in the fact that we had to hike

1.3 miles on relatively flat land before we
even begun hiking uphill. But when we
did reach the uphill section, it was one of

the steepest hikes in Baxter. Nick, Mac,
Turney, and John really displayed their

hiking skills by consistently being in the

front of the group with the lead counselor.

2 and a half hours and 3 miles later, we
had reached the top of Doubletop
Because it was made abundantly clear

to me that next to no one in the cabin likes

tunafish, we yet again enjoyed PB & J for a

lunch and snapped a bunch of photos
before setting back down the mountain.
The biggest problem with steep mountains
is not the grueling uphill hike, it is the

dangerous downhill hike. Fortunately for

the campers, none ofthem fell too bad and
came out relatively unscathed. The
counselors on the other hand were able to

exchanged bumps and scrapes with each
other when we reached the end of the trail,

due to our many, many falls.

With the sun still shinning and the sweat

pouring off our bodies, we decided to head
back to the water slides and take a nice dip

to wash ourselves. On the drive there, we
were surprised when we ran into Bank 2 on
the road. Quickly exchanging pleasantries,

we decided to meet up with their cabin on
the next day to go cliff jumping.

After slipping and sliding, we headed
back to our site for a great dinner of Uncle
Ben's red beans and rice with pepperoni
and cheese added. Peter deserves a special

mention for eating three bowls of dinner
to help finish off the pot of food. More
Mafia before heading off to go to sleep very

tired.

Day 5

Lazy morning at the campsite with
oatmeal for breakfast while Geoff and Joe
went into Millinocket to fill up our water
jugs. John and Thomas spent the time
coming up with a cool soccer/World Cup

game that really helped passed the time.

After Geoff and Joe got back, we drove an
hour to the Cliffjumping and met up with
Bank 2.

With Joe and Fil leading the two cabins

off trail to the cliffs, I shared the feelings of

nervousness and excitement that the cabin

felt as it was also my first time doing it.

After about 30 minutes of off trail walking
we finally reached the cliffs. While there

were 60 and 80 foot cliffs, we decided to

just stick with the 40 foot one as the highest.

Greg finally jumped off the cliff right

before we left and Nick, John, and Thomas
had no problem jumping off the 40 ft one
as they combined for 10 times of jumping.

After 2 hours ofjumping and having fun

in the lake, we hiked back to the parking

lot and drove back to our campsite happy
with what we had accomplished and the

fears we had overcome. Dinner was a great

pasta dish of Linguini, tomato sauce,

pepperoni, chicken and three types of

cheese. Chris really helped out with
cleaning the pot in terms of eating and in

terms of actual cleaning. Before going to

bed, we played High, Low, High and talked

about our trip so that the kids could recount

their adventures when they got home.
Day 6

Slowly rising from our tents, we began
to pack up camp on our last day of our

trip. After all the tents had been taken
down, Geoff treated the cabin to his

favorite camping breakfast: French toast.

After breakfast, we packed all of our gear

into the trailer, purple Sienna, and our

selves into the van and took off for all

points south on 1-95.

For lunch we stopped in Bangor and
enjoyed some delicious Wendy's before

making the last push home. A quick stop

at Round Top Ice Cream to end the trip

and then back on West Neck Road and up
the hill, excited to be back at camp.

South Harrington - Fort Island

Noland Chambliss
Day 1

We left camp around noon, driven by
HRK in Perseverance. The kids climbed
over boxes in the bus aisle and made sure

all the canoes stayed on the trailer. We were
dropped off at a public boat landing and
ate a Peanut Butter and Jelly sandwich
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lunch before heading out. C.J notices that

we didn't have any tents with us, but we
decided that it probably wouldn't rain and
we would just keep going. The paddle
across the St. Johns Bay was intense, large

swells from the ocean and wake from huge
boats kept us on our toes. Once across the

bay we passed the site where North
Glenayr puts in. When we reached the

drawn bridge Henry Felker was there with
our tents. We scooted under the
drawbridge and headed up towards for

Island.

Our paddle was against the tide, and the

last push to the Island through a narrow
channel was tough. We could see the

current racing around a large buoy
creating waves. Each boat tackled this

obstacle with a different strategy. Jake and
Seth, who had a leaky boat, showed us all

the easiest way. They paddled past the

island in an eddy then ferried quickly

across instead of fighting the strange

current.

Once at the island we worked together

to get all the boats and gear up through the

tidal zone. The campsite was awesome, a

huge shady glen with soft pine needles all

over the ground. We set up tents and then

played mafia while burgers were being

cooked. Bacon cheese burgers provided
sustenance and the campers set out to

explore the tidal zone. Jack spearheaded a

hermit crab hunt then set up a combat
arena for them. As the sun went down
there was an attempt at capture the flag,

then "The Big Show" Peter Michaud led

an epic expedition in search of the 'fort'

on Fort Island. This proved fruitless and
everyone went to bed.

Day 2

We woke up early this morning and got

all the stuff packed up quickly. A breakfast

of bacon and eggs left some campers
satisfied and some, like Nate Foster, with
upset tummies. We then pulled the boats

back down to the water, which was at

absolute low tide. This was good because
we needed to paddle nine miles up river

towards the town of Damariscotta, and
without the tide pulling us along it would
be extremely difficult. We set out and
paddled hard. Sean and Murphy took the

leaky boat and bailed it constantly with a

Nalgene. Sam Laiken and Will Gordon

went with Michaud, the mojo reading him
The Lord of the Rings as the other two
paddled. We snacked regularly and at one
point stopped at a beach to rest. Nate and
C.J. switched into Michaud's boat to give

Nate's stomach a rest and the Laiken-
Gordon team was reborn. After quite a

long paddle and endless camper questions

we turned a corner and could see
Damariscotta in the distance. We pounded
down Snickers for one last little boost then
sailed leisurely into the harbor using tent

flies as sails. When we arrived at the

takeout we impressed the locals with our
quick and efficient unloading skills. We
then sat down to a delicious and nutritious

tuna fish lunch, which proved quite and
obstacle for some. Eventually Big Pete and
Sam Kennedy showed up with the trailer

and we loaded up as fast as possible and
headed back to camp.

South Harrington - Katahdin
Noland Chambliss
Day 1

South Harrington was packed and ready

to go right after breakfast. We didn't end
up leaving until about 11:00. We ate lunch
in the Marten's parking lot, a delicious cold

cut extravaganza. We surfed the radio

looking for tunes and wore out the

Raconteurs new album. Will Gordon
helped "keep Maine beautiful" when he
vomited all over himself, the van, and the

ground right in front a large painted rock

just outside Baxter. When we arrived in

Baxter State Park we realized that we were
camped right near a Wavus group. After a

dinner of marinated chicken burgers we
went over to pay them a visit. Sean wore
his clubbing pants. They treated us to

smores and we sat around a campfire

talking with them. We treated them to a

number ofKieve traditions and chants, and
a good time was had by all. It eventually

started to rain, and we headed back to the

campsite to sleep.

Day 2

Today we woke up prepared to hike

North Traveler Mountain. A breakfast of

breakfast sandwiches broke our fast. The
drive to North Traveler took about an hour,

made easy by the iPod radio transmitter

that Jack Nalen magically fixed. The hike

up was steep and challenging, it was good
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to test ourselves, knowing we had a much
bigger hike later in the trip. We were
rewarded with incredible views pretty

early on. William Vieth said it was the

coolest thing he had ever seen. At the top

we had a lunch of tuna, a cabin favorite.

We lounged at the top, taking naps and
enjoying the sweet views. We could see

south Branch Pond and the cliffs that we
would be jumping off. We took our time

coming down, and many campers napped
on the way home. We had a delicious

burger dinner while Noland and The Big

Show went to get gas. Unfortunately they

took the condiments and buns so we ate

our burgers plain and on bread. We went
to bed early in preparation for Katahdin

the next day.

Day 3

We woke up at 4:00 am to realize that it

was raining. We decided to stay in bed and
pick a better day. We woke up late, had
eggs and bacon, and then drove around
looking for the different rapids on the

Penobscot that Long Voyage goes over

while rafting. We drove up this old logging

road and found the Crib Works rapid, a

huge set of drops with lots of rocks. We
lost Sean and The Big Show at this point,

but waited for them on the logging road
and found them. Campers speculated that

they had gone clubbing. We then went to

Nesouwahunk Falls and watched rafters

go over it. We at a lunch of grilled cheese

sandwiches by the Falls, then headed back
to camp. We stopped by Ledge Falls, a series

of natural water slides, and played around
for an hour or so. For dinner we had
steamboats, where each camper mixed up
chicken onion, peppers and potatoes with
a sauce on tinfoil and heated it up. We went
to bed early again, hoping for nice weather
to hike Katahdin the next day.

Day 4

We woke at 4 am and the campers slept

in the van while we drove around the park
to get to Roaring Brook campground, from
which we would hike up to Chimney pond.

When we arrived every camper made a

concentrated effort to use the facilities, ate

Pop-tarts then headed up. At a steady pace
we rolled up to Chimney pond and took
pictures with the mountain and pond in

the background. We filled up water for the

last time, ate snacks, and then pushed on

up Cathedral trail. We slowly climbed up
the incredibly steep trail, clamoring over

huge boulders. As we moved up the

mountain clouds rolled around us,

sometimes obscuring our view. The
campers climbed at a great pace, and we
reached the top quickly. At the peak we
took pictures and rested, having the PB&J
sandwiches we had made the day before.

We then had a Snickers and discussed

moving on over the Knife Edge, a narrow
trail between two peaks. Some old people

told us we shouldn't, but South Harrington

doesn't listen to old people, so we shot

across the edge in the fog. As we moved
across the edge the visibility went in and
out; we had moments when we saw
fantastic views ofChimney Pond far below
us. We zipped around everyone in our path

and moved over to Devil's Crotch; a steep

drop and rise at the end of the edge. We got

stuck behind a cautious older man and in

front of a cranky old woman who kept us

on edge as we waited for our chance to

move forward and away from the coming
rain. As soon as an opportunity presented

itselfwe burst ahead with Secretariat-like

speed. At the final peak we stopped only

briefly for another snickers then flew

down away from the rapidly approaching
bad weather. We passed nervous couples

hiding under rocks from the rain, and
strange rock formations that CJ claimed to

have moved there himself. The rest of the

trip down each camper went at his own
pace, and we reached the bottom easily.

The drive back was uneventful, and a quick

dip in ledge falls cleaned everyone up.

Dinner was the JC extravaganza, which was
prepared under the shelter now that the

other camp group had left. It was a

delicious pasta/meat/ sauce/ cheese
mixture, and it warmed our bellies during

the rain. The counsel tent broke so they

went to sleep in the van, while the campers
retired to their tents, having definitely

earned their rest.

Day 5

We slept in today, quite late. Breakfast

of delicious donuts was appreciated by all.

We set out towards South Branch Pond
again for cliff jumping. We hiked around
the pond this time, then up a stream and
along the shore. The children worried that

we had hiked around the wrong side of the
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lake, but we hadn't. Who would be the first

to jump off the huge cliff? Junior counselor

Pete Michaud, aka "The Big Show," became
frightened and went off the smaller 20 foot

cliff. Sean "clubbin" Cloney also became
afraid. Both demanded, traitorously, that

Noland be the first. He immediately
jumped off both the 40 foot and the 60

foot cliffs. That's why he's Gandalf, that's

why he's the HBC, and that's why they pay
him the big bucks. Props to CJ Richardson,

Mikey "Max Power" Powell, and the other

campers that jumped off the big cliff.

Special props to Ben Greene, who after

swearing he wouldn't go swimming
jumped off every cliff, and William Vieth,

who jumped off the big cliff 20 times. Once
everyone was all swum out, we rested then

headed back to the car. Upon arriving at

the site we discovered Long Voyage II was
set up next to us, including the infamous
T. Pace. Mikey hugged his brother
Christian, whom he loves, and we enjoyed

their company. Dinner of Mexican Fiesta

Rice was great, and soda and s'mores

afterwards was even better. The ranger

asked us to settle down so we kept it quiet

and went to bed.

Day 6

We woke up late today, and lazily packed
up our tents. For breakfast we had
pancakes, and we put M&M's in them.
Some kids collected blueberries from the

woods and added them as well. Everyone
ate quite a lot. We then packed our bags

into the trailer and cleaned the campsite.

We headed for Ledge Falls one last time,

and spent only a short while there. We
stopped briefly in the parking lot of IGA
in Millinocket to use the bathroom and
snack, and then we were on our way south.

We pulled over in Bangor to grab gas and
saw the House of Pizza. The Big Show
informed us that it was Greek pizza, a

claimed disputed by Sean 'clubbin' Cloney.

The only way to find out was to go in there

and eat as much pizza as they could throw
at us. We also drank lots of soda. It was
incredible. After this feast the campers
quickly fell asleep for the rest of the ride

home. Murphy proved to be quite handy
with the map as we wound our way through

the back roads leading to camp, and we
blasted Steppenwolf and honked
repeatedly to announce ourselves during

dinner. A great trip had come to a great

end, and we all were at peace after finding

ourselves in the wilderness.

North Harris - Bremen
James Riddleberger

As Maine Trails set off on its session long

adventure the boys of North Harris left for

Bremen for their primer. We arrived at

Bremen late in the morning and the boys
immediately began to explore the

campsite. Leverett and Dallas started to

catch crabs as the rest of the cabin set up a

ring for them to fight in. However, much
to the boys' displeasure the crabs would
not fight when they were put in the ring.

But, that did not stop Nick G. from trying

to catch more crabs from the Bremen dock.

As the crab catching began to die down,
we whipped up a lunch of turkey and roast

beef sandwiches which the boys ate right

up.

After lunch the boys were in the mood
for a more intense activity and decided to

funyak out to Crow Island. Sam, Tom, and
Dakota led the charge as we paddled out

and explored the island. Upon our return

Jack and Tate started up a Frisbee game
and showed off their Frisbee skills to the

counselors. While they were playing
Frisbee the rest of the cabin retreated to

the tents to hang out, but it was soon time

for some more activity. In order to get

them ready for out trip to the Mighty Moose
we played some group games to work on
the boys' teamwork. These games were
then followed up by a game of mafia where
Stephen and Richie took it upon
themselves to accuse everyone in the game
of being in the mafia.

As the afternoon went on a game of

clapball, led by Nat and Spenser, occupied
everyone while the counselors started to

get dinner ready. That night we had a

scrumptious dinner of bacon cheese-
burgers and hung out around the fire.

Lorenzo and Nick S. entertained us with
various campfire stories, but it was soon
time for bed and the boys all went off to

the huge eight person tents at Bremen.
The next morning was spent making

M&M pancakes and the boys were all

happy to have the morning to chill and get

to know each other a little better. However,
the boys were soon ready to head on back
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to camp and after having a quick lunch at

Bremen we all piled back into the van and
headed back home to Kieve.

North Harris - The Moose River

James Riddleberger

Day 1

We awoke early and watched the sunrise

as we ate a quick breakfast at Kieve. By 6

am we were all loaded into the bus and
heading off to the Moose River. The bus
ride went smoothly for the first two hours,

but the shout of "We lost a canoe! " caused
us to quickly pull over. Unfortunately a

canoe had fallen off the trailer but we
found it in Bingham Maine and continued
on to the Moose. As we got closer to our

put in at Attean Pond "The One" pumped
us up with some AC/DC and by the time

we reached Attean Landing the kids were
all fired up.

We set off on a four mile paddle across

Attean Pond and despite the headwinds
the boys did a great job of getting to the

other side of the very large pond. However,
we were now faced with our biggest

challenge, a 1.2 mile portage. Led by
Stephen and Dallas everyone did his part

to make it to the end of the portage to Holeb
Pond. But, just as we were starting our last

trip the heavens opened up and brought a

torrential downpour. Yet, the boys were
still not stopped and finished the portage

as darkness settled in. By this point

everybody was beat and quickly ate a bowl
of mac and cheese and went off to bed
hoping for a sunny morning.
Day 2

To everyone's delight we did not wake
up to the sound of rain. However, we did

have to wake up early in order to beat the

headwinds on Holeb Pond. So after

packing up camp we set off across Holeb
Pond and found the entrance to the Moose
River. For about an hour or so we paddled
along the Moose River until we found our

first possible campsite. We had lunch there,

but we did not feel like the campsite was
good enough for us and ventured onto the

next campsite. We arrived at our campsite

around 3 and spent the rest of the day
hanging out. Nick G. and Richie were the

first to swim in the Moose and many more
decided to follow suit. That night we had a

dinner of marinated chicken burgers but

the rain cut dinner short and sent everyone
running off to the tents. As the night went
on the rain let up for a bit and the kids

came out to get a second round of chicken
burgers but quickly retreated back to their

tents as the counselors attempted to start a

fire with all the wet wood.
Day 3

Our first full day on the Moose! We had
a leisurely breakfast of bacon, egg and
cheese sandwiches and by midmorning we
had left camp. During our paddle Tom
began to serenade us with various songs

by Queen and soon the whole cabin joined

in singing songs from Queen to songs from
Disney movies. We therefore did not see

any Moose that morning, but it made the

paddle fly by. For lunch we had Tuna at

the start of our portage around Holeb falls

and after our portage on the first day this

was nothing and the boys flew through it

with many kids like Nick S. making four

runs. And after checking out the falls and
swimming in the rapids we pushed on
down stream. We then spent the afternoon

looking for a campsite after our first choice

was already full. We eventually did find a

campsite at Spencer rips and that night we
had chicken burritos and once again tried

to make a fire, but the wood was still too

wet and the darkness caused everyone to

go back to their tents and go to sleep.

Day 4

Today was a special day on the trip, it

was Leverett's birthday! Unfortunately the

weather did not seem to care and we woke
up to a cloudy morning with rain showers.

But by now we were used to some rain

and it did not stop us from having our

oatmeal and packing up camp. We reached

Attean falls by lunch and had peanut butter

and honey sandwiches at the top of the

rapids. Then after shooting the falls we
pushed onto Attean Pond where Tate and
Sam showed off their lake paddling skills

and led the cabin to our campsite.
However, people had taken our preferred

spot and it forced us to move onto another

campsite down the pond. Despite the delay

we arrived into camp early and hung out

for the afternoon. Before long we were
making our dinner of pesto pasta with

Italian sausage which we followed up with

brownie scramble for Leverett's birthday.

In addition, that night the wood was finally
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dry enough to start a fire with and we all

sat around as the sun began to set. The boys
then slowly began to drift off to bed in

order to get ready for our last day of

paddling in the morning.

Day 5

Today we woke up to the sound of the

wind blowing through our campsite, but

this did not worry us or change our plans

since the wind was going with us. After a

breakfast of pop tarts we packed up camp
and were ready to push onto our take out

point at the Strasburgers'. The boys did a

stellar job of crossing Big Wood Pond in

record time which allowed time for us to

get a treat at B&R's Moose Mart in Jackman.
We then set off to paddle our last stretch of

the Moose River, but the paddle quickly

turned into a splash war that ended with
Nat and Spenser's boat getting soaked. We
arrived at Long Pond in time for lunch and
had our pep and cheese as we prepared to

sail to the Strasburgers'. With the wind at

our backs we whipped out the tent flies

and fashioned three sail boats using a lot

of duct tape and our paddles. The wind
was strong and we sailed across Long Pond
and got to the Strasburgers' in no time. We
then hung out for the afternoon happy to

be done with paddling. For dinner that

night we had beef stew and pasta while

Jack showed off his fire making skills and
made a roaring fire. We then ended the

night by telling scary stories around the

fire as we roasted marshmallows.
Day 6

Since we would not be paddling
anywhere we all had a chance to sleep in,

but eventually everyone woke up and had
a breakfast of oatmeal. We then packed up
camp and waited for Bob Linker to pick us
up. When he arrived we packed up the bus
and tied the canoes down extra tight

determined to not lose one again. We then
had a short drive to Adventure Bound, the

company taking us rafting, and set up camp
in a nice grassy field. The rest of the day
was spent enjoying the amazing facility

we were staying in. Lorenzo and a couple
of other boys went swimming in the pool
while others lay out in the sun getting their

tan on and reading. Later on there was a

counsel vs. camper basketball game,
which the counselors won despite being
heavily outnumbered. Bob Linker then

V
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brought us pizza and sodas which the boys

quickly devoured. After dinner Dakota
helped pick out a movie and the whole
cabin settled down in the big couches to

watch Austin Powers. It was then time for

bed so we could wake up nice and early

for our day of rafting.

Day 7

We woke up early and had our pop tarts

as we packed up camp and sang happy
birthday to our second birthday boy of

the trip, Dakota. We then suited up for our

day of rafting on the Kennebec River. The
boys were all pumped to hit some big

rapids and the river was full of the shouts

of the boys ofNorth Harris as we tore down
the Kennebec. Everyone then enjoyed the

lunch of steak and chicken kindly prepared

by the Adventure Bound staff. We finished

rafting around 3 and loaded up the bus
one last time and headed back to camp.
Everyone was excited to get back to camp,
but we had all had a great time on the

Mighty Might Moose River.

Bank I - Cathedral Pines

Forrest Melhorn
Day 1

The Bank cabin departed from Kieve
just after breakfast on Sunday the 23 rd

headed for the Sugarloaf Mountain region

at the Cathedral Pines Campground. We
arrived in the afternoon, staying in the

campground only long enough to unpack,
and then headed out for a quick hike up
Cranberry Mountain. It was a great way to

get a look at the area and prepare for the

big hike the next day. Dinner for the
evening was pizza with pepperoni and a

medley of vegetables. After dinner the

campers made a fire and played a few
games of mafia. Jack Mosley was the leader

of the game and did the whole thing with a

hilarious accent that made the game a lot

of fun.

Day 2

We woke up early this morning in order

to make the best of the day for our big

hike. We hiked a big loop up to the Horns
of Bigelow Mountain. The whole day was
about 15 miles of hiking, much of it very
steep. The kids did a great job and everyone
had a great attitude about it. At the top

there was a great view of the surrounding
area including the Sugarloaf Ski Resort.

We talked to the guy that was at the

Appalachian Trail Lean-to. He talked to

the campers about leave no trace methods
and taught them some things about the

nature around us. The hike down seemed
to take forever as we arrived at the van
around 6:30 pm Once back at the campsite
we gorged on a dinner of ravioli and
toasted cheese sandwiches. Then we made
another fire and toasted marshmallows to

make s'mores. After filling up on the junk
food everyone was tired and did not even
need to be asked to go to bed.

Day 3

Today we slept in, which was much
needed after two days of hiking. We had a

late breakfast of scrambled eggs with
cheddar cheese on top, and bacon.
Everyone had seconds before we packed
up to head out. We did our last sweep of

the campsite and headed out by noon, off

to do some swimming at the local

swimming hole. As the kids swam the

counselors prepared our lunch of peanut
butter and honey with chips and sodas
purchased at the store in town. It was a

great way to cool down and fill up before

the 3 hour car ride home.
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Bank I - East Branch of the Penobscot
Forrest Melhorn
Day 1

We departed camp Kieve at about 7 am
headed many miles north to Trout Brook
Farm Campground in Baxter State Park
near the shores of Grand Lake Matagamon.
We met with the Bank II group around 11

am to give them canoes and to take their

vehicles in the park. We got into our site

and had some lunch of peanut butter and
jelly. The afternoon was spent exploring

and swimming in Trout Brook. Dinner was
a filling meal of bacon cheddar
cheeseburgers. To finish off our first night

we hung out around a fire discussing the

finer points of the upcoming trip.

Day 2

We awoke around 8:00 on the next
morning for a breakfast of granola and
milk. After that we packed our day packs
and headed out for the day. For the

morning we hiked Trout Brook Mountain.
It was a nice hike with great views of Lake
Matagamon and surrounding peaks. The
hike down was quick with a rewarding
tuna lunch at the bottom. After lunch was
finished we drove to South Branch Pond
for a short hike into a nice swimming spot.

There were some rocks to jump off of and
everyone had a great time. Dinner back at

the campsite was a delicious beef stew
with dipping bread. For dessert we roasted

marsh mallows and ate s'mores till we
couldn't eat any more. It felt good to go to

bed with a full stomach.

Day 3

The weather was ugly this morning with

some rain lasting until about 10:30 am.
We ate a breakfast of bagel sandwiches
with bacon, cheese and syrup. There were
no eggs because they had gone bad in the

cooler. To salvage our day we packed into

the van and drove to ledge falls and
enjoyed an afternoon of swimming and
sliding on the natural water slides. Lunch
was some really good GORP and snickers

bars that the kids all love. We drove back
to the camp arriving at about 5:30 to start

dinner ofMac and Cheese. With a little bit

of flavor from our spice kit it tasted just

like home made. It started to sprinkle that

evening so there was not much for hanging
out around the campfire.

Day 4

We woke up a little earlier this morning
so that we would be able to meet up with

Henry and Reid on time at our resupply

point. Breakfast was Pop-Tarts and
packing. The cabin did a great job getting

everything packed up and we arrived at

the launch site 20 minutes ahead of

schedule. We got our canoes and fresh

cooler of food and then were on our way.

We pushed off for our journey at an early

10:30 am. It took about an hour to get to

the damn at the end of the lake, portage

the gear and continue down stream to the
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Matagamon Campground. We unpacked
and had a lunch of Reuben sandwiches.

The afternoon was spent swimming and
relaxing on the bank of the river. It started

raining at about dinnertime. We cooked
hot dogs over the fire, so the rain was quite

unpleasant. After dinner we hung out under

the roof around the tables until it dark and
we went to bed hoping it would not be

raining the next morning.

Day 5

A 7:30 wake up with cereal bars and
oatmeal was all that we needed to get

ourselves ready for the day ahead. We said

bye to the people at the campground and
began our trip down the river. We soon

found out that we had a great cabin of

paddlers and in no time at all we were at

our first portage of the day. It also became
very apparent that portaging was not going

to be a problem for this cabin. We tackled

the Haskell rock portage in no time and
continued down stream to another portage

around a waterfall called Pond Pitch. After

Pond Pitch we broke for a lunch of peanut
butter and jelly, and then continued the

short distance to our campsite at a rapid

called Grand Pitch. This was also a portage

spot, so we unloaded out gear and portaged

the canoes so that we would not have to

do it in the morning. After all the work
was done we spent some time swimming
in the rapid just below the waterfall. That
tired everyone out so we took a nap before

a dinner of Pizzas. After we all gorged on
our pizza we collected wood for a fire and
hung out until people were tired and
wanted to go to bed.

Day 6

We woke up at the Grand Pitch campsite

and had a breakfast of cinnamon French
toast before moving the rest of the gear to

the end of the portage. We got on the river

at a reasonable time and reached the

portage for the Hauling Machine rapid

quickly. This was the longest and hardest

portage on the trip, and the boys performed
great with out any complaints. I was very
proud of them at the end when I could tell

them that we had just finished the last

portage of the trip. After the Hauling
Machine there was a stretch of dead water
paddling that lead up to a filling lunch of

pepperoni and cheese on English muffins,

with some sliced corned beef left over

from the Reuben lunch. With our bodies

refueled the rest of the paddle to our next

campsite was easy, except for the two boats

that flipped because they got caught up on
a tree that had fallen into the river. One of

the boats being Charlie Hopkins and
Michael Cox, and the other Jack Mosley
and Neddy Beckwith. We got into the

Whetstone rapids campsite just before

dinnertime and set up camp quickly.

Dinner was a cabin favorite of Mexican
fiesta rice and a stir fry of chicken with

green peppers and onions. Everyone was
full and ready for bed after the long day.

Day 7

Wake up with the normal time of

7:30ish. Breakfast was my favorite trip

meal of blueberry pancakes. There was
enough for everyone to have thirds and
they all did. We got onto the river a little

later than usual, but that was ok because
we had no real schedule that we had to

follow. Right out of the campsite we shot

the Whetstone rapids and got some great

pictures of us doing it. The boat being

driven by Addi Klien and Trey Zenker had
a little trouble and swamped in the rapid

from hitting a rock. After Whetstone was a

stretch of slow water and an annoying head
wind that had developed. It took a long

time to get from Whetstone to Grindstone

but that was ok because there was a cool

rope swing just before Grindstone, and our

lunch of grilled cheese and tomato soup
was so delicious. Right after lunch we all

went through the Grindstone rapid without

any flips and continued through a few
more rapid sets easily. We arrived at the

Pine Grove Campground at about 6:30 and
put the kids in charge of setting up camp
and cooking dinner. They did a great job

of setting up the camp, and the dinner of

Red Beans and Rice was very good. It was
great way to spend our last night on the

river together. Everyone hung out around
the fire for a little bit, but people were
tired and we had to get up early the next

day to make it to our pick up point.

Day 8

With our pick up time scheduled for

10:00 I wanted to make sure we were on
time so wake up was at 7:00. We got all the

boats loaded and ready to go before a quick

breakfast of Pop-Tarts. We were on the

river around 8:30 and it took about an hour
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to get to the take out spot on route 11. We
got all the boats unloaded while we waited

for Bob Linker to pick us up. There was a

mixed atmosphere of joy of being done
and sadness that it was over, but that all

disappeared as we pulled into the Pizza

Hut parking lot. We all got the lunch buffet

of all you can eat pizza and cinnamon
sticks. The rest of the way home most
people slept because they were too full to

do anything else. It was a great trip and an
awesome way to end it.

Bank II

Teddy Felker

Day 1

We were all very excited about the start

ofthe trip. We left around 10 in the morning
and started our drive to Cathedral Pines.

We drove through quaint towns such as

Farmington as we made our way north to

the Sugarloaf area. Our first day wasn't too

exciting because we were mostly on the

road, but once we got to the campsite we
set up our tents and took a tour of the place

around 4 PM. Then we prepared dinner,

which was chili, and everyone enjoyed a

hearty meal. After the meal all of the kids

went on a stick hunt and we had a great

campfire under a starry night. Everyone
got a chance to talk and we became a closer

cabin right off the bat. There were a few
stories about bears floating around the

campground and the kids were a little

anxious, as were the counselors, but
everything worked out well and we all got

to sleep early.

Day 2

We woke up early Thursday morning in

order to get a fast start on Sugarloaf
Mountain. Most enjoyed breakfast
sandwiches made by our famous chef Fil

Samaha, but we got our first glimpse at

how picky the Bank 2 campers were going

to be about food. It's always a little

frustrating when kids are not able to eat

the meals because it is so important to get

enough nutrients on the trip, especially on
a day when we're climbing a pretty steep

mountain. We arrived at Sugarloaf around
9 AM and started the hike immediately.

Fil Samaha led the way, Alex Martin hung
around the middle, and I stayed in the back
with the medical kit. We finished the

mountain in about five hours, but the

majority of the time was spent climbing.

Once at the top ofthe mountain we enjoyed

the views and loved everything about
what we saw. There is some beautiful

country in Maine, and we really got to enjoy

it at the top of Sugarloaf. Then the
counselors made some peanut butter, jelly,

and honey sandwiches for those who could

eat it, and then we made our way down
the mountain a lot faster. After conquering
Sugarloaf we did some bridge jumping
along the highway and watched Fil

Samaha nail gainers with amazement.
Once we got back to the campsite it was
time to prepare dinner, and lucky for us it

was pasta. Fil and I cooked the food, then

everyone cleaned up, and then we all got

to bed early anticipating a long day of

traveling up to Baxter State Park.

Day 3

After our two nights in Cathedral Pines

campsite everyone was ready to move on
to Baxter State Park and do some great

things. The drive to Baxter is a long one,

and before we started we had a quick
breakfast, which consisted of Pop Tarts,

and then cleaned up the entire campsite.

Following the Kieve policy of Leave No
Trace we left Cathedral Pines better than

when we first saw it. The drive to Baxter

was about 6 hours with a lunch stop on the

way. We finally reached our destination,

which is Trout Brook Farm located in the

heart of the state park, and we got all our

gear out and set up tents. It did not take

long for us to get acclimated to our
surroundings, and the area was really

beautiful. We then made a quick dinner,

had a campfire at night, and went to bed,

excited about tomorrow.

Day 4

Today was our first full day at Baxter

State Park and we certainly took advantage

of it. We took a little bit of a rest after some
breakfast, and then around 1 1 AM we went
down to the natural waterslides. It was real

sweet, the kids had a blast, and we were
down there for a really long time. It was a

great way for the kids to just relax after a

long travel day, and the kids really had a

good time. We there till around 4 in the

afternoon and then we drove another hour

back to our camp. On the way back to our

campsite we had the pleasure of running

into the South Harris group and the kids
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got to mingle a little bit. Once back at Trout

Brook we heard the usual warning about

bears and being aware of food and trash

on the campsite, so once again we were on
high alert. For dinner most of us enjoyed

some Spanish rice, and then we had some
s 'mores, which always makes the kids feel

good. Then everyone went to bed, because

tomorrow was going to be a big day.

Day 5

Today was our second full day at Baxter

and we got the kids up early because there

were a lot of things we wanted to do. We
woke up around 7 AM and had some hot

oatmeal prepared by Fil Samaha, cleaned

up the campsite, and then got ready to hike

Trout Brook Mountain. We got to the

mountain around 8:30 and it was a really

beautiful climb. It did not take too long to

get to the top, because it is only a summit
of about 2.5 miles, but it was pretty steep

at parts. The view from the top was
beautiful, and we stayed up there for a little

while until we felt it was time to go down.
We finished the mountain around 11:30,

ate some tuna down back at the campsite,

and then we were going to digest for a little

bit and do some cliff jumping off of

Traveler mountain. In order to get to our

cliff-jumping destination we had to drive

a little ways, and then hike 2 miles through

some woods and lakes, but once we were
there it was an awesome time. All of the

kids really came through and battled their

fears, jumping off from pretty high in the

air. We did this for a couple of hours, and
then hiked all the way back to our parked
van. It was a long day and very busy, just

how the counselors wanted it to be, and
we made it back to the campsite around 6

pm We got dinner ready pretty quickly,

which was some chili, and then once
everything was cleaned up all of the kids

went to bed, and the day was over.

Day 6

This was our last full day at Baxter, and
because the previous day was particularly

hard we took it very easy in the morning.
We had a nice breakfast and a lot of the

kids spent their time reading or jumping
off the bridge that was right next to our
campsite. After a pepperoni and cheese
lunch, we then took the kids to the natural

rockslides. These slides are a little more
intense and you go down very fast, but it

was all-safe. It was about a two-mile hike

to these slides, so at the end of the day we
had hiked a little over four miles. We got

back to our campsite and dinner took a

long time today because we made
individual pizzas with pepperoni and
cheese. It was worth the wait, and everyone

felt full after the meal. Then we had our

last campfire at Baxter, and many of the

kids slept outside because the weather was
so nice. Tomorrow is another big day!

Day 7

Today we had a lot on our agenda, and
the most important thing was to get the

entire camp cleaned up because we were
leaving. We were supposed to meet up
with the tripping director, Reid Anderson,
to receive our re-supply around 11 AM, so

that meant we had to get up early and take

care of a lot of busy work. As the

counselors made pancakes the campers
took care of most of the cleaning, and by
the time breakfast had been served all of

the tents were down and we were ready to

get out ofbreakfast. We got to our re-supply

destination a little early, but everything

worked out. We then got in our canoes and
left for Matagamon Wilderness Camp-
ground, and it only took us about an hour
and a half. We had one portage around a

damn but it was no big deal. The kids

handled it well, and we had everything set

up on our new campsite in no time at all.

We then served tuna for lunch, which
happened quite frequently, because it

turned out to be a counselor and camper
favorite. Then we just hung around, did a

lot of reading, and John Goodman led a lot

of the kids in a game called Dungeons and
Dragon. We then had dinner, which was
cheeseburgers, and everything was pretty

quiet after that. We didn't have a campfire,

and we went to bed early because we had
a lot of paddling to do the next day.

Day 8

The game plan for day 8 was to make it

all the way to Grandpitch Campsite. The
normal wake up time on the trip became 7

AM, which was fine because we always
got to bed early. We had grits for breakfast

on this particular day, and hopefully it was
going to help us through our three portages

we had to do. Once we got on the river

everything was great. The kids seemed to

be in a better mood and a little less on
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edge. Baxter can be a little slow sometimes,

but on the river you always have to be

alert and focused especially when
portaging and going down rapids. The first

two portages were not that bad, but the

kids did seem a little inexperienced when
it came down to the actual process. But

once we got going, most of the kids worked
pretty hard to make sure we did the portage

in a reasonable amount of time. After the

two portages snacks were passed out as

we always do at least twice a day. There
were a couple of campers who flipped their

canoes going down rapids, including Fil

Samaha, but everything turned out okay.

The last portage of the day was when we
got to our destination, Grand Pitch, and
the kids took care of the canoes while the

counselors prepared a peanut butter, jelly,

and honey lunch. After lunch had been
served everyone chilled out for a while,

and then we swam next to the waterfall

that was called Grand Pitch. It was pretty

intense, but safe, and we all had a few hours
of diving and jumping off a little cliff. After

that we served dinner, which was chicken

quesadillas, and then we had a small

campfire because most of the wood was
wet from rain the night before. After that

some of the kids chose to brush their teeth,

and then we all went to bed. Hygiene is

always an issue on the trip, and some
campers are better than others, but no one
got too smelly or nasty on the trip. It was a

good day; we were all ready for tomorrow.
Day 9

Today was the most paddling we would
do the entire trip, but the kids were more
than ready, and we really wanted to make
it to Whetstone in good time. We got up
early as usual, had some breakfast
sandwiches consisting of eggs and cheese,

and set out for the day. The first big thing

of the day was the portage, and it was our
last one, so that motivated us to just get it

over with because after this one it was all

over. It was approximately 1 mile long,

and it was a struggle at times, but once it

was over it felt great. We give them a

snack, and we were off paddling again. We
paddled for a few hours until about 2 PM
and then we had some lunch, pepperoni
and cheese in pitas. After that delicious

meal we had a few more hours of paddling
until we reached Whetstone. I was in the

lead with Matt Willian and it was a great

feeling to see our campsite, especially

when we noticed that Wavus would be

staying with us. On a sad note, the only

minor injury that occurred on the trip is

when John Goodman fell and hit his head
on a rock. It bled pretty badly, but the use

of a butterfly bandage held it tight together,

and everything was okay. We then got all

our gear out, set up tents, made a fire, and
had some grilled chicken sandwiches. The
kids got to have some marshmallows, and
shortly after dinner and clean up everyone

went to bed, because it really was an
exhausting day.

Day 10

After our previous day everyone was
on edge, but we did not have that long of a

paddle until we would be at Pine Grove.

We heard great things about the campsite

so everyone was eager to get there,

especially since there was a working
bathroom and that we'd be able to set up
our tents right on the edge of the river. The
paddling was not difficult and there was
no portage so that made things easy on
everyone. There isn't much more to say,

except that we did hit some pretty cool

rapids at Grindstone, but everyone did

well. We arrived at our campsite around 1

PM, had some tuna for lunch, and then

everyone chilled out, read, and hung out

with others around the camp until we had
a rice dinner. It was a good day, and it was
sad because it was our last night together,

but everyone was also excited to get back
to Kieve and sleep in our nice new cabin

again.

Day 11

We woke up an hour earlier than we
usually did, so around 6 AM we started

getting everyone up and we gave them
some pop tarts for breakfast. We got our

campsite cleaned up real fast and were out

on the river by about 7:15. The only
problem is that we left way too early

because I thought we were a lot farther

away from our pick-up stop than we
actually were. So at around 8:15 we were
at Medway and ready for our pick-up
about two hours early. But it was okay, we
just hung out, discussed the trip, and then

we finally got picked up. The best part of

the day was going to Big G's restaurant and
everyone got to have huge sandwiches and
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a soda. It was awesome! Then we drove
the rest of the way back to camp, and
everything went smoothly.

Allagash I

Mac King

June 23 Day 1

The Allagash River spans roughly one-

hundred miles—flowing South to North

—

of Northern Maine. It boasts some of the

deadliest white-water ever before known
to man, the fiercest wildlife our planet

holds, and stands an uncharted amount of

miles (probably somewhere in the three-

thousand range) from the nearest outpost

of human civilization. In order to

overcome such treacherous obstacles a

group of boys must come together as one,

unite as a team, and become a band of

brothers. Regardless of the validity of the

previous statements, we arose early on the

morning ofJune 23 to heavy rainfall and a

breakfast of pop-tarts and cereal bars. After

packing, under the steady navigation of

"The One", a man who requires no further

introduction, we drove north into the great

unknown. After a brief stop at Wal-Mart
(mostly to outfit Adrianus) we reached
Hannibal's crossing and following a cold-

cut luncheon placed our boats in the water

and began a medium to large sized voyage
(the true "long" voyage shall perhaps
await these boys next summer). We arrived

at Big Island, our campsite for the night, in

record time and after Jonathan and I toasted

Will DiMaggio and Will Moore. Following

a feast ofbacon-cheese-burgers we crawled

into our tents, said our goodnights and went
to sleep.

June 24 Day 2

We arose early and set out after more
pop-tarts in search of fudge, root beer,

mud, and perhaps a slice ofmanhood. After

stopping at Chesuncook Village (a Blaire

Witch Project esque establishment) and
ingesting homemade root beer and fudge,

we paddled on to the mouth of the mud
pond portage trail. We encountered some
difficulty actually locating the trail,

causing Jonathan and me to embark on a

brief search through the thick foliage. After

we succeeded in finding the trail, we
strapped on all that we needed and carried

our boats across the den of sin which is the

mud pond portage trail. Our kids

absolutely obliterated the carry, finishing

the trek in under an hour. Despite the

remaining hours of light we opted to leave

the gear for the morning (most groups do
everything the following day) and camp
on the shore of the beginning lake. We
feasted on chili, pitched tents and then
slumbered peacefully; like little angels;

especially Will Moore, and his dimples.

June 25 Day 3

After a terrible night of sleep—Spencer
(alias "the monkey") somehow didn't fall

asleep until four am—we awoke early,

choked down some more pop-tarts and
like Hannibal marching his army complete
with war elephants across the Pyrenees (or

the Alps or something) portaged our gear

to our waiting boats, put in at the murky
abyss which embodies mud pond and
arrived at the glorious confines of gravel

beach shortly before eleven AM. We rested,

red, tanned, played cards, ate chicken and
then went to bed.

June 26 Day 4
Half of our party remained at Gravel

Beach while the other half paddled eight

miles (there and back) to pick up our
resupply. The perfect paddling party

(alliteration is fun), consisting of me,
Jonathan, Spencer, Delle-Donne, DiMaggio
and Will Moore experienced one of the

most lackluster resupplies in Kieve history,

receiving no coca-cola classics, baked
goods from female admirers or any mail

of interest. We also left the Gravel Beach
party, led by Sam, without any food
whatsoever. When we returned we
indulged in a grilled cheese feast and
played a spades tournament. The
tournament wasn't close and Jonathan and
I dominated. Charlie Wemyss was heard

saying "Mac and Jonathan are the best

spades players I have ever met, they are

also the best counselors in Camp Kieve

history and I aspire to be like them in every

way shape and form." We ate bacon-
cheese burgers for dinner, and loved them.

We sat around the fire and talked about

experiences we all hoped to have in the

years to come. Then we slept.

June 27 Day 5

Lake Chamberlain, the lake on which
we resided on for the previous 36 hours,

has some of the worst North-to-South

headwinds on any body of water east of
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the Mississippi. Since we needed to go
North to reach the Allagash we decided to

awake early (3:45) in hopes of missing the

headwinds altogether. Not only did we
miss them, however, but we received tail

winds, allowing us to sail the sixteen miles

on our menu for the day and arrive at

Ziegler at around eleven. Spencer and
Jamie cooked m&m pancakes for the

group, and Delle-Donne took a lot of

pictures with the digital camera. We had
teriyaki chicken sandwiches for dinner

and then went to bed amidst some of the

most bazaar weather ever.

June 28 Day 6

We slept in (until 8) for the first day of

the trip, ate oatmeal, and then proceeded
to gently paddle our way to Scofield Point.

After ten minutes of paddling we opted to

sail and cruised our way to a railroad

bridge where we squirreled our way
around a ranger and jumped off the bridge

into the lake. We then sailed to our
campsite and set up camp, anticipating our

rest day to come. We had a reading party

on the point, and DiMaggio was so happy
he couldn't stop smiling. We had Mexican
Night for dinner, and then sat around the

campfire. Adrianus and some friends

thought it might be funny to laugh at the

counselors and then the whole cabin
portaged canoes for twenty minutes. After

portaging we told scary stories and then

curled up with our cabin mates and cried

ourselves to sleep.

June 29 Day 7

On the seventh day Mac gave the

campers a day of rest. It was also a day of

competition. Today we played survivor.

Like the television show we (the Allagash

I counsel) designed a series of challenges

for the kids to participate in, the winner of
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each challenge receiving "immunity", and
the kids voting off one member for each
challenge. At the end of the day Charles

Allison-Godfrey stood apart from the rest,

narrowly beating Alex in the finals, and
winning himself a cheeseburger and a

milkshake at the Allagash Village Diner.

We had Boboli pizzas for dinner and then
went to bed healthy and happy.

June 30 Day 8

This morning we encountered severe

headwinds, and it took us a very long time

to get to the Churchill dam. When we did

finally arrive we moved our boats around
in record time and got our canoes wet with
Allagash fluid for the first time. We then

shot Chase rips with no problems, and
called it a day around noon, camping at

Chisholm Brooke. With so much time on
our hands we told the kids that in order to

eat dinner they had to write and perform a

three act play involving everyone in our

cabin. Five hours later, Allagash I

performed "Jane and Jamaal" which was
an original musical in which our kids

wrote all the music and the counsel was
mightily amused. We dined on pasta with

red sauce and then slept.

June 31 Day 9

Today was perhaps our biggest day of

the trip. We got up early and paddled
through 23 miles of lakes to a campsite

called Turk Island at the end of the Round
Pond. We shot an old dam with dry boats

and impressed some salty river guides.

DiMaggio sterned the only all-camper

canoe down the dam. Then we ran into a

moose in the middle of the river, and Jamie
got out and had an aqua-experience. We
arrived at Turk Island (our campsite for

the evening) at around one in the after-

noon. Jon, myself, Charles, Henry, and Alex



ventured several hundred yards upstream

and floated down the rapids in our
lifejackets. We played a game of Presidents

and then ate macaroni and cheese for

dinner.

August 1 Day 10

We essentially floated this entire day
without paddling at all, and traveled close

to sixteen miles. We arrived at our large

campsite at around noon and set up camp.
A group of boy scouts later joined us and
we practiced our best behavior. Spencer,

Adrianus, Will Moore, Alex, Bailey, and
DiMaggio and I all went on a walk up a

nearby logging road to exercise our legs

and then we ate pesto pasta for dinner.

August 2 Day 11

Today we arose early to our traditional

meal of pop-tarts and paddled to Michaud
Farm to check out from the Allagash
Wilderness Waterway. After a brief mix-

up at Michaud, in which the ranger

believed we hadn't paid (when in fact we
had), we paddled through one of the

prettiest portions of the river and took out

at the carry trail before Allagash Falls.

Charlie Wemyss soloed his canoe around
the falls (the only camper to solo a portage

the entire trip) and we thoroughly
impressed a group of boy scouts with our

rugged good looks and crazy portaging

skills. We then 'gash paddled to the

Allagash Village where we paid twenty
dollars to camp in a woman's field, eat stale

cheese-puffs in her kitchen and hear the

story of her life. Charles, Sam and Jon had
dinner at the Allagash diner while the rest

of our party ate chili. We went to bed
eagerly anticipating Henry Kennedy's
arrival the following day.

August 3 Day 12

We attempted to sleep in today, but the

sun woke us up at around eight. We had
oatmeal for breakfast and then floated

down the St. John to Pelletier's Camp-
ground where we played several games of

pickle and ultimate Frisbee before Henry
arrived in the bus with mail, cokes, and
treats. Jon and I drove Henry Kennedy,
Spencer, Jamie, and Will Moore several

miles upstream so that they could shoot

the last stretch of rapids. While they were
out Jon and I went and picked up a pizza

dinner. After feasting we played another
game of ultimate and then sat around the

fire and reminisced about the trip. Our
cabin then pulled our sleeping bags and
pads outside and slept around the fire for

our last night in the wilderness.

August 4 Day 13

After handing off our boats to Bank we
picked up Long Voyage's canoes and
finally began making our way back
towards camp. Henry Kennedy drove the

bus and filled our stomachs with a plethora

of junk food. We returned to camp as

friends, studs and heroes.

Allagash II

Chris Herbst

Day 1 (Christopher Herbst)

The young guys of Allagash "Deuce" had
been yearning for this day ever since they

arrived the first day of camp. The glorious

Allagash Wilderness Waterway of the

Northern Maine woods lay at the tips of

their fingers, at the brink of their manhood,
and the completion of such an adventure
would truly be equivalent to capturing the

Holy Grail. Early on the second Tuesday
of camp, the boys awoke to our cabin's

theme song, "Campione 2000" which
quickly infused them all with energy and
adrenaline. Breakfast was a quick Pop-Tart

and soon we were off on our 5-hour drive

up Route 95 with Reid. We made two rest

stops on our trip up, one at a Duncan Donuts

outside Waterville and then later at the

Irving in Millinocket. Around 11 am, we
hit the Golden Road, the last leg of our

road trip. An hour later, campers and
counselors were together unloading the

canoes, group gear, and personal gear

underneath Hannibal's Crossing. We bid

Reid farewell, as Reid reminded us just how
fortunate we were to be enveloped in such
a beautiful canvas. Led by the first Officer
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of the Day, we paddled along the West
Branch of the Penobscot for roughly 6

miles until we came to the Big Island

campsite. We beached our canoes, carried

up the gear, and then started preparing

camp. Soon, turkey club sandwiches were
being made and distributed for a late

afternoon lunch. Lurking showers were
imminent, but the campers were still

upbeat at the prospect of a great trip. The
formalities of tripping and the associate

rules that go alongside were kindly
lectured upon the campers after lunch. The
notion of LNT, or "Leave No Trace" was
detailed and discussed, as well as how to

set up a tarp properly and how to chop
wood. Dinner fast approached, but the

lingering showers finally opened up on us,

and the bacon cheeseburgers had to be
cooked on the stove. Nonetheless, the boys
enjoyed their beef sandwiches before

retreating to their tents for the night.

Thoughts and anticipations of conquering

the infamous Mud Pond the following day
accompanied each camper as he climbed
into his sleeping bag that night.

Day 2 (Christopher Herbst)

Today we woke up bright and early,

ready for a beast of a day. We sank our

teeth into some hot breakfast sandwiches,

loaded with eggs, bacon, and cheese. We
had heard all the stories, myths, legends

and epics involving Mud Pond, but now
we were ready to write our chapter. First,

though, we needed to get there. The
Allagash II crew loaded up the canoes, and
we were out paddling by 8 am. Today was
my day as the OD, and I guided the troops

through the winding leg of the West
Penobscot until we reached the

Chesuncook Village. We beached out

canoes, and Will and I left the campers to

go consult with the "Prophet." The
historical figure offered us some great

insight and wisdom regarding the rest of

our trip, and then gave us some homemade
fudge and 12 bottles of the world's best

root beer to sip and savor before
continuing our journey. We left the prophet

with our stomachs satisfied, and cruised

across Chesuncook Lake. We had a mouth-
watering lunch of grilled cheese and bacon
sandwiches and some chicken noodle soup
at a campsite on the lake. After lunch, we
embarked on the last portion of paddling

for the day, through some narrow and
snaking streams that eventually led us to

Umbazooksus Lake, where the Mud Pond
carry trail initiated. We reached the
marking for the notorious trail in the late

afternoon, mildly tired from the days
paddle. We snacked on some Snickers bars

to give us the energy we needed. We
psyched ourselves up, focused all our
energy as the task at hand, and then blew
through the mud and fallen timber of the

portage. It was a true marathon, testing us

physically and mentally. Billy Watterson
did an impressive solo for nearly three

quarters of the entire trail. The remaining
campers either partnered up on the other

canoes, or grabbed paddles and life jackets.

Geoffrey and Mike used every ounce of

blood, sweat, and tears to get their canoe
across the pond, and upon reaching it, fell

into a heap on the ground. Both were quite

impressed, as were the rest of the campers,

at the noteworthy feat they had
accomplished. Mud Pond is a genuine rite

of passage at Kieve, and these guys did it

with no reservations. Dinner was quite

festive that night, as we all devoured steak

fajitas at the Mud Pond campsite. Every
guy slept that night with his shoulders

sore, but with the comfort of having the

hardest challenge behind him.

Day 3 (Geoffroy D'Autichamp)
Getting up at 9:30 am. We have bagels.

First we have to take all of our own stuff to

the end of the portage, which is the hardest

part of the day. We have to take four

wannigans and one cooler 1.8 miles away
from the campsite and we have to walk in

a little river and the kids who carry

wannigans put it on their boundary bag

and hold the handles. Once we get at the

end of the portage we have to take the

canoes out of the mud. Then we have to go

across the lake to find the beginning of the

river that goes to the other lake. This is a

tiny river and for most of the river we have

to push the canoes because there are a lot

of rocks. This is also where we have our

first snack. We had three snacks on this

easy day. Then we have to go through

another river which turns into another

lake. This lake is deeper than the first one

but the wind starts to pick up and some
campers like Evan Kantor try to sail with

Crazy Creeks. This lake goes into another
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and we have a snack there. One hour later

we arrive at our campsite. For lunch we
have some Peanut Butter and Jelly

sandwiches. Our campsite is Gravel Beach.

In the afternoon, Long Voyage arrives at

the campsite. For dinner we have some
chili con carne and we give them what we
don't eat. Shameel offers to be Officer of

the Day for tomorrow.

Day 4 (Shameel Jahanzeb)

The day began quite early for some. It

had been designated as a rest day, but many
were just restless. This day of no rest was
received by a boisterous thunderstorm
around 3 am. Personally, I was deep in sleep

until my over-reactive tent mate, David,

made our whole tent get low in the fetal

position, despite the fact that we were
asleep on the ground, because he thought

he felt lightning strike less than a hundred
yards away. After what seemed like less

than an hour, we were awakened by our

counselors so that we could start paddling

towards our re-supply. The paddle to the

re-supply was quite pleasant. Once there,

we had lunch, cokes, and got our mail.

Unfortunately, we were not so lucky on
the way back because we felt terrible

headwinds. Although the paddle was
tough, we had motivation: Company.
Voyage I, who had arrived the day before,

and Wavus, who were to arrive that day,

were waiting for us. When we got back to

Gravel Beach, our campsite, there was no
sign ofWavus, although we did find Voyage
I enjoying the warm lake water. We then
decided that we would have a beach party

that night, and we began to gather wood
for the bonfire. After dragging, carrying,

and chopping, six trees worth ofwood, we
finally lit the fire. While working on the

fire we forgot to check the horizon for any
sign ofWavus, and when we did, there they

were. It took them about half an hour to

reach shore, at which point they were
greeted by all, and all were greeted by
them. Each cabin then had dinner, and the

rest of the night was spent around the

bonfire. Despite the fact that the day was
tiring, it was one I wouldn't mind
repeating.

Day 5 (Mike Orr)

This morning everybody got up at

different times because it was a rest day. It

was our third day at Gravel Beach. For

breakfast we had pancakes and bacon.

Geoffrey and I made them. They were
really good. Throughout the day, everyone

did whatever they wanted to. Most people

swam. Also, a lot of kids played card games.

In the mid-morning, Long Voyage I had to

leave for their next campsite. In the

afternoon, Long Voyage II came and they

set up camp. For lunch we had really good
sandwiches. They had turkey, bacon,
American cheese, lettuce, tomatoes, and
mayo. Everyone loved them. Later that

night, Will made Oriental chicken for

dinner. It was good. When it got dark, we
and Long Voyage built another huge
bonfire on the beach. Today was certainly

relaxing, or as we liked to call it, "Just

another day in paradise."

Day 6 (Nathaniel Kaplan)

To start the 6 th day of our trip we were
awakened early around 5 am. It was finally

time to depart the Gravel Beach campsite

that we stayed at for a couple of days.

Though not as quick as we planned, our

camp was packed up and ready to go, and
we were rewarded with bagels for

breakfast. Despite waking up so early, we
still faced torturous headwinds on
Chamberlain Lake. The whole cabin
attacked this problem without
complaining and paddled across the lake

extremely fast. After successfully paddling

across Chamberlain and finishing a small

portage, we approached Eagle Lake. Once
again there were unfavorable headwinds
we had to fight. Everyone still sucked it up
and worked hard to arrive at the Farm
Island campsite for lunch. Once everybody
reached the island, we had PB & J on pita

bread that everyone seemed to enjoy. From
Farm Island we paddled a short distance

to reach our final destination for the day,

the Ziegler campsite. After paddling a little

more than 16 miles, our canoeing was
finished for the day. To cap off a hard
working day, we all got to rest up, sleep,

read, hang out, and eat a very good dinner

of Stir Fry. With only half of our trip left,

the cabin is still pumped, as the lake

paddling is pretty done and we will enter

the Allagash River soon and experience

Nirvana.

Day 7 (Matt Wholey)
Today we woke up at 5:30 am so that we

could reach Chase Rapids by 10. It was
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pretty early for a lot of the campers.
However, the scenery was flawless, the

weather perfect, and the wind was right

behind us. It took us around 45 minutes to

dissemble the tents, load up the canoes,

and eat breakfast. We began to paddle
through the remainder of the tedious Eagle

Lake, which seemed unusually tame this

morning. We paddled through high banks,

lakes, and small streams until we reached
Churchill Dam. We unloaded our stuff and
portaged the canoes to the launch area. We
were preparing to commence the Allagash

and Chase Rapids, when the counselors

made the hard decision to evacuate a

camper for precautionary reasons. It was
a hard but necessary measure, and we all

moved past it. The day was therefore

declared an unscheduled rest day at

Churchill. The afternoon was spent mulling

in the sun, swimming in the rapids, and
just hanging with each other. Dinner was
beef stew and mashed potatoes, a great

combination.

Day 8 (Billy Waterson)
Today we slept in until 7 am, which was

nice after beginning so many days before

6. Unfortunately though, we did not end
up actually leaving Churchill Dam until

10 because the Ranger was backed up with
driving other parties gear down past Chase
Rapids. Despite the overcast weather and
having to wait, we were all very fired up
to shoot the rapids, which were our first

and highest rated level. Fittingly, the rapids

were amazing and the most fun I have had
on the trip to date. The rapids were fun,

but they were also kind of tough. In fact,

Chris and I were the only ones to have a

problem when our canoe got wedged in

between two rocks underneath the water
level. Our canoe quickly filled up with
water, and we were forced to flip our boat

over, lift it over our heads, pour all the

water out, and then get in and grab all our

gear floating downriver. It was quite an
adventure, and turned out to be very fun

and exciting. Around this time, the
weather turned beautiful. After we picked

up our group gear and the rest of our
personal gear at a designated point, we
continued to paddle down the Allagash

with a few more series of minor rapids.

We finally came to Sandy Point, which we
deemed a good spot to make some PB & J

sandwiches for lunch. Following our
energy meal, we hit Long Lake, which was
an appropriate name for this body of

water. This part of the day was also a lot of

fun, as strong tailwinds enabled us to set

up our tent flies and sailing masts, and sail

across the lake smoothly. After we cruised

across the lake, we reached Long Lake
Dam. The Dam was actually some really

tough rapids professionals occasionally

ran, but ultimately we decided to portage

over. After the portage, we reloaded our
canoes and started paddling extra hard
since it began to drizzle. While we were
paddling on this second leg ofthe Allagash,

we saw two incredible bald eagles, and
came into a very close proximity with 2

moose. The first five campsites we had
planned on sleeping at had all been taken,

so we had to paddle to Turk Island, which
meant we did not stop paddling until 7:30

pm. Today was a true milestone, as we
paddled roughly 20 miles within 9 hours,

a day and a halves worth. Although it was
a hard day, it was also a fun one.

Day 9 (Avery Payette)

Today we had a half-rest day. We didn't

have to get up until 10:00 and we then

breakfasted on oatmeal. After we packed
up our tents and said goodbye to James,

the man we shared a campsite with the

night before. Today we only had a six mile

paddle on the river. Strangely we
experienced headwinds which made the

paddle much tougher than it should have
been. After a couple of hours on the river

we pulled in to Five Fingers campsite. For

lunch we had peanut butter and jelly

sandwiches. With lunch finished we set

up camp. To see who would get the extra

snacks we played some games. Then we
went down to the rapids and swam around.

While we were swimming we lost the

water jug's top and instantly jumped into

the current of the river and went off on a

rescue mission. After we were done we
saw a few animals, played around, and
read until dinner. Tonight we had delicious

pasta with alfredo sauce. After such a filling

meal everyone became lethargic and went
to bed.

Day 10 (Evan Kantor)

Today was one of our most fun days. We
woke up at 7:00, which is late for us since

we usually wake up at 4 am. We had a
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delicious meal of oatmeal and by nine we
were on the river. The ride today was only

five miles so we drifted most of the way.

After tanning in the canoes for an hour we
sailed to the Allagash Falls. We portaged

0.33 mile trail. For lunch we had peanut
butter and jelly on pitas. About 100 ft away
from our campsite there was a beach
overlooking the huge waterfall. The falls

were about a 60 foot drop surrounded by
huge rocks on either side. These rocks were
perfect for climbing up and jumping off

into the river. Cliff jumping really made
this day even though it was only a fifteen

foot jump it was still a lot of fun. We did

tricks and spins off the cliff until four in

the afternoon (four hours!). We had Nutri-

Grain bars for a snack. After our snack we
went up to our campsite and set up for the

night. At 6:30 we started to cook dinner.

Tonight we feasted on tuna fish casserole.

We cooked way too much pasta and we all

had to man up and eat way more than we
thought our bellies could handle. It was
unbelievable! Later we cooked some hot

chocolate and sat around the fire telling

stories and playing games. We all looked

forward to a good night's sleep and a late

7:00 wake up. Speaking for everyone, I

must say that day ten was one of the best! !

!

Day 11 (Kaleb Allen)

We were awoken by the rushing river

cascading over Allagash falls and the rattle

of Chris shaking our tents and telling us

that it is time to get up. As we take down
our tents I began to boil the water for

breakfast. During our meal we were
entertained by Chris talking about his

experience with finding bathrooms in New
York City. Once we finished breakfast we
carried all of our gear down to where we
portaged all the canoes. We then started

our relaxing voyage, we laid back and
"gash" paddled, which is when the boat

rotates around and the bowman steers

while the stern naps. After a relaxing

paddle down the Allagash River we came
across Allagash Village, a bustling
metropolis if I have ever seen one. We then

continued down the river in search of the

general store. Once we found the general

store, Chris and Ted bought us Mountain
Dews and Oreos. We feasted like kings for

a few minutes. After our snack, we paddled
to our campsite. Almost immediately after

we set up our camp a violent storm hit. It

rained, it hailed, and thundered. The wind
demolished everything from the picnic

table to a few tents. We then re-set up camp.
We then decided to play a game ofbaseball.

We constructed a baseball and bat out of

socks and tent poles and a ton ofDuct tape.

We then played a game of baseball on The
Allagash Public School Field. After the

game we cooked up some fantastic cheese

and pepperoni quesadillas. We then made
brownies and called it a night.

Day 12 (Dave Lichtenstein)

Today was the last day of the "Gash"
trip. The weather was sunny with a

sprinkling of clouds. We were supposed to

have a rest day with only 45 minutes of

paddling, but the paddle ended up taking

two hours. During the morning we played

cards and read the paper. After lunch we
paddled to Pelletier's campground. When
we got there we played some fetch with a

neighborhood dog and awaited Reid and
Matt. Reid and Matt came around 6 pm
with GORGEOUS pizzas and coke and all

of our mail. We ate and ate until no one
could eat no more. Tomorrow we return

to Kieve.

Day 13 (Ted Cooke)

This morning we woke up at our usual

time: 7 am We piled into the van and
embarked on the seven hour journey back
home. We had a nice time naming songs,

and looking at the Boston Globe. Everyone
got some reading done or caught some
zzzz's. We had lunch at Big G's Deli. Billy

got a thanksgiving sandwich that was
bigger than his head and finished it. We
drove the last hour and a half and soared

over the Kieve bump and made our
triumphant return to camp!

Long Voyage I

Andrew Kalaris and Alex Collins

Day 1 By AK
Morale is high. After a last breakfast at

Kieve, the men of Long Voyage I set off in

Perseverance with a full trailer and high

hopes for the next 18 days. Luckily, the

One kept us entertained with a variety of

tired 80's rock music. We drove for about

an hour before the One decided we needed
to stop for snacks. A stop was also made at

Wal-Mart for a few last deadly essentials.

After leaving Wal-Mart we immediately
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stopped for more snacks at Dunkin
Donuts. Signs for Moosehead Lake signaled

the end of our drive...and a reason to get

more snacks. The big orange bus finally

rolled into the Birches campground at

4:30. The One entertained us with his bow
staff skills while we quickly set up camp.
He finally left and we spent the rest of the

night swimming, talking, and hanging out.

Corey proved his fire making skills when
he led the effort to build a gigantic bonfire.

A good time was had by all.

Day 2 By Alex
We woke up on our first day of the trip

at a leisurely hour and enjoyed delicious

breakfast of blueberry pop-tarts. We were
eager to get on the water and enjoy the

sunny weather so we quickly broke camp
and loaded up the boats with all the gear.

The second we got on the lake, the skies

became overcast and threatened to rain.

After paddling for a few hours we decided

to snack on cheese crackers. Little did we
know that this trip was not one for snacks.

We paddled past Farm Island and came to

a peninsula where we thought the campsite

might be. We were greeted by a rather

unfriendly woman who told us that the

land was private property and to go camp
on Farm Island. This was not a viable option

since we needed to get further up
Moosehead Lake for the Northeast Carry

tomorrow. The campsite we needed to stay

at, Seboomook point, was actually much,
much, farther up the lake. We finally

arrived at our campsite to a light drizzle,

and after setting up the tents and tarp, Cory
and Jack began cooking lunch, which were
delightful chicken sandwiches. After lunch
it was nap time. It was to be the first of

many. Around 6:30 operation steamboat

began, spearheaded by Charlie. Cory and
Tom were his assistants in this most
important operation. After much
preparation, the steamboats were in the

coals and in no time they were in our
bellies. Operation steamboat was a

complete success. Right as dinner was
ending the sky opened up and let the rain

pour down. It was a good thing that the

tarp was excellently set up. Everyone called

it an early night because of the big day that

awaited us in the morning.
Day 3 By Charlie

It's 3:00 AM. I have to pee. I'm in the

middle. Attempting to stealthfully exit the

tent by gingerly stepping over AK, all three

of us end up rising for a silent urination in

unison. The day has just begun.

Daylight greets us with treacherous

clouds and ominous storms which
heighten the anxious anticipation of the

infamous Northeast Carry. The haul across

Moosehead Lake toward the distant white

house, which sticks out of the fog to signal

the carry, recalls my trip from five years

ago. It's the exact same day. The same pop
tarts, the same cliff campsite, the same
beach on the ledge, the same waves, the

same fog, and the same carry. But this time

we are new men looking to overcome old

fears.

Needless to say we rocked the portage.

In two hours we were finished with high
spirits and energy to spare. All star soloers

included Thorn, John Kline, Adam, and
Tom. The straight shot portage was hardly

a challenge in the cool weather. Only the

incessant insects at the end of the portage

trail were worthy of complaints.

Our spirits high and Big Island with Mac
King's Allagash ahead, we trucked down
the West Branch ofthe Penobscot. Although
the river seemed never ending, Big Island

was soon in sight. Unfortunately, we
realized the boats on the shore were not

Mac's but some nonsense Boy Scout troop.

Passing Mac, we camped at the bottom
of Big Island on a grassy knoll. Tomfoolery
persisted through much of the afternoon

as counsel took a nap to regain our strength

from the last portage.

We again are awoken to the wonderful
sound of campers cooking impossibly
cheesy pasta which was more than
satisfying. Stomachs bursting, we retired

from a satisfying day. Much anticipation

surrounds the rest of the trip, sparked by
AK's obsessive indulgences with the maps.
Day 4 By Mesrobs
We awoke at our campsite to enjoy

bagels with almost fresh cream cheese. We
initially had some trouble getting onto the

river but we were soon on our way. The
fact that the sun was out was a huge
surprise so we made sure to exploit it to

the fullest amount. After an hour or two
everyone started to gash paddle. We
arrived at the fudge shop as hungry as a

pack of wolves. The counselors returned
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with fudge and root beer after a few minutes

of extreme anticipation and impatience.

As soon as we left Chesuncook Village we
noticed two massive storms headed for us.

We paddled like crazy but the rain hit us

when we were only yards away from our

camp. As we neared the campsite we
noticed that there were people already at

the site. Things were looking grim but

good news came upon us when the people
left because they were only there for lunch.

Soon the weather cleared up and blue sky

shone down. Everyone enjoyed PB&J,
napped, swam, and played cards. At dinner

everyone was exited for pizza. Yost was
recommended to open a pizza shop.
Afterward we played a card game to

determine who would have to eat

tablespoons of pasta sauce. After that

everyone went to bed in their picturesque

Eurekas and had a great nights sleep.

Day 5 By Cory
We awoke as the sun rose over the green

trees to the north and the blue-brown water
of Black Pond glistened. We disassembled
our domiciles in a record 38 minutes and
set off. For breakfast we consumed
multiple bars produced by the nutri-grain

company. We crossed Black Pond in our

Old Town canoes until we reached the

Horse Races, two miles of rapids through
which we had to pull our canoes. At points

in the rapids you could not stand up and it

was required that you swim up the river.

After much effort we arrived at a small

dam which we quickly portaged around.

We continued the rest of the trek by
paddling over the silvery surface of a lake

and up a slow moving river surrounded
by elephant carcasses and moose antlers.

In this marsh there were a total of nine

meese and one bald eagle. Once we arrived

at our destination we spotted other cohorts

of campers. We ate tuna and a culinary

concoction of pita bread, mayo, and
wonderful, mouth watering, tongue
tingling Tabasco. Luckily we were able to

persuade the other campers into letting us

stay in a corner of the site. We portaged

our gear about 100 yards to our campsite
where we set up camp for another fun
night. Adam went on a wildlife adventure
and caught a snake. We finished the night

with some Uncle Ben's sprinkled with
fresh garlic.

Day 6 By Jack

Morning rose like a fire with a fresh load

of birch bark on it. In other words, hot.

The sun blared through our tent window
and relentlessly beat down on us. My tent

mates- Cory, Tom and Graham left the tent

after giving up on arguing whether it was
better to leave the tent window opened or

closed. I slept as much as I could. We were
allowed to wake up late this morning
because Pete Taylor was coming with our

resupply at eleven o'clock. I finally rolled

out of my baking tent in time for some
nice warm oatmeal and a sip of Alex's

coffee. Big Pete rolled in with a bunch of

food and our mail, which included some
cookies for Cory. We needed a little sugar

to get us going for our 1.5 mile portage.

We loaded Pete's truck with five canoes

and a bunch of bags. Tom, Cory, Graham
and I hopped in for the first run. Charlie

took off as soon as we got there, while Tom
and I threw canoes over our heads a little

less eagerly. Cory and Graham took one
together, blindly wandering down the

grassy path which unfortunately was in

the open sun. After losing four pounds, two
of which were sweat, I tossed my canoe
off and jumped in to the amazingly
refreshing water. A couple more trips and
a couple more miles of suffering allowed
us to feast on snickers and PB&J. We
properly bathed in sunscreen and set off

on our paddle at a leisurely sun absorbing

pace. Once we had crossed the massive
lake we experience our first set of

downstream rapids.

We arrived at our site on a hill above
Allagash falls, went for a dip, and prepared

fajitas. Collins and I dominated in spades

while sipping Tazo Choi. Some of us
checked out the sunset. It then started to

drizzle so we headed for bed.

Day 7 By Adam
Startled by the sound of a tent being

unzipped, I blinked several times and tried

to make some sense of what AK had said

to us. Probably "Up and at 'em boys" or

something like that. Slowly but surely we
broke down our tents and prepared for

another day of hard work. After enjoying

bagels and cream cheese, we proceeded to

load up our canoes. We bid a final adieu to

the Allagash falls campsite and set a course

to Gravel Beach. Once on the river we
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quickly shot down the remaining rapids.

Nobody flipped, but Yost and Alex found
themselves in a canoe which desperately

needed bailing.

Eventually we arrived at the end of the

river, where the river current becomes the

dead water of Chamberlain Lake. Much to

our dismay, our hopes of a helpful tailwind

for sailing were dashed by the presence of

a strong headwind. These winds proved to

be no match for Thome, Jack, Owen and
Swanson, who sped along the coastline

until they were mere specks on the hazy
horizon. Much time passed uneventfully

as the headwinds continued to batter our

boats. We mistakenly thought that the

waves had reached their maximum height.

With energy running low the decision was
made to rest at Chamberlain Farm to wait

out the winds. We broke out the tuna fish

and enjoyed well prepared sandwiches
courtesy if Thorne and Jack. After soaking

up some sun, it became evident that the

winds would not let up. Soon we were
confronted with three foot waves and
roaring head winds. We split up into two
groups of four canoes. My trusted stern

man (and longtime amigo) John Kline
joined AK, Nick, Yost, Collins, Mesrobs
and Tom to form the second group. Charlie

led the first group with the rest of the boats.

We set off from the farm and immediately
experienced the full effect of Chamberlain's

headwinds. The tumultuous waters gave a

new meaning to the phrase "aqua attack."

The constant turbulent waves caused
many boats to take on water, especially

Swanson's. His boat collected over five

inches of water from the waves.

A long one and a half hours passed as we
continued to paddle laboriously against

the onslaught of elements. Eventually we
crossed the two miles that separated
chamberlain farm from Gravel beach. We
were welcomed by calm waters and gentle

winds. Our spirits remained high as we
feasted on delicious ranch chicken patties

prepared by Mesrobs and Billy. Relaxation

followed dinner along with a lighting

display on the horizon. A good end to a

great day and an awesome week.
Day 8 By John Kline

Even though we expected to wake up at

a leisurely hour in the morning of our rest

day, Charlie and AK woke us up at a brisk

8:00 AM. They told us that during the rainy

night, the K-Wan had been left under the

drainage tarp and collected around two
feet of water. After emptying the wan and
reorganizing the kitchen utensils, we
discovered that only one roll of our toilet

paper was salvageable. Once the mess had
been dealt with, Cory and Tom began
making pancakes for breakfast. The
pancakes were superb and were enjoyed
by everyone. From the end of breakfast

until lunch, the day moved pretty slowly.

Campers and counselors either slept on
the beach, read, or were involved in other

random activities around the campsite.

There was a big spades game between John
and Adam versus Tom and Jack, which by
the end was very intense. It was time for

lunch, which was grilled cheese and
tomato soup prepared by Yost and Nick.

The meal was a huge success and everyone

agreed that it was by far the best lunch yet

on the trip. In the early afternoon after

lunch, Mesrobs began digging the fire pit

on the beach in preparation for the

evening's festivities. A few hours after

lunch, Allagash II returned from their

resupply trip. After they arrived both
cabins went on a wood finding mission to

gather as much wood as possible. We
entertained ourselves by splitting logs and
yelling "Wavus" every fifteen minutes in

anticipation for their arrival. Finally, after

what seemed like an eternity, someone
finally spotted Wavus on the water not too

far away. When Wavus arrived on the

beach several guys, being both gentlemen
and scholars, decided to help the girls

unload their boats. This was much better

than milling around awkwardly. Once all

the Wavus tents had been set up, the name
game was organized in which every person

stated their name, hometown, and favorite

crayola crayon color. This game broke the

ice and shortly it was time for dinner,

which were pizzas with bacon. Later in

the night everyone stayed around the

bonfire on the beach and looked at the stars.

After a while, everyone retired to their

tents. Later after I had fallen asleep, Tom
and Jack came to wake me up and inquired

the time. It was 3:56 in the AM.
Day 9 By Yost

We abruptly awoke at 3:56 AM when
Tom and Jack attacked John Kline to find
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out the time. After falling back to sleep we
woke up later at 10:30. Everyone was tired

from a long night socializing with Wavus.
We took our time packing and saying

goodbye to Wavus and Allagash II. After a

breakfast of nutri-grain bars we
constructed two sails using tent flies and
paddles. We had two groups of four canoes

each. The strong tailwinds allowed us to

sail straight to the ranger's station for lunch.

After a great lunch we refitted our sails

and prepared to sail to our campsite. A
tense race between the two sailboats

emerged as we approached our campsite

on Telos Lake. After a quick dinner of

cheesy pasta we headed to bed pretty early.

Day 10 (A) By Adam
If the sun hadn't of been up, I probably

wouldn't have believed Alex when he said

it was 5:30 AM. It felt like 3:00 AM.
Nevertheless the men of group A- Thome,
Graham, Tom, Jack and I, took down our

tents and packed up our bags. Our trip

itinerary for the day was to paddle from
Telos Field across the remainder of Telos

Lake, then across Webster Lake, and finally

down the stretch of technical rapids on
Webster brook. We quickly crossed Telos

Lake and reached the dam at which point

due to a lack of a watch, decided it was
around 6:45 AM. After portaging around
the dam we started paddling down the river

to Webster Lake. Surprisingly the river

proved to be more challenging than
expected. The many rocks and poor
visibility caused many of us to get stuck.

Tom and Graham flipped after hitting a

particularly well-hidden rock. They only

lost a paddle thanks to Jack's quick hands.

He managed to grab a wan before it sank to

the bottom of the river. Once we finished

paddling down the small adjoining river

we reached Webster Lake. We took our time

crossing Webster Lake so that the sun could

rise higher in the sky and improve our

visibility. After a quick briefing from Collins

we set off down Webster Brook. For the

first third of the river we saw only mild
rapids with the occasional sections of

difficult ledges. Eagerly and frequently Alex
would pull over to the bank of the river so

that we could watch Jack, Thome, Tom and
Graham shoot the rapids. We all tackled

the rapids with intensity and skill so

nobody flipped on the first third. The second

third comprised of slow dead water so we
sunbathed while traveling at a leisurely

pace. Time passed uneventfully for the most
part except for when we encountered a full-

grown bull moose. Eventually we finished

the second third and began the final stretch.

On the first set of rapids we scouted the

waters for the best chute. Although there

were a few close calls we stuck to the right

bank of the brook and no one flipped. On
the second and third sets nobody flipped.

On the fourth set, the "Indian Carry", we
scouted the rapids but Jack and Thome
flipped after hitting a large rock.

Fortunately Alex's swift reactions prevented

the loss of gear, although Jack's wan did take

in some water. We regrouped and searched

for our portage trail. Luckily we found it

and broke out lunch. The portage was
quick. Nothing exciting happened although

there was some confusion over where to

put in. We finished the portage in good time

and looked back at the fierce water we had
carried around. After a quick paddle we
arrived at Little East campsite. Due to a

mistake in our reservations we ended up
sharing the campsite. We passed the time

by going on a briefhike to other campsites.

We ended up napping at our destination.

We closed the day off with a four-hour nap
and Uncle Ben's red beans and rice thus

concluding another good day on a great trip.

Day 10 (B) By Billy

This morning at 5:00 AM Long Voyage I

was separated. Alex and his group of

campers- Jack, Thorne, Tom, Graham,
Adam - packed their canoes and imme-
diately started their long day of rapids and
portages. Meanwhile, around 12 PM, the

rest of us woke up to a hot oatmeal
breakfast before packing up and setting off.

Our first hour of paddling was no sweat,

but the following river rapids proved to

be more of a challenge. Luckily, no one
flipped. After another half hour or

paddling, Charlie and AK decided to

initiate a session of gash paddling, where
the sternman stops paddling and lets the

bowman steer the boat. That didn't turn

out so bad because our next campsite was
within sight and the current seemed
slightly in our favor. When we reached

shore we set up our tents, put all our stuff

together, and had a lunch of peanut butter

and jelly. It was delicious. The next few
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hours were quiet with reading and naps
until Cory surprised us with a "fire

mansion" which was an elaborate building

made out of extremely dry wood and birch

bark. He lit and it was beautiful. The fire

got very hot and very tall very fast. After a

while of watching it burn, we found out

how useless it was when our counselors

told us to turn on the stove and start cooking

Uncle Ben's red beans and rice. Two boxes
of rice looked to be too much for a group of

ten, but John Kline surprised us all when he
devoured the last couple inches of the pot.

After dinner we gathered around the fire

and told some jokes before getting ready

for tomorrow, our twelve hour day.

Day 11 By Nick
Day 11 began with a rude awakening at

roughly 5:30 AM. I could hear AK say

something to me but I couldn't quite

comprehend what he had said. I assumed
he told me and my tent mates, Owen and
Yost, to wake up and pack our gear and
tents. Today was the day when we would
meet back up with the rest of our cabin.

Once everyone was packed, we feasted on
some heavenly water and set off on the

water. To meet up with the other half of

our cabin we had to complete Webster
brook. Luckily that day had wonderful
weather. If the weather had been poor and
there were headwinds or rain, our day
could have stretched well into the evening.

The morning air was brisk and mist rose

up from the river. The mist made it difficult

to see the rocks sticking up out of the water

and the shallower parts of the river.

Halfway down the river we had the grand
pitch portage. We did this one mile portage

very quickly and were back in our canoes
in no time. After hitting about every rock

on the river and finishing a good portage

we finally saw the familiar Kieve canoes

on the bank of the river. We hopped out of

or canoes and reunited our cabin. We had
some delicious pep and cheese for lunch
while the first group packed up their

campsite. After the quick lunch we headed
to Grand Lake Matagamon. Some lovely

tailwinds helped us conquer the lake. At
the end of the lake we had a small 100-200

yard portage around a dam. Everyone did

a spectacular job and pulled their weight.

The portage ended quickly because of our
great teamwork.

We headed down the river again and
quickly approached the Matagamon
wilderness campground. After setting up
camp we hung around and told jokes. For
dinner that night we had some delightful

Dank. Full of pasta and cheese, we
discovered that Wavus was staying a

couple of campsites down. Mesrobs led

the trek over to the girl's campsite. We
talked and laughed with the girls around
the campfire. Night quickly crept upon us

and eventually we retired to our campsite.

We all went to bed with heavy eyelids and
high hopes for tomorrow. A nice way to

end the day.

Day 12 By Owen
Day 12 was a wonderful day for rapids.

We awoke at the Matagamon campground
to a slight drizzle of rain. Breakfast
consisted of perfectly cooked biscuits and
fresh eggs cooked by Cory and Tom. But I

guess with enough salt anything tastes good.

The rain ceased by the time we set off in

our canoes. We soon came across the first

set of rapids called Staircase Falls. After a

few miles of paddling we came upon the

Haskell portage. We unloaded our boats

and the soloers took off with their canoes

while the rest of us took bags and
wannigans. Everyone regrouped at the end
of the portage to have a quick snack of

snickers. We took off to our next portage

at Pond Pitch. The portage was quickly

over and we paddled maybe five minutes
to our campsite at Grand Pitch. Alex shared

stories of his time as a camper on the

Penobscot. We soon went to bed as we had
another portage the next morning.

Day 13 By Tom
After a thunderstorm filled night, the sky

cleared just in time for the cabin to get an
early start to the day at the crack of nine.

The campsite was packed up swiftly and
beautifully at which point each camper
was given two delicious freshly baked
brown sugar cinnamon pastry treats. After

breakfast the day began as any good day
should: with a portage. The cabin showed
its studliness on the portage with five

campers soloing. When all of the gear had
been carried over we loaded up the canoes

and paddled off. We had a short paddle of

less than five minutes after which we
arrived at the last portage of the trip.

Realizing it was his last chance as a camper
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to solo, Cory threw a canoe on his back
and soloed it the entire way. The trail was
long and rough, and it was very hot, but

each member of the cabin put in a great

performance and before we knew it we
had completed our last portage as Kieve

campers. We completed a set of small

rapids and then it was time for some gash
paddling. We spent most of the morning
interrogating Yost about a friend from
home. Alex played a game called "see how
much banana boat tanning oil I can fit on
my body" and then spent hours finding

which position in the canoe is most
comfortable and yields the best tan. John
Kline whipped out his fly rod and on the

first cast hooked a 41 inch river dwelling

tuna. We cut the meat out and mixed it

with mayonnaise and magnificent bread

to make the lunch of our dreams. The next

few hours were spent gash paddling and
swimming down the river. After a great

deal of leisure, the group in front sighted

six canoes off on the horizon. Knowing
that it might be either a group from Wavus
or those freedom-hating jerks at

Chewonki, we took off after them. It took

us only a few minutes to catch up, and
when we did we were overcome with glee

too learn that it was the same Wavus cabin

that we had met at Matagamon. As soon as

we were near the girls Swan and Owen,
being their usual studly selves, flipped on
a rapid that most retirement home
residents would have no trouble with. We
had a short paddle before we arrived at

the Whetstone campsite, which was fully

occupied by a group of friendly Canadians.

There was still room at the campsite for

all 28 of us so we set up camp. Charles

prepared us a delicious dinner of corned
beef hash, which Alex informed us
consisted of three ingredients: corn, beef,

and hash. After dinner it was finally time

for what we hoped would be a successful

night of socialization with the girls. We
were all disappointed when a serious

downpour forced everyone back their

tents.

Day 14 By Graham
Sounds of loud angry winds and pouring

rain plagued us throughout the night.

Awoken by AK wielding a spatula, we
tiredly got out of our tents and munched
on a breakfast of pop tarts and animal

crackers. We loaded up the canoes and
began our journey of the last day of

canoeing on our trip. We canoed and
quickly got very hungry so Tom, Cory and
I began a long conversation of all the types

of food that we were craving at that

moment. John Kline and Tom began
discussing how great it would be if it

started raining dizzy dino fruit snacks.

Finally we arrived at a rope swing on the

right bank of the river. Everyone had a great

time on the rope swing. After we all took a

turn on the rope swing we continued on to

grindstone. Before running grindstone we
had a filling lunch of hand sandwiches.

With waves splashing around us we
braved the treacherous waters of
grindstone. Each canoe carefully navigated

around the rocks and we finished without

anyone flipping. After the rapids we gash
paddled for about an hour before reaching

the Pinegrove campsite. In honor of the

end of the canoe trip Cory, Jack, Collins

and I jumped out of to swim the rest of the

way. We set up camp around a bunch of

trailer homes. An exciting game of snack

attack preceded a filling dinner of beef

stew. By the end of the night we all had a

large collection of snacks which we
protected with our lives. Being hungry
teenage boys we ate almost all of our snacks

at once and quickly became so full we all

felt we were going to explode. We then

went into the "entertainment center" and
watched Star Wars: A New Hope and Star

Wars: The Empire Strikes Back, which was
an amazing way to end the night. Once it

was all over an exhausted Long Voyage
cabin went straight to bed.

Day 15 By Swanson
We awoke at our own leisure too the

most wonderful prospect of enjoying the

third installment of the original Star Wars
trilogy. Upon entering the viewing
chamber we were greeted by urgent
hushing and delicious strawberry nutri

grain bars. When the Sith lords had been
defeated we ambled back to our tents and
busied ourselves by breaking down camp.
Around eleven o'clock Henry and Reid

arrived along with the smelly and tired

looking Allagash cabin. The day began to

look down when Henry sadly informed us

that the Red Sox had dropped from first

place. Fortunately, smiles were once again
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seen on our faces when we were
enlightened to the fact that two of us had
received care packages. Thome received

a considerable amount of food in his giant

care package.

We loaded up the vans and immediately

cranked up the music before heading off

too a much needed stoop at Hannafords.

The counselors returned with fresh fruit

and OJ, which helped fight off scurvy for

one more day. We also stopped at Wal-
Mart to buy some CD's for the vans. Our
dance party began with "Every Time We
Touch" and then "Unwritten", two songs

which had been stuck in our heads for

days. At about 4 PM we rolled into our

campsites and quickly set up camp. Cory,

Jack, Tom and Graham took over one of

the lean-to and made it a cozy little home.
Lunch was a tasty feast of turkey
sandwiches and tomato soup. The
counselors of South Harrington showed
up and convinced us to join them at the

natural waterslides. We were loaded into

the vans and trucked off to the natural

water slides. After about five minutes at

the water slides we realized how tired we
were from the day's festivities. The task of

cooking fell to John Kline and Yost who
heroically grilled while dodging an
onslaught ofrain hurled by a passing storm.

After dinner we hung out entertaining

ourselves with cards and ghost stories. We
fell asleep looking forward to the coming
hike of Katahdin.

Day 16 By Thome
The counselors woke everybody up

around 4 AM for the Mount Katahdin hike.

I jumped up and put on my boots along

with everyone else. We quickly filled up
our water bottles and hopped in the van.

Cascada blasted from the speakers as we
headed to Katahdin in the freezing
darkness of morning. A quick meal of nutri

grain bars gave us energy for the upcoming
hike. Long Voyage was one of the first

groups up the mountain so we barely saw
any other hikers on the way up. It was still

pretty cold as it was early in the morning.
When we broke the tree line the wind
really started to blow hard. I was a little

edgy climbing on the big rocks. Charlie

dropped Tom's bag in a deep hole in the

rocks. We were close to the top so we
decided to get the bag on the way down.

Baxter Peak was easily conquered by
us. We stayed up there for over an hour
just resting, taking pictures and eating. On
the way down we began to see hundreds
of hikers who were also taking advantage

of the beautiful day. We basically sprinted

down the mountain back to the van, except

for a long nap we took among the boulders.

After a short van ride home we all took a

long nap. Dinner was steamboats which
were quickly followed by bed.

Day 17 By Collins

Cliffs don't lie. Today is a very easy day.

We have two goals. One is to go cliff

jumping. The other is to drive to the white

water rafting campsite. That's about it.

Unfortunately, the counselors woke up to

the sight of a dirty picnic table littered with

camper pannicans and leftover food. After

a quick LNT (leave no trace) speech, we
broke camp and started the hour long drive

on the Baxter Tote road to South branch
pond. We trekked along the path and
eventually started bushwacking our way
to the cliffs. We arrived around noon and
an excellent session of cliffjumping began.

All sorts of cliffs were jumped off, ranging

from twenty to fifty feet. We stopped
jumping for a while so we could have a

lunch of tuna, which was a little light on
the mayo. After lunch long Voyage II

showed up and Wilson gave the campers
instructions on the proper techniques for

cliff jumping. He then proceeded to jump
off a seventy foot cliff. We soon said

goodbye to LV II and trekked back to the

vans se we could drive to the Penobscot

Outdoor Center. Once at the outdoor center

we set up camp, had some chicken burgers,

and went to bed early for our bid day
tomorrow.
Day 18 By AK
Morale is high. The dawn of our final

day brought with it a mixture of both
excitement and sadness. We woke at 6:30

AM and had a quick breakfast of bagels

before we headed to the lodge to meet our

rafting guides. We endured a quick safety

speech, grabbed paddles, life jackets and
helmets and got on a big bus. A five minute
drive brought us to our big yellow rafts

and the West Branch of the Penobscot. Our
guides briefed us on proper rafting

etiquette before we actually got on the

river. We split up into two groups and
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portaged the rafts down to the river. Most
of us had never rafted before but two
weeks of paddling made us confident on
any river.

The first half hour of rafting proved to

be an intense introduction to the west
branch. We hit huge waves and holes with
names like "the Exterminator" and "Big

Pockawockamus". Obviously, the massive
Whitewater proved to be no challenge for

the men of Long Voyage I. After a series of

intense water we came to a brief stretch of

dead water. One raft decided to use this

opportunity to attack the other one. Alex
led the charge alongside Tom to board the

other raft and pull campers into the water.

Unfortunately, the boarding party was not

aware of the 400 pound raft guide who
was determined to defend his raft. After a

few campers and counselors got stabbed

and whacked by this crazed rafting guide,

the boarding party quickly determined
that it was not worth getting paralyzed.

We shot a few more big rapids before

we pulled out of the river and loaded our

rafts on a truck. The guides drove us further

down the river to our lunch site. Everyone
ate steaks like men and warmed
themselves by the fire. At lunch we learned

that Swanson's first name is Ben. After

lunch was over we jumped back into our

rafts and headed for Lose Your Lunch Falls,

an infamous rapid. Both boats went over

the falls perfectly. We stayed for at least an
hour surfing in the waterfall and paddling

directly into the waves. Nearly everyone
was washed out into the "dark place" but

we kept going back for more. The Crib

Works also proved to be challenging but

we managed to get through unscathed. A
few more rapids were dominated before

we got to a final stretch of dead water. The
counselor boat decided to make sure that

everyone in our cabin got wet.
Unfortunately this game was cut short

when we arrived at our pullout spot. We
loaded up the rafts and headed back to the

lodge. To our surprise both Voyage II and
our old Wavus friends from Gravel beach
had arrived while we were rafting. After a

very long good bye we finally set off for

home. A good time was had by all.

Long Voyage II

Tyler Pace
Prologue

The father of Alexander the Great turned

two beady black eyes on three dashing
figures sitting quietly in a darkened tent.

"Who are you" he inquired cautiously,

"and why am I here?" The three figures

smiled.

Phillip of Macedonia, the great and epic

conqueror clicked his claws in irritation.

The one with the mohawk spoke up
quickly. "Phillip, Phillip, listen to me!
Listen and I will tell you why we've brought

you here, into the year 2006. It was a

complicated process, to be sure, most
difficult indeed. . . a complete description

would warrant more words than I could
possibly utter in a month's time, so you'll

have to settle for the slightly abridged

version." Phillip's expression darkened. He
wasn't accustomed to "settling" for

anything. Not noticing, the mohawked-
one continued his academic tirade.

Through a medicinal cocktail, a touch of

voodoo, and a genetic cloning device,

explained the man, Phillip found himself

in one pole tent. "Yes! Yes!" Phillip

interrupted, "but why am I here?" The
bearded one, a rogue if Phillip had ever

seen one, inclined his head to the outside,

where Phillip could here the voices ofboys,

a large group by the sound of it.

"Phillip, firstly and foremost, we've
forgotten our manners." My name is Miles

Tyler Pace, and these are my trusted

associates, masters Edwin Wilson
Robinson Jr. and Dave. Dave waved at the

lobster.

"Phillip, we have need ofyour brilliance,

your courage, perseverance, honor, virtue,

strength. We sit on the eve of a great

journey, and a legend is in the making.

Wilson, Dave, and myself, would have you
lead us on this trip. Be our spearhead, and
guide us fearlessly into the great Maine
woods."

Phillip considered his proposition.

Danger, rapids, rivers and lakes,

headwinds, tailwinds, sausages, perfidious

hawks and an embezzling deer with a

rabbit in tow were the risks of any great

conquest. Conquest was just the two
thousand year-old conquerors game. He
smiled on the inside. The day was his.
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"I'll do it, but I must ask one question,

good sirs." What is the name of this legend

in the making, this quest for manhood?"
The three Kieve counselors glanced at

each other.

"Phillip, this is the Long Voyage..."

Days The First And Second
"WEEEEEEEEEYYYYYYYY"

Sixteen men stared across Moosehead
Lake. White caps swelled, giving the water

an ocean like look. The clouds were dark

and threatening rain as we put in at the

Burch's campground. The previous night

had been the usual fair. The One treated us

to a black belt demonstration wielding a

tent pole disguised as a bow staff, and then

proceeded to consume heartily three BBQ
chicken breasts. The guys tossed the disc,

and Evan managed to master the flick. Sky
and Phil hurled a small vortex football that

would come to provide endless
entertainment during the trip. Poldo
seemed a Luca Toni incarnate, dazzling the

cabin with his skill at the footy. Tent groups

were selected maturely, and all were in

bed before a light rain started to fall.

Back to the story. . . After taking a helluva

sweet cabin pic with the fog, the waves,

and crossed paddles, we saddled up and
took our first strokes. By the beard of Zeus,

that first stretch ofwater was daunting and
long. We hugged the coast and point

hopped up Moosehead, getting some sick

views of Little Kineo actually mentioned
in the writings of Henry David Thoreau.
Norcross and Eagle Mountains were
shrouded in clouds, but the occasional

glimpse made for a nice view.

We stopped for our first lunch of the trip

on a neat little island comprised of more
rocks grouped together than anything else,

by the name ofMoose Brook. It made for a

nice meal, albeit a tad too buggy. After

eating we plunged headfirst into the strong

winds of the North Bay on Moosehead.
Some several hours later we pulled into

the Seboomook Point campground,
famous for its incredible view of the lake.

A few of us sat on a wooden bench situated

on a rocky outcropping, while some went
swimming.
Tragedy nearly struck right around now.

Alex G. was engaged in a hand-to-hand
sparring match with Philip, merely
practicing, when he unceremoniously

hurled our dear general turned lobster into

the lake. Tyler began screaming, fearing

their leader lost, and demanded that Alex
and Poldo retrieve the stranded comrade
before he sank to the depths forever.

Fortune smiled though, and Phillip, what
with him being a lobster and all, and
subsequently a fine swimmer managed to

stay afloat long enough for his rescuers to

fish him out of the water. My, but that was
a close call.

Wilson set a fine table, firing up
precooked burgers with cheese and bacon.

Stuffed and primed to chill we gathered

under the tarp for some serious
conversation. The rain set in for the rest of

the night, but did little to dampen—no pun
intended—our spirits. We hung out under
the tarp chatting long into the darker hours,

finally bedding down into our venerable

Eureka Timberlines. Well, everyone except

for young Nicholas and his fab-five crew,

who opted for an REI half dome shmap
dome. It was a money start to the trip, and
everyone seemed in jovial moods,
especially Phillip, who, after two thousand
years sans battle was finally on the warpath

again. TP.

Day The Third
"3% Body Fat, 97% Drama"
The cabin arose at 6:30 in the bloody

morning to find a surprisingly calm
Moosehead Lake. With a good dose of

strawberry Pop-Tarts, LVII packed up the

Old Towns and blasted off two miles from
Seboomook Point campsite to the
beginning of the Northeast Carry. Looking
down the long dirt road Evan exclaimed,

true to form, "Blahst!" Then T-Pace and
Wilson led the charge down the long dirt

trail, each soloing a canoe while the rest of

the cabin followed suit...OY! One of the

first to leave was wee little Lane (Age 13)

who soloed a canoe the entire 2.5 miles,

one of the only cabin members to do so.

Then Alex decided to take the drum wan
on his back, and was so hunched over he

gave the Hunchback of Notre Dame a run

for his money. Next to leave was Alex "The
Ogre" Treco, who actually took two canoes

in each hand, the entire way. Poldo and
Sky also jumped out of the gate, each

soloing half of the way, in a collaborative

team effort. Benny went back many times

to make sure there was nothing left. . .OY!
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GO ON BENNY! Finally after 3 hours, 28

minutes, and 17 seconds, Phil brought the

last piece of equipment, and Long Voyage
II enjoyed some Coca Cola Classic (except

Evan) upon completion of the longest

portage Kieve has to offer. After a long

rainstorm, which actually took place in

broad daylight, with a blue sky seemingly
everywhere but above our heads, the men
got back on the water and Glenn raised the

cabin morale by singing some tunes, such
as "You're Beautiful" by James Blunt.

Parker and Andrew had some intense

sternman wars, while Christian was lucky

enough to tow Phillip of Macedonia, our

prized Lobster King. We paddled for about

six miles, and passed Hannibal's Crossing,

which is where the Allagash trip starts.

Upon arriving at Big Island, Nick decided
to experiment with Gold Bond, which felt

like "A choir of heavenly angels blowing
on his skin." With our stomachs filled with

approximately 1000 calories of Alfredo,

Long Voyage II hit the hay after one ofwhat
is sure to be one of our hardest days.

Weyyy! ! Blast! Go On Voyage! ! S.T. PJ.

Day The Fourth
"We Rocked it Like a Hippo"
We awoke from our deep slumber

around 9:30 to a light and pestering rain.

The aches in our bodies felt as if someone
had beaten the backs of our necks with a

2x4. After a slow pack up, the men of LVII

had a crazy sausage fest, which included
luscious, meaty sausages that Wilson had
packed behind T. Pace's back. These
sausages happened to be among the thirty

pounds packed for the entire trip. The crew
paddled down the rest of the West branch
of the Penobscot River, into Chesuncook
Lake, the site of one of Maine's most
bustling metropolises, Chesuncook
Village. I believe its most recent census
indicates a population of six. "The Store",

hands down the pride of Chesuncook
Village provided us with fudge and home
made root beer. Wilson and Sky made
delicious tuna melts, and while Tyler was
eating he managed to break a chair that

the cabins from 1926 probably sat on
during their same outing. It was time to

head out of the little village in which the

entire Kieve community has come to love

(and support). We then began the paddle
to Canvas Dam, with the counselor boats

out in front, the rest behind as always. As
the back boats discussed interactions with
members of the opposite gender, I looked
around at the Maine wilderness and smiled

as I remembered how lucky I was to have
the privilege of coming to Kieve. We then

approached the campsite, and "Gash-
paddled" the rest of the way. "Gash-
paddling" is when the boat turns around
and the bow becomes the stern, giving the

other boatman a well needed rest. The
energy began to unwind as we unloaded
our canoes and set up the tents. After

another amazing swimming experience,

it started to rain. Big surprise. After the

rain died down, we cooked Boboli pizzas,

with the helping hand of Poldo, who
happens to hail from the ITA, naturally

the land of fine pizza. The rain ended
picking back up during dinner, and actually

made for a great time. Sixteen men huddled
under a tarp laughing with each other is a

tough experience to beat. Sleep came
quick. The next day we were off to the

races. L.B. P.M.

Day The Fifth

"Breaking out of the gate like Secretariat"

We awoke to beaming sun for the first

time on our epic journey. We started off

the day by doing some cabin reading,

which was a really good bonding
experience. The breakfast was a

spectacular array of Oatmeal with brown
sugar. This filled us all up well, and
provided us with enough energy to get

through the entire day. As we got paddling,

we discussed different scenarios for the

death of Marissa from the O.C. Tyler

mediated the discussion, while Christian

and Parker added their introspective input

on the subject. Nick, despite having seen

more than an episode, was nonetheless able

to contribute. We paddled through Black

Pond, which seemed like the longest pond
ever, stopping only for a picture on a rock,

and Glenn's constant breaks.

We then came to the Horseraces where
the fun began. Usually when there are

rapids we are going in the direction of the

flowing water. In the Horseraces, this is

not so. We walked just about as fast as

Glenn's paddling up the mighty rapids. It

was tremendously hard, slipping over the

small rocks on the bottom, but still fun at

the same time. The sun was beating down
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on our faces, and it was like an Arabian
Caravan. We eventually got to these little

waterfalls, where Tyler and Wilson began
to migrate like Salmon up the river and
falls. We also all tried to climb up the small

falls, and most of us were successful...

except for Evan, who got pulled off to the

side, hitting his rear on a large rock.

After the Horseraces were over, we had
a delicious lunch of PB&J, and although it

was sunny, it rained. No day on Long
Voyage Deuce would be complete without

rain. We proceeded to plunge into the

Whitewater that was on the other side of

the dam. We would jump into the rushing

flow of water, which sucked you under for

a few seconds, then push you back up to

the surface. Some of the boys attempted
pain dives, the most impressive going to

Alex Geddes and Phil. After about an hour
of this, we packed the canoes and loaded

them with driftwood (obviously Wilson's

idea). We then paddled through
extraordinarily hot weather through
something more marsh than lake, until we
arrived at the Round Pond campsite, which
was infested with other people, including

a family of foreigners and three kindly old

women. We ate our hefty meal of

MEXICAN FIESTA RICE with sausage and
onions. We played a few rounds of Mafia,

which lasted for a while, and talked

around the campfire, eventually hitting the

hay at around 10:00. This was a sick day,

which everyone enjoyed. G.C. CP.
Day The Sixth

"Resupply Numero Uno"
The cabin awoke (on Sky's birthday)

from a long slumber which would be
followed by a lazy morning. Breakfast

began with Nick and Sky baking an
enormous batch of pancakes and bacon.

They were scrumptious. After a clean-up

around the fire of flaming driftwood, our
trusted colleague and friend, Reid, pulled

into Round Pond North Campsite. He
resupplied us with 5 wannigans full of

unnecessary but delicious food. He then
drove us, our canoes, and our food
redneck-style in the back of a pick-up
truck, to the portage trail. We split up into

two groups. The first group to go consisted

of Alex Treco, Lane Brokaw, Glenn
Champion, Dave Eastridge, Sky Tise, and
Poldo Tomada. This group soloed canoes,

and the second group focused on the heavy
wans and group gear. After the first trip

down the trail, a number of wannigans
remained; devilish wannigans. A group of

four true trippers would later emerge,
exhausted, at the other end, with one of

the heaviest wannigans in Kieve history.

The day's portage ended on the gorgeous
Allagash Lake. During the paddle across

the lake, while looking for a vacant
campsite, a ghastly storm appeared very

close by. Just as we fled the occupied Ice

Caves site, two opposing air currents met,

forming a yellow sky, bolts of lightning,

and a cover of ominously black clouds.

Incurred was a quick skedaddle to the

nearest campsite, or at least what Wilson
thought was the nearest campsite. He and
Tyler ended up running up and down a

sandy beach, almost as quick as the

lightening flashing around them. After they

gave up their search, the cabin finally made
their way to the real Ledge Point Campsite,

occupied by a friendly couple who had
just chopped three trees down. A glimpse

into their tent revealed that they had
cooked a gourmet meal. Blahst! As the

cabin huddled under the protection of the

tarp, Wilson cooked up some Uncle Ben's

rice, followed immediately by HOT
chocolate. The dash to tents was then made,
and the cabin fell asleep after another great

day. A.HB.P.

Day The Seventh
"When the Rapids Begin"

Today began with a slow wake-up to the

wafting smell of bacon and eggs. To earn

our breakfast, skits impersonating each of

the counselors were required of each of

the newly-picked tent groups. The skits

included Dave's many mistakes and
'rubbing' of mosquito bites, Tyler's

relationship with Phillip of Macedonia,
and Wilson's crazy obsession with
driftwood and sausages. Once the slow
speed of the morning was realized, the

cabin hurried across Allagash Lake and
down the rapid-ridden Allagash Stream,

which led us to Little Allagash Falls.

Incredibly, Sky and Evan capsized in the

foot of water running down the stream.

Emphasize incredibly. Sadly, both cabin

cameras were lost during the rescue of their

paddles when Phil and Tyler's boat took

on a ton of water. (NOTE: That fact is false.
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These cameras dried out and still work
well. - Sky & Evan) (NOTE: Tyler came
across this note while reading and
reviewing these trip notes, and would like

to counter the aforementioned statement.

The Kieve camera never worked again,

and, admittedly, Tyler's camera works as

of now, although occasionally it asks me, I

mean him, if he wants to delete a picture.)

Tyler would also like to add that in

attempting the rescue Sky and Evan's

belongings, he sustained his toe injury that

would go on to plague him for the rest of

the trip. Tyler also managed to grab Sky's

shorts. GO ON T. PACE!!! Upon arrival at

Little Allagash Falls, the cabin embarked
on a grueling 30-step portage. Immediately
following this, we began experimenting

with the natural water park nearby. Glenn
found a cold-tub in which we would all

later shower, Evan had to follow a lost flip

flop down-river, and Sky fell head-first

through part of the waterfall - somehow
he survived... Two hours later found the

cabin relaxing around the campfire,
stomachs full with another day's worth of

exclusive Wilson Cuisine (Cheeseburgers

and corn-on-the-cob). As the sun set the

cabin gathered down by the water, and
Alex Geddes captured a few moments as

the newly-appointed cabin photographer.

Mosquitoes persist. Fire burns. Cabin
sleeps. A.T. A.G.

Day The Eighth

"Other People?"

Today we woke up relatively early,

around 7:30. As we looked up, we saw a

clear blue sky. A good sign, because with
bad weather the day ahead would have
been terrible. It took a long time to pack
up camp, as always, but nevertheless we
got into our canoes rather quickly.

Blueberry and Strawberry Nutris were
handed out for breakfast, and we
consumed those within 17 seconds. A few
campers went back and did one last final

sweep of the campsite, to make sure we
followed our motto: LNT or Leave No
Trace. Dave actually forgot his shoes. Once
we got the O.K. sign that the site was clean,

we jumped in the Old Towns and pushed
off for Gravel Beach. We had a little portion

of Allagash Stream to finish, which took a

few minutes, and then we finally broke

out into a full on view of Chamberlain

Lake. This lake was the second largest lake

on our trip, the largest on the Allagash trip,

and certainly one of the biggest in Maine.
Remember how I said we had good
weather? The trip followed its troubling

pattern of bad weather, and got extremely
windy towards the middle of the lake. We
had enormous swells, which filled a few
boats with water. With these strong cross

winds, it took a while to get to our
campsite, but once we reached there, it

looked like the Lake Damariscotta fun fair.

We met up with Allagash, led by Chris

Herbst and Will Holiday, and Wavus, led

by Big Pete's friend. We set up camp, and
started to eat snacks in front ofthe deprived

Wavus girls. We played the name game,
which was a good time because Wavus did

the Ice Cream dance for us, and Parker

imitated all of our favorite animals. They
were desperate for food that wasn't Luna
bars. After this, we decided to make a huge
bonfire. Treco, Nick, Poldo, Ben, Andrew,
Christian and I collected wood, and built

the fire. Looking up at the pitch black night

sky and seeing at least a million stars, we
decided to bring the Thermarests onto the

beach, and sleep side by side, under the

stars. This was incredible, and everyone

had fun counting shooting stars. S.T

Day The Ninth
"The Bestest Rest Day Ever"

I woke up sometime in the late

afternoon. I still don't even know when I

got up, only that the sun was high in the

sky when I did. This is undoubtedly one of

the great things about a rest day, and to an

extent, the trip in general. We can lose track

of time and have it not be an issue- there's

no bustle of activity, no pressing
engagements, no appointments at the

dentist or the doctors. Rest days like this

are for chilling and getting some relaxation

taken care of- at this point in the trip, the

rest was welcomed with open arms.

As I was saying, I woke up and got out of

the counsel tent pitched on a rocky
outcropping right next to the water. I

limped over to the beach where the fire

had been the previous night to find that

the guys had slept on the beach. I thought

it was totally awesome that they had the

chance to do something like that- it

brought back memories of when I was a

camper on the same trip.
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Breakfast was nothing worth
mentioning, and the rest of the day was
spent hanging around the campsite. I

snowed Andrew, the counselor and EMT
in training, some first aid moves while I

doctored up my tow after spending an
agonizing night without sleep. Sky, Evan,

and Alex T. spent about an hour in the

water waist deep trying to complete more
than five passes with the vortex football

mentioned earlier in the notes. After they

had managed the arduous feat Alex took

to the canoes for some serious rays, at

which point someone threw the football

at him. Alex became wroth, and comically

tossed the Vortex into the Gravel Beach
woods. We all laughed hysterically as he
calmly went back to his nap and sun-

tanning.

Dave and Wilson did some exploring,

while Tyler pushed Phil for the chance to

read The Curious Incident of the Dog
During the Night time . Poldo picked up
The Thief Lord , but put it down in

irritation when he discovered that there

wasn't any magic included in the first few
pages.

Ah yes, and where was lunch during all

of this? Around 8:00 we finally decided
that it was time to eat for the second time

during the day. Wilson and Tyler staged a

culinary assault on the camper's stomachs,

serving both lunch and dinner at the same
time. We had grilled cheeses with steaming

tomato soup, followed by some macaroni
and cheese, courtesy of Wilson, the

resident iron chef. It was late when we
finally went to bed, but it had been a great

rest day to be sure. TP.

Day The Tenth
"What Noise Does a Cat Make?"
We left Gravel Beach with a reasonable

amount of tail winds, and paddled
leisurely down Chamberlain Lake to the

ranger station. After searching for a water
source the ranger swore existed, yet was
nowhere to be found, the cabin took to the

bridge for a swim. While Wilson basked
like a great lizard on the dock, Tyler staged

a "categories tournament". Just as the guys
would jump, Tyler would shout out a

category, such as "cereals", to which the

camper would respond as quickly as

possible with something in that category.

For example, "Trix", as in a delicious trix

bar. . . or, a category might be, "what noise

does a cat make?" To which Lane might
have responded. . . GO ON LANE!
Glenn squared off against Christian in

the finals. The category was "colors".

Glenn won, as Christian stole his answer,

"red", after having allegedly been inspired

by the color of Glenn's lifejacket.

Alex T., Dave, Parker and Ben moseyed
to the campsite early, to catch get a nap
going, the rest of us eventually following

suit. High Back was described to Tyler as

the "nicest campsite on the Allagash
waterway", and granted, it was nice, but

not that nice. It had two cool beaches and
an open grassy area plus a picnic area.

Wilson got a little crazy with the PB, as

did the campers. Tyler read Phil's book,

then spent the better part of an hour
watching an ant with Benny. (NOTE: Dave
and I have conferred, and believe that this

was the day of the snack trade... it is also

possible that this "trade" was on Allagash

Stream.) TP.

Day The Eleventh

We awoke regretful to leave our
beautiful campsite. Our trip had been
progressing at an incredibly leisurely pace

since our rest day at Gravel Beach. We had
a lazy morning and pushed out fairly late.

The sun shone gloriously as we paddled to

Telos Lake illuminating our well rested

crew as we told jokes down the river up
into Telos Dam. The weather fouled up as

we beached on Telos Dam. We all stood

for a minute and marveled at the old but

majestic dam while stalling on the portage

from our restful stupor. There was a bit of

a portage, more of a carry while everyone

shot the breeze and stared at all the

character of the dam and the rushing water.

Our lazy morning was quickly given an
Epi Pen of adrenaline as we hit the rapids

after the dam. We quickly pushed out and
got our first real taste of rapids. Furiously

rounding the bends Phil and Tyler were
forced to go under a low tree branch, with

the brute of the damage going onto Phil

resulting in injury. The day was starting to

drag on as we finally reached our campsite.

Nobody looked too pleased as we arrived

at Little Coffeelos, a dark, woodsy
campsite with no place to hang the tarp

and the toilet was little more than a box.

Fortunately there was an antidote to the
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drooping moods with the first Pep and
Cheese meal of the trip with a massive
chunk of cheese and half a foot of delicious

dried pepperoni it's hard not to have a good
outlook on life. With tent spots few and
far between, there were tents littered

around the campsite, with the counsel tent

tucked in the woods by a beautiful
babbling brook which just so happened to

have view of the outdoor toilet. Much
amusement was had on behalf of the

counselors seeing Glen race into the

woods... The cards were brought out and
the games began. For several hours Tyler,

Evan and many others played many a fiery

and intense game of spit. After people's

hands were sore from all of the slapping of

spit, the guys created the Kemps
tournament, on which Tyler bet one
Snickers bar on Team Macedonia
comprised of Christian and Parker. The
various teams, Team India, Team Britain

(Sky and Evan of course) and the rest of

the guys played well into Dinner, which
was a beef stew. The beef stew worked as a

bit of a sleeping agent with all of its hearty

goodness, and everyone was soon in bed
to prepare for tomorrow's long day and
early rise. Dave
Day The Twelfth

"Trim the sails and put out to sea, you
scallywags! There's a bit of pirating to be

done, you perfidious rogues!"

Wilson, Dave, and Tyler jumped out of

their sleeping bags, excitement buzzing in

the tent at 4:15 in the morning. Tyler ran

through the woods, and tripped once
before coming to a halt in front of the

peaceful tents. Dave and Wilson were short

on his heels, and as the three gathered in

silence, the sun started to crest over the

lake. This was going to be the greatest day
of the trip.

After taking down the camper tents,

while the campers were still inside, of

course, the crew packed quickly
considering the hour, loaded the boats and
put to water. Breakfast was nutri bars. It

was a quick paddle down to the end of

Webster lake, but a beautiful paddle
nonetheless. It was tough to see much, with

the sunlight reflecting off of the water. It

was yet another moment that we wished
the camera hadn't been ruined by the

water.

Perhaps this deserves a preface. Most
Long Voyage trips take a slightly different

route than ours did- typically, a parallel

cabin, for example, would stay at Webster
Outlet, and then paddle the next day to the

end of Webster Brook. The day following

would then be spent paddling to the

Matagamon Wilderness Campground. In

our case, these two days were effectively

combined into one day. Naturally, the

amount of mileage covered on this day
would be vast, essentially being a two day's

paddle in one. It was for this reason that

we woke up so darned early; an incredibly

long day was expected.

Yet I must say, that for the days leading

up to day twelve, the counsel had a strange

sense that this day would be wonderful,

possibly even the best day of the trip. As
the cabin quickly found out, this day was
nothing short of epic, and undoubtedly
made Kieve history.

Webster Brook proved both physically

and technically challenging. It is by far the

most intense set of rapids run by Kieve,

the most dangerous and easy to flip on.

The crew attacked it head on, plowing
down the river at a marvelous pace- truly

fast... Eventually, we came to the Indian

Carry, a set of three distinct ledges that

curve slightly, requiring a nifty bit of

maneuvering to dodge some iffy rocks. No
one flipped, although the British Navy
(God save the Queen! ! !) came close, as was
their continuous wont! After the Indian

Carry, we came to Grand Pitch Portage,

handled with remarkable ease.

Then the fun began. Coming into the

notorious Grand Lake Matagamon, we met
a slight tailwind, thankfully, at which point

Wilson remarked to Tyler, "Hey Beau! Hey,

wouldn't it be great to sail this puppy?"
Tyler, having been left skeptical after the

last attempt at forming a Kieve navy on
Lake Chamberlain agreed after no mean
amount of persuasion. And a good thing,

too...

Tying the three counsel boats together

with the aid of Wilson's straps and endless

amounts of carabineers, Wilson's pointy

fly was put out to wind. Within seconds,

the three boats, along with the rest of the

cabin, started to rip down the lake at what
could only be described as an almost scary

record breaking speed. Within two hours
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we completed nine miles, and arrived at

Matagamon campsite before lunch. May it

be noted that the cabin expected to get in

around 6:00- it was not even 2:00 when
we went aground.

The rest of the night was spent
swimming, and there was a basketball

game using the soccer ball with Nick, Phil,

and Evan versus both Alex's and Tyler.

Despite a good comeback, the latter team
fell in the end. Dinner was potatoes fired

up by Wilson, accompanied by chili. This

was easily one of the best days I've ever

had at camp... TP
Day The Thirteenth

The counselors woke up fairly early to

buy supplies from the Matagamon General

Store, which didn't open for a while. We
stalled and chatted to wait for the store to

open as we all enjoyed yet another
sensational meal from the General Store

and had a civilized conversation with the

owners over our three bacon egg and
cheese sandwiches. (Note from Tyler:

Sorry guys, I let Dave write this one. . .) On
our way down, the guys were all curious

to see the very pleased looking counselors,

but all questions were put aside as we let

them cook their own pancakes. The day
got to a bit of a slow start as we made it

down the river. We got to the portage site

and Tyler and Wilson prepared to shoot

Haskell Falls. Dave and Alex climbed
Haskell rock to get a good look while
everyone else finished portaging. With a

saucy blue sweatband Tyler made it down
the river with Wilson furiously paddling
behind him in his crooked prescription

shades. The guys all gaped in awe as two
thirds of their counselors were risking

their lives canoeing down the very
dangerous waterfalls. After almost
successfully completing the first stretch

of waterfall we all groaned as they flipped,

but everyone was quick to help them out.

Alex took detailed photographs of the flip,

and the damage done to the 158. Tyler and
Wilson quickly recovered and gunned it

down the second stretch of rapids, to flip

on the rough patches not for lack of effort

as Tyler and Wilson furiously paddled only

to flip. They screamed for two more
paddles and Christian loyally ran up river

to re supply the fallen and bruised
counselors with two fresh paddles. We

reached the campsite early to realize that

the days of pre-East Branch nicely
maintained campsites were over. The guys
had a second meal of pancakes for lunch
as the counsel dined on some delicious

counsel sausage. The lack of nice outhouse
and picnic table were compensated by a

beautiful swimming hole, with jump and
all. Everyone enjoyed a delicious dinner

of dank after swimming and Dave slept

through dinner regretful to miss the

delicious dank. D.E.

Days The Fourteenth And Fifteenth

Day The Fifteenth

"Sun's out guns out!

"

Good morning, this is your 5:30 wake
up call. Have a great day in Maysville! It

was an early morning, and everything was
damp when we climbed out of the tents.

Having managed to weather the previous

night's torrential storm, we packed up the

gear and set off down the river. Tyler and
Wilson stayed behind to bring up the rear,

catching up with the group at Grindstone.

The men handled their last set of rapids as

Kieve campers like pros, deftly navigating

a tough bit of white water. The only boat

that managed to flip was Tyler and Wilson's,

occasioned by Wilson's endless insistence

that they attempt to surf the Grindstone

rapids. Tyler, needless to say, became
wroth with his J.C.

Following the rapids we put to shore for

the legendary rope swing. Right next to a

tall bridge sits a high, high rope tied to a

tree. The brilliant persons who fashioned

the swing in order to throw a body out

into the water at alarming speeds, as

demonstrated by our fearless campers.

Glenn flew more forwards then out, and
Wilson managed to get about as high as

the clouds on his jump, hanging on to the

last. In addition to the rope swing, a few of

the guys opted to jump of the bridge, and
from there it was on down the river to

Pine Grove Campsite, where Bubba was
waiting with our Van and Wilson's Sienna.

After an awesome drive to

"Sawdyhunk" that blasted such awesome
hits as "S.O.S.", and "Ghetto Superstar".

Tyler was saddened to realize that it was
no longer Casey's top forty, but some young
rogue by the name of Ryan something or

another. Tyler would like to add that Ryan
is poppycock!
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We pitched our tents that night under a

beautiful sky littered with stars. Dinner
was chicken in ranch dressing, a yummy
affair. Noland and his crew joined the mix,

and Dave refused to eat two wonderful
chicken breasts, strange considering he
hadn't eaten dinner for the past two nights.

The late evening brought on cold weather,

making for a warm and cozy sleep. All in

all this day was a sweet end to the river

and water portion of the trip.

Day The Sixteenth

"Mission Impossible"

A late start- but who cares! We had just

spent the better part of two weeks on a

difficult stretch of Maine water, and it was
time for a little break. Breakfast consisted

of the classic egg, bacon, and cheese
muffins, washed down with the quality

spring water running from the mountains
into the campsite.

Then it was off to South Branch Pond.

We took a short hike down the lake, and
did some bushwhacking to come into a

little stream that led into another lake.

After cresting along a ridge we met Long
Voyage I on top of a phenomenally high

set of cliffs. It took little to motivate the

guys to jump of the 60 footer, and Wilson
won the prize with his Mission Impossible

style jumps off the rocks. After the guys
had had their fair share of the 60 footer,

Wilson got that strange look in his eye, the

very same look that often left Tyler slightly

afraid.

Wilson sauntered over to an eighty foot

drop and gave the guys instructions on how
to jump, throwing rocks off to demonstrate

the appropriate projectile and necessary

leap to reach the bottom without hitting

any rocks. Then, suddenly, after waiting

for the winds to die down, Wilson hurled

himself off the rock and flew down to the

lake below. Glenn followed Wilson into

the blue depths below... and then did it

two more times. GO ON, GLENN! I think

that Sky also jumped, and a couple of the

other guys- not really my cup of tea if you
ask me...

After the jumping we headed back to

camp and relaxed for the rest of the

afternoon, taking our dinner early,

preparing for one of the best nights, well,

mornings of the trip. .

.

Day The Seventeenth
"The rising dawn"

"We're going! We're GOING!" Tyler and
Wilson dove into the camper tents circa

1:00... AM. This was it, the day we had
been waiting for- it was our sunrise hike. .

.

We all climbed out of the tents tired, but
the campsite buzzed with excitement- this

was the first time doing something like

this for every member of the cabin.

We drove down the dusty and deserted

Baxter State Park roads, the rest of the

world asleep. We blasted music and got

some of our favorite songs in along the

way, before pulling into the Abol campsite

and hopping out of the van. We geared up
for the last moments of our trips, put on
the headlamps, broke out the glow sticks,

and set off up the trail in amazingly high
spirits, considering the hour. .

.

Abol made for a great trail because it's

completely exposed- the trail itself was
formed millions of years ago when a rock

slide slid down the backside of the

mountain, leaving in its wake giant

boulders and cool rock formations. Going
up the trail was simply astounding- 1 could

see the headlamps bobbing in the distance,

and they didn't look too unlike the millions

of stars hanging above the dark mountain
above.

The hike went remarkably well. The
guys stayed together for the whole time,

never spacing out too much, always
chatting. Admittedly, I had expected that

everyone be tired, but this wasn't the case

at all. We reached the final ridge in good
time, right as the sun was peaking above

the eastern side of the mountain.
Unfortunately, the clouds rolled in, but the

occasional clearing provided us with a

gorgeous image of pink clouds some
hundreds of feet below the path we were
walking.

The summit was great, but cold. We all

huddled under a rocky outcropping and
took a break, eating what snacks we had
left. After a cabin picture we headed down
the mountain, and from there drove to the

site for our last day of the trip, Northern

Outdoors. The night was spent relaxing in

the hot tub and sauna, along with the

awesome couches. Parker, Sky, and Poldo

committed a rather unfortunate crime

when they robbed the counsel of their
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pizza, for which they were almost harshly

punished. . . Sleep came quickly, as we had
gotten little to no sleep for the past two
days.

Day The Eighteenth

"Go on then, Long Voyage II!"

An early morning without breakfast

didn't even matter for our cabin. This was
the last and final day of the trip, and
arguably one of the most fun. . . We got our

paddles, lifejackets, and awesome helmets

(Sky loved his helmet on the bus), and
headed down to the West Branch of the

Penobscot for a day of Whitewater rafting.

I'm not really sure what happened in the

other boats, but I recall with mixed
emotions of fear and excitement our boat

flipping on magic falls. We lazed down the

river after eating a huge lunch of steak and
chicken with rice and pasta salad. It was a

wonderful end to the trip, but there was
still more to come.

Pizza Hut. Oh yes, all of the guys will

remember that night forever. I recall Nick
saying that he wouldn't eat enough...

Hmmm. . . I wonder if that was the case. . . I

seem to remember Lane stuffing his chevy-

chase with six slices of delicious Dominos
pizza, an incredible feat if I ever did see

one. The drive home was spent moaning
with full stomachs, while Phil showed
Tyler the way home, actually taking the

group through his home town. We pulled

into camp at 11:30, blasting Guns and
Roses' Paradise City. What a fitting end,

what a fitting end to the best trip I've ever

had at camp Kieve.

Thanks a million fellas, I'll never forget

it. T. Pace

Maine Trails

Miles Dickson
Day 1 -Kieve to Great Salt Bay
And we're off. We begin our 22-day

journey from the waterfront at Kieve after

a quick tuna lunch on the beach. With our
kayaks loaded we head out down
Damariscotta Lake to the Mills, with
almost all the rudders working. We
couldn't have asked for better weather on
our start off - hot, sunny, and not a cloud
in sight. Our first stop was a rope swing,
where Will definitely won the style

competition for best entry to the water,

oddly similar to those "crazy jumps" we

would hear about later in the trip ;). Upon
reaching the Mills we were greeted by
savage locals who were intent on either

getting us wet in our kayaks by jumping
off the bridge, or dangerously injuring

themselves on our rudder assemblies in

the process. Although Maine Trails doesn't

have any grudgingly long portages like

Mud Pond or the Northeast Carry, moving
eight fully laden kayaks a quarter mile
proved to be a touch more difficult than
we had anticipated. Once reaching the end
of the portage we got our first taste of the

salty smell that would be ever present in

the next 11 days. A quick paddle across

the Great Salt Bay (why they deem it Great

we've yet to discover) led us to our
campsite. Hopefully not all the campsites

will be so close to roads. Tents were
pitched, and a fire quickly ensued, along

with the George's christening of the ammo
box. While making dinner it should be
noted that Rob, Jason, and George (who
will be referred to as Brookes henceforth)

had still not returned from their afternoon

stroll. The Habanero Tabasco lived up to

its promise, and our dinner went down
fiery and fillingly. It was at this time that

the wandering trio returned from their

walk, explaining that they had, "SEEN A
SHOW!!" Despite the bugs and poor
campsite, the trip was off to a success.

Day 2 - Great Salt Bay to Fort

We woke up to our first full day of

kayaking with overcast skies and sore

bodies. We broke down our camp on Great

Salt Bay and then had a breakfast of easy

eggs with peppers on English muffins. We
started our 12 mile journey down to Fort

Island. After passing under a bridge out of

Great Salt Bay we realized that the tide,

which should have turned two hours
earlier, was still flowing strongly against

us. After some hard work we pulled into

Damariscotta for a break and to get some
more water. After hitting up Renys and
Exxon we kayaked out into Damariscotta

River for the remaining 9-10 miles down
to Fort Island. After our first rest, George
and George sighted two oddly shaped
"bears" on shore, and a very brave man
playing with them. We continued on to

Carlisle Island for a glorious lunch of tuna

and pita. We finished up the day's work
with a 2 mile paddle to Fort Island. After
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setting up camp, complete with self-drying

and shaking tarps we collected mussels in

our ammo boxes and steamed them over

the fire in saltwater. We continued to make
our actual meal, chili and rice in toasted

buns, which was scrumptious. Dinner was
followed by more mussels, practicing our
blacksmithing skills, and Wallace. Then it

was early to bed in preparation for our

early wakeup the next morning.
Day 3 - Fort to Thief

Our hopes of rounding Pemaquid Point

into Muscongus Bay were dashed as we
awoke to thick fog and many, many lobster

fisherman prowling the Damariscotta
River. Alas we had a late start and reported

to Camp that our arrival at the transfer

would be slightly delayed. Team George
did a fine job leading us down the River

and across the bay to our transfer, where
who else did we see but Monty (a camper
in the 2004 Allagash cabin). Reid did a

fine job driving us to our put-in at Bremen
where we solicited more care packages
from our hero, Lindsay. With a foreboding

look to the weather we all made sure to

keep our rain jackets handy (a lot of

learning was done on this trip), and set out

for Thief Island. Unfortunately it was low
tide, and we had to navigate the slippery

seaweed covered rocks up to the campsite.

Had it been good weather Thief would
have been glorious, however, we all felt

like we were starring in the movie White
Squall as torrential rain hit us hard just

before dinner. The bright side of this foul

weather made for exceptional tent staking

and a unique paddle tripod tarp design.

With a hearty CBH send off we ran for the

tents and hoped the rain would let up. A
short 10 minute interlude allowed for a

much needed restroom break, enjoyed
especially by Rob. Here comes the rain

again.

Day 4 - Thief to Otter

12 hours of thundering super-rain later

the sun came out and we finally got to dry

off. Team SokelTrain led the group, and
decided on a nice rocky point to lunch upon,

where we made sure to watch our footing

on the wet rocks (again, another lesson).

Enormous fist sized tuna sandwiches filled

our yearning bellies and we lumbered across

to Otter Island. Once there we pitched camp,
with an outstanding counsel tarp (John, Miles,

always excellence), and much tent drying.

We'd been seeing lobsterpot buoys on the

shore, so John, Rob and I went on an island

circumnavigation returning with more
buoys that we could all carry. Dinner was
prepared and served on the beach
overlooking the water, priceless. The only

downfall to the day was our noisy
superyachting neighbors who decided
Aerosmith's Greatest Hits were best enjoyed

at night. Early to bed for a big early morning
paddle before our transfer to Deer Isle.

Day 5 - (Transfer) Otter to Sheep
Seeking revenge for the previous night's

musical escapades, a few daring
individuals (hats off to Erik who will

henceforth be referred to as Snacktrain)

woke and ran off the cliff beside our tents

into the chilly water. With a quick load up
we were off to our transfer point in

Friendship. We made short work of the

four mile paddle and arrived ahead of

schedule. Luckily the ever faithful One
showed up ahead of schedule as well and
we strapped down the kayaks on the trailer

and piled into the bus. No big news from
Kieve, but we did receive our first

installment of the Lindsay care package,

scrumtrulescent cookies that had us

drooling. Many slept on the four hour
drive up to our put in at Sedgwick. Along
the way, my spray skirt seemed to have
blown off my kayak, and I was deeply
saddened. With a full load ofnew food we
set out for a short paddle to Campbell
Island. Along our crossing we got a look at

some huge sailboats, tens of seals, and a

fair amount of blustering wind. We could

have stuck with the itinerary and opted

the easy out and stayed at Campbell, but

as we all came to learn, the easy out was
not the way of this group. So, we paddled
on another few miles to little Sheep Island

where we met a curious Tom Bombadil
type character named Kimo. Though at

first we were a little downed by having to

share a campsite with another person, we
soon came to learn a wealth of knowledge
from our new friend who as it turns out

had met the Trails group from 1
st session!

Humongous chicken quesadillas

entertained us for the night, along with

much trip planning and orientation by
Team RobKoorsh. With good news from

the weather radio and satisfied, if not
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overly satisfied, stomachs we collapsed

into our tents.

Day 6 - Sheep to Russ
We awoke slightly later than usual with

ambitions of kayaking an enormous
amount of miles, which was soon
determined impractical/impossible by our

newly found guide, the White Gandhi
(Kewosabi). After filling our bellies with

eggs mixed with bacon and pepper, we set

off for what would turn out to be the Day
ofJudgment.
Thanks to our intricate planning, we

were constantly aware of our position and
heading on the chart. After intense
headwinds and 3-foot chop filled our boats

with water, we were rendered to bilge and
recuperate on Grog Island. It was here that

the islands started disappearing in a

mysterious fog within a matter of minutes.

Visibility soon shrunk to 30 ft, but Maine
Trails would not be deterred.

With our nifty GPS, our knowledge of

the charts and our surroundings, and the

2-4-2 formation, we left the island of Grog
blindly and finally reached Hell's Half

Acre, fog-horning all the way. Our
reputations preceded us, and we were
found unwelcome. The sun soon parted

the clouds and fog, and we enjoyed PB + J

+ H sandwiches. Leaving Hell's Half Acre,

we again faced brutal 30 knot head winds
with the occasional 40 knot gusts. Paddling

through the swells, we victoriously
reached Green Island, home of the well

renowned fresh water quarry (described

to us by Kewosabi). We cleansed and rinsed

the salt off of our bodies in vain, because
shortly we were back on the ocean,
heading towards Russ Island, our final

destination. After doing the usual camp
set up, we erected an impressive fire

wedged between rocks on the beach. It was
here we prepared our filling Bacon Alfredo

pasta (cleaned by our very own Snacktren
for a Chewy and a Nutrigrain).

Despite falling short of our original 40
mile goal around Isle Au Haut, we managed
to have an exciting and somewhat
dangerous (like we live) day. I would like

to thank our navigation skills, impeccable
chart reading, and timeless planning for

our success in this mission. If it weren't

for us, your children would be dead.

You're welcome, Rob and Danny

Day 7 - Russ to Kimball
Throughout the trip we had kept Isle au

Haut in our minds, an 18 mile paddle
around the southern tip of the Deer Isle

area, across open (and I mean OPEN) ocean.

With this we headed to Kimball, our
staging island for (hopefully) tomorrow's
expedition. The winds weren't so bad
today, and we gingerly made our way to a

perfect sandy beach out on a point just

north of Kimball. Frisbee, vortex, and tuna

ate away the day as we relaxed and reveled

in the Maine coastal waterways. We made
our way over to Kimball, the biggest we
stayed at, and lounged on the rocks playing

cards and reading, soaking up the sun. By
this point the group's fresh water supply
was dwindling so a task force was put
together to refill on Isle au Haut.
Unfortunately none of the campers wanted
to participate, so John and I rounded out

the task force and decided to gorge on
biscotti and nutella once we got there.

Despite our efforts to spite the campers,

they turned out not to really care. Oh well,

at least we tried. Conversation of dorm
life wound down the evening and we hit

the sack in hopes the weather would be

good enough to round Isle au Haut the next

day.

Day 8 - Isle au Haut!

The mood was tense. The weather radio

indicated heavy winds starting by noon.

Should we opt out and go the easy way? Of
course not, this is Maine Trails. Paddling

as the sun rose we charged forward at a

hearty pace. Many comments of "this is

hardcore enough, where are the swells?"

were made. Lobster fisherman encounters

peaked today when we almost learned why
they call kayakers speedbumps. Reaching
the southeast tip by 9 am, we realized we
were right on schedule. Colin expressed

great interest in an island just offshore and
so we made our way over to investigate.

Several minutes later Colin emerged
feeling much lighter in spirit (and body).

We learned another lesson about throwing

rocks amidst other rocks today - they

bounce! Charlie displayed his likeness to

Barry Bonds, and a few snickers later we
were ready to continue our expedition. Oh
heeeere are the swells! Monstrous kayak
swallowing swells ensued for the next five

miles as we crossed to the southwest tip of
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the island. It seemed Isle au Haut had
finally become hardcore enough for our
group. By the time we were in view of

Kimball Island we took a paddle-break for

a half hour and floated in with the wind
and tide. Despite this break, we still made
it back to our campsite before noon. 18

miles, with two lengthy breaks, meant that

our paddling velocity was above four mph
through wind and swells. This was a huge
accomplishment, I can't say enough how
well our team did racing around Isle au
Haut. Naps were in order upon our return

after the morning's superworkout. Whilst

having tea later on in the afternoon, it was
decided that we must continue our
hardcoreness and do a night paddle. The
plan - pack up and make way to the tents

immediately, wake at 1 am, and paddle up
to the next campsite.

Day 9 - (Night Paddle) Kimball to Harbor
to Rock
The mood was once again tense. The

weather radio indicated fair weather. The
lobster boats were hours away from their

morning prowl. The GPS were fully

charged with illuminated screens. Should
we opt out? This question had become a

laughing matter. With the kayaks loaded

and the men lined up on the shore, we
engaged the strobe lights and entered the

famed 2-4-2 formation. With our
waypoints plotted we set out into the night,

which as it turns out is a lot darker on the

water than on land. Our team swelled with

confidence as we paddled into the unseeing

waters. It's really something else to paddle

in pitch black, hardly able to see the water

in front of you. From Green Buoy #1 to

Green Buoy #2 to the sandy beach where
we had lunched two days before (with a

short tour of a small island along the way)
we were decimating the nighttime paddle.

Once at the beach we could follow the coast

until we made the turn north to Harbor.

Morale was high, and formation was tight

and in tune like our rapt attention and
surging adrenaline. Uh oh. The first

campsite on Harbor was taken by our same
friends from Hell's. We rounded the island

and eventually found the second campsite,

which by our account was far better

anyway. Congratulation boys, fantastic job

on the night voyage.

Morning came along with M&M Reeses

pancakes. By this point we had been going

hard for 24 hours, so we took the
opportunity to sail up to Rock Island. The
Eureka tent fly had tremendous success

making the sail, while the SuperTarp group
had some difficulties. We did end up going

fast enough for Colin to lose his paddle,

but in the end the tarp proved to not be the

best sail. Rock had a great big sandy beach
with loads of slab rock, perfect for the

coliseum fire pit we would construct. The
project proved to be an engineering
marvel, flat slab rock base with curving

four foot rock walls that reflected the heat

from the fire so well it burned. Dinner
turned out to be a bust as our trip turned
into White Squall again, but our fire raged

through the thunderstorm and high tide

well into morning, were it took three pots

of water to put it out. It was a great way to

finish up our last full day kayaking.

Day 10 - (Transfer) Rock to NW Harbor to

Leeman Brook
While it would've been nice to paddle

into Stonington for our take-out, the 12

mile paddle up to NW Harbor was just

another chance to prove our mettle. We
blasted the paddle up Deer Isle in just three

hours with breaks, indicating exceptional

moving average considering our full load.

We arrived to find the faithful One
slumbering in the bus - true loyalty. High
fives and good spirits fueled us on the four

hour transfer to Monson, it felt like the

trip was starting all over again.

Hearty cold cut sandwiches, bagels,

brownies, and Gatorade prepared us for

the start of our 115 mile trek to Katahdin.

Waving goodbye to our driver/

photographer/guru-bf-all-things-spiritual,

One, we secured our burly packs brimming
with food and tried not to think about the

10 days of muscle atrophy in our legs. It

was time to meet our mistress for the next

12 days, the Appalachian Trail. By the time

we reached Leeman Brook it was time for

dinner, and burgers in a pot were served

immediately. Bear-bagging was
introduced (hanging food up off the

ground), and lessons were learned about

leaving food in the packs. Hell of a day, big

paddle, heavy hike, great sleep.

Day 11 - Leeman Brook to Wilson Valley

Today was the first day of hiking. We
woke up at 6 am At breakfast we had bacon
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and cheese on half an English muffin.

Although breakfast was good it took a

while to clean the bacon grease, so we
didn't leave camp till 8 am We were
planning on going 7 miles that day, and
maybe push to do 12 miles if we were
feeling good. We went out at a steady pace,

and took a break every 15 minutes. On the

way we stopped at Little Wilson Falls

which was a waterfall cascading into a 50

ft gorge. The one river we crossed, Colin

and I fell in, mostly everyone else stayed

dry. When 7 miles was up we had reached

the lean to, by lunch, which was pep and
cheese. We decided to only do 7 miles that

day because we were all dead tired. Mostly

everyone took naps. When I woke up the

lean to was full of thru-hikers, and it was
around 5 pm so I started dinner which was
pesto penne. It took a half hour for the

water to boil, and when it was finally done
I spilled a quarter of it on the ground! We
still ended up with plenty of pasta for

everyone, and went to bed after a hard day
of hiking. Aaron Kaplan
Day 12 - Wilson Valley to Cloud Pound
We let out a resounding sigh as we looked

at the elevation gain for today. Cloud Pond
was wayyy up high over Barren Peak. Not
to mention we had to hike 7 miles before

we got to the base. We were off again, with

a quick pace and determination like Arnold
running for governor, or killing humans in

Terminator. Today we forded our first

stream, Big Wilson. Only a few slips on the

rocks, and some impressive leaps across

the board. Thankfully the Big Wilson only

claimed one nalgene today. As we marched
on we started to hit the uphill, and before

long we could tell this was going to be a

long day. During our break at Wilson Valley

we decided to have lunch at the Barren

Rockslides, about 2/3 the way up Barren

Peak. Setting out at intervals so everyone

could take their own pace, we ended up
manning our way through the uphill (which

left me exhausted) and we ended up all

arriving within 10 minutes of each other.

To say the least, some of us were surprised

to see our Norwegian friend Snacktrain in

Mickey Mouse boxers doing push-ups. . . did

I mention the boxers we made of silk? PB
and J were ravaged as we replenished our

bodies and geared up for the next installment

of the ascent. We eventually made it to

Barren Peak where we took turns climbing

the fire tower and getting a great view of

our progress so far. With no more than a

couple miles left we soon picked up our
packs (which oddly reduce drastically in

weight when not ascending) and quickly

arrived at Cloud Pond. Along the way I must
add, we learned another lesson about
looking ahead while you're hiking and the

dangers of trees. Asian/Middle Eastern

fusion cooking for the night produced thai

peanut cous-cous (with hints of garlic, soy,

teriyaki, ginger and sesame oil) that stuck

to our ribs all night. Fully exhausted it was
to the tents once more to the sound of the

MT Snack Market making last minute trades

before the bell.

Day 13 - Cloud Pond to Chairback Gap
After yesterday, today is a cakewalk. A

few up-downs that made it easy to track

our progress, and slightly cooler weather
allowed for some quick hiking. We
received a nice compliment from some
fellow hikers about having the "nicest,

most considerate group" on the AT. Little

did they know we were really a band of

pirates. Not much in the way ofhiking here,

some fun descents that got pretty steep,

nice and cool up here on the ridge.

Reaching Chairback Gap fairly early we
set up in the lean-to playing cards, reading,

and fantasizing about food. Finally our

stomachs had adjusted to the small portion

meals, and were making the best of it

instead ofgrowling angrily throughout the

day. Lots of thunder and lightning tonight,

felt like we were at a laser-light show
concert.

Day 14 - Chairback Gap to Carl Newhall
The day started with a quick jaunt uphill

and an incredibly steep four-point
climbing downhill for three miles and a

looming five mile gradual uphill. As we
forded our largest stream, Pleasant River,

Charlie made a daring effort to reclaim

George's sandal that had been swept away
by the current, and Danny displayed
remarkable bow staff skills as he persuaded

his sandal to not float away. Lunch was a

side trail down to an incredible waterfall.

It was a welcome bath that took pounds of

dirt, sweat, and grease off of us (it would
later take three showers at camp to smell

socially acceptable, so you can imagine

our state of joy). The water was cool and
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fresh, and there was even an area that was
a preformed shower. We lounged for a bit

drying off our newly cleaned polypro

shirts and resting up for the long part of

the day. By the time we reached our
campsite the clouds had rolled in and did

not have a good look to them. A big time

foot analysis of Team Blister revealed our

medical supplies were running low, let's

hope we get resupplied with some more
(hah). Nat had a bout of dementia as he

strolled over to the counsel tent and
relieved himself mere inches from the

door to the tent, before realizing there was
in fact a tent there, which took him quite

aback. Good luck in the rain fellows.

Day 15 - Carl Newhall to East Branch
Rain, fog, and a dirty honor bone: not

the best start to a terrific day. We awoke 7

am, a delayed start due to the looming rain

clouds. However, after our Oatmeal
breakfast and a rather quick breaking of

camp we set out to the AT and an
immediate uphill section, the first of four

for the day. We had planned for the worst,

but with the sky overcast and cooler

temperatures our hardest day turned into

a pleasure hike, with the only real worry
being damp rocks on our descents. We had
pep and cheese on the trail just before our

last uphill section while John and Miles

discussed worldwide environmental
policy and Hoagie Haven of Princeton, NJ.

Before long we started to chill from
inactivity and knew it was time to get a

move on. The view from the top of White
Cap was amazing, we could see all the way
to Katahdin. A quick check-in via sat-

phone to make sure all our resupply gear

was coming and the sun finally came out.

With a big descent ahead of us we made
our way down from Whitecap and reached

East Branch in a timely fashion. The hike
was especially enjoyed by SnackTrain,
who yet again got to go into incredible

detail regarding his WOW addiction.
Dinner discussion revolved around taking

control of the WOW universe through
force, subversion, and money laundering.

With the plan all mapped out we were
poised to become the Corleone family of

WOW, except our double agent SnackTrain
wouldn't play ball and trade his guilds

money... not even for 1,000 donuts.

Day 16 - East Branch to Cooper Brook
Falls

From here on out we're hiking mostly
flat, long days. It's good to hike without all

the weight from food, though we're real

excited about resupply tomorrow at Jo-

Mary. Today was the only day it ever really

rained while we were hiking! Cooper
Brook had a set of rapids emptying into a

pool that was great for swimming. Sun
ended up coming out and drying us out for

a little until we got hit hard again. Excellent

(but small) dinner of cheesy rice - I can
almost taste the chicken coming
tomorrow...
Day 17 - (Resupply) Cooper Brook Falls

to Potaywadjo Spring

We lost a lot ofgood men today. It started

out so quiet, we could almost hear the fish

breathing in the water below us. We knew
we were in trouble. No one sailed these

waters these days. . . no one but pirates. The
fog was so thick it was like sailing in some
long lost dream world. Out of the fog came
a ripping sound, and before anyone could

muster a reaction the mast splintered into

a thousand shards as a cannon ball ripped

through its core. Pfifer in the crow's nest

was first to go, he made a mad dash attempt

at jumping to the water, but it ended up
doing him no good. Another boom and
the fog lit up with ambient light and we
could see the pirates scurrying across the

deck of their Flying Dutchman. Captain

Chapin ordered the canons to return the

barrage, and the Master at Arms, a Mister

Charles Reis, nodded grimly and ordered

his men to fire, yelling curses through his

wooden teeth. It was at this time that the

Baron Aaron von Kaplan emerged from

below deck brandishing a glass of port in

one hand and a pistol in the other.

"Show me the villainous pirates!" he
exclaimed, "You're interrupting my tea

and scrumpets."

It was too late though, as the pirates

boarded the ship it became an all out

blood-bath melee. We tried to fight them
off, I turned once to see the George's cutting

a swath through smelly pirates to Admiral
Duncan who was fending off at least a

dozen bloodthirsty foes. He was cut down
at the knees and savagely thrown
overboard to the sharks. John the Hawk
came screeching down from the sails only
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to perish as readily as he had appeared.

Through the smoke and screams I saw him,

the Pirate Lord Deans. A vicious yet

somewhat sophisticated pirate he had left

London at the age of 11 to create an
illustrious career in the braided rug import

industry. Until of course, he was left by his

own to fend off pirates in the middle of the

Indian ocean. He emerged years later with

a following consisting of a brilliant

navigational officer of the British navy
turned rogue agent, the Sokelor they called

him, a foolhardy knife thrower from
Bangladesh going by the name of Captain

Coorsh, and a strange looking cocker-

spaniel. With the battle raging and no hope
in sight, a fierce wail was heard above and
the fable Norseman, Erik the Brave
pounced out ofthe sky on his magical tiger.

"Where be the donuts? Hahaha," he
bellowed. It was over so quickly. Hundreds
lay strewn across the deck of the damaged
warship, the pirate Dutchman looking no
better. I staggered to the railing of the ship

and looked one last time at the Pirate Lord.

He smiled a toothy grin and stared with
his glass eye in a manner that made me
queasy. We both knew the score this day,

the price of greed weighed out in blood
across the decks. I did not have much time

left, and with my remaining strength set

off the "well placed" explosives,
obliterating both the Pirate Lord and
myself. We lost a lot of good men that day.

Day 18 - Potaywadjo Spring to Wadleigh
Stream
A fresh start with heavy food laden packs

and content (if thoroughly stretched out)

stomachs from the previous night's 20 lb.

meal of chicken, potatoes, peppers, onions,

salsa, chips, goldfish, cheese, tortillas and
Canadians. With renewed spirit we devised

a solo hiking day, with each person leaving

about every 10 minutes. This was the

perfect day for self contemplation. By the

time we all reached Wadleigh there were
mixed reviews of the hike ranging from
thrilled to downright fed up with all the

roots that plagued the middle of the hike.

All in all though, I think we all appreciated

a little alone time and the chance to hike
with only the sounds of the water and trees

around us. Tonight we are visited again by
our Canadian friends, who despite the

earnest heartful singing, dancing, and

romancing (which was interpreted as

trying to burn down their tent), decline to

socialize with the young men ofMT. Down
but not out, they hit the tents plotting ways
to woo the women in the coming days.

Day 19 - Wadleigh Stream to Rainbow
Spring Campsite
We woke up at 6 am on this fine

morning. Spirits were high as we boiled

water for oatmeal and prepared ourselves

for the 12 mile day and the peak ahead.

Nesuntabunt. We started off by powering
our way up the mountain where we caught

up with Sticker and the French Canadian
girls. We soaked up the amazing view of

Mt. Katahdin and continued on until

lunchtime. We enjoyed a meal of PB&J
while Phifer, Miles, and George McFarland
went for a brief swim. After a lunch the

group slowly made our way the next 2.5

miles to a lean to where we were sad to

find the French Canadian girls had already

set up camp meaning we wouldn't get to

stay with them that night. We continued
on with our hearts broken having left the

women behind. We finally made it to our

campsite around 3 pm after some intense

mud slogging only to find boy scouts had
already taken it. Despite the scout's

unsanitary ways and the sound of trees

falling, we set up camp and started a dinner

of potatoes and rice with cheese. It started

to rain after dinner and everyone was
forced to seek refuge in their tents for the

rest of the night. Overall the day was a

success. Charlie Reis

Day 20 - Rainbow Spring Campsite to

Hurd Brook
We're getting close. This is the last day

of hiking before we reach Baxter State

Park. Bee stings seem to be the theme of

the day as at least four people are stung

mid stride on the trail. What's with that?

The blueberries and huckleberries were
out in force today, and made for the perfect

mid-morning snack. There's a lot more
traffic out on the trail we've noticed now
that we're getting closer to Baxter - many
of them not too experienced as hikers and
campers. At the lean-to we're forced to

vacate the area so a national scouting

magazine can do a photo shoot of some
adventure scouts who were finishing the

100 mile wilderness. Little attention was
paid to the kids though, and it turned into
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mostly an "I'm an Old Guy with a UGE
gut, check out how strong I am carrying

my 75 pound pack, which appears to be
no more than 30 pounds but don't pay any
attention to that because I'm really quite

awesome and the hike was easy despite

our group arriving at each shelter well

after dark and I'm veiled in a coat of sweat
so thick my pack slides off whenever I

attempt to move." Once we got the lean-to

it was time to open up the MT Snacks
Market and furiously trade away our
unwanted snacks, though the coveted
Hershey Bar was out of reach to all. Thanks
and congratulations are due to Rob as he is

the only one who musters the courage to

approach the Canadian girls in a final

encounter. . . only to be met with, success.

The MT crew all ended up chatting with
their new friends until it was dark out.

Finally, their hearts could rest.

Day 21 - Hurd Brook to Katahdin Stream
Hooooooweeeeee! We demolish the four

miles to Abol Bridge, pausing only to snap

a picture at the 100 mile wilderness sign.

Excited to the point of giddiness we tromp
over the bridge staring at our prize,

Katahdin. After days of glimpses and
fleeting views we're now so close we can
feel its immensity. 21 days of pushing
ourselves and each other and we can
finally see where our path leads, the top of

the monolithic rock formation that is

Katahdin. We race into Baxter eager to hike

the remaining nine miles to our campsite,

and the head of the Hunt Trail. It's an odd
day, mixed with relief, gratitude, and
sadness. None of us want this adventure to

end, we don't want to stop hiking, and the

more we think about it, the more we enjoy

the time we're having. We stopped at the

natural water slides to sit in the sun, gorge

on PB and J, and some of us took a swim.
The closer we get, the faster we hike, until

we're practically running. As we round the

last corner on the access road we see the

sign for Katahdin streams and hoots and
hollers go up. A few hours later HRK and
George's dad, Mr. Brooke, show up in the

van with enough food to feed three times

our number. Of course we end up eating it

all in massive super-subs. It was
impressive actually to see such a big

sandwich get demolished so quickly. First

order of business is to inform HRK that we

will be hiking Katahdin in the dark for a

sunrise summit, something neither he nor
the counselors have done before. We hit

the sack with Katahdin looming in our
thoughts and wait for the 1 am wake up.

Day 22 - Assault on Mt. Katahdin,
Chainsaws, Flares, Torches and Lobster

I'm laying awake in my tent, so excited.

My alarm chirps and I start to rally the

troops. Tents are down in record time, and
we eat cereal silently by headlamp.
Everyone's pretty quiet, but it's not hard to

feel the buzz going around the group. This

is the day we've been waiting for the past

three weeks (and it's been five years for

John and me). We sign the logbook at 2 am
and we're on our way up the Hunt Trail,

and the last 4.2 miles of the Appalachian
Trail. Once we get away from the rest of

the campsites the conversation picks up,

and we start hitting the burners as we strive

to hit the top while it's still dark. Hiking

this trail in the dark is pretty amazing, it's

almost like a tunnel, the single path on the

mountain leading to the summit. You can
only see the snake of light in front of you
and once you're past it you can't look back

to see what you've done, only climb on
more and more. We're making excellent

time as we take few breaks, but enough to

keep the whole group together. Above
treeline and pitch black, we can see some
silhouettes of the surrounding peaks and
the reflection of the moonlight on some
lakes. Unreal. Looking up from the back
of the group I can see single headlamps
bouncing up and down and traversing the

rocks in-between the soaking black - it's

tough to describe how cool it looked. It

feels as though we're on a mission here

attacking the summit, racing against the

sun and against ourselves to hit the top.

Hiking in the dark is a new favorite, it puts

you right in the now, can't see much ahead

of you, can't see behind you, and you're

left to deal with what's right in front of

your face and you're just focusing on living.

It was really intense. John and I switch

about halfway up and I take up the head of

the group. Once we hit the plateau we can

see Baxter Peak a few miles away and start

a fast paced hike over the rocky trail. Nat

pees in the only spring on the mountain,

explaining he didn't know it was a spring

(the sign is directly behind him while he
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speaks). We start hauling, intent on
reaching the top, and before long we're in

a pseudo run up the rock steps. 100 yards

from the top at 4:42 am we stop and wait

for all 13 of MT. With you-know-what-
eating grins stamped on our faces in a

mixture of anticipation, pride, and
satisfaction, we run the last section of the

AT howling up to Baxter Peak and kiss the

sign. I can't speak for everyone, but I for

one, felt electric. It was freezing up there,

so we all piled on fleece, rain gear and hats

as we watched and waited for the sun to

rise, with clouds rushing over us and falling

away down in front of us. By the time the

sun was up we had to start moving again

before we got chilled to the bone. The
group would go across knife's edge, and I

would go down Hunt and drive the van
around to meet them. I started my way
down Hunt, every so often checking back
at the group's progress crossing the Knife
Edge. Every so often a cloud would come
barreling down on them and just rip over
them, they looked like ants crossing the

ridge. Those were some of the most hectic

winds I've ever seen a group cross the edge
in. If we overlook Pfifer's near beheading
on the descent, everything went smoothly
and we met up a few hours later at the base
ofHelon Taylor. We returned later that day
to Kieve with the whole camp cheering
for us, chainsaws blazing on the roof, honor
bone raised flanked by torches, flares, and
covered head to toe in mud.
This was an incredible trip guys. We

killed it every day on the trip, from blind
fog to Isle au Haut to night paddling to

hiking big days to hiking hurt to summiting
Katahdin in the dark to having a great

barbeque. Thank you. MT - Cabin of Firsts,

Old-School Hardcore.
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Kieve West Trip Reports 2006
Kieve West Session I

June 27 - July 21, 2006
Trip Leaders:

Rachel Fried Leader,

Galen "Raj" Fisher Co Leader,

Eric Severn Logistics,

Colin Safranek Assistant Trip Leader
Kieve West 2006 Session I was a blast!

The first day was a long one at the airport

- delays kept us there until around 8 pm
No worries though, we had a delicious first

meal of pizza at our campsite. Up bright

and early the next day, the campers began
the first day of their 2 day Wilderness First

Aid (WFA) course in Durango. There they

learned about everything from simple cuts

and abrasions to more complex issues like

altitude sickness and lighting strikes. The
WFA instructor said that ours was the most
well-behaved Kieve West group he'd had
in recent years.

After that it was rock climbing for 3

days. We started at X-Rock, a climbing site

in Durango. Everyone learned how to tie

basic climbing knots and how to belay.

Then everyone gave climbing a shot. Some
campers were really into rock climbing,

some were more interested in supporting

by belaying and shouting compliments.
Each time a camper climbed, it was a group
effort. Despite the incredibly hot sun,

everyone was psyched to be out there and
challenging themselves. The next two days

were more of the same.

We spent the day before backpacking
getting ready. We did classes on packing a

backpack, layering, and then divided up
group gear. Finally we were ready to set

out on our 17-day trek. We put in at

Purgatory trailhead in Durango in a light

rain. The packs were heavy but we were
in good spirits. We spent most of first carry

below tree-line. On day 3, we hiked into

the Chicago Basin, hoping to do a peak
attempt on Windom Peak the following

day. Unfortunately, 24 hour-a-day rain kept

us from even attempting to summit. We
did enjoy a mellow duff day, however, and
the campers tried their hand at cooking
pancakes in the backcountry. First carry

was spent trying to dry out socks, boots,

tents, and sleeping bags. We had maybe a

total of 30 minutes of sunshine during first

carry, but still the group was laughing and
having a good time. The campers were
getting into map reading, and eagerly

pulled out the compasses each time we
took a break from hiking. The sun finally

came out our last night before resupply in

the meadow below Kite Lake. It was one
of the camper's birthdays, so we celebrated

with a no-bake Reeses chocolate cake and
some tag in the field.

Resupply was a little rocky as we
unfortunately had to send one camper
home for a broken wrist. However, the

group bonded together to help each other

out, and we successfully headed back in

the next day. Second carry was all sunshine

all the time. For the first few days there

wasn't a single cloud in the sky. We spent

most of our time above tree-line, and the

campers took turns being student leaders

for each day. They learned how to make
Time Control Plans and how to map out

routes for the day. Group dynamics just

kept getting stronger, and the laughter was
almost constant. We tried our hand at fly-

fishing. One vegetarian camper actually

caught a fish, but let it go free to the dismay
of many other campers.

We finished the trip strong, hiking out at

Cunningham Gulch in Silverton. Our first

meal was sandwiches made by the famous
Abbey, a lovely woman at the general store

in Silverton. Then we rolled into Durango,

got showers, and cleaned gear. The
campers floated down the Animas River

the next day and beat the afternoon heat.

We played some Frisbee before eating

dinner at an awesome pizzeria in Durango.

Overall, this was one of the most tight-

knit Kieve West groups I've seen so far.

Everyone seemed to get along great, and
all of the students were helpful to each

other. I think everyone learned that where
some people have strength, others have

weakness, and vice versa. Everyone
learned something about themselves as

well.
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Kieve West Session IIA

July 6 - July 30, 2006
Trip Leaders:

Tylee Abbott Head Leader,

Noah Aptekar Assistant Trip Leader,

Katherine Kalaris Assistant Trip Leader
For 25 days we were privileged with

the company of your children. It was a

wonderful learning experience for every

student and for the instructors. Every
individual contributed in his or her own
unique way to overcome group, as well as

personal challenges.

The trip began with a certification in

basic Wilderness First Aid. The intensity

of the instructors, Griz and Adam,
captivated the students and established in

them a strong foundation for safety in the

backcountry. Students were challenged to

employ their new knowledge in practical

simulations. Although the days were long,

the students approached the class with a

curiosity and commitment to learn.

The adventure began at Purgatory
Trailhead with great enthusiasm, despite

daunting weather. After several days of

acclimation and basic backcountry travel

education, the group found themselves at

the base of the most physically challenging

aspect of the trip, Mt. Windom, at an
elevation of 14,082 feet. The group
celebrated with Frisbee golf, swimming,
yoga, and pizza after a successful day in

Chicago Basin. The students continued to

rise to the challenge, waking early to cross

high alpine passes and to reach some of

the best swimming holes of the trip. As
our first week in the backcountry came to

an end the students began to learn to

function with autonomy and employ the

skills they had begun to develop. The group
coasted along the Continental Divide, with
some of the most spectacular views of the

trip, to Cunningham Gulch to resupply.

With full packs we set out for the heart

of the Weminuche Wilderness. After a

challengingly stormy night, we embarked
on a technical off trail assent to Trinity

Lake. As a result of the difficulty of the

terrain, the group was presented with the

necessity of evacuating an injured
teammate. The students maintained
composure while providing excellent
physical and emotional support
throughout the process of the evacuation.

Bound together by twelve stitches and the

return of the injured student, the group
reevaluated their situation and overcame
their struggle with developing as a whole.
The group used their newfound leadership

to cross mountain passes into the most
beautiful section of our trip. By this time
the students were a fully self-sufficient

unit, functioning independent of the
instructors. The backpacking experience
culminated with our final battle of

backcountry Iron Chef, a rousing game of

charades, and time to reflect as a group.

After reentry into the front country, once
again the students rose to the task at hand
and tackled rock climbing. They
continued to develop new skills forming a

solid foundation in climbing. After three

consecutive successful days on the rock,

the group unwound and cleaned up at the

Durango Rec Center. The trip culminated
with a relaxing float down the Animas
River and dinner in historic downtown
Durango.

Kieve West Session IIB

July 6 - July 30, 2006
Trip Leaders:

Eric Severn Head Leader,

Zach Greenberg Assistant Trip Leader
Kieve West 2006 Session IIB enjoyed a

challenging and educational backcountry
journey into the heart of the Weminuche
Wilderness. We learned to trust each other,

share the responsibilities ofExpeditionary

living, and take on leadership roles. We
taught each other about mountain weather,

climbing and belaying, local ecology and
geology, stove repair, and useful knots, all

the while gaining proficiency with map
and compass.
Our group was strong and efficient when

hiking. We carried heavy packs over steep

terrain, on and off trail, and occasionally

were blessed with sun, blue skies, and cold

streams to play in. We powered up and
down Colorado's big mountain passes and
were secure in camp almost always before

the deluge. We weathered torrential

downpours, hail, and lightning.

We had fun, took chances, stayed safe,

earned the view from 14,083 ft Windom
Peak, and came away with memorable
experiences and new friends.
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